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1 INTRODUCTION
The United States Postal Service (Postal Service) has prepared this Programmatic
Environmental Assessment (PEA) pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) to identify and assess the potential environmental impacts of a proposed action
entitled the “Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative”, which is intended to
improve the operational and financial performance of the organization. The proposed
Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative is the Proposed Action alternative as
defined under NEPA. The PEA also assesses maintaining the current organization, the
No Action Alternative as defined under NEPA.
The Postal Service is undertaking a Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative to
create a more streamlined processing and distribution network using fewer facilities to
handle an existing and projected decline in mail volumes. The proposal under
consideration includes studying approximately 250 “study” processing facilities for
possible consolidation or closure; consolidating mail processing operations from the
“study” facilities to approximately 160 “gaining” facilities; reducing mail processing
equipment (MPE) by as much as 50 percent; dramatically decreasing the nationwide
transportation network; adjusting the workforce size by as many as 35,000 positions;
and revising service standards for mail services, including the elimination of the
overnight service standard for some portions of First-Class Mail and Periodicals. The
proposal also affects another approximately 40 “remaining” processing facilities not
considered for consolidation as “study” or “gaining” facilities. “Remaining” facilities
would adjust their existing mail processing operations, processing times, and
transportation network to conform to the proposed new service standards.

1-1 National Environmental Policy Act Regulatory Background
The proposed consolidation of the existing Postal Service network of processing
facilities and changing of various service standards is a broad action with nationwide
implications. The Postal Service has conducted a NEPA assessment and prepared this
PEA to assess the proposed nationwide operational changes. The PEA has been
prepared in accordance with NEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations for implementing NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 1500–
1508), and the Postal Service’s regulations for NEPA compliance described in 39 CFR
Part 775. This PEA also addresses other federal environmental regulations and
Executive Orders relevant to the proposed Postal Service initiative. Due to the Postal
Service’s unique mission and status as an Independent Establishment of the Executive
Branch of the US Government, these Executive Orders do not apply to the Postal
Service. However, the Postal Service does seek to fulfill the spirit of non-mandatory
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environmental, socioeconomic, energy and transportation goals, and it is in that spirit
that the Postal Service voluntarily reports on those categories.

1-2 Postal Service Mail Processing Network Rationalization Evaluation and
Decision-Making Process
This PEA focuses on the broad programmatic Mail Processing Network Rationalization
action and its potential environmental impacts rather than on individual facility-specific
actions that could be implemented as part of the initiative. The Postal Service has been
conducting feasibility (Area Mail Processing [AMP]) studies at the local level that are
focused on assessing the realignment of the processing and delivery network
resources, including Postal Service equipment, facilities, staff work hours, and
transportation, to better match the projected future mail volume and improve operational
efficiency and/or service. These studies assess expected savings, service,
transportation and logistics networks, capacity within the processing plant, amount of
required capacity (mail volumes), equipment usage, and maximization of capacity. The
Postal Service uses these studies to address consolidation of originating operations
(canceling and sorting locally generated mail at a facility close to where the mail
originates), destination operations (sorting and preparing mail received from more
distant areas for local delivery) or both. These studies are an important component of
the Postal Service’s Mail Processing Network Rationalization decision-making process
for actions at the local level, and are described in Postal Service Handbook PO-408
(Postal Service 2008).
The Postal Service’s AMP feasibility studies include an assessment of potential physical
environmental impacts and preparation of an Operational Environmental Checklist for all
“gaining” locations. When appropriate, the studies also include completion of
supplemental screening analysis and/or a NEPA Environmental Assessment (EA) to
evaluate potential significant impacts identified through completion of the Operational
Environmental Checklist.
1-2.1

Scope and Use of this Programmatic Environmental Assessment

The scope of this PEA includes an evaluation of the range of potential environmental
impacts associated with optimizing the Postal Service’s operational network. The PEA
evaluates the environmental effects of the Proposed Action, as fully described in
Section 3. The Proposed Action encompasses the following:
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Processing Facility Consolidation
Equipment Reductions and Relocations
Transportation Network Changes and Reductions
Workforce Reallocation and Reductions
Service Standards Changes

The PEA focuses on the issues specific to the Proposed Action and the No Action
Alternative, in accordance with CEQ regulations (40 CFR §§ 1500.4(i), 1502.4, and
1502.20). It also supports additional site-specific environmental evaluations, such as
Operational Environmental Checklists, screening analyses, other NEPA Checklists such
as Facilities Environmental Checklists, Supplemental EAs (SEA), and stand-alone,
project-level EAs that could be needed on a facility-specific basis to assess the extent of
impacts resulting from transferring processing operations from one facility to one or
more other Postal Service facilities. The PEA also allows the Postal Service to identify
those actions that are unlikely to have significant adverse impacts on the environment,
and therefore would not require the preparation of a project-level EA.
The Postal Service is using this PEA and its associated documents to integrate the
NEPA process with other Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative planning
activities at the earliest phase possible to ensure that planning decisions reflect
environmental values and to avoid potential conflicts and delays.
Should this PEA determine that the context and intensity of the environmental effects of
the proposed action (implementation of the Mail Processing Network Rationalization
Initiative) are not significant as defined by Section 1508.27 of the CEQ regulations, the
Postal Service would prepare a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), prepare a
Record of Environmental Consideration (REC), and publish a Notice of Availability
(NOA) of the PEA in the Federal Register. If significant adverse impacts are anticipated
that cannot be mitigated such that a FONSI could be issued, the Postal Service would
publish a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS) in the Federal Register.

1-3 Limits of this Programmatic Environmental Assessment
This PEA does not cover any action that Section 3 does not describe as part of the
Proposed Action or that requires a stand-alone EA or Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS). Descriptions of such actions are provided below.
1-3.1

Actions Not Included in the Proposed Action

The Postal Service is undertaking other actions associated with streamlining its
nationwide network of facilities. This PEA focuses only on Postal Service OperationsFinal
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related actions associated with Postal Service Mail Processing and Distribution facilities
being studied under the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative.
In addition, the ultimate disposition of any closed processing facilities is not part of the
current Proposed Action. The Postal Service Facilities Department, which is a separate
unit of the Postal Service, is responsible for real property disposals, site acquisition,
new construction, and repair and alteration of existing facilities. This Department will
use a separate decision-making process to evaluate facility disposition (continued use
for Postal Service operations or closure) after the Operations Group and various other
Postal Service Stakeholders have completed the Mail Processing Network
Rationalization Initiative decision-making process. The Postal Service anticipates
selling some of the Postal Service-owned facilities; future ownership and future use of
these properties is unknown. Furthermore, the Postal Service will work with lessors
regarding handling of future lease obligations for leased facilities. Any Postal Service
actions associated with facility disposition are subject to separate NEPA review.
In case of sale of a building, environmental records will convey to the new owner as
required by statute.
1-3.2 Actions Requiring an Environmental Assessment or Supplemental
Environmental Assessment
Some actions:
•

do not fall within one of the types of actions described in Section 3; and

•

have components or characteristics that are not fully or comprehensively
addressed in the analysis of impacts presented in Section 4.

The Postal Service would prepare a separate, stand-alone EA or SEA if the specific
action is a major action that could result in potentially significant impacts that have not
been evaluated in the PEA.
An SEA and corresponding FONSI, if appropriate, could be tiered 1 from this PEA, in
accordance with 40 CFR Part 1508.28. The SEA could result in a FONSI, a
determination that a more detailed project-specific EA should be conducted, or a NOI to
conduct an EIS. Actions that have been determined, during the preparation of an SEA,
to require a more detailed or broader environmental review will be subject to a standard
project-level EA or an EIS, per NEPA requirements.

1

Tiering refers to incorporating, by reference, the general assessments and discussions from this PEA
into a focused SEA. The SEA would focus on the particular effects of the specific action.
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1-4 Public and Stakeholder Involvement
The Postal Service has been conducting and will continue to conduct a public input
meeting within 45 days after submission of each AMP study, followed by a 15-day
public comment period in compliance with the AMP feasibility study process mentioned
in Section 1-2. The Postal Service provided Network Consolidation service talks to
Postal Service employees at processing facilities, non-processing facilities, and Post
Offices in mid-September 2011; and information relative to the Postal Service’s AMP
process and Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative has been made available
on the Postal Service’s public website.
The Postal Service published an advance notice of proposed rulemaking on September
21, 2011 (76 Fed. Reg. 58433), to solicit public comments on the Mail Processing
Network Rationalization Initiative while the initiative was at a conceptual phase. The
public comment period for the advance notice ended on October 21, 2011. The Postal
Service received over 4,200 comments. None of the comments related to the
environment.
The Postal Service filed a request for an advisory opinion with the Postal Regulatory
Commission (PRC) on December 5, 2011, in accordance with Section 3661 of Title 39
of the United States Code, which requires that the Postal Service seek an advisory
opinion from the PRC “within a reasonable amount of time prior to the effective date” of
any change in the nature of postal services that will "affect service on a nationwide or
substantially nationwide basis.” The Postal Service’s request to the PRC, assigned as
Docket No. N2012-1, included submittal of substantiating documents to support the
changes, many of which are referenced herein. A PRC staff member is appointed to act
as the “public representative” during the review process. In addition, the PRC often
permits stakeholders to offer written testimony, submit documents, and cross-examine
witnesses. The PRC proceeding can take an indefinite time; therefore, this PEA may be
completed prior to the PRC opinion being provided to the Postal Service.
Shortly after filing the advisory opinion request, the Postal Service published proposed
revisions to its service standards in the Federal Register (76 Fed. Reg. 77942, Dec. 15,
2011). The proposed rulemaking followed on the advance notice published in
September. The public comment period for the proposed rulemaking ends on February
13, 2012. The Postal Service is still reviewing comments received in response to the
proposed rulemaking. Copies of the advance notice, proposed rulemaking, and request
for a PRC advisory opinion are presented in Appendix B.
The Postal Service’s Notice of Intent to Prepare a Programmatic Environmental
Assessment for Proposed Network Optimization, Nationwide; Notice of Public Scoping
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Period, was made available for public inspection in the Federal Register on September
30, 2011 and published on October 3, 2011 (76 Fed. Reg. 61120) 2. As part of this
public notice, the Postal Service provided a public and agency scoping and comment
period through October 30, 2011. In addition, the Postal Service mailed the NOI directly
to various stakeholders, including the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Postal
Service union representatives, and other interested parties. The Postal Service
received one comment, from Time, Incorporated, in response to the agency scoping
and comment period. Below is an excerpt from the letter:
This letter is in response to your request for comments regarding the
preparation of a Programmatic Environmental Assessment to evaluate the
environmental impacts of the Postal Service’s [Mail Processing Network
Rationalization] efforts. From the perspective of Time Incorporated, [mail
processing network rationalization] will have a net positive environmental
impact. Today our company contracts with numerous trucking companies
to transport magazines from the printing plants to postal facilities across
the country. Monthly magazines, utilize the printers’ pool shipping
programs. Weekly magazines are more time sensitive and are
transported on exclusive use trucks under contract with Time Inc. In both
cases, the consolidation of postal facilities will result in fewer
transportation miles from the printing plants to the postal entry points. In
addition, our trucks will spend less time at idle waiting to enter multiple
facilities and spotting trailers at the docks. We assume that this will have
a positive effect on fuel consumption and air pollution. We also assume
that the positive environmental impact will be greater for our weekly
magazines because our exclusive use trucks are not always 100% full. As
a result, the Postal Service is much more likely to create full trailer loads
than any single weekly magazine could create and less overall fuel will be
required.
We have not quantified the environmental impact of these changes but
hope that our comments will help the Postal Service make an informed
decision that results in fewer facilities.
Copies of the NOI, an example NOI letter, a list of the NOI letter recipients, and the NOI
comment correspondence received, are included in Appendix C. Other correspondence
related to potential environmental impacts is presented in Appendix D.

2

The Postal Service changed the name of the initiative from “Network Optimization” to “Mail Processing
Network Rationalization” in the Proposed Rule published December 15, 2011.
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1-5 Organization of the Programmatic Environmental Assessment
In addition to describing the Purpose and Need for action (Section 2), this PEA
describes the Postal Service’s alternative actions that have been evaluated (Section 3);
describes the Affected Environment that provides a basis for measuring the impacts of
actions, and the Environmental Consequences (Section 4) of implementing the
alternative actions; discusses the Cumulative Impacts that the Proposed Action could
have on some resources (Section 5); summarizes Mitigation Measures associated with
specific resources or issues (Section 6); and provides a list of Preparers (Section 7) and
a list of References (Section 8). Appendices provide a glossary of select Postal Service
terms used in this PEA, additional project background information and data, copies of
various public and stakeholder outreach documentation and responses; and various
technical background information.
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2 PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION
2-1 Purpose of Proposed Action
The Postal Service has been a self-supporting Independent Establishment 3 of the
Executive Branch of the U.S. Government since 1971 when Congress assigned the
Postal Service the “general duty” to “maintain an efficient system of collection, sorting,
and delivery of the mail nationwide” (39 U.S.C. 403(b)). In order to carry out this
obligation, the Postal Service has the “specific powers” to:
•

“provide for the collection, handling, transportation, delivery, forwarding,
returning, and holding of mail, and for the disposition of undeliverable mail” (39
U.S.C. 404(a)(1)); and

•

“determine the need for post offices, postal and training facilities and equipment,
and ... provide such offices, facilities, and equipment as it determines are
needed” (39 U.S.C. 404(a)(13)).

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to reduce operating expenses and address the
directives of Congress in the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act (“PAEA”) of
2006, which directed the Postal Service to consolidate its infrastructure to better align
with changing conditions. The Proposed Action, consisting of various mail delivery
service standard changes and processing and delivery network resource realignment to
match current demands would achieve this purpose. The overnight commitment
standard for First-Class Mail, i.e., mail that must be collected, cancelled, and returned to
Post Offices for delivery the next day (Postal Service OIG 2011) drives, as a rule, the
number and locations of processing facilities. With the relaxation of overnight service
standards, the Postal Service could expand operating windows, which would allow for
the same mail volume to be processed on fewer machines, requiring less facility square
footage to house the equipment (Rosenberg 2011).
The future processing network (and processing locations) would support the proposed
revised business rules for certain classes of mail (First-Class and Periodicals), revise
entry times for mail processing, reduce the amount of equipment used and workforce
positions needed for processing the mail, and reduce the number of facilities performing
mail processing operations across the nation. The Postal Service’s implementation of
the proposed changes would reduce the nationwide processing infrastructure; help
bring operating costs in line with revenues; and make possible net annualized savings of
an estimated $2.1 billion (Masse 2011), which would help the Postal Service become
3

The Postal Service receives no tax dollars for operating expenses and relies on the sale of postage,
products and services to fund operations.
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more financially sustainable and address its operating expenses in Fiscal Year (FY)
2012 and beyond.

2-2 Need for Action
The Postal Service’s processing and transportation networks were developed, over
many decades of growing mail volumes, largely to achieve service standards for FirstClass Mail and Periodicals, particularly overnight service standards. Congress, in
Section 302 of the “PAEA” of 2006, found that the Postal Service’s networks were larger
than necessary and directed the Postal Service to align with current conditions. In
addition, the Act required the United States Government Accountability Office (USGAO)
to evaluate strategies and options for reforms of the Postal Service. USGAO noted the
decline in Postal Service mail volume, cash shortage, and rising debt and added the
Postal Service’s financial condition to its high-risk list (USGAO 2010). The USGAO
study concluded that in addition to many issues and constraints facing the Postal
Service, the Postal Service was making limited progress toward closing facilities. The
study included, as one strategy, reducing operations and network costs including
closing unneeded facilities, specifically major mail processing facilities, and relaxing
delivery standards.
Subsequently the Postal Service Office of Inspector General (OIG) developed a
Strategy for a Future Mail Processing & Transportation Network (Postal Service OIG
2011). This effort included using a model to predict the optimal processing and
distribution network for handling predicted year 2020 mail volumes. The hypothetical
network provided insight into the feasible options for addressing network overcapacity.
The Postal Service has for some time vigorously pursued operational consolidation
opportunities to reduce excess capacity in its networks when those were available.
However, the decline in single-piece, First-Class Mail volume has continued, mainly
resulting from increased personal and business use of the Internet for electronic
communications and transactions. Mail volume decreased by more than 9 billion pieces
in 2010. Between 2005 and 2010, First-Class Mail and total mail volume handled by the
Postal Service declined about 20 percent and stamped mail volume declined almost 38
percent. Total mail volume further declined 1.7 percent to 168 billion pieces in FY 2011.
The most recent projections predict First-Class Mail volume will continue to decline for
the next decade (Postal Service 2011), while volume of one-third less profitable
Standard Mail pieces will slightly increase (as depicted in Figure 1, Mail Volume Shifting
to a Less Profitable Mix).
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Figure 1 - Mail Volume Shifting to a Less Profitable Mix
Source: Our Future Network, PowerPoint presentation (USPS 2011a)

Also, an increase in the percentage of workshared mail (of which two major types,
presorting and drop shipping by mailers, bypass postal originating operations) has
further decreased the demand for processing and transportation capacity (Postal
Service OIG 2011). The past and projected decline in mail volumes and increase in
workshared mail leaves the Postal Service’s processing and transportation networks
with more excess capacity in relation to current and projected mail volumes than
anticipated when the network was developed. Currently, processing plants and
equipment are underutilized due to diminished mail volumes, and many vehicles used
for transport of mail from one Postal Service facility to another are less than full.
The Postal Service reported a net loss of $5.1 billion (not including a deferred $5.5
billion payment to the retiree pension fund) for FY 2011, which ended September 30,
2011. Furthermore, in the Postal Service’s end-of year (FY 2011) financial briefing
(Postal Service 2011b) on November 15, 2011, the Postal Service projected a minimal
$0.6 billion available liquidity by the end of FY 2012.
Further network consolidations (beyond those that have already been performed or are
currently under study) necessary to align the Postal Service’s infrastructure with current
and projected mail volumes, will for the most part be unachievable without a
corresponding relaxation of certain service standards for First-Class Mail and
periodicals. The current overnight service standard requires that delivery point
sequencing (DPS) of letter mail take place within a very short window of time, with
approximately four hours between when the last volume assigned for next day delivery
arrives around 01:30 a.m. and the DPS clearance time required to meet the last
dispatch of the day for transportation in time to meet the service standard (Rosenberg
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2011). This short window is directly related to the amount of Delivery Barcode Sorter
(DBCS) equipment the Postal Service needs to process the mail. Processing
approximately 400 million pieces per day during a four-hour time span requires more
DBCS equipment than would otherwise be necessary if there were a larger window
within which to DPS the mail. Moreover, most DBCS equipment is utilized for DPS only.
Since the Postal Service only uses DBCS during this four-hour window, DBCS
machines are idle the remaining hours of each operating day. This downtime creates
unused capacity in the network that can be reduced through the relaxation of service
standards and corresponding relaxation of the four-hour DPS processing window
(Rosenberg 2011).
The First-Class Mail overnight standard also creates underutilized surface
transportation. The Postal Service must schedule and operate numerous daily truck
trips between mail processing plants that are overnight First-Class Mail partners to one
another, in order to achieve that service standard irrespective of the degree to which
each truck’s capacity is utilized (Rosenberg 2011).
Therefore, the Postal Service identified a need to realign and consolidate its mail
processing and delivery network resources to better match the mail volume, and revise
First-Class Mail and periodical delivery service standards to make network consolidation
feasible and thus address the requirements of the PAEA of 2006 and urgent financial
needs.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The Postal Service considered various alternatives in an attempt to address the difficult
financial situation currently facing the organization. These were assessed using the
established AMP process and concluded with the Mail Processing Network
Rationalization Initiative proposed herein. The following sections describe the
alternatives assessed in detail, and include the No Action Alternative and the Proposed
Action. In addition, the Postal Service assessed other actions that were dismissed from
detailed NEPA evaluation because the alternatives did not meet the Purpose and Need
as described in Section 2.

3-1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative
would not be implemented. Postal Service processing operations would continue
essentially as is, at current capacity. There would be no consolidation or closure of mail
processing facilities, no modification of current service standards for First-Class Mail
and periodicals, no scaling back of the nationwide transportation network, and no
workforce adjustments. Under the No Action Alternative, the Postal Service would
maintain current operating methods and protocols and would continue to operate at a
budget deficit due to insufficient income to maintain current operating expenses.
The Postal Service’s budget deficit is expected to increase if mail volume and retail
service revenues continue to decline, as has been predicted, and the ability to meet the
demands of an increasing retiree pension fund would be improbable.

3-2 Postal Service Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative
(Proposed Action)
The Proposed Action (Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative) would create a
more streamlined processing and distribution network, using fewer facilities to handle
the reduced mail volume. The Proposed Action has two primary components,
summarized as:
1) Decrease or discontinue processing operations at approximately 250 processing
facilities; increase and consolidate mail processing operations at approximately
160 processing facilities, and implement revised processing operations at
approximately 40 additional processing facilities in response to the proposed
service standards.
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2) Revise service standards for First-Class Mail from 1-3 days to 2-3 days for
businesses submitting First-Class Mail after the Critical Entry Time (CET) and
retail First-Class Mail customers. Revise service standards for Periodical
deliveries outside the contiguous U.S. to more accurately reflect the service
currently received by pieces destinating outside the contiguous 48 states.
Revise business rules for various other classes of mail.
These two components would decrease the amount of MPE, reduce the nationwide
transportation network, and adjust the workforce size by approximately 35,000
positions. The Proposed Action is described in detail in Sections 3-2.1 and 3-2.2.
3-2.1

Processing Facility Closure and Operations Consolidation

As part of the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative, the Postal Service
identified approximately 250 “study” facilities for possible consolidation of mail
processing operations, as illustrated in Figure 2 (Proposed “Study” Processing
Facilities). The approximately 250 “study” facilities include 124 Processing and
Distribution Centers (P&DCs) and Facilities (P&DFs), 90 Customer Service Mail
Processing Centers (CSMPC), 18 Annexes, 15 Delivery Distribution Centers (DDCs), 3
Logistics and Distribution Centers (LDCs), and 2 Surface Transfer Centers (STCs). A
list of the proposed “study” facilities is presented in Appendix E.

Figure 2 - Proposed "Study" Processing Facilities (indicated by red stars)
Source: Our Future Network, PowerPoint presentation (USPS 2011a)
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As part of the Proposed Action, originating operations (canceling and sorting locally
generated mail at a facility close to where the mail originates), destination operations
(sorting and preparing mail received from more distant areas for local delivery) or both
from the 250 “study” facilities could be consolidated at one or more “gaining” processing
facilities. Operations could remain but at a decreased level at some of the 250 “study”
facilities, or the facilities could be closed. The number and identification of processing
facilities that the Postal Service would close and the realignment/consolidation of
facilities are contingent upon the results of the feasibility studies, which the Postal
Service expects to complete in the first half of FY 2012. This list should not be
construed as the final list of plants studied for consolidation opportunities within the
scope of this initiative. The Postal Service’s analysis of the listed plant consolidation
opportunities underway at the time of the filing of the Request may lead to identification
of alternative or additional opportunities that warrant examination under Handbook PO408 (Postal Service 2008) guidelines. Should that occur, the Postal Service will study
these proposals contingent upon the outcome of the market dominant product service
standard change rulemaking, and this PEA will be supplemented if necessary.
The ultimate disposition of any closed facilities is not part of the current Proposed
Action. The Postal Service Facilities Department will evaluate a facility’s ultimate
disposition using a separate decision-making process. The Postal Service anticipates
selling some of the facilities; future ownership and use of these properties is unknown.
Furthermore, the Postal Service will work with lessors regarding handling of future lease
obligations for leased facilities. Any Postal Service actions associated with facility
disposition are subject to separate NEPA review.
The Postal Service identified approximately 160 facilities proposed to gain mail
processing operations consolidated from one or more of the “study” facilities, as
illustrated in Figure 3 (Proposed Future Processing Network). The Proposed Action
consolidation would more efficiently use Postal Service equipment, facilities, staff work
hours, and transportation resources.
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Figure 3 - Proposed Future Processing Network
Source: Our Future Network, PowerPoint presentation (USPS 2011a)

A list of the proposed “gaining” processing facilities is presented in Appendix E. It
cannot be overemphasized that the degree to which facilities would remain in the
network depends upon (a) the outcome of the each of the AMP studies, (b) the
amendments to 39 C.F.R. Part 121 that result from the market dominant product service
standard rulemaking, and (c) any further modifications that result from consideration of
the advisory opinion issued at the conclusion of Docket N2012-1 before the PRC.
Accordingly, the potential changes to be depicted are only illustrative, and are provided
solely for the purpose of indicating the nature and magnitude of the service standard
changes that could potentially result from the network consolidation plan under review.
The list should not be interpreted as reflecting that any service change decisions have
been made or implemented.
Operations at the approximately 40 other “remaining” processing facilities shown on
Figure 3 would also change based on the modified service standards. These facilities
would neither lose nor gain mail processing operations under the Proposed Action; the
same volumes would be processed but this processing would occur under a different
operating framework (Grossmann 2011).
The Postal Service anticipates that the Proposed Action would not result in exterior
modifications to the “gaining” processing facility structures beyond the existing
processing facility footprints. The facilities were originally built to accommodate more
staff and more mail volume than is currently being handled. Additional equipment
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proposed for relocation to the facilities could require some interior alterations of the
“gaining” facilities. The “gaining” facilities have excess capacity under the current
operating environment, and available parking. Under the Proposed Action, “gaining”
facilities would operate closer to full capacity in terms of both equipment and workforce.
Although not anticipated, in the event that an individual AMP feasibility study
recommends exterior modification of a “gaining” facility, it would be subject to separate
NEPA review by the Postal Service Facilities Department.
In addition, in response to mailers’ concerns regarding closure of Bulk Mail Entry Units
(BMEUs) associated with the “study” facilities, the Postal Service will, wherever
practicable, retain BMEUs in facilities where processing operations are eliminated and,
where this is not practicable, to set up new acceptance units within relative close
geographical proximity to the original facilities (76 Fed. Reg. 77942).
3-2.1.1

Equipment Usage and Reductions

The Postal Service’s state-of-the-art MPE fleet consists of automated and mechanized
equipment to support the letter, flats, and parcels mail processing categories. More
efficient processing by this automated MPE coupled with unprecedented decline in mail
volumes have resulted in considerable excess processing capacity at many mail
processing facilities and within the postal network as a whole (Neri 2011). Furthermore,
in many cases, mailers are increasing sortation and entering mail into the postal system
closer to the final delivery point, thereby bypassing many postal processing and
transportation operations.
The Postal Service anticipates that the Proposed Action’s facility consolidations and
closures, and changes to service standards, in conjunction with use of recently
purchased and existing state-of-the-art automated MPE would reduce the total amount
of machinery needed to run DPS, on a national level, by approximately 40 percent (Neri
2011). The equipment used to run DPS would operate for up to 20 hours a day with the
remaining 4 hours dedicated to preventive maintenance (Rosenberg 2011).
The Postal Service does not anticipate any major purchases of new MPE as part of the
Proposed Action. The equipment that the Postal Service currently estimates to be
removed from or relocated in the mail processing network as part of the Proposed
Action is summarized in Table 3-2.1. These equipment counts are provided as current
estimates of the anticipated changes across the network. The degree to which
equipment would change depends upon (a) the outcome of each of the AMP studies,
(b) the amendments to 39 C.F.R. Part 121 that result from the market dominant product
service standard rulemaking, and (c) any further modifications that result from
consideration of the advisory opinion issued at the conclusion of Docket N2012-1 before
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the PRC. Accordingly, the potential changes to equipment are only illustrative, and are
provided herein solely for the purpose of indicating the nature and magnitude of the
service standard changes that could potentially result from the network consolidation
plan under review.
Table 3-2.1 - Anticipated Equipment Removals and Moves by Equipment Type
AFCS

AFSM
100

UFSM
1000

FSS

APBS/
SPBS

APPS

DBCS

CSBCS

Removals from
“study” sites

301

166

73

9

60

9

2,137

275

Removals from
“gaining” sites

98

45

16

1

32

2

828

--

Total
Removals

399

211

89

10

92

11

2,965

275

Additions at
“gaining” sites

112

207

--

10

87

11

200

11

Note: The equipment data above were compiled prior to the time of the PRC filing. Actual equipment estimates have
evolved and will continue to evolve based on the outcome of the PRC filing and local analysis of site-specific
scenarios, including AMP feasibility studies.
Equipment Abbreviation Guide:
AFCS – Advanced Facer Canceller System
AFSM 100 – Automated Flats Sorting Machine 100
UFSM 1000 – Upgraded Flats Sorting Machine 1000
FSS – Flats Sequencing System
APBS/SPBS – Automated Parcel Bundle Sorter/Small Parcel Bundle Sorter
APPS – Automated Package Processing System
DBCS – Delivery Barcode Sorter
CSBCS – Carrier Sequence Barcode Sorter
Source: Grossmann 2011a

The Postal Service would follow a disposition plan for all excess MPE, including
eliminating MPE that has reached its end-of-life but is still maintained with the inventory
due to lack of capital to make significant investments for replacements. Some excess
equipment would be maintained for contingency planning purposes. The Postal Service
would sell or utilize the remainder of the equipment for spare parts, thereby reducing the
overall on-hand inventory of equipment spare parts. Facility personnel would return
critical spare parts to the Postal Service’s Material Distribution Center in Topeka,
Kansas to support MPE at other locations. If sold to other entities, the remaining
excess parts would be sold either in bulk or as spare parts kits for excess MPE. The
amount of space needed for storage of spare parts and MPE would be correspondingly
reduced (Rosenberg 2011; Neri 2011; Bratta 2011).
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Transportation Network Changes and Reductions

Facility closures and consolidation, and changes to the First-Class Mail and periodicals
service standards would also provide an opportunity to improve the efficiency of the
Postal Service’s transportation network. To meet the current service standards, a large
proportion of the Postal Service’s mail trucks operate at low levels of capacity. With a
reduced number of processing locations and longer processing windows, the Postal
Service would also significantly reduce the number of individual “links” in the
transportation network to connect service areas (Martin 2011). This would reduce the
number of trips needed and ensure that more trucks operate at higher levels of
capacity. Some mail that is currently transported using surface transportation could be
transported by airplane.
3-2.1.3

Workforce Changes

Approximately 160,124 workforce positions existed at facilities classified as mail
processing facilities at the conclusion of FY 2011 (Postal Service Human Resources
2011). The Proposed Action could result in the reduction of the combined workforces at
the “study” facilities, “gaining” facilities, and “remaining” facilities by as many as 35,000
positions.
Clerks, mail handlers, maintenance personnel, and motor vehicle operators comprise
most of the positions at the P&DCs and P&DFs, Customer Service Mail Processing
Centers (CSMPCs), and Annexes – both “study” facilities and “gaining” facilities - that
are part of the feasibility studies. These employees are in bargaining units, are
represented by labor organizations with which the Postal Service has an obligation to
collectively bargain about certain terms and conditions of employment, and are covered
by collective-bargaining agreements. Other positions include supervisors, managers,
and other administrative personnel. Management associations represent some of these
other positions with which the Postal Service has the obligation to consult, but not to
collectively bargain, about certain terms and conditions of employment.
The degree to which the workforce would be affected depends upon (a) the outcome of
the each of the AMP studies, (b) the amendments to 39 C.F.R. Part 121 that result from
the market dominant product service standard rulemaking, and (c) any further
modifications that result from consideration of the advisory opinion issued at the
conclusion of Docket N2012-1 before the PRC. Accordingly, the potential changes to
be depicted are only illustrative, and are provided herein solely for the purpose of
indicating the nature and magnitude of the service standard changes that could
potentially result from the network consolidation plan under review.
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Under the Proposed Action, full-time employees would staff core production hours and
be supplemented by a flexible workforce adjusted to daily staffing needs based on daily
mail volumes. Expanded mail processing windows would reduce overtime and other
hourly rate premiums, reduce employee idle time, reduce carrier-route sorting and
sortation of late-arriving letter mail, flats and periodicals, and allow earlier manual
sorting by carriers where it is required. A reduced inventory of MPE would result in a
reduction in required processing personnel and maintenance staffing and support (Neri
2011).
However, it is not likely, and virtually impossible, that the Proposed Action would, by
itself, result in a net reduction in the Postal Service’s overall workforce equivalent to the
35,000 positions affected by the Proposed Action. It is also not likely that any individual
employees whose positions would be affected by the Proposed Action would
necessarily lose their employment. Most employees who are pursuant to collectivebargaining agreements and whose positions are eliminated at a processing facility have
contractual rights that protect them from layoff and provide for their assignment to
available vacancies, including vacancies at their current facility (for a non-processing
position if none are available) and at other facilities included in the Proposed Action.
For employees whose positions would be affected by the Proposed Action, who are not
subject to a collective bargaining agreement, the Postal Service will follow reduction in
force (RIF) procedures contained in its own regulations. The Postal Service’s RIF
procedures may include consideration of affected employees for available vacancies for
which they qualify within a predetermined organizational and geographic area.
Finally, the Postal Service applies federal law and regulations promulgated by the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) to provide rights to any employees who are eligible
for a veterans’ preference in an involuntary RIF.
3-2.2

Changes to Service Standards

The Postal Service established its current service standards for market-dominant
products on December 19, 2007, in accordance with 39 USC 3691. The service
standards for First-Class Mail, as set forth in 39 CFR 121.1, range from 1-3 delivery
days for mail that travels within the contiguous U.S., and 1-5 delivery days for mail that
originates or destinates in Alaska, Hawaii, or the U.S. territories.
One component of the Proposed Action is to revise 39 CFR 121.1 such that the service
standard for First-Class Mail that travels inside the contiguous U.S. would become 2-3
delivery days. Similarly, the service standard for First-Class Mail that originates or
destinates in Alaska, Hawaii, or the U.S. territories would become 2-5 delivery days.
Another component is that overnight service would no longer be available for any FirstFinal
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Class Mail entered by retail customers. Only Presorted business mail entered before
the CET at a certain originating facility would be considered for overnight delivery. The
Postal Service proposes to make this service standard change no sooner than 120 days
after the filing of its request with the PRC.
Changing these service standards would relax the expectation of overnight service for a
significant portion of First-Class Mail, narrow the two-day delivery range, and enlarge
the three-day delivery range (Neri 2011). These changes would apply to all types of
First-Class Mail, including letters, flats, and parcels. The Postal Service would provide
an option for presort mailers meeting entry and make-up requirements to enter mail at
the appropriate Critical Entry Time (CET) to achieve overnight service. The potential
changes from the Proposed Action on First-Class and Periodical mail are illustrated in
Table 3-2.2. Table 3-2.3 includes the current and proposed proportion of First-Class
Mail volumes for each standard.
Table 3-2.2 - Proposed Changes to First-Class and Periodical Mail Service Standards
Current Service Standard (days)
Within
Contiguous
U.S.

Service Class

Alaska, Hawaii
or U.S. Territory

Proposed Service Standard (days)
Within
Contiguous
U.S.

Alaska, Hawaii or
U.S. Territory

Priority Mail

1-3

No Change

First-Class
Business Mail

1-3

1-5

No Change*

No Change*

First-Class Retail
Customer Mail

1-3

1-5

2-3

2-5

Periodicals

1-9

No Change*

Package Services

2-8

No Change

Standard Mail

3-10

No Change

* Only for presort mail entered before the CET at a certain originating facility (for that piece of mail)

Table 3-2.3 - Proportion of First-Class Mail Volume by Service Standard
Service Standard

Current

Proposed

1-day

41.5%

0%

2-day

26.6%

50.6%

3-day

31.6%

49.1%

4-day

0.3%

0.3%

5-day

<0.1%

<0.1%

Source: 76 Fed. Reg. 58433
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Because service standards for a portion of Periodicals are linked to First-Class Mail
service standards, the Postal Service would revise the Periodicals service standards as
well. As specified in 39 CFR 121.2, the service standards for Periodicals presently
range from 1-9 delivery days within the contiguous U.S. Under the Proposed Action,
the Postal Service would revise service standards for both end-to-end (origination-entry
to destination) and destination-entry Periodicals within the contiguous U.S. to a range of
2-9 delivery days. The Postal Service would provide an option to presort mailers
meeting entry and make-up requirements to enter mail at the appropriate CET to
achieve overnight service.
The consolidation of the mail processing network made possible by service standard
revisions would result in the elimination of some facilities at which Standard Mail users
currently enter mail. It is possible that Area Distribution Centers (ADCs) would no
longer be available for receiving mail
In addition, although the service standards for other Postal Service mail types would not
be revised, all Postal Service mail types could experience changes in delivery times
between some origins and destinations. However, the changed transit times would
remain within the current ranges set forth in each product’s service standards (76 Fed.
Reg. 58433).
As part of mail processing, mail is sorted or separated into a scheme or ZIP Code range
for distribution. The first or primary sortation separates originating mail by automated
area distribution center (AADC), 3-digit ZIP Code separations, and 5-digit ZIP Code
separations for overnight, 2-day, and 3-day delivery. Sometimes a processing facility
must perform a secondary sortation to separate originating mail not finalized in the
primary sortation, by AADC, 3-digit ZIP Code separations, and 5-digit ZIP Code
separations for overnight, 2-day, and 3-day delivery.
By eliminating overnight service standards for First-Class Mail, and thus eliminating the
need for processing facilities to wait into the night for mail collected during the day to
reach the facilities, the Postal Service would be able to move the time for its primary
and secondary sortations to much earlier in the day. Under the Proposed Action, the
Postal Service would institute earlier CETs and redesign its network so that mail that
needs to be processed on a particular day would reach mail processing facilities by 8:00
a.m. Consequently, the Postal Service could begin running DPS at noon, and DPS
could be run for 16 hours (approximately 12:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m.) instead of 6 hours
(approximately 12:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.) each day and meet the new service standards.
The Proposed Action would also reduce the amount of manual casing that occurs at
delivery units. Currently, some First-Class Mail flats and periodicals whose zones are
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processed on the Flats Sequencing System (FSS) arrive at mail processing facilities too
late to be sorted by FSS. Because some of these mail pieces have an overnight service
standard, they are sorted on the same night to the carrier route level and then
transported to delivery units. As a result, these pieces require manual casing at delivery
units. Under the revised service standards, such pieces would arrive at processing
facilities in time for the next day’s FSS sortation, thereby eliminating manual casing of
such pieces at delivery units.

3-3 Alternatives Considered and Dismissed
The Postal Service considered using more aggressive feasibility study measures to
address excess capacity within the mail processing network.
For example, the OIG simulated mail processing and transportation network processes
using a model to determine the performance of various hypothetical network designs
using projected FY 2020 mail volumes. The methodology established a baseline of
processing facilities that approximated the current number of plants based on a 70-mile
maximum radius for servicing all of the 3-digit ZIP Codes. This resulted in a baseline
processing network of 319 facilities that serve every 3-digit ZIP Code.
The OIG next modeled alternative networks based on a maximum service radius
ranging from 55 to 150 miles. These scenarios resulted in a facility count ranging from
96 to 404 processing plants.
The OIG further analyzed various transportation distribution strategies, including a pure
consolidation (hub-and-spoke) distribution strategy (which routes mail through
consolidation hubs); a “shortest path” distribution strategy (in which mail is sent using
the shortest distance surface route between facilities); and “hybrid” consolidation (a
combination of shortest path and hub-and-spoke, which allows mail to bypass hubs and
exchange directly with processing facilities). The OIG’s evaluation next applied
projected mail volumes, mail processing and transportation costs, and incorporating the
service standards to the model.
Based on the model analysis and balancing cost differences with service impacts, the
OIG recommended a preferred network with a total of 135 mail processing facilities
(including 15 consolidation hubs), employing a hybrid transportation distribution
strategy. OIG concluded that this hypothetical network would match future volume
workload, reduce net processing and transportation costs, and meet or exceed existing
service performance for all mail, except for eight percent of non-presorted Priority Mail.
This model was theoretical and did not consider specific existing processing facility
locations or sizes. The Postal Service did not consider this specific alternative because
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it involves new construction that could not be completed in a manner that would reduce
operating expenses while maintaining service standards in FY 2012.
In addition, the OIG identified the lowest-cost network alternative of 96 facilities
including 11 hubs that would satisfy a 120-mile service radius, but would have several
service impacts. However, this lowest-cost network alternative assumed a “blank slate”,
not necessarily using existing facilities, and requiring construction of new processing
facilities at new locations. The Postal Service did not consider this alternative in depth
because it involves new construction that could not be completed in a manner that
would reduce operating expenses while maintaining service standards in FY 2012. The
OIG also recommended that the Postal Service pursue opportunities with other federal
agencies as an option to optimize excess property (Postal Service OIG 2011). This
alternative does not address the fundamental issue of excess capacity within the mail
processing network and the Postal Service did not consider it further as an alternative to
meet the Purpose and Need as described in Section 2.
The Postal Service also considered minimal price increases, and other actions, such as
five-day delivery, that require Congressional approval. The Postal Service’s current
proposed minimal $0.01 increase in January 2012 for the cost of First-Class postage
would not address the need to reduce excess capacity within the mail processing
network, and thus the Postal Service did not consider this as an alternative to the
Proposed Action. The Postal Service also eliminated other actions as potential
alternatives to the Proposed Action that would meet the Purpose and Need. These
include shifting from six-day mail delivery to five-day mail delivery; managing the
workforce to allow reductions in the number of bargaining unit postal employees to
follow reduction-in-force provisions applicable to other federal employees; and using a
streamlined governance model to speed pricing and product decisions. Because
Congress has not yet taken steps to allow these actions, these alternatives do not meet
the Purpose and Need as described in Section 2.
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4 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES
4-1 Introduction
This section describes the affected (existing) environment for each resource and then
describes the potential environmental consequences due to implementation of the No
Action Alternative and the Proposed Action. It is important to note that the Postal
Service Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative (Proposed Action) is national
in scope, and the environmental impacts of each facility level action could vary
depending on local conditions. Therefore, this PEA does not assess the site conditions
or environmental impacts of any particular facility action. Rather, the PEA focuses on
the broad, programmatic impacts and regulatory implications of the Mail Processing
Network Rationalization Initiative in a national context. Any discussion of a specific
facility or type of facility is provided as a means of establishing context for the
programmatic assessment.
For each resource addressed, the baseline (“existing”) conditions are described. The
discussion then provides information regarding the assessment of impacts from the No
Action Alternative and Proposed Action. This section’s discussion of potential impacts
for the No Action and Proposed Action Alternatives focuses on direct and indirect and
whether the impacts are significant. Direct Impacts are caused by the action and occur
at the same time and place. Indirect Impacts are caused by the action and are later in
time or removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.
The Environmental Consequences are addressed for each resource in terms of the
significance of potential impacts from the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action. A
determination of “significance” as defined by Section 1508.27 of the CEQ regulations
requires consideration of both context (such as society as a whole [human, national],
the affected region, the affected interests, and the locality) and intensity. Significance
varies with the setting of the proposed action and both short- and long-term effects are
relevant.
The Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative, being national in scale and
scope, has the potential to impact resources throughout the U.S. The specific actions
that the Postal Service would take as part of the initiative are located in geographically
diverse areas (urban, suburban, and rural). Because of the wide variety of natural and
manmade environments and the complexity of resources potentially affected, this
section characterizes resource impacts in general terms. In addition to the broad
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programmatic impacts, the Postal Service is using the Operational Environmental
Checklist to support the AMP feasibility studies to assess potential environmental
impacts at a local level and to identify supplemental analyses that may be required for
“gaining” sites. A summary of findings from these Operational Environmental Checklists
and site-specific screening analyses is presented in Appendix F (Weston 2012).
For the purpose of this PEA, the Postal Service examined potential impacts in terms of
the severity of the impact. The assessments included:
•

Consideration of both beneficial and adverse impacts;

•

Effects on public health or safety; the degree to which impacts are likely to be
highly controversial, highly uncertain, or involve unique or unknown risks;

•

The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with
significant effects or represents a decision in principle about a future
consideration;

•

Whether the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but
cumulatively significant impacts;

•

The degree to which the action could adversely affect cultural resources
protected by the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) or endangered or
threatened species protected by the Endangered Species Act (ESA); and

•

Whether the action would violate a Federal, State, or local law that protects the
environment.

To assess the significance of an impact, the Postal Service first identified the relevant
context and whether the impact would be negligible, minor, moderate, or major. The
Postal Service then determined if the impact was significant, based on the requirements
in 40 CFR 1508.27. Four types and levels of impact were considered during the
analysis:
•

Beneficial Impact – The impact would be beneficial in nature.

•

No or Negligible Impact – No impact is anticipated or the impact is barely
perceptible or measurable.

•

Moderately Adverse Impact – An impact is anticipated, but the impact does not
meet the context/intensity significance criteria for the specified resource.

•

Significant Impact – An impact is anticipated that meets the context/intensity
significance criteria for the specified resource.
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The levels of these impacts and their specific definitions vary based on the resource
evaluated. For example, a significant impact may be different for wetlands when
compared to air quality, both in terms of the relevant context and the intensity of effects.
Findings regarding the significance of the No Action Alternative and the Proposed
Action’s impacts on the resources considered in this PEA were based on the relevant
context and on the assessment of intensity, and are described herein. The Postal
Service also used this approach to develop similar conclusions regarding cumulative
impacts, which focus on the combined, incremental effects of actions within a particular
area and within a particular timeframe, and are further defined and addressed in Section
5.
Section 4-14 provides a table summarizing the potential impacts that could result from
implementation of the No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action. Mitigation
measures, where appropriate, are also described in this section and summarized in
Section 6.

4-2 Existing Postal Service Mail Processing
4-2.1

Existing Mail Processing Facilities

Nationwide the Postal Service has over 487 mail processing facilities that process mail,
in most instances 7 days a week and 24 hours a day (Neri 2011). The approximately
250 “study” facilities and approximately 160 “gaining” facilities that are included in the
Proposed Action are listed in Appendix E. The Postal Service leases 43 (17 percent)
and owns 209 (83 percent) of the “study” facilities (Smith 2011). Sizes of the
processing facilities vary, based on information contained in the Postal Service’s
Facilities Database:
•
•
•
•

•

On average, the Postal Service-owned sites are larger than the leased sites.
The smallest leased “study” facility contains 1,920 interior square feet, while the
smallest owned “study” facility contains 6,341 interior square feet.
The smallest leased “gaining” facility contains 41,134 interior square feet, while
the smallest owned “gaining” facility contains 45,049 interior square feet.
The average size (403,633 interior square feet) of the “gaining” facilities is much
larger - 2 to 3 times – than the average size (114,836 interior square feet) of that
of the “study” facilities.
The Detroit P&DC, MI, the largest of the owned ‘”study” sites at 884,916 square
feet, is more than twice the size of the largest of the leased “study” sites,
Northern NJ Metro P&DC at 400,210 square feet.
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The Los Angeles P&DC, CA, the largest of the owned ‘”gaining” sites at
1,325,986 square feet, is more than twice the size of the largest of the leased
“gaining” sites, Indianapolis, IN P&DC at 523,925 square feet.
The largest of the owned “remaining” facilities, New Jersey NDC has 1,422,672
interior square feet (on a 5,798,960 square foot site); while the smallest of the
owned “remaining” facilities, the Sapain Post Office, has only 14,550 interior
square feet. The “remaining” facilities include several NDCs, which typically
represent some of the Postal Service’s largest processing facilities.

The “study” facilities are located in 47 states (all but Alaska, Hawaii, and Rhode Island)
throughout the nation as well as Puerto Rico and Guam, and the “gaining” facilities are
located in 49 states (all but Hawaii), Puerto Rico, and Guam (Figures 2 and 3 in Section
3 illustrate the continental U.S. facility locations). The processing facilities are
predominantly located in developed areas with existing Interstate, state highway, and
local transportation networks. The majority of the “gaining” and “remaining” facilities are
located in the larger urban areas, while the majority of the “study” facilities tend to be
located in more suburban areas.
The Postal Service designed or leased the sites associated with the Proposed Action
with the primary intention of using the building and grounds for processing mail. Thus,
the sites are primarily developed with large warehouse-type buildings; paved parking,
truck maneuvering, and driveway areas; and in some instances, customer service units.
Separate parking areas are provided for Postal Service employees and customers.
Some of the facilities perform outdoor vehicle washing of Postal Service vehicles and/or
Postal Service vehicle fueling from aboveground or underground storage tanks; or have
agency-approved systems in place for assessment and remediation of contaminated
soil and/or groundwater. These operations conform to prescribed pollution prevention
standard operating practices that are protective of the environment and meet permit
requirements. In addition, the Postal Service has developed and implemented a
program of best management practices, Spill Protection Control and Countermeasures
Plans, and Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans that minimize the potential for spills
and adverse impacts to the environment.
More than 50 of the processing facilities are co-located with other types of Postal
Service facilities such as vehicle maintenance facilities (VMFs). These additional
facilities and their associated operations are not included in the Proposed Action.
Facilities with processing operations are typically characterized by large workroom
floors for maneuvering of mail, space for manual sorting of certain types of mail, and
automated processing equipment; truck dock space; employee break rooms and locker
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rooms; management offices and meeting space; maintenance areas; and in some
instances, customer service and box lobbies.
The automated processing equipment can consist of Advanced Facer Canceller
Systems (AFCS), Automated Flats Sorting Machines (AFSM 100), Upgraded Flats
Sorting Machines (UFSM 1000), FSSs, Automated Parcel Bundle Sorters/Small Parcel
Bundle Sorters (APBS/SPBS), Automated Package Processing Systems (APPS),
DBCSs, Carrier Sequence Barcode Sorters (CSBCS), and Delivery Point Sequencing.
4-2.2

Existing Service Standards

Section 3-2.2 of this PEA and Table 3-2.2 describe the current service standards
applicable to the Proposed Action. Currently, approximately 42 percent of First-Class
Mail is delivered within 1 day, 27 percent within 2 days, 32 percent within 3 days, 0.3
percent within 4 days, and less than 0.1 percent takes 5 days (76 Fed. Reg. 58433).
4-2.3

Existing Workforce

As of FY 2011, approximately 160,124 employees worked at mail processing facilities
(Postal Service Human Resources 2011). Clerks, mail handlers, maintenance
personnel, and motor vehicle operators comprise most of the positions at the P&DCs,
P&DFs, CSMPCs, Annexes, and other processing facilities that are part of the feasibility
studies. Other positions include supervisors, managers, and other administrative
personnel. Additional discussion on the existing workforce at these facilities is
presented in Section 4-5.1.1, Employment.

4-3 Resources Not Studied in Detail
Based on the scoping process, preliminary data collection, and site-specific
environmental reviews conducted as part of the AMP study process of the “gaining”
sites, the Postal Service concluded that the following resources and areas of concern
would not be affected at the processing facilities included in the Proposed Action.
These topics were therefore dismissed from detailed analysis: topography, geology,
soils, and prime farmland; hydrology, water resources, floodplains, and wetlands;
vegetation and wildlife; and coastal zone.
At this time in the decision-making process, the Postal Service does not anticipate any
exterior alterations or construction outside of the existing facility footprints. If future
exterior alterations or expansions of the processing facilities are required, the Postal
Service Facilities Department will conduct appropriate environmental review per Postal
Service Handbook RE-6 (2004).
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The topography, geology, and soils of processing facility sites were previously altered
during development of the sites. According to the Natural Resources Conservation
Service, sites that had previously been converted (from farmland to nonagricultural
uses), when the original construction occurred on the parcel, are not subject to
Farmland Protection Policy Act. Any existing on-site groundwater or soil remediation
systems would remain as needed. Therefore, the potential for impacts to topography,
geology, soils, and prime farmlands is limited and the Postal Service dismissed these
topics from detailed study.
Some of the sites contain water resources (creeks, etc.) and wetland areas, and some
are located within floodplain areas or Coastal Zones. Some could be located near wild
and scenic rivers. The Postal Service identifies these physical attributes during sitespecific environmental reviews as part of the AMP study process of the “gaining” sites.
“Gaining” and “remaining” sites are not anticipated to receive any new oil-containing
storage tanks, or other related equipment. Should relocation of facility processing
operations include or lead to removal of systems that require a spill or pollution
prevention plan, the Postal Service will modify or eliminate the plan accordingly.
However, since no additional development is anticipated at the sites under the No
Action Alternative or the Proposed Action, no adverse impacts to hydrology, water
quality, lakes and streams, floodplains, wetlands, and wild or scenic rivers would occur.
Therefore, the Postal Service dismissed hydrology/water resources, floodplains,
wetlands, and wild or scenic rivers from detailed study.
Vegetation at the processing facility sites included in the Proposed Action consists
primarily of landscaped areas. Some of the more suburban and rural locations may
also be adjacent to some unmaintained environments (fallow fields, forested areas,
etc.). The type and amount of wildlife associated with the sites is limited at the facilities
located in urban areas due to surrounding development. The potential for threatened or
endangered species to be present at the sites is also limited because of the type of
vegetation at the sites, although such species could be more prevalent at the facilities
located in suburban and rural areas. Because no exterior construction is anticipated at
the processing facilities, no effects to vegetation and wildlife would occur. Therefore,
the Postal Service dismissed vegetation and wildlife from detailed study.
Although some of the locations may be within the Coastal Zone, no site development is
anticipated under the Proposed Action or the No Action Alternative. Therefore, the
Postal Service dismissed coastal zone from detailed study.
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4-4 Historical and Archaeological Resources
4-4.1

Historical and Archaeological Resources - Regulatory Setting

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) requires Federal agencies
to take into account the effects of their undertakings on historic properties and seeks to
accommodate historic preservation interests with the needs of Federal undertakings (36
CFR Part 800.1). The Section 106 consultation process includes identifying historic
properties that an action may affect, determining if the effect is adverse, and evaluating
resolution of adverse effects (36 CFR 800.3 et seq.). National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) property types include buildings, structures, objects, sites and districts,
of which specialized properties such as cultural landscapes and traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) are a part.
In accordance with Section 110 of the NHPA (amended in 1980), Federal agencies are
responsible for identifying and protecting historic properties, including avoiding
unnecessary damage to historic properties. The 1992 additions to Section 110 also set
out some specific benchmarks for Federal agency preservation programs, including:
(a) Federal agency historic properties are to be managed and maintained in a way
that considers the preservation of their historical, archaeological, architectural,
and cultural values;
(b) Historic properties not under agency jurisdiction or control but potentially affected
by agency actions are to be fully considered in agency planning;
(c) Federal agency preservation-related activities are to be carried out in
consultation with other Federal, State, and local agencies, Indian tribes, Native
Hawaiian organizations, and the private sector;
(d) Federal agency procedures for compliance with Section 106 of the Act are to be
consistent with regulations issued by the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP); and
(e) Federal agencies may not grant assistance or a license or permit to an applicant
who damages or destroys historic property with the intent of avoiding the
requirements of Section 106, unless specific circumstances warrant such
assistance.
For all actions, including this Proposed Action, the Postal Service is responsible for
complying with Section 106 of the NHPA. For each undertaking that has the potential to
cause effects on historic properties, the Postal Service consults with the appropriate
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), federally recognized Indian Tribes and other
Native American groups that may attach religious and cultural significance to the historic
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properties, and other consulting parties, to identify the Area of Potential Effect (APE),
the presence or absence of NRHP resources, the effects the action would have on
NRHP resources, and the appropriate measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate effects
on NRHP resources.
4-4.2

Historical and Archaeological Resources - Affected Environment

4-4.2.1

Historic Structures

Current Postal Service facility records indicate that out of the approximately 250 “study”
and 160 “gaining” facilities, 14 Postal Service-owned facilities are listed or considered
eligible for listing in the NRHP. An additional three facilities have “unknown” status
regarding their NRHP eligibility, meaning that the Postal Service took occupancy of the
facility over 50 years ago. These facilities are listed in Table 4-4.1. In addition, since no
changes to the “remaining” facilities’ buildings or grounds would occur under the
Proposed Action, they are not identified herein.
Table 4-4.1 - Postal Service-Owned “Study” and “Gaining” Facilities with NRHP Status
Type of Facility
Facility
Hutchinson CSMPC, KS
Elko CSMPC, NV
Amsterdam CSMPC, NY
Pendleton CSMPC, OR
Total Listed
Dodge City CSMPC, KS
Hays CSMPC, KS
Wichita P&DC, KS
Boston P&DC, MA
Iron Mountain P&DC, MI
Minneapolis P&DC, MN
Alliance CSMPC, NE
Poteau CSMPC, OK
Kenosha CSMPC, WI
Portage, CSMPC, WI
Total Eligible for Listing
Detroit P&DC, MI
Providence, P&DC, RI
Provo CSMPC, UT
Total Unknown Status

“Study”
X
X
X
X
4
X
X

NRHP Status

“Gaining”

Listed

0

X
X
X
X
4

X
X

3
X

X
2

Unknown, but
occupied for
over 50 years

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
10

X
X

X
X
X
X
7
X

Eligible
for
Listing

1

0

X
X
X
3

CSMPC – Customer Service Mail Processing Center (or CSMPF – “Facility”)
P&DF – Processing and Distribution Facility (or P&DC – “Center”)
Source: Postal Service, Facility NRHP Worksheet, October 2011 (Postal Service 2011c)
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The NRHP Criteria for Eligibility generally excludes properties that have achieved
significance within the past 50 years. However, a property that is less than 50 years old
may be considered NRHP eligible if it is found to possess exceptional significance. The
50-year occupancy criterion (resulting in an “unknown” designation for the three facilities
listed in Table 4-4.1) infers that the buildings were constructed 50 or more years ago,
and suggests the need to conduct further research and investigation to determine
NRHP eligibility. The criterion also creates a need for an additional metric to be applied
to the list of “study” and “gaining” facilities. For example, a facility that was constructed
75 years ago and only occupied by the Postal Service 25 years ago would not be
identified as needing NRHP evaluation using this criterion.
The "study" and "gaining" facilities listed in Table 4-4.1 are owned and maintained by
the Postal Service. As such, the Postal Service’s historic properties are managed and
maintained in a way that considers the preservation of their historical, architectural,
archaeological, and cultural values.
4-4.2.2

Archaeological Resources

The “study” and “gaining” sites included within the Proposed Action have the potential to
contain subsurface archaeological deposits. Additionally, above-ground resources
listed, or eligible for listing in, or potentially eligible for listing in the NRHP, do have a
level of inherent potential to contain subsurface archaeological deposits that contribute
to the NRHP significance of the facility. Based on the previously developed nature of,
and the type of operations at, Postal Service processing facilities, it is probable that
archaeological sites that may have once been present have previously been removed or
disturbed. Therefore, it is unlikely that archaeological resources are currently present or
being impacted at these sites.
4-4.3 Historical and Archaeological Resources - Environmental
Consequences
4-4.3.1

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the proposed initiative would not be implemented.
Processing operations would remain at current or further reduced capacity at the
existing processing facilities, and the Postal Service would continue to operate at a
budget deficit. No processing facilities would be closed or consolidated.
The No Action Alternative would have no impact on known or unknown archaeological
resources because no changes in the physical Postal Service processing buildings and
sites would occur and archaeological resources at these sites are not currently being
impacted.
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The No Action Alternative would have a less-than-significant direct short-term beneficial
impact on NRHP-listed and -eligible processing facilities because no alterations would
occur. The buildings would likely continue to be occupied and used (perhaps even
underused) during the short-term period, which would contribute to the preservation of
their existing historic fabric. However, if maintenance were deferred during this period
due to significant budget constraints, preservation of the buildings could be adversely
affected.
Long-term impacts of the No Action Alternative could have an adverse effect on listed or
eligible historic properties. In the long term, the decreasing economic viability of the
Postal Service could result in the deterioration of historic resources. Without the funds
necessary to carry out the agency’s core mission, the maintenance and preservation of
NRHP resources could become a lower priority and preservation of the buildings could
be adversely affected.
4-4.3.2

Proposed Action

The Postal Service notified the ACHP of its intention to prepare a PEA for the Proposed
Action, and requested the ACHP’s NEPA review. In its January 27, 2012 letter
response, ACHP stated that they have no comments pursuant to NEPA at this time.
Further, ACHP encouraged the Postal Service “to initiate the Section 106 process by
notifying, at your earliest convenience, the relevant State Historic Preservation
Officer(s), Indian tribes, and other consulting parties pursuant to our regulations,
“Protection of Historic Properties” (36 C.F.R. Part 800). Through early consultation your
agency will be able to determine the appropriate strategy to ensure Section 106
compliance for this undertaking.” Copies of relevant correspondence are presented in
Appendix D.
Since the Postal Service does not anticipate the Proposed Action to include the
expansion of “gaining” or “remaining” facilities outside of the exterior building footprint,
and does not include any exterior facility changes to or the ultimate disposition of the
“study” facilities, the potential for adverse effects on archaeological resources is very
low and therefore not likely to be significant. For individual sites that are NRHP listed or
-eligible, the Postal Service will conduct future Section 106 consultation.
The Postal Service is using the Operational Environmental Checklist review to analyze
local impacts at “gaining” AMP study facilities. Since the Postal Service does not
anticipate the Proposed Action to include the expansion of “gaining” or “remaining”
facilities outside of the exterior building footprint, nor include any exterior facility
changes to these facilities, the potential for adverse impacts on historic resources
because of exterior changes is very low and therefore not likely to be significant. It is
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reviewing internal databases to identify NRHP-listed and -eligible historic resources and
using the AMP studies to identify planned internal facilities alternations that might
impact these historic resources. For the purposes of this PEA, the Table 4-4.1 list of
NRHP-listed and -eligible facilities, and the “unknowns”, indicates that the potential
effects of the Proposed Action on historic properties would be limited to a small subset
of the total number of “study” and “gaining” facilities. Additional evaluation is required,
and Section 106 consultation is needed to assess fully potential effects of the Proposed
Action on specific historic properties, including NRHP-listed or eligible properties within
an undertaking’s Area of Potential Effects.
On a facility-specific basis, the Postal Service will determine NRHP eligibility of Postal
Service-owned “gaining” facilities with an unknown NRHP status through research and
a site investigation performed by a Historian or Architectural Historian who meets the
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards (36 CFR Part 61). In
addition, the Postal Service will evaluate the findings and make recommendations to the
appropriate SHPO, Indian tribes and other consulting parties. The outcome of the
NRHP evaluation will determine if the Secretary of the Interior (SOI) Rehabilitation
Standards (which ensure that character-defining features and spaces are preserved in
order for the building to convey its historic associations and significance) will be needed
to evaluate any proposed physical changes to these facilities. It is possible that the
proposed work would not involve character-defining features and be located in
secondary spaces.
The Postal Service’s design development process for any interior changes to the
physical features of the Postal Service-owned “gaining” facilities determined eligible for
listing in the NRHP (and any others subsequently identified as eligible) will start with an
identification and evaluation of the buildings’ character-defining features that convey
their historic association and significance. The Postal Service will use existing NRHP
nomination documentation as a resource for this information, if it has been completed
for the building. In addition, an Architectural Historian or Historian that meets the
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards will complete a site visit,
document the existing condition of the building, conduct research on the building and
identify and document the character-defining features and primary spaces that convey
the historic and architectural significance that qualify the resource for NRHP listing.
This information will potentially enable the architects and designers to accommodate the
needed changes without triggering an adverse effect determination under 36 CFR Part
800 review.
The Postal Service has communicated with the ACHP to address the Proposed Action,
with regards to Postal Service-owned above-ground historic resources. In the ACHP’s
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January 27, 2012 response to request for comments on the Proposed Action, the ACHP
stated that “If you determine, through consultation with the consulting parties, that the
undertaking will adversely affect historic properties, or that the development of a
Programmatic Agreement is necessary, USPS must notify the ACHP and provide the
documentation detailed at 36 C.F.R. § 800.11(e).” The Postal Service and the ACHP
may explore the development of a nationwide Programmatic Agreement (PA) or
Program Comments document that would address the Section 106 compliance needs
for excess Postal Service processing facilities (Wordekemper 2011).
Although the project undertaking defined in this PEA is limited only to processing
operations associated with the “study”, “gaining” and “remaining” facilities, and not the
disposition of buildings, there are aspects of the Proposed Action that may lend
themselves to the development of Program Comments. As characterized under 36
CFR Part 800.14, this type of compliance approach is best suited for multiple
undertakings when effects on historic properties are similar and repetitive or are multiState or regional in scope. A potential PA or Program Comments could build upon a
NRHP nationwide historic context for Postal Service facilities constructed between 1941
and 1971. This approach was suggested by Interim Keeper of the NRHP, Carol Schull,
who wrote to the Postal Service regarding a recent NRHP Determination of Eligibility
request for the Portland P&DC, stating that,
“…it is likely that a number of mid-20th century postal properties will need
evaluation in the coming years. To facilitate determining which ones are eligible
for the National Register, we recommend that the Postal Service develop an upto-date nationwide context for evaluating post office facilities. This will make
evaluating individual postal properties more efficient and consistent and save the
USPS time and money by minimizing conflicts.”
(Carol Schull, Interim Keeper NRHP, January 20, 2011)
Since the ultimate disposition of “study” facilities is not part of the Proposed Action
evaluated in this PEA, the Postal Service Facilities Department will complete an
appropriate review (including initiation and completion of the National Historic
Preservation Act Section 106 process, when necessary) once decisions have been
made regarding the disposition of the facilities. Should ownership of a “study” facility be
transferred from the Postal Service to private ownership and that property is listed in the
NRHP or eligible for listing in the NRHP, the Postal Service will ensure that the
significant historic, architectural, and cultural values are preserved through measures
such as protective covenants. Therefore, no adverse impacts to “study” facilities would
occur.
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The Proposed Action would have a direct and indirect long-term beneficial impact on
owned “gaining” and “remaining” facilities that are listed, or identified to be eligible for
listing in the NRHP, as the properties would continue to be protected and preserved by
the Postal Service. Facilities that could require the reconfiguration of interior space to
accommodate a change or increase in equipment will be reviewed to ensure the
proposed work meets Federal standards for the rehabilitation of historic buildings (SOI
Rehabilitation Standards). The Postal Service anticipates that any impacts would be
negligible and would be addressed through the Section 106 consultation process, as
appropriate. In addition, the Postal Service would have a direct and indirect beneficial
impact on owned “study” facilities that the Postal Service retains because the properties
would continue to be protected and preserved by the Postal Service.

4-5 Socioeconomics
4-5.1

Socioeconomics - Affected Environment

4-5.1.1

Employment

Based on FY 2011 complement data, the Postal Service has 160,124 employees in all
facilities within the mail processing network (Postal Service Human Resources 2011).
The workforce primarily includes clerks, mail handlers, maintenance personnel, and
motor vehicle operators, as well as managers, supervisors, and technical experts. The
types of work performed by clerks, mail handlers, maintenance personnel, and motor
vehicle operators, in Postal Service processing facilities are summarized below.
•
•

•

•

Clerks – Postal clerks primarily sort individual mail at the individual processing
plant. They either sort mail manually or use sorting equipment where available.
Mail Handlers – Along with handling MPE, postal mail handlers are responsible
for loading mail pieces into equipment. They also operate tow motors to drive
containers of mail within a processing facility. In addition, they also perform
loading and unloading operations at docks at the facility.
Maintenance Personnel – Maintenance personnel include skilled equipment,
skilled building and custodial maintenance related personnel. Skilled equipment
personnel are responsible for the daily maintenance of equipment and respond to
any immediate repair-related issues concerning MPE. Skilled building personnel
help in the daily functioning of the facility and maintain heating, air conditioning
and other ventilation systems. The custodial maintenance personnel are
responsible for the overall cleanliness of the facility.
Motor Vehicle Operators – Motor vehicle operators primarily drive trucks carrying
mail between P&DCs and between a processing facility and post offices.
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As presented in the Table 4-5.1:
•
•
•
•
•

67,469 clerks constitute approximately 42 percent of the processing facility
workforce,
45,372 mail handlers comprise approximately 28 percent of the processing
facility workforce,
28,985 maintenance personnel comprise approximately 18 percent of the
processing facility workforce,
7,384 motor vehicle operators comprise approximately 5 percent of the
processing facility workforce, and
10,914 management positions comprise approximately 7 percent of the
processing facility workforce.

Table 4-5.1 - Workforce in Processing Facilities
“Gaining” and
“Remaining” Facilities1

“Study” Facilities

TOTAL

Title

Number of
Employees

Percentage

Number of
Employees

Percentage

Clerks

22,788

47.0

44,681

40.0

67,469

Mail Handlers

11,318

23.2

34,054

30.5

45,372

Maintenance
Personnel

9,214

19.0

19,771

17.7

28,985

Motor Vehicle
Operators

1,814

3.7

5,570

5.0

7,384

Management
Positions

3,450

7.1

7,464

6.7

10,914

TOTAL

48,584

100.0

111,540

100.0

160,124

1

““Gaining” and “Remaining” Facilities” represent those processing facilities that are not listed as “Study” facilities in
the complement project data
Note: The complement projection data were based on early estimates of the impact from network rationalization
from October 2011 and were compiled prior to the completion of the financial analysis for the PRC filing. These
complement projection figures represent conservative estimates developed at that time and should not be construed
as final. Complement estimates have evolved and will continue to evolve based on the outcome of the PRC filing
and local analysis of site-specific scenarios, including AMP feasibility studies. In addition, the information represents
staff position estimates at the time of the development of this PEA, not “full-time equivalent” (“FTE”) employees
developed from the financial analysis provided with the PRC filing. Interrogatory responses associated with the
PRC filing, including interrogatory response PR/USPS-T8-1 (Postal Service 2012), present data in FTE. FTE work
hours do not equate directly to staff positions and therefore will not correlate to the estimates provided in the
Network Rationalization Model.
Source: Postal Service Human Resources 2011 [Complement Reduction Summary Nodes, Required Complement
by Site]

Whereas clerks, mail handlers, maintenance, and motor vehicle operators personnel
are termed bargaining employees, managers and supervisors are termed nonFinal
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bargaining unit employees. The Postal Service has an obligation through agreements
with bargaining employees to collectively bargain about certain terms and conditions of
employment. Under negotiated agreements, the Postal Service attempts to assign
employees with altered or eliminated positions to similar jobs within the same facility. If
a similar position is not available, the Postal Service offers the employee another
position within the same facility. If no positions are available in the same facility, the
Postal Service permits bargaining employees to transfer voluntarily to the same job at
another facility, or into a different job responsibility at another facility.
Contractual agreements require the Postal Service to provide at least 90 days advance
notice to employees possibly impacted by actions such as the Proposed Action. In
addition to the bargaining agreement summaries described above, the Postal Service
abides by certain reassignment distances based on the type of employee impacted and
the respective labor agreements. Clerks, maintenance, and motor vehicle operators
cannot be involuntarily assigned to installations that are in excess of 50 miles from their
current employment location. Pursuant to contractual agreements, the Postal Service
must initially look to reassign mail handlers to available vacant positions within a 35-mile
radius of their current employment location. If no available positions are located, the
Postal Service expands the radius incrementally until placements have been completed.
The mail handlers’ national agreement does not establish a limit on the distance the
Postal Service may search for a position for a displaced employee (Rachel 2011). A
management association represents non-bargaining employees not represented by
labor unions. The Postal Service has the obligation to consult, but not to collectively
bargain, about certain terms and conditions of employment with these non-bargaining
employees.
4-5.1.2

Economic Considerations

To assess economic considerations the Postal Service looked at a number of factors
including communities with Postal Service facilities, Postal Service customers, and the
Postal Service’s current financial situation. The affected environment for each of these
factors is described in this section and the potential impacts are discussed in the
Economic Considerations portion of Section 4.5.2.2.
Community Economics
Postal Service facilities, like any large employer, contribute positively to communities
both directly through employment at the facility and expenditures to service providers
and suppliers, and indirectly through jobs created in other sectors of the local economy
and increased sales of local trade and service businesses, such as restaurants and gas
stations.
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The Postal Service also pays local providers for utilities, supplies associated with
operation and maintenance of the facility and MPE, and fuel for postal vehicles, and
contracts with HCR suppliers and third-party terminal handling suppliers for mail
preparation and transfer associated with air transportation. In FY 2010, the Postal
Service contracted over $865 million for plant-to-plant ground transportation with HCR
suppliers, based on data compiled by Bradley (2011).
As stated in Section 4-5.1.1, mail processing facilities employ 160,124 clerks, mail
handlers, maintenance personnel, managers, and motor vehicle operators. The
methodology used to calculate the direct labor economic benefit to the community, was
to multiply the number of employees in each labor category by the average annual labor
rate for that category. As shown in Table 4-5.2, the national direct labor economic
contribution from the processing facilities is more than $11.7 billion.
Table 4-5.2- Existing Direct Labor Economic Benefit from Processing Facilities
Labor Category

Number of
Employees

Average
Annual Wage

Direct Labor Economic
Benefit

Clerks

67,469

$ 71,325

$ 4,812,226,425

Mail Handlers

45,372

$ 70,752

$ 3,210,159,744

Maintenance Personnel

28,985

$ 76,554

$ 2,218,917,690

Motor Vehicle Operators

7,384

$ 76,374

$ 563,945,616

Management Positions

10,914

$ 87,901

$ 959,351,514

TOTAL

160,124

$ 11,764,600,989

1

Maintenance category includes an average rate for building and equipment maintenance.
Note: The complement projection data were based on early estimates of the impact from network rationalization
from October 2011 and were compiled prior to the completion of the financial analysis for the PRC filing. These
complement projection figures represent conservative estimates developed at that time and should not be
construed as final. Complement estimates have evolved and will continue to evolve based on the outcome of the
PRC filing and local analysis of site-specific scenarios, including AMP feasibility studies. In addition, the
information represents staff position estimates at the time of the development of this PEA, not “full-time
equivalent” (“FTE”) employees developed from the financial analysis provided with the PRC filing. Interrogatory
responses associated with the PRC filing, including interrogatory response PR/USPS-T8-1 (Postal Service
2012), present data in FTE. FTE work hours do not equate directly to staff positions and therefore will not
correlate to the estimates provided in the Network Rationalization Model.
Source: Information about added and reduced positions from Postal Service Human Resources Data 2011;
Annual wage data from Smith 2012.

Since the specific value of the other direct economic benefits to a community with a
Postal Service facility is harder to quantify, they will be discussed qualitatively.
Additional direct economic benefits are derived from Postal Service facilities when each
mail processing facility establishes service contracts for activities that are not supported
using internal resources. Examples include trash removal, snow removal, water
treatment for HVAC, recycling, parking lot sweeping, pest control, and landscape
upkeep. Additionally, each facility purchases utilities including water, sewer, fuel oil,
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and electricity. The Postal Service also establishes technical support contracts for high
voltage switch gears, boilers, and large HVAC systems, including chemical water
treatment. Each facility also maintains a level of cleaning supplies, paper products, and
support equipment, which could include large industrial floor sweepers, manual buffers,
vacuum cleaners, tractors, lawnmowers, and landscaping equipment (Bratta 2011).
Commercial Mailers
In FY 2011, commercial or bulk mail customers submitted over 11 million mailings,
which generated over $38 billion dollars in revenue for the Postal Service (Mehra 2011).
Commercial or bulk mailers are an important part of the Postal Service’s customer base
and the Proposed Action has the potential to impact them. Therefore, this section
defines commercial or bulk mailing and describes the current commercial mailing
process.
Commercial or bulk mail refers to mail sent in quantities sufficient to qualify for
workshare price categories, whether the mailer is a for-profit business, a government
agency, or a charitable institution. Postal worksharing activities generally involve
mailers preparing, barcoding, sorting, or transporting mail to qualify for reduced postage
rates, referred to as worksharing rates. Worksharing rates are discounts based on the
costs that the Postal Service is estimated to avoid as a result of the bulk mailer sharing
the work. To qualify for worksharing rates, mailers must perform worksharing activities
and meet minimum volume requirements for bulk mailings, such as mailings of at least
500 letters sent via First-Class Mail that may include credit card bills, utility bills,
advertisements, and bank statements. In addition to First-Class Mail, other workshared
mail may include bulk mailings of advertisements, magazines, local newsletters, or
packages (USGAO 2003). Currently, commercial or bulk customers may enter
commercial mail into the Postal Service through Business Mail Entry Units (BMEUs),
Detached Mail Units (DMUs) located at mailer plants, and designated Retail/Associate
Office (AO) units (Mehra 2011).
Commercial mail channel activities are categorized into three areas: mail preparation,
account management and payment, and acceptance and verification. In mail
preparation, postal entry personnel provide commercial mailers with guidance on mail
preparation and design standards. Under the account management and payment
functions, postal personnel assist customers with establishing payment accounts and
transacting payment for business mailings (Mehra 2011).
Currently customers must have an account (permit) in each location where they present
mail. At mail acceptance and verification, postal personnel verify the mail to ensure the
mail preparation is compliant with applicable requirements for the workshare discounts
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claimed. Revenue assurance is a critical function performed by postal mail acceptance
personnel to ensure accurate accounting and appropriate postage for all mailings.
Postal Service Financial Situation
As discussed previously, the Postal Service has been experiencing a decline in singlepiece, First-Class Mail volume, mainly resulting from increased personal and business
use of the Internet for electronic communications and transactions. The Postal Service
reported a net loss of $5.1 billion (not including a deferred $5.5 billion payment to the
retiree pension fund) for FY 2011, which ended September 30, 2011. Furthermore, in
the Postal Service’s end-of year (FY 2011) financial briefing (Postal Service 2011b) on
November 15, 2011, the Postal Service projected a minimal $0.6 billion available
liquidity by the end of FY 2012.
The significant loss of First-Class Mail volume is particularly problematic because, of all
mail classes, First-Class Mail provides the largest contribution, and it is the class of mail
for which the Postal Service’s mail processing network was largely designed. In 2010,
the latest year for which results are available, First-Class Mail generated two times the
revenue and three times the contribution of Standard Mail, the next closest class
(Masse 2011).
The volume losses described above, combined with other factors, have led the Postal
Service to its current financial position of near-insolvency. The Postal Service’s annual
revenues have decreased by over $7 billion since 2006 (the last profitable year), while
controllable expenses have decreased by less than $4 billion (Masse 2011).
4-5.1.3

Environmental Justice

Background
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations (February 11, 1994), directs federal agencies
to take the appropriate and necessary steps to identify and address disproportionately
high and adverse effects of federal projects on the health or environment of minority and
low-income populations to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law. Due to
the Postal Service’s unique mission and status as an Independent Establishment of the
Executive Branch of the US Government, Executive Orders do not apply to the Postal
Service. However, the Postal Service does seek to fulfill the spirit of those nonmandatory requirements, and it is in that spirit that Postal Service takes into
consideration such effects.
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The fundamental principles of Environmental Justice are to:
•
•
•

Ensure effective public participation and access to information in the decisionmaking process;
Prevent the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in the receipt of benefits by
minority and low-income populations; and,
Avoid, minimize or mitigate disproportionately high and adverse human health
and environmental effects, including social and economic effects, on minority
populations and low-income populations.

To address Executive Order 12898, agencies are required to make a determination on
whether proposed actions would have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on
minority and low-income populations. “Disproportionately high and adverse effects” are
adverse effects predominantly borne or suffered by a minority or low-income population,
and an effect that would be appreciably more severe or greater in magnitude than the
adverse effects that would be suffered by the non-minority or non-low income
population.
In support of this PEA programmatic evaluation, the Postal Service conducted two
separate analyses to determine whether the Proposed Action is likely to cause any
environmental justice-related impacts. The first involved identifying the racial
composition and poverty profile of counties in which the “gaining” and “study” facilities
were located, since those two categories of facilities are expected to experience the
most change. The second analysis involved identifying the racial composition of the
workforce that the Proposed Action would affect, particularly the workforce within the
“study” facilities. The results of these analyses are described in the following sections.
Identification of Minority and Low-Income Counties
For a nationwide study of this nature, the study area for the analysis was defined as the
county within which a “study” or “gaining” facility was located. The population of
minority and low-income residents for those counties was identified using the 2010 U.S
Census data for race characteristics, and the 2009 U.S Census estimates on poverty.
As defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, the minority population within a county includes
all non-Whites and White-Hispanic persons. To identify the number of low-income
residents, the Postal Service used the annual poverty thresholds reported by the U.S
Census Bureau in conjunction with guidelines issued by the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS). In 2009, the U.S. Census Bureau reported the poverty
threshold for a family of four to be $22,050 (U.S. Census 2009). For this analysis, the
Postal Service compared the proportion of minority and low income populations for each
county, to the proportion in the nation as a whole, for the same time period.
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Using this definition, full-time employees within the mail processing network do not fall
below the poverty level.
Based on data compiled from the 2010 U.S Census, 36.3 percent of all persons within
the U.S. is minority. Data from the 2009 American Community Survey (ACS) shows
that 14.3 percent of the U.S. population lives below the poverty threshold as previously
defined.
Table 4-5.3, shows that of the approximately 160 “gaining” facilities:
•
•
•

88 facilities (55 percent) are located in counties that reported a larger minority
population than the national percentage,
82 facilities (51 percent) are in counties with a larger low-income population, and
59 facilities (37 percent) are located in counties that reported a larger population
of both minority and low-income persons than the national percentage.

Table 4-5.3 shows that of the approximately 250 “study” facilities:
•
•
•

92 facilities (36 percent) are located in counties that reported a larger minority
population than the national percentage,
149 (59 percent) are in counties with a larger low-income population, and
75 facilities (30 percent) are located in counties that reported a larger population
of both minority persons and persons below poverty than the national
percentage.

Table 4-5.3 also lists the number of facilities in counties within which the minority and
low-income populations do not exceed the national percentage, as follows:
•
•

47 “gaining” facilities (29 percent) and
85 “study” facilities (34 percent).

This analysis shows that the “gaining” and “study” facilities are fairly similar in their
allocation among minority and low-income communities. See Appendix G, Tables G-1
and G-2, respectively, for more details.
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Table 4-5.3 – Demographics for Counties in Which Processing Facilities are Located,
when Compared to the National Percentage
“Study”

“Gaining”

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

92

36

88

55

149

59

82

51

Both

75

30

59

37

Neither4

85

34

47

29

1

Minority

2

Low-income
3

1

Facilities with minority populations higher than the national percentage
2
Facilities with low-income populations higher than the national percentage
3
Facilities with both minority and low-income populations higher than the national percentage
4
Facilities in counties where the minority and low-income populations do not exceed the national
percentage
Source: Data calculated based on data provided by Postal Service Human Resources 2011

Racial Composition of Workforce
The Postal Service examined the racial composition of the workforce within the mail
processing facilities that could be affected by the Proposed Action. Information from
Postal Service Human Resources was provided for 193 “study” facilities and 127
“gaining” facilities. This data subset indicates that 29 percent of the workforce within the
“study” facilities is minority (Appendix G – Table G-2); for the “gaining” facilities, 51
percent is minority (Appendix G – Table G-3); and for the facilities being evaluated as
both a “study” site and a “gaining” site, 27 percent is minority (Appendix G – Table G-4).
Overall, for the sites for which data were available, 37 percent of the workforce is
minority (Appendix G – Table G-1). Table 4-5.4 shows the percentage of the workforce
that is minority for all “study” and “gaining” facilities.
Table 4-5.4 - Percentage of “Study” and “Gaining” Facilities Workforce That is Minority
Facilities

Minority Percentage of
Total Workforce

All “Study” and “Gaining”

37.1

“Study”

28.8

“Gaining”

50.5

“Study” and “Gaining”

27.5

Source: Postal Service Human Resources Data, November 2011

The minority composition of the workforce for each “study” and “gaining” facility varies
substantially throughout the U.S. For the “study” facilities for which data were available,
the percentage of the minority workforce ranges from 99 percent at the Detached Mail
Distribution Unit (DMDU) Cantano Annex in the Caribbean, to zero percent at eight
facilities located primarily in the mid-western states. For the “gaining” sites, the
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percentage of the minority workforce ranges from 97 percent at the San Juan P&DC to
3 percent at the Southern Maine P&DC. In addition to the Cantano Annex, the facilities
that exhibited some of the highest percentages of minority workers were spread out
over the U.S. including in California, Texas, Illinois, Georgia, and Washington, D.C.
Since 37.1 percent of the workforce at “gaining” and “study” sites is minority, minorities
do not represent a disproportionate percentage of the workforce at facilities included in
the Proposed Action (28 percent minority workforce in the “study” facilities and 51
percent minority workforce in the “gaining” facilities).
4-5.2

Socioeconomics - Environmental Consequences

4-5.2.1

No Action Alternative

Under the No-Action Alternative, the Postal Service would not implement the Mail
Processing Network Rationalization Initiative. Postal Service processing operations
would remain at current capacity, the Postal Service would continue to operate at a
budget deficit, no mail processing operations would be consolidated, and no changes in
Postal Service employment associated with network consolidation would occur. No
reduction in mail processing workforce levels or relocation of staff would occur. The
Postal Service does not anticipate any adverse or disproportionate impacts from the No
Action Alternative on employment levels, low-income and minority populations, or local
economies.
4-5.2.2

Proposed Action

Employment
Under the Proposed Action, a flexible workforce adjusted to daily staffing needs based
on daily mail volumes would supplement full-time employees staffing core production
hours. Expanded mail processing windows would reduce overtime and other hourly
rate premiums, reduce employee idle time, reduce carrier-route sorting and sortation of
late-arriving letter mail, flats and periodicals, and allow earlier manual sorting by carriers
where it is required. A reduced volume of MPE would result in a reduced number of
required processing personnel and maintenance staffing and support workforce. The
Postal Service anticipates less MPE would result in reductions in the total Postal
Service workforce. Consolidation of processing facilities would result in reduction in
staff levels at both the “study” facilities and at some “gaining” and “remaining” facilities,
due to the consolidation of processing operations and the workforce needed.
The Postal Service anticipates the Proposed Action would impact approximately 34,058
positions (this figure has been rounded to 35,000 positions in other sections of this
document). Table 4-5.5 shows that the Proposed Action could affect approximately
13,635 clerk, 4,903 mail handler, 7,542 maintenance, 1,814 motor vehicle operator, and
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6,164 management positions. The labor agreements with bargaining employees
generally provide layoff protection to career employees who have reached six years of
service. The agreements also provide the procedure for laying off employees that are
not protected. Pursuant to additional agreements, layoff protection also is provided to
certain types of bargaining career employees based on their date of hire. Management
employees generally are subject to the RIF process, which can ultimately lead to
separation from the Postal Service if another position cannot be found (Rachel 2011).
Table 4-5.5 - Net Reduction in Workforce Positions

Labor
Category

Added
Positions at
“Gaining
and
Remaining”
Sites1

Reduced
Positions at
“Gaining
and
Remaining”
Sites1

Reduced
Positions
at “Study”
Sites

Net
Reduced
Positions

Retirement
Eligible and
VER2 Eligible
at “Study”
sites

Clerk

10,317

(4,450)

(19,502)

(13,635)

11,895

Mail Handler

7,082

(2,101)

(9,884)

(4,903)

11,145

Maintenance

812

(1,315)

(7,039)

(7,542)

4,703

Motor Vehicle
Operator

0

(461)

(1,353)

(1,814)

573

Management

13

(3,245)

(2,933)

(6,164)

1,931

TOTAL

18,224

(11,572)

(40,711)

(34,058)

30,247

1

““Gaining and Remaining” Facilities” represent those processing facilities that are not listed as “Study” facilities
in the complement projection data
2
VER – Voluntary Early Retirement
Note: The complement projection data were based on early estimates of the impact from network rationalization
from October 2011 and were compiled prior to the completion of the financial analysis for the PRC filing. These
complement projection figures represent conservative estimates developed at that time and should not be
construed as final. Complement estimates have evolved and will continue to evolve based on the outcome of the
PRC filing and local analysis of site-specific scenarios, including AMP feasibility studies. In addition, the
information represents staff position estimates at the time of the development of this PEA, not “full-time
equivalent” (“FTE”) employees developed from the financial analysis provided with the PRC filing. Interrogatory
responses associated with the PRC filing, including interrogatory response PR/USPS-T8-1 (Postal Service
2012), present data in FTE. FTE work hours do not equate directly to staff positions and therefore will not
correlate to the estimates provided in the Network Rationalization Model.
Source: Postal Service Human Resources 2011 (“Complement Reduction Summary Nodes” spreadsheet)

The Postal Service will prepare facility-specific “complement reduction plans” for
consolidated facilities (Rachel 2011). These plans will include information on staffing
levels and numbers of employees eligible for retirement and voluntary early retirement
(VER), if available. As shown in Table 4-5.5, approximately 30,247 Postal Service
employees are eligible for retirement or for VER. The Postal Service anticipates that
attrition in mail processing facilities that are not being studied for possible closure would
result in an increase in the number of open positions that may be offered to impacted
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employees. Attrition within a closing P&DC would also reduce the number of impacted
employees (Rachel 2011).
Employees affected by the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative will be
able to use various programs and policies to find alternative employment within the
Postal Service. Through a procedure known as eReassign, clerks, maintenance
personnel, motor vehicle operators and mail handlers can use a web-based portal to
search for vacancies at other Postal Service facilities and apply for such positions. The
Postal Service has already begun to withhold vacant positions so that open positions
could be available to employees potentially impacted by the pending consolidations
(Rachel 2011). Another program known as Senior Volunteers “in Lieu of” Impacted
Employees enables senior employees to take the position of a junior employee at
another location. VER is another tool that offsets adverse impacts of workforce
reduction (Rachel 2011). The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) approves details
of VER programs (if offered), after which the finalized programs are rolled out to the
affected employees. VER could be beneficial for employees currently working in “study”
facilities that are proposed for closure, as it could reduce the number of impacted
employees. (Rachel 2011)
Although the total number of positions potentially impacted appears high, individual
employees with an affected position resulting from the Proposed Action would not
necessarily lose their employment. The Postal Service anticipates that many
employees who might be affected would retire, and contractual rights would protect
bargaining unit employees at an affected facility from lay off, pursuant to collectivebargaining agreements. Additionally, labor agreements provide employees who might
be affected an opportunity to bid on available vacancies, including vacancies at their
current facility and at other facilities affected by the Proposed Action. However, for
reassigned employees, the individual’s commuting distance could be positively or
negatively affected. Although the final number of employees with negatively impacted
commutes is unknown, the Postal Service anticipates the numbers would not be high
enough to have a widespread impact.
The Postal Service will follow RIF procedures for employees who are not subject to a
collective-bargaining agreement and whose positions would be affected by the
Proposed Action. The Postal Service applies federal law and regulations promulgated
by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to provide rights to any employees who
are eligible for a veterans’ preference in an involuntary RIF. The Postal Service’s RIF
procedures may include consideration of affected employees for available vacancies for
which they qualify within a predetermined organizational and geographic area (Rachel
2011).
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For the reasons described above, the Proposed Action has the potential to result in a
negligible adverse impact on local and national employment levels. However, the
impact would not be significant on a national level.
Economic Considerations
The Postal Service anticipates the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative
would result in both beneficial and adverse economic impacts to the communities in
which existing facilities are located, to Postal Service customers, and to the Postal
Service itself. These impacts may be direct impacts through loss of employment and
expenditures to service providers and suppliers, and indirect through loss of jobs in
other sectors of the local economy and loss of sales at local trade and service
businesses, such as restaurants and gas stations. In addition, service providers who
are contracted directly with the Postal Service would also be impacted.
The following sections summarize the potential impacts for communities and Postal
Service customers and the Postal Service cost savings that could result from the No
Action Alternative and the Proposed Action.
Community Impacts
As discussed in the Affected Environment section, Postal Service facilities contribute
positively to communities both directly through employment at the facility and
expenditures to service providers and suppliers, and indirectly through jobs created in
other sectors of the local economy and increased sales of local trade and service
businesses.
As shown previously in Table 4-5.5, the net reduced positions at the processing facilities
would be approximately 34,058. Table 4-5.6 shows the reduction by labor category and
that the national direct labor economic impact due to the Proposed Action would be
slightly more than $2.5 billion.
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Table 4-5.6 - Possible Direct Labor Economic Impact from Net Reduced Positions
Resulting from Proposed Action
Labor Category

Net Positions

Average
Annual Rate

Direct Labor
Economic Impact

Clerk

(13,635)

$ 71,325

($ 972,516,375)

Mail Handler

(4,903)

$ 70,752

($ 346,897,056)

Maintenance

(7,542)

$ 76,554

($ 577,370,268)

Motor Vehicle Operator

(1,814)

$ 76,374

($ 138,542,436)

Management

(6,164)

$ 87,901

($ 541,821,764)

TOTAL

(34,058)

($ 2,577,147,899)

1

Maintenance category includes an average rate for building and equipment maintenance.
Note: The complement projection data were based on early estimates of the impact from network rationalization
from October 2011 and were compiled prior to the completion of the financial analysis for the PRC filing. These
complement projection figures represent conservative estimates developed at that time and should not be
construed as final. Complement estimates have evolved and will continue to evolve based on the outcome of
the PRC filing and local analysis of site-specific scenarios, including AMP feasibility studies. In addition, the
information represents staff position estimates at the time of the development of this PEA, not “full-time
equivalent” (“FTE”) employees developed from the financial analysis provided with the PRC filing. Interrogatory
responses associated with the PRC filing, including interrogatory response PR/USPS-T8-1 (Postal Service
2012), present data in FTE. FTE work hours do not equate directly to staff positions and therefore will not
correlate to the estimates provided in the Network Rationalization Model.
Sources: Information about net positions from Postal Service Human Resources Data 2011 [Complement
Reduction Summary Nodes spreadsheet, Required Complement by Node]; (Annual rate data from Smith 2011

As discussed in the Employment Section the Postal Service anticipates that attrition in
mail processing facilities that are not being studied for possible closure would result in
an increase in the number of open positions that may be offered to impacted
employees. Attrition within a closing P&DC would also reduce the number of impacted
employees (Rachel 2011). Also shown in Table 4-5.5 (previous Employment Section),
approximately 30,247 Postal Service processing employees are eligible for retirement or
for VER. In the event of a VER, if all of these employees opted to retire, although
unlikely, the national direct labor economic impact would be reduced to approximately
$400 million. Since it is unlikely that all the retirement or VER eligible employees will
opt to retire, the impact is expected to be over $400 million.
No specific study has been undertaken to determine the nationwide economic impact to
communities that would result from the Proposed Action. However, Sangamon County,
Illinois contracted the Regional Development Institute (RDI) of Northern Illinois
University to undertake a study of the economic impact of job losses on the Sangamon
County economy as a result of consolidation of mail processing services with a St. Louis
facility that would result in the loss of approximately 300 jobs (RDI 2011). The results of
this study can be used to provide a local perspective.
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Using an annual average salary of $78,333, the study found that the loss of 300 jobs
would result in an economic loss to the County of $23,500,000 annually in direct
employee compensation. The study also estimated that this would result in a loss of
145 indirect services sector and retail trade jobs with a loss of $5.7 million in direct
employee compensation (RDI 2011).
The study also looked at potential impacts on outputs. Output is used as a measure of
overall industry productivity and represents the value of an industry’s business activities
including sales. The study estimates the loss of the 300 direct and 145 indirect jobs
would reduce direct and indirect economic activity (sales and output) in Sangamon
County annually by $42.7 million, $26.3 million in direct and $16.4 million in indirect
output. They also found that the industries with the highest indirect output losses
included the services sector ($11.7 million) and retail trade ($2.6 million). The study
also estimated a loss of $102,000 in local sales taxes (RDI 2011).
Based on the above discussions, it is reasonable to assume that there would be a
decrease in economic input to the community as a result of closing a “study” facility and,
if warranted, a reduction in staff at any “gaining” and “remaining” facilities. As stated
previously, these impacts would range between an estimated $400 million and $2.6
billion depending on how many Postal Service retirement or VER eligible employees
choose to retire. Impacts to individual communities will vary depending on the number
of jobs that are reduced. In some instances, the number of jobs lost at a “study” facility
could be offset by additional jobs at a relatively nearby “gaining” facility.
In turn, there would be an increase in economic input to the community for “gaining”
facilities that increase their employee complement. Future operations of “gaining” and
“remaining” facilities are anticipated to contribute positively to the local and national
economy.
The Proposed Action would result in a moderate adverse impact on local economies.
However, these impacts would not be significant. On a national or programmatic level
the economic impacts would be negligible because the overall economic system is
much larger and some of the jobs lost at “study” facilities could be offset by additional
jobs at “gaining” facilities. Therefore, any impacts on the national economy would not
be significant.
Commercial Mailers
Commercial or bulk mailers would also be impacted by the Proposed Action. Through
comments received by the Postal Service in response to its advance notice of proposed
rulemaking concerning potential changes in First-Class Mail, Periodicals and Standard
Mail service standard regulations (76 Fed. Reg. 58433), the Postal Service has
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identified and evaluated commercial mailers’ concerns, and has adjusted some plans in
response to those concerns. Some of the substantial mailer concerns include (Mehra
2011):
1. Possible closure of mail entry units co-located at an impacted processing facility,
potentially increasing distance traveled by mailer to enter mail, and loss of
workshare discounts, such as for Sectional Center Facility entry.
2. Changes to or possible elimination of existing postal transportation from mailer
production facilities – Detached Mail Units (DMU).
3. Potential changes in mail preparation and separation requirements in support of
network rationalization.
4. Adequate staffing and platform space in remaining postal facilities to handle
consolidated workload and volume.
5. Reduction or loss of available time slots in daily plant verified drop shipment
appointment calendars.
6. Changes to the submission time of First-Class Mail (FCM) to meet service
standards (i.e., Critical Entry Times).
7. Cancellation and re-opening of payment account (permits) and authorizations
(Mehra 2011).
These concerns in general, show that commercial mailers are concerned that the
revised Service Standards would result in an economic impact to them. In response to
these concerns, the Postal Service altered the Proposed Action to incorporate the
following approaches and actions (Mehra 2011).
•

Where practicable, BMEUs would remain in the impacted facility. If this is not
feasible, acceptance units would be located within relatively close geographical
proximity to the impacted facility and mailers would be allowed to retain their SCF
discounts for the foreseeable future for mail entered at the BMEUs.

•

DMU/Plant Load Agreements would be determined based upon the new network
and related impact on postal transportation and logistics. Communication with
large volume mailers at Detached Mail Units would help to identify any changes
required in mail preparation, separation or transportation. Customers would be
given adequate time to prepare for any change required to their plant load
agreements or customer supplier agreements due to a plant closure or
operational relocation.
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•

Communication with business mailers would be maintained so that postal
managers can have an up-to-date understanding of impacts of network
rationalization and changes on mailing profiles, patterns, etc.

•

Communication with mailers would be maintained so that postal management
can be aware of changing patterns in mail volume and customer drop times.
This information would be used to make any necessary adjustments to the plan
regarding local staffing levels and facility capacity for the “remaining” and
“gaining” entry facilities.

•

Plant-Verified Drop Ship appointment windows in the Facility Access and
Shipment Tracking (FAST) system would be adjusted as necessary to support
shifting volumes across the network.

•

Presort First-Class Mail users would continue to have the option of entering intraSectional Center Facility mail after the day-zero Critical Entry Time for the 2-day
delivery standard and retaining an overnight delivery expectation if such mail is
properly prepared, accepted, verified and released for processing no later than
8:00 a.m. on the day before expected delivery for mail with less than a 5-digit
sort. If such mail is presorted to 5-digit level or finer, such mail may be accepted,
verified and released for processing no later than 12:00 p.m. on the day before
expected delivery with an expectation of next-day delivery.

•

Commercial customers would be able to maintain existing permit account
numbers from their former sites at the new sites without having to close and open
new permit accounts. Customers would be able to use the existing indicia and
would not be required to make changes to their mail pieces to accommodate new
permit account numbers or fill out additional paperwork (Mehra 2011).

The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on
commercial mailers. Given the Postal Service’s modifications to the Proposed Action to
address these potential impacts, the impacts would not be significant on a national
level.
Postal Service Financial Situation
Right sizing the Postal Service’s mail processing network, as part of the present
initiative, would lead to significant cost savings. The Postal Service estimates that the
Proposed Action would make possible annualized cost savings of $2.6 billion. On the
other hand, the Postal Service estimates that the initiative could lead to an additional
mail volume loss of up to 1.7 percent, or 2.9 billion pieces. This would translate to an
annualized revenue loss of up to $1.3 billion, and an annualized contribution loss of up
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$0.5 billion. Subtracting the annualized contribution loss of $0.5 billion from the
annualized cost savings of $2.6 billion results in net annualized savings of $2.1 billion
(Masse 2011).
The following sections provide additional detail on the Postal Service’s estimated cost
savings by category of savings.
Services and Supplies
The Postal Service pays local providers for utilities, and some “gaining” facilities could
experience an increased use of power, as equipment use is expected to increase, and
operations would occur over longer periods of time with less idle time. Running the
MPE for longer intervals would not generate a significant increase in total electrical
consumption, based on PRC Testimony by Bratta (2011). Some facilities would receive
additional equipment and all “gaining” and “remaining” facilities’ MPE would operate for
longer periods of time, further increasing power requirements. However, more efficient
utilization of MPE would reduce and partially offset additional electrical power
requirements. The remaining MPE would be more fully loaded during processing,
allowing more mail to be processed per kilowatt hour of power. This would reduce idle
time when the equipment is not processing to its designed throughput rating (Bratta
2011). The increased use of power, if necessary, would be beneficial to the energy
providers for the “gaining” facilities as revenues would increase. Although some local
providers are expected to benefit, at the national level the Postal Service’s decreased
mail processing facility portfolio and decreased amount of MPE would reduce total
energy requirements and consumption, and result in lower energy utility expense
affecting the revenues of utility providers. The Postal Service estimates that $74.4
million less would be paid for utilities under the Proposed Action (Bradley 2011).
The Postal Service also purchases supplies associated with operation and maintenance
of MPE, purchases fuel for postal vehicles, and contracts with HCR suppliers and thirdparty terminal handling suppliers for mail preparation and transfer associated with air
transportation. The Postal Service’s purchase of MPE supplies and parts would
decrease on a nationwide basis because of less equipment, and a shift to equipment
that uses fewer supplies. The MPE-related savings in maintenance labor, parts and
supplies due to reduction in amount of equipment needed under the Network
Rationalization Initiative is expected to result in annual savings of nearly $461 million
(Smith 2011).
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on supply
and service providers such as utilities. However, there is also a beneficial economic
impact to the Postal Service from cost savings associated with the Network
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Rationalization. Neither the adverse nor the beneficial impacts would be significant on a
national level.
Facility Operations
Facility-related savings would be associated with a reduced number of plants, including
building maintenance and custodial labor, utilities, supplies and contractor costs. The
Postal Service estimates facility-related savings associated with reduced numbers of
plants, supplies, and rents would result in annual savings of $374.8 million (Smith 2011)
In addition, the Postal Service would save the cost of permits and other municipal
requirements (sewer permit, storm water permits, air emission, and town fees) for any
“study” facility that is closed. These costs can be in excess of $100,000 per facility per
year, depending on the locality and magnitude.
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on supply
and service providers related to facility operation and maintenance. However, there is
also a beneficial economic impact to the Postal Service due to cost savings associated
with the Network Rationalization. Neither the adverse nor the beneficial impacts would
be significant on a national level.
Workload Transfer and Increased Productivity
The Proposed Action would change where and how mail processing activities occur. In
addition, the change in service standard permits the Postal Service to extend many of
its operating windows and, as a result, transfer workload among facilities (Bradley
2011).
The increase in the size of operating windows means that the Postal Service has more
time to sort the mail. With more time available, the Postal Service can consolidate its
workload and increase its machine run times. Longer machine run times mean the
Postal Service needs fewer machines to sort the same amount of mail, and,
consequently, fewer facilities to hold those machines. As a result of this, the Postal
Service could transfer workload from a larger number of facilities to a smaller number of
facilities. This means that it would be sorting the mail at a smaller number of locations
across the country. In other words, within each mail processing technology, (e.g.
Delivery Barcode Sorter (DBCS), Small Parcel and Bundle Sorter (SPBS), Cancelling)
the Postal Service would be able to reduce the number of places at which, and the
amount of equipment on which, operations are run, but would run these operations
longer. The reduction in the number of locations, by technology, has implications for the
cost of sorting mail. Workload transfer would result in a savings of approximately $82.6
million (Bradley 2011).
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As discussed above, the change in service standards would allow the Postal Service to
run its mail processing operations longer. Not only would this permit a reduction in the
number of locations at which the operations are run, but it would also permit a better
utilization of both machine and labor resources within those operations. This better
utilization implies that labor productivity would increase in certain mail processing
operations (Bradley 2011). This productivity increase has important implications for the
cost of handling the mail processing workload. In mail processing operations, labor
productivity is measured by the ratio of workload handled to the labor hours needed to
perform the required activities. The productivity gains would be largest in the
automated letter operations, which are most subject to service standard constraints, and
would be smallest in manual operations, where the longer operating windows do not
generate as much productivity gain (Bradley 2011).
Table 4-5.7 shows the cost savings associated with productivity increases, by operation.
In total, the Postal Service estimates $964.2 million in savings.
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a beneficial economic impact
because of cost savings associated with the workload transfer and increased
productivity. However, the beneficial impacts would not be significant on a national
level.
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Table 4-5.7 - Cost Changes by Operation Caused by Increases in Productivity

Source: Postal Service 2011d. Library Reference USPS-LR-N2012-1/20, Dollar figures in Thousands of Dollars

Transportation
Air Transportation
Currently, Federal Express (FedEx) and the United Parcel Service (UPS) support the
Postal Service by transporting First-Class Mail and Priority Mail. Commercial airlines
also transport some First-Class Mail, Express Mail, and Priority Mail. The Postal
Service contracts with third-party terminal handling suppliers to prepare mail for air
transport and receive mail from the air transportation provider for transport to the Postal
Service. The volume of mail planned for diversion from surface transportation to air
transportation as a result of the Proposed Action is estimated to be 124 million pounds
annually (Martin 2011).
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Multiplying the additional pounds, including tare weight for each carrier by the rate per
pound for that carrier, provides an estimate of the additional air transportation cost.
Moving the mail from surface transportation to air transportation would cause the Postal
Service to incur an additional approximately $124.9 million dollars in air transportation
cost (Bradley 2011). This would in-turn result in increased revenues for airlines; the
exact amount would depend on the contractual agreements and actual poundage and
other factors which are yet to be finalized (Martin 2011).
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on Postal
Service operational costs. However, there is also a beneficial economic impact due to
increased revenues for airlines. Neither the adverse nor the beneficial impacts would
be significant on a national level.
Ground Transportation
The Postal Service contracts with more than 12,000 suppliers for highway transportation
services. HCR service transports all mail classes throughout the postal network and is
the primary provider for long-haul surface transportation (Martin 2011). The change in
service standard would affect two portions of the highway network, the “plant-to-plant”
network that moves mail among P&DCs and the “plant-to-post office” network that
moves mail among the post offices and other local facilities within each plant’s service
area (Bradley 2011).
The Postal Service analyzed the impact of the change in service standards in the plantto-plant portion of the HCR network and determined that the longer operating windows
and reduction in mail processing facilities would have an impact on plant-to-plant
transportation. These changes would allow the Postal Service to carry the same
amount of mail with less capacity. Through better utilization, the Postal Service would
be able to reduce its capacity in the plant-to-plant portion of the network by 24.7 percent
and still transport the same volume of mail (Martin 2011). The baseline cost for the
plant-to-plant portion of the HCR network is accrued cost in the three contract types that
make up that part of the network, Inter-Area, Inter-Cluster, and Inter-P&DC. The
estimated cost savings for the plant-to-plant portion of the network for each of these
three contract types when taken together and considering opportunities for more fully
loaded trucks would be a total cost savings of $193 million. Compared to FY 2010
costs of $865 million (Bradley 2011), this would be a savings of approximately 22
percent, resulting in decreased revenues for HCR providers.
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a moderate adverse impact on HCR
providers on a national or programmatic level. However, there is also a beneficial
economic impact due to cost savings associated with changes in the Postal Service
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highway network. Neither the adverse nor the beneficial impacts would be significant
on a national level.
Equipment
Mail processing labor and carrier savings associated with workload reductions being
proposed would result in an estimated annual savings of $74.2 million. This includes
reduction in outgoing secondary sorting, replacement of Carrier Sequence Barcode
Sorter (CSBCS) and Upgraded Flats Sorting Machine (UFSM) 1000 sortation with more
efficient sortation, and additional letter automated sorting (incoming secondary and
delivery point sequencing (DPS) (Smith 2011).
The Postal Service estimates that there would be a reduction in the total authorized
positions for non-supervisory maintenance of MPE for processing facilities from 15,320
to 11,877, a reduction of 3,443 positions 4. In addition, the Postal Service estimates that
administrative non-supervisory positions would decline from 1,645 to 1,239, or by 406
positions (Bratta 2011). As shown below in Table 4-5.8, the annual savings, based on
the annual average FY 2010 salary and benefits (including service wide benefits) for
both types of staffing, is $313.5 million and $32.9 million, respectively. Although the
final estimate of changes in the number of supervisor positions has not been quantified,
the Postal Service expects a decline, consistent with the current supervision to staff
ratios. The current ratio of supervisors to staff is 0.08037 (Smith 2011). Using this
ratio, this would mean a reduction of 309 supervisor positions at a savings of $33.5
million, for a total of $379.9 million in equipment maintenance labor savings.
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a beneficial economic impact
because of cost savings associated with the equipment changes. However, the
beneficial impacts would not be significant on a national level.

4

This number represents only MPE maintenance staff, and does not include all maintenance staff, such
as building maintenance.
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Table 4-5.8 - Mail Processing Equipment Maintenance Labor Savings
Labor Type

Change in
Authorized
Positions
2

Average
Annual
Rate

Labor
Cost
1
Savings

ServiceWide
1
Benefits

Total
1
Savings

$ 81,914

$ 282.1

$ 31.5

$ 313.5

Postal Operating
Equipment

(3,443)

Administrative

(406)

$ 72,933

$ 29.6

$ 3.3

$ 32.9

Supervision

(309)

$ 97,300

$ 30.1

$ 3.4

$ 33.5

$ 341.8

$ 38.1

$ 379.9

Total
1

in millions
2
This number represents only MPE maintenance staff, and does not include all maintenance staff, such as building
maintenance.
Source: Smith 2011

Environmental Justice
The Proposed Action has the potential for workforce impacts as were described earlier
in Section 4-5.2.2. As discussed in that section, the Postal Service anticipates the
Proposed Action would result in reductions in the total Postal Service workforce. The
Postal Service estimates that reduction could be as many as 35,000 positions.
However, the final number of positions affected cannot be determined until all AMP
studies are completed and approved. Nonetheless, the Proposed Action would result in
a reduction in workforce levels at the “study” facilities, and at some “gaining” and
“remaining” facilities, due to the consolidation of processing operations and the
workforce needed.
Clerks, mail handlers, maintenance employees, and motor vehicle operators comprise
most of the positions at the processing facilities that are affected by the Proposed
Action. The Postal Service has an obligation, through bargaining agreements with labor
organizations that represent bargaining employees, to collectively bargaining about
certain terms and conditions. A management association represents some of the
supervisors, managers, and other administrative personnel, and the Postal Service has
the obligation to consult, but not to collectively bargain, about certain terms and
conditions of employment.
The Postal Service does not anticipate laying-off any employees covered by these
negotiated agreements. As shown previously in Table 4-5.5 approximately 30,247
Postal Service employees are eligible for retirement or for VER. The Postal Service
expects attrition, including retirement and VER, to account for a large percentage of the
reduced positions.
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As discussed in Section 4-5.1.3, nearly 37 percent of the “gaining” facilities are located
in counties with higher percentages of low-income and minority persons than the
nationwide percentage, and approximately 30 percent of the “study” facilities are in
areas with a higher proportion of minority and low-income persons compared to the
nation. The presence of the “gaining” facilities in low-income and minority areas could
have a beneficial impact, by providing an additional source of employment for the local
population and certain indirect benefits to the local businesses due to spending by the
workforce in these facilities. By contrast, the loss of a “study” facility from a low-income
and minority community could have an adverse impact due to the loss of economic
activity from Postal Service employees and visitors at local businesses. In addition,
low-income or minority Postal Service employees in the “study” facilities would have an
option (as would other bargaining employees) to move to an open position in a “gaining”
facility. The Postal Service expects that some minority employees would participate in
this transfer option. This transfer could result in increased or decreased travel costs for
the employee, which if increased, could be an economic burden. However, through
collective bargaining agreements that limit the travel distance to between 35 and 50
miles, the impact would be minor.
Any anticipated impacts to minority persons resulting from the Proposed Action would
not be disproportionately adverse, as minorities do not represent a disproportionate
percentage of the workforce that would be impacted (28 percent of the total workforce
as noted in the “study” facilities and 51 percent in the “gaining” facilities). Additionally,
no disproportionate income-related impacts would result from the Proposed Action, as
Postal Service full-time employees do not qualify as low-income.
On a local level, certain facilities with a workforce comprised predominantly of minority
persons could result in a localized disproportionate adverse impact to minority persons.
Based on Postal Service data, the workforces at some “study” facilities shown in
Appendix G – Table 2 have a larger representation of minority persons. These facilities
are located in different Postal Service Areas/Districts and any changes at these facilities
because of the Proposed Action could result in disproportionate adverse impacts to
minority persons. However, at a Programmatic (national) level, the Postal Service does
not anticipate the Proposed Action would have any disproportionately adverse impact
on minority or low-income persons. Therefore, the Proposed Action has very little
potential to adversely impact low-income or minority populations. Any adverse impacts
on low-income and minority populations would be negligible and therefore less than
significant on a national level.
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4-6 Land Use and Planning
4-6.1

Land Use and Planning - Background Information

Land use is the way in which, and the purposes for which, people use the land and its
resources. Under NEPA, this resource category allows for the evaluation of land uses
and zoning designations in areas where an action would take place. Proposed
alternatives can contradict or be in harmony with designated uses. Impacts can occur if
changes to real property and designated use areas are necessary to implement an
alternative or if implementation results in adverse land use impacts to the surrounding
environment.
Land use and planning varies depending on land ownership and jurisdictional
boundaries. Land use is generally guided by local comprehensive plans that specify the
allowable types and locations of present and future land use. Within urban and
suburban areas, land use and zoning designations can change frequently over a
distance of just several hundred feet. However, in rural areas, a single land-use
designation could encompass large areas, often for agricultural use.
4-6.2

Land Use and Planning - Affected Environment

Currently the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative “study” and “gaining”
processing facilities are either leased or owned by the Postal Service. The Postal
Service leases 34 (13 percent) and owns 218 (87 percent) of the “study” facilities
(Postal Service 2011e). Based on data evaluated for this PEA, the Postal Service owns
the majority of the “gaining” sites.
Although not bound to local land use and zoning restrictions, the Postal Service’s
processing facilities are generally located in developed (urban and suburban) areas and
are surrounded by other compatible and authorized land uses. The facility sites are
used for postal processing operations, and some sites also include customer service
areas. In addition, approximately 50 “study” facilities are collocated with a VMF. At a
national level, operations at processing facilities do not currently cause adverse land
use or zoning impacts.
The facilities constructed by the Postal Service as processing facilities were constructed
in accordance with the standard design criteria that form an integral part of the Postal
Service’s Building Design Standards. These Standards provide guidance in the design
and construction of processing facilities, specifically on civil, architectural, aesthetic,
signage and repair-related aspects of building construction and design (Postal Service
2007). Some facilities were adapted for use as a Postal Service processing facility and
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maintain some of their original aesthetic character, such as the NRHP-eligible 2.7million square foot Morgan P&DC located in New York City (ESD 2011).
4-6.3

Land Use and Planning - Environmental Consequences

4-6.3.1

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the Postal Service would not implement the Mail
Processing Network Rationalization Initiative. There would be no consolidation or
closure of mail processing facilities and land usage could continue as it currently exists.
Routine maintenance performed on the processing facilities is expected to occur
consistent with Postal Service standards and operational requirements. The Postal
Service does not anticipate that future operations of the processing facilities would
cause any adverse land use or zoning impacts. Additionally, impacts on residential or
industrial development under the No Action Alternative would be negligible.
4-6.3.2

Proposed Action

The Postal Service does not anticipate that the Proposed Action would result in physical
changes outside the facilities. The original buildings were designed and built to handle
greater volumes of mail than currently being handled, and also to accommodate more
staff. The facilities have excess capacity, and the Proposed Action would bring the
“gaining” facilities closer to full capacity. Even with additional employees added to
some “gaining” sites, the new total complement would still be less than what the
facilities were built to accommodate. Reduced or increased processing operations and
the associated impacts would be negligible and are not anticipated to result in changes
to residential or industrial development on a national level. While some employees
transferring or newly hired at a facility might relocate their residences closer to their new
facility, the impact on residential development is not considered to be significant on a
national or even on a local level.
Disposition of “study” facilities is not part of the Proposed Action and will be evaluated
and managed separately by the Postal Service Facilities Department, with additional
NEPA review as necessary. While it is anticipated that the Postal Service will
eventually sell some “study” facilities, the future ownership and use of these sites is
unknown. Future zoning and usage of the sites that are sold by the Postal Service to
non-governmental entities, or returned to a lessor, would fall under the purview and
control of local jurisdictions and would be required to comply with all relevant land use
and zoning ordinances.
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Because of the reasons described above, adverse impacts to land use or zoning
patterns would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a national level or
even on a local level due to the Proposed Action.
The Proposed Action could result in some indirect impacts on a local level, which would
be beneficial. Urban or developed areas would benefit from continuing operations
presumably in the form of sustaining local area vitality and also existing economic
activity due to spending by the workforce within the local economy.

4-7 Transportation
4-7.1

Transportation - Background and Regulatory Compliance

State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) are generally responsible for the design,
construction, and maintenance of their state highway systems, as well as the portion of
the Federal highways and interstates within their boundaries. Arterials, connectors,
rural roads, and local roads are typically constructed and maintained by county or city
governments.
Site circulation, parking, and accessibility to Postal Service facilities must comply with
Postal Service Handbook RE-4, which presents uniform standards for the design,
construction and alteration of buildings so that physically handicapped persons will have
ready access to and use of them in accordance with the Architectural Barriers Act, 42
U.S.C. 4151-4157. RE-4 addresses pedestrian safety, site and building accessibility,
and parking – especially handicap parking. In addition, all Postal Service facilities must
be designed in compliance with Handbook AS-503, Standard Design Criteria (Postal
Service, 2007). Postal guidelines include standards for site circulation, parking and
roadways, pedestrian walkways, accessibility and safety at Postal Service facilities.
Local governments regulate whether Transportation Impact Analyses are required.
Furthermore, regional review processes may be enforced where an adverse
transportation impact is perceived to cross jurisdictional lines. The level and content of
analysis, methodology, data used, and the overall process can vary greatly from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction and from study to study. Additionally, the threshold used to
determine whether a transportation impact analysis is needed and the definition of the
threshold can vary by jurisdiction. In a typical approach, a jurisdiction develops a
threshold criteria for the number of new peak hour and/or daily trips allowed before a
study is required as well as criteria for the size of the study area based on the number
of new trips projected. The Postal Service is not subject to local requirements but often
follows these transportation regulations and thresholds.
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Despite these variations in how and when detailed transportation impact analyses are
conducted, general procedures for conducting such studies are borne out of traffic
engineering methods and succinctly documented in the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE) publication Transportation Impact Analyses for Site Development (ITE
2010). This publication suggests that in lieu of a locally preferred or required
determinant, an appropriate threshold is the addition of 100 or more new inbound or
outbound vehicle trips during the surrounding area or adjacent roadway’s peak hour of
traffic. Peak hour is the hour of heaviest traffic usually at the beginning or end of the
workday when large numbers of people are traveling to and from work. Local
jurisdictions often define specific peak hours.
In the final step of a Transportation Impact Analysis, the proponent makes
recommendations for feasible transportation improvements intended to offset adverse
transportation impacts determined to be directly caused by an increase or change in
traffic associated with a site. When the recommendation is a tangible infrastructure
improvement, the proponent typically conducts another analysis to indicate whether the
Level of Service (or similar performance measures) would improve to desirable levels
as a result of the recommended improvement. However, in certain cases – especially
where infrastructure improvements are not feasible – local jurisdictions may be open to
other strategies including the creation of travel demand management programs
(employee rideshare programs, staggered work and/or delivery schedules, etc.) or
investments in general transportation funds.
4-7.2

Transportation – Affected Environment

Postal Service processing facilities are located in urban, suburban, and rural areas
across the country. The majority of the Postal Service’s “gaining” and “remaining”
facilities are located in more urban areas, while the majority of the “study” facilities tend
to be located in more suburban areas. The transportation facilities that serve these
different types of locations can vary widely. Urban areas are generally characterized by
a complex and extensive system of roads, including major freeways, arterials, and
surface streets. Urban roads typically support high levels of traffic, which often result in
roadway segment and intersection congestion. More suburban environments can be
characterized by fewer roads and a predominance of two-lane and four-lane roads.
Generally, rural roads have lower traffic volumes with minimal congestion.
In addition to surface transportation, the Postal Service also uses air transportation for
certain classes of mail and to meet certain service standards, and transportation by boat
to reach non-contiguous states and territories.
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Overview of the Postal Service Transportation Network

Collection, mail processing, transportation, and delivery are the major functions within
the Postal Service. Several modes of transportation are used to move the mail between
facilities, as determined by the quantity to be moved and the transit time allowable
under the service standards. A simplified diagram of how mail flows through the postal
system is presented below (Postal Service OIG 2011).

Figure 4 - Postal Service Mail Processing & Transportation Process
Source: Postal Service OIG 2011

The objective of mail distribution is to collect, transport, and deliver mail expeditiously
within specified service standards for each class of mail. Postal Service transportation
networks exist to support mail processing and delivery activities. Transportation is the
link connecting the outgoing and incoming distribution elements that create the network.
The size of the transportation network is dependent upon the size of the processing and
distribution network and the need to move mail to and from P&DCs, Logistics and
Distribution Centers (LDCs), Network Distribution Centers (NDCs), Distribution Delivery
Units, annexes, airports (for air transport), Post Offices, stations, and branches that
must all be connected by the transportation network.
The Postal Service’s transportation network was designed to ensure that mail volumes
could be transported between postal facilities within certain transportation windows so
that the mail can be processed and delivered in accordance with applicable processing
windows and service standards. A “transportation window” is the time period between
the “clearance time” set by the origin processing plant (which receives mail from its local
service area, defined by the 3-digit ZIP Codes it serves) and the “Critical Entry Time”
(CET) established by the destination processing plant (which receives mail from other
processing plants for delivery to a range of 3-digit ZIP Codes). The clearance time and
CET set by the processing facilities and the distance between those postal facilities
inform Postal Service decisions regarding the transportation mode(s) necessary to
move respective classes of mail between those facilities (Martin 2011).
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The current Postal Service transportation distribution strategy is a hybrid of hub-andspoke and direct plant-to-plant connections. The hub-and-spoke portion of the strategy
routes mail from a facility to a consolidation point such as a NDC and then distributes
the mail to smaller facilities in a given geographic area. The direct plant-to-plant
connections are usually regional and allow mail to be routed directly from one plant to
another without going through a consolidation point.
Generally, mail enters the Postal Service network via collection boxes, retail windows,
detached mail units at mailer facilities, or business mail entry units at postal facilities.
Facilities such as Post Offices, stations, branches, and contract postal units collect
outgoing mail from customers. At the same time, mail arriving at these facilities is taken
out for delivery. After the outgoing mail is collected, it is handed off to an origin
processing facility. Mail proceeds through origin processing facilities, consolidation
facilities, and destination processing facilities. At origin processing facilities, mail is
separated and sorted into common destinations and from there transported to the final
destination facilities for delivery to the destination address.
STCs serve as centralized processing and transfer points for designated geographic
areas and are strategically located near major metropolitan areas and transportation
centers. The STC network serves to fill containers and trucks early in the network and
dispatch them as deep into the network as possible.
Some mail, like drop-shipped commercial mail, can bypass certain processing facilities
and transportation. Commercial mailers can also bypass originating processing
facilities and transportation and take mail directly to the destination plant or Post Office.
Most processing facilities simultaneously handle incoming and outgoing mail, and
therefore have truck traffic associated with both incoming and outgoing mail.
The Postal Service’s primary transportation modes are surface and air. Surface
transportation is exclusively used to transport Standard Mail (circulars, printed matter,
pamphlets, catalogs, newsletters, direct mail, and merchandise), Periodicals Mail, and
Package Services because the applicable service standards generally provide more
time for the delivery of these mail classes; and surface transportation modes are less
expensive than air transportation modes. Additionally, boat transport is used for
Periodicals Mail, Package Services, and Standard Mail to reach non-contiguous states
and territories. Surface transportation is also used to transport Express Mail, FirstClass Mail and Priority Mail volume. The Postal Service generally reserves air
transportation for longer trips and mail classes with tighter service standards.
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Surface Transportation

Postal Vehicle Service (PVS) and Highway Contract Route (HCR) providers
(contractors) provide surface transportation. The PVS is comprised of drivers who are
Postal Service employees and Postal Service vehicles. The functional responsibility of
PVS is to transport large containers of mail between mail processing facilities, and to
and from airports, Post Offices, stations, and branches. PVS drivers typically travel
local city and suburban miles within a 50-mile radius of a facility, and provide services
such as plant load pick-up. The PVS fleet includes cargo vans, tractors and spotter
tractors, and tractors-trailers. In general, PVS does not provide service to mail
processing plants and retail operations designated for HCR service. Forty “study”
facilities have PVS operations (Martin 2011).
The Postal Service contracts with more than 12,000 suppliers for HCR service. HCR
service transports all mail classes throughout the postal network and is the primary
provider for long-haul surface transportation. The Postal Service contracts for HCR
service where PVS is absent (Martin 2011).
Various categories of HCR transportation are used to transport certain mail classes,
including:
•
•
•
•

Inter-Area – Routes that operate between areas and typically used for transport
of mail classes with two- to three-day service standards.
Inter-Cluster – Routes that operate between two clusters within the same area,
particularly for mail classes with overnight and two-day standards.
Inter-P&DC – Routes that operate between two different mail processing facilities
within the same area and cluster, particularly for mail classes with overnight and
two-day standards.
Intra-P&DC – Routes that operate between plants and associated Post Offices
for mail classes committed for overnight delivery. (Martin 2011)

The surface network is segmented into two broad categories: the short-haul network
and long-haul network. “Short-haul network” generally refers to the transportation
network that connects postal facilities that are less than 300 miles apart. The purpose
of the short-haul network is to ensure timely transportation of mail subject to overnight
and two-day service standards. PVS drivers or HCR providers transport mail over
short-haul networks (Martin 2011).
The “long-haul network” is the Postal Service terminology used for transportation by
HCR providers that connects postal facilities more than 300 miles apart. Long-haul
network transportation entails “direct” trips between origin and destination facilities or
“indirect” trips whereby a truck stops at a Postal Service consolidation truck terminal or
hub before continuing on to its destination. At a terminal or hub, a truck is filled with
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additional mail intended for transport to the destination facility. Generally, truck runs
that are routinely less than 60 percent full are directed to a consolidation facility so that
the Postal Service can take full advantage of the truck’s carrying capacity. However, in
some circumstances that is not possible because CETs or service standards dictate a
direct trip, and to meet the current service standards, a large proportion of the mail
trucks currently operate at low levels of capacity (Martin 2011).
The transportation network also connects processing plants to the set of Post Offices
that deliver and collect mail in a plant’s service area. Both PVS and HCR transportation
facilitate movement of mail between mail processing facilities and Post Offices (Martin
2011).
4-7.2.3

Air Transportation

Generally, transportation of mail by air is more expensive than surface transportation
and is generally reserved for longer trips and mail classes with tighter service
standards. The Postal Service transports First-Class Mail, Priority Mail, and Express
Mail intended for carriage and delivery within the continental United States and between
the continental United States and non-contiguous parts of the domestic service area by
air when necessary to achieve the applicable service standards. Approximately
591,641,000 pounds5 of First-Class Mail were transported by air in FY 2010, based on
data presented in USPS-LR-N2012-11/1 (Postal Service 2011i) and PRC testimony
data presented by Martin (2011).
Federal Express (FedEx) is the Postal Service’s primary carrier for air transportation
and has two networks: a night operation with 147 air stops to transport Express Mail
and a day operation with 76 air stops to transport Registered Mail, Priority Mail, and
First-Class Mail. United Parcel Service (UPS) also supports Postal Service air
transportation by transporting First-Class Mail and Priority Mail. Commercial airlines
also transport some First-Class Mail, Express Mail, and Priority Mail. The Postal
Service contracts with third-party terminal handling suppliers to prepare mail for air
transport and receive mail from the air transportation provider for transport to the Postal
Service (Martin 2011).
4-7.2.4

Circulation

The Postal Service-constructed facilities were designed for on-site circulation of tractor
trailers and smaller motor vehicles, and currently operate as processing facilities with
5

Library Reference USPS-LR-N2012-11/1 used to calculate the pounds transported by air in FY 2010.
The volume transported by air (41,487,720) is from the “Mode_ADV Data” sheet, and then that number
was plugged into the calculations in the “Air Trans Vol” sheet to get to 591,640,993.
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set traffic and circulation patterns both offsite and onsite. Some leased and Postal
Service-owned facilities were initially constructed as non-processing facilities, but have
been adapted over the years to accommodate tractor trailer and smaller motor vehicle
traffic and their associated traffic and circulation patterns.
Traffic patterns and circulation at the processing facilities are contingent on the types of
operations at the facility, the number of employees at the facility, and the number of
trucks needed to transport mail to meet the CETs and departure times resulting from the
current Service Standards. A typical P&DC or other large processing plant has a
dedicated truck gate/entrance, designated tractor trailer parking and maneuvering area,
and truck loading dock area. Circulation design for a typical plant separates POV drives
and parking areas from truck entry, parking, maneuvering, and loading areas.
4-7.2.5

Traffic

Traffic associated with processing facilities is generated primarily through HCR and
PVS delivery vehicles arriving and departing the facilities, POVs, and drop shippers.
The estimated total annual HCR mileage for FY 2010 per category of ground
transportation is presented in Table 4-7.1.
Table 4-7.1 – Annual Vehicle Miles Associated with HCR Ground
Transportation
HCR Mileage
(estimated
FY10)

Type of Ground-Transportation
Inter-P&DC

Between Plants

50,478,980

Inter-Cluster

Between two clusters in same Area

91,332,491

Inter-Area

Between Postal Service Areas

256,410,000

Intra-P&DC

Between Plants and Post Offices

483,795,624

Total

882,017,095

Note:
Mileage for Inter-P&DC, Inter-Cluster, and Intra-P&DC calculated based on HCR cost data from N20121-22 [HCR Highway Savings.xls (Postal Service 2011f)], and Bradley (2011) 12/5/11 PRC testimony
regarding HCR average calculated cost of $2.05/mile; actual mileage may differ.
Used Inter-Area mileage as calculated by Martin in support of Mail Processing Network Rationalization
Initiative because it was based on actual HCR mileage (Martin 2011a).

In addition, the PVS total mileage estimated for FY 2010 is 149,000,000 miles, based
on information in the Postal Service internal website, while PVS miles associated solely
with the 250 "study" facilities is 27,403,820 (Bradley 2011). The PVS total mileage
represents PVS services attributed to mail processing network surface transportation
(i.e., local city and suburban “short-haul” transportation equivalent to HCR Intra-PDC)
and also other categories of surface transportation such as Intra-BMC that are not
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directly related to the Proposed Action. The estimated total miles driven for FY 2010
HCR transportation, and PVS for the 250 “study” facilities, are 909,420,915. Most
delivery truck arrival and departures occur generally in the early morning to late morning
hours (1:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.), based on current operating plans and DPS processing
windows as described by Neri (2011).
The Postal Service’s complement of approximately 160,124 employees within the mail
processing network also generates trip traffic (Postal Service Human Resources 2011).
Assuming most employees ride alone and drive a personally owned vehicle (POV), and
16.7 percent carpool, use public transportation, bicycle or walk to work (based on U.S.
Census [2012] figures), for the purpose of the programmatic analysis, an estimated
maximum number of 133,400 employees use POV and accordingly 266,800 POV trips
are generated daily. Mileage associated with mail processing employee travel would be
832 million annually, based on FHWA estimates of daily average roundtrip commute
mileage (FHWA 2009).
In a typical workweek, the days Monday through Friday have about 15-17 percent of the
total week workhours each, and Saturday and Sunday typically have about 10 percent
of the total week workhours each, based on the Postal Service’s MODS Database for
FY 2011 (Huron 2011). Currently, processing facilities have either two or three 8-hour
tours in support of mail processing operations, generally starting and ending around
8:00 a.m., 4:00 p.m., and 12:00 a.m. (Weston 2012); with the 4:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m.
tours typically requiring the most processing employees. Processing operations
employees typically arrive and depart from the facilities in the half hour before and after
their tour times.
Drop shippers accounted for approximately 634,000 drop shipments at processing
facilities by 31,337 shippers (Postal Service 2011g). Vehicles could be POVs or trucks.
These shippers can make appointments to facilitate efficient visits to the facilities and
coordinate shipments with the most convenient times for processing.
4-7.2.6

Safety, Accessibility, and Parking

Site circulation, parking, and accessibility for most Postal Service facilities comply with
the Postal Service Handbook RE-4 (2005). The specific circulation patterns, vehicle
routing, and parking associated with a Postal Service mail processing facility vary based
on the type of facility. For example, P&DCs and NDCs are characterized by their
resemblance to a truck terminal. P&DCs and NDCs most often contain large
warehouse-type spaces for mail processing, with specified truck terminal-type loading
docks and tractor trailer maneuvering and parking areas. The circulation patterns,
parking, and safety considerations for a P&DC or NDC would be different than those for
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an Annex, which many times resembles a Post Office and has less truck maneuvering
and dock space than the larger mail processing facilities.
The Postal Service emphasizes safety for all aspects of the transportation network.
Postal Service policy document Handbook EL-804, Safe Driver Program (Postal Service
2008a), provides not only driver safety guidance and policies but also addresses or
references safety standards related to Postal Service vehicles. Handbook EL-800
(Postal Service 2001) covers HCR drivers and equipment (Richardson 2011). The
Postal Service often follows local standards and provides additional traffic safety at the
facility level. Vehicle incidents are tracked and used to address safety issues and
improve Postal Service safety performance in the area of transportation.
Parking for POVs and tractor-trailers and trucks awaiting loading of processed mail is
typically provided onsite at Postal Service processing facilities. Parking areas are
typically gated or otherwise access controlled for authorized users. The Postal Service
designed and constructed processing facilities to accommodate a full capacity operation
with corresponding support facilities sufficient for that level of operation. Since
processing facilities are currently operating below the capacity for which they were built
and/or designed, ample excess parking is expected to exist at the majority of facilities.
Any parking safety-related issues identified will be handled per Postal Service safety
requirements.
4-7.2.7

Public Transportation

The Postal Service is working to minimize petroleum use from Federal employee travel
by matching Post Office staffing levels to future mail volumes, encouraging carpooling
and public transportation, and expanding use of web-based technologies for meetings
and training (Postal Service 2011h). Public transportation is not used for transport of
mail.
Some Postal Service employees working at processing” facilities use public
transportation to travel to and from work each day or periodically. Based on U.S.
Census 2006-2010 5-year estimates for the United States (2012) data 5.4 percent of
employees use public transportation (bus, metro/transit rail, commuter rail, or intercity
rail). This typically occurs where public transportation is located in metropolitan areas
near the Postal Service’s processing facilities.
Where available, the Postal Service encourages employees to participate in ride-share
and trip-reduction programs, which are most often available where air quality nonattainment is an issue. The Postal Service participates in significant trip-reduction
programs in Phoenix, Arizona; and in various areas and facilities in California. The
“gaining” Santa Ana P&DC and Anaheim P&DC are located in Orange County (part of
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the South Coast Air Quality Management District [SCAQMD]), where Rule 2202
requires employers with 250 or more employees to participate in a trip reduction
ordinance (SCAQMD 2001).
In addition, the Postal Service recently launched a Green Commuter intranet site as a
platform for sharing educational materials, maps, and tools for a variety of public
transportation options for postal employees (Postal Service 2011h).
4-7.3

Transportation – Environmental Consequences

4-7.3.1

No Action Alternative

Existing traffic levels and circulation patterns associated with Postal Service operations
at processing facility sites would not change under the No Action Alternative except as a
result of decreasing mail volumes and therefore potentially fewer truck trips to and from
the processing facilities and from processing facilities to Post Offices. Many of the
Postal Service’s PVS and HCR routes would continue to operate at low levels of
capacity. Shippers would continue to drop ship their mail in the same manner and at
times currently used. The Postal Service would continue to use air transport and thirdparty terminal handling suppliers similarly to current use.
Safety conditions associated with Postal Service-processing facility traffic would not
change because the facilities would need to continue to meet the standards established
in the Handbook AS-503, Standard Design Criteria.
No changes to existing accessibility and parking conditions would occur because the
facilities would need to continue to meet the standards established in Handbook AS503, Standard Design Criteria as well as Handbook RE-4.
No changes to public transportation would occur because employee positions at
processing facilities would not change, and the Postal Service would continue to
encourage employees to use public transportation (and ride-sharing, etc.) where
available.
4-7.3.2

Proposed Action

Surface Transportation Changes
Under the Proposed Action, the reduction in the number of processing facilities in the
postal network would significantly reduce the number of individual “links” in the
transportation network, and also significantly reduce the total number of vehicle trips
and truck miles associated with the mail processing transportation network.
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A hypothetical illustration of an existing transportation network is presented in Figure 5,
Hypothetical Existing Mail Processing Plant Network for Two Service Areas. Plants “A”
and “B” in the first area, and Plants “C,” “D” and “E” in the second area, with six InterArea links (i.e. links between individual plants in different areas) and four inter-P&DC
links (links between plants in the same area), create a total of ten plant-to-plant links,
with transportation provided primarily by HCR service.

Figure 5 – Hypothetical Existing Mail Processing Plant Network for Two Service
Areas
Source: Martin 2011

Under the Proposed Action, consolidation of Plants “B”, “C” and “E” in this hypothetical
example would reduce the number of plant-to-plant links in the transportation network,
leaving only one plant-to-plant link required between the remaining two network nodes,
as illustrated in Figure 6, Hypothetical Future Mail Processing Plant Network for Two
Service Areas.
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Figure 6 – Hypothetical Future Mail Processing Plant Network for Two Service Areas
Source: Martin 2011

Assuming the network mail volume transported between the two service areas
remained constant, the Postal Service anticipates that the number of “trips” between the
remaining plants would increase. However, the Postal Service anticipates that the
elimination of separate transportation links (such as between Plants “B”, “C” and “E” in
the example shown in Figure 6), would lead to a net decrease in transportation activity
within and between the two service areas despite any increase in trips between the
remaining plants. Through this consolidation of facilities and the corresponding
consolidation of transportation, the Postal Service would be able to increase the
capacity utilization of trucks that operate between plants. This increase in capacity
utilization would have a suppressive effect on the number of trips between the
remaining plants because the Postal Service would be able to schedule fewer trips
between the remaining plants than is otherwise currently required in order to ensure that
mail reaches the destination plants by the applicable CET (Martin, 2011).
The Proposed Action would also reduce the number of operating miles between plants
and Post Offices. A hypothetical existing plant-to-Post Office transportation network,
wherein two plants (“A” and “B”) have links to five Post Offices and four Post Offices,
respectively, is shown in Figure 7, Hypothetical Existing Plant-to-Post Office Network
with Two Plants.
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Figure 7 – Hypothetical Existing Plant-to-Post Office Network with Two Plants
Source: Martin 2011

Under the Proposed Action, the example Plant B’s processing operations would be
consolidated with Plant A’s operations. This consolidation would reduce the number of
plant-to-Post Office transportation links through its larger service area and connections
to more Post Offices, as shown in Figure 8, Hypothetical Future Plant-to-Post Office
Network with One Plant.

Figure 8 – Hypothetical Future Plant-to-Post Office Network with One Plant
Source: Martin 2011

The proposed change in Service Standards would mean a longer processing window for
the relevant classes of mail. Mail that needs to be processed on a particular day to
meet the new Service Standards would generally reach the processing facility by 8:00
a.m. in order to be available for DPS processing from approximately 12:00 noon to
approximately 4:00 a.m. (a 16-hour window). This type of mail currently must reach the
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facility and be ready for DPS before the required DPS processing window of
approximately 12:00 midnight to 6:00 a.m. (a 6-hour window). This expanded mail
processing window in the future network would make a significant amount of mail
available for transport to delivery units earlier in the day. Accordingly, the Postal
Service would be able to schedule trips between plants and Post Offices throughout the
day and into the evening when collection mail would be available for transport from the
Post Offices to the plants. The majority of truck arrival/departures would occur from late
afternoon to mid-morning, with most new trips occurring during off-peak hours (Weston
2012). This would create new opportunities for the Postal Service to transport such mail
to delivery units and transport collection mail to the processing plant in combined trips,
as opposed to separate trips.
With a reduced number of processing locations and longer processing windows, the
Postal Service would reduce the number of mail trucks needed, further spread the
arrival and departure of delivery trucks, and ensure that more of those trucks operate at
higher levels of capacity.
Air Transportation Changes
In the current mail processing environment, the Postal Service has until 6:00 p.m. on
the day prior to delivery to ensure that First-Class Mail with a three-day service standard
arrives at the destination mail processing facility. Under the Proposed Action, FirstClass Mail with a three-day service standard would be required at the destination facility
by the CET of 8:00 a.m. on the day prior to delivery, which decreases the surface
transportation window by 10 hours and limits the distance that this type of mail can
travel on ground transportation (Martin 2011; Postal Service 2011i). As a result, some
mail that currently moves on surface transportation would need to be diverted to air
transportation to ensure timely delivery (Postal Service 2011i).
The volume of mail diverted from surface transportation to air transportation as a result
of the Proposed Action is estimated to be 124 million pounds annually (Martin 2011).
As part of the Proposed Action the Postal Service would expand transport of mail on
existing cargo and passenger flights with available capacity; no new planes or routes
are anticipated for transport of the additional volume (Huron 2011a). In addition, due to
the consolidation of processing facility locations, other air-stops would completely
absorb and therefore eliminate a few current air-stops.
Circulation
The Postal Service does not anticipate changes in existing traffic circulation patterns at
its mail processing facilities as a result of the Proposed Action.
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Traffic - Trip and Mileage Reductions
The Postal Service analyzed a subset of routes in the network to assess the impact the
Proposed Action would have on the current transportation network (Martin 2011). The
analysis:
• Used transportation schedules and utilization data from the Postal Service’s
Transportation Contract Support System (TCSS), Surface Visibility (SV), and
Transportation Information Management Evaluation System (TIMES); and
• Considered the purpose of each trip and how that mail volume would flow in the
proposed mail processing network, how volume could be absorbed on trips with
low utilization, and how trips that would not be needed to meet the new service
standards could be eliminated.
Trip Reductions
Postal Service estimates relating to the potential plant-to-plant trips eliminated on a
regional basis (ranging from 4 to 156) and nationwide (480) under the Proposed Action
(Postal Service 2011i), are presented in Table 4-7.2.
Table 4-7.2 - Plant-to-Plant Potential Trip Reduction Summary
Postal Service
Area

Total
Routes

Total Trips
(currently)

Potential Trips
Eliminated

Percent
Reduction

Northeast

40

247

86

35

Eastern

102

434

156

36

Cap Metro

48

290

89

31

Great Lakes

51

262

67

26

Southwest

38

168

44

26

Western

38

210

34

16

Pacific

5

112

4

4

Total

322

1,723

480

24.7

Note: The total percent reduction shown is the average of each Area’s percent reduction in potential trips
eliminated
Source: Postal Service 2011i (PRC Filing Library Reference USPS-LR-N2012-1/11)

Mileage Reductions
Based on Martin’s analysis in support of the Initiative, the Postal Service estimates that
plant-to-plant transportation miles on a nationwide basis could be reduced by
approximately 25.4 percent, under the Proposed Action (Martin 2011; 2011a). Based
on calculations for estimated existing miles associated with Inter-P&DC, Inter-Cluster
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and Inter-Area ground transportation, and assuming an overall 25.4 percent reduction
under the Proposed Action, the Postal Service could reduce these three types of HCR
ground transportation categories by approximately 101,148,254 miles annually, as
shown in Table 4-7.3.
Furthermore, the proposed reduction in the number of plant-to-Post Office (Intra-P&DC)
links within a defined geographic area and combining of service areas into fewer service
areas would reduce the number of operating miles within that area. Additionally, the
expanded mail processing window, combined with the reduced number of plants, would
enable the Postal Service to decrease the number of surface transportation trips
required to service a particular area. HCR mileage associated with Intra-P&DC (plantto-Post Office) transportation is expected to decrease by approximately 13.68 percent.
Example Intra-P&DC mileage reductions associated with 14 facilities, based on AMP
studies, are presented in Appendix H.
The estimated 13.68 percent HCR mileage reduction would result in an estimated
66,183,241 fewer miles 6 for nationwide plant-to-Post Office (Intra-P&DC) trips, as
shown in Table 4-7.3.
Table 4-7.3 – Estimated Decrease in Annual Vehicle Miles Associated with HCR Ground
Transportation
Type of Ground-Transportation

Mileage
(estimated
FY10)

Estimated
Percent
Reduction

Estimated
Mileage
Decrease

Inter-P&DC

Between Plants

50,478,980

25.4

12,821,661

Inter-Cluster

Between two clusters in same Area

91,332,491

25.4

23,1989,453

Inter-Area

Between Postal Service Areas

256,410,000

25.4

65,128,140

Total “Inter” Network Transportation
Intra-P&DC

Between Plants and Post Offices

Total of “Inter” and “Intra” Transportation

483,795,624
882,017,095

13.68

101,148,254
66,183,241
167,331,495

Note: Mileage for Inter-P&DC, Inter-Cluster, and Intra-P&DC calculated based on HCR cost data from N2012-1-22
[HCR Highway Savings.xls (Postal Service 2011f)], and Bradley (2011) 12/5/11 PRC testimony regarding HCR
average calculated cost of $2.05/mile; actual mileage may differ. Used Inter-Area mileage as calculated by Martin in
support of Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative since based on actual HCR mileage (Martin 2011a).

As shown in Table 4-7.3, considering just HCR transportation trips, the estimated total
decrease in miles that would be driven nationwide under the Proposed Action is
approximately 167,331,500 miles.
6

Percentage based on extrapolation of mileage data from 14 AMP studies completed as of 12/17/11 in
support of Mail Processing Network Rationalization (Martin 2011); multiplied by HCR miles calculated
based on Bradley (2011) PRC Testimony and supporting Library Reference documentation
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Drop shippers could potentially experience longer travel distances as certain “study”
facilities are closed and be required to alter handling schedules. However in response
to mailers’ concerns regarding Bulk Mail Entry Units (BMEUs), the Postal Service will,
wherever practicable, retain BMEUs in facilities where processing operations are
eliminated and, where this is not practicable, to set up new acceptance units within
relative close geographical proximity to the original facilities (76 Fed. Reg. 77942).
Conclusion - Nationwide Surface and Air Transportation Changes
In summary, the Postal Service anticipates beneficial impacts under the Proposed
Action from a surface-traffic standpoint. The consolidation of facilities and network
changes would result in significant reductions in the total ground surface trips and
mileage travelled on a nationwide basis due to fewer truck and POV trips and mileage.
The service standard changes would allow more efficient use of Postal Service, HCR,
and mailer trucks. Anticipated adverse impacts to some mailers because of the
changes with business mail entry points would be negligible and therefore less than
significant on a national level. The changes would result in an increase in air transport
of mail using contract carriers, but would not require additional air flights and would
facilitate more efficient use of aircraft freight space. Adverse impacts to air
transportation would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a national level
or even on a local level due to the Proposed Action.
Localized Traffic Impact Evaluation
The approximately 167,331,500 truck miles reduced (and 25.4 and 13.68 percent
expected decrease in truck miles associated with HCR Inter- and Intra- travel,
respectively), and expected decrease in employee POV trips would be distributed
throughout the regional transportation network.
The consolidation of facilities and increase in employees, where necessary, could result
in an increase of trips in the immediate vicinity of the “gaining” facility. Increased traffic
in the vicinity of a “gaining” facility would be generated by POVs and mail trucks, in
those scenarios where additional employees and/or delivery truck trips will be required.
Potential adverse impacts could occur where additional traffic associated with the
Proposed Action is introduced onto roads not currently experiencing these associated
traffic volumes. The level of impact would differ based on the number and types of
operations added and the resulting additional traffic generated. Mail delivery vehicles
for both “gaining” and “remaining” facilities would be spread more evenly throughout the
day, with the majority of truck arrivals/departures occurring from late afternoon to midmorning, with most new trips occurring during off-peak traffic hours (Weston 2012).
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The Postal Service anticipates POV trips would decrease at the “remaining” facilities
due to reduced workforce requirements. The number of truck trips would remain similar
to the current number of truck trips, but similar to “gaining” facilities, truck traffic would
be spread more evenly throughout the day.
Likewise, at “study” sites, the reduction in operations would result in a positive impact to
the local transportation system. Therefore, the potential need for any site-specific
transportation impact analysis would be limited to those sites where operations are
proposed to increase sufficiently to exceed local guidelines and traffic screening levels
increase.
As stated previously, the Postal Service is conducting site-specific reviews of “gaining”
facilities associated with the Proposed Action. In completing the Operational
Environmental Checklist as part of the site-specific environmental review, the Postal
Service considers the question, “Will the action adversely affect traffic safety or traffic
congestion?” (Postal Service 2011j). In addressing this question, the Postal Service
considers whether the gaining facility would experience a substantial increase in total
vehicle/truck mileage including HCR and PVS mileage, and/or would gain a substantial
number of new employees as a result of the Proposed Action. The Postal Service is
further analyzing traffic issues impacts on a site-specific basis for those “gaining”
facilities identified to have a potentially substantial increase for total vehicle/truck
mileage or for employees.
The additional site-specific traffic screening analysis at the facilities selected following
the site-specific environmental review included reviews of state and local DOT
guidelines; peak hour load thresholds; site-specific physical aspects; ITE
recommendations; and the estimated increase in employee POV and delivery truck trips
projected at the “gaining” facility. Each study included the following:
•

•

Number of POV trips generated daily by the consolidation using the estimated
number of new employees based on the site-specific AMP study. POV trips were
calculated taking into consideration and deducting employees carpooling and
using public transportation based on local statistics. The analyses used weekday
employee complements using Postal Service FY 2011 data.
When truck arrival/departure times were not available, the assumption that,
based on similar recent studies, trucks would arrive and depart during off-peak
hours 3:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. which is within the
projected time frame after consolidation of 1:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. This
assumption is based on current operating plans and DPS processing windows as
described by Neri (2011). Trucks were therefore not included in peak hour trips.
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Identification of the peak hours for traffic in the area or on adjacent streets using
local plans or specifications or state data.

The study then compared the peak hour trips to the following:
•

•

The ITE- recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends for peak hours as a
screening level to determine the need for further traffic analyses or a Traffic
Impact Study (TIS), or Traffic Impact Analysis, where applicable.
Traffic screening levels from local or state codes or plans.

The Postal Service commissioned additional studies when the traffic screening analysis
results indicated the need for further traffic analyses to evaluate impacts on adjacent
street level of service (LOS).
The results of the traffic screening analyses completed by February 1, 2012 are
described in the following subsections. Additional analyses may be also be conducted if
the screening process identifies a need to evaluate specific sites.
Greensboro P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from two “study” facilities to the “gaining”
Greensboro P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 325 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012a). An
additional 79 inbound and outbound trips (2 trucks and 77 POVs) are anticipated during
the peak traffic hours (4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the
Proposed Action is implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for Greensboro P&DC revealed the following:
•
•
•

Peak hour would trips total 79, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level;
Daily trips would total 508, less than state screening level of 3,000; and
No TIS would be required.

Columbus P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from five “study” facilities to the “gaining”
Columbus P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 965 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012b). An
additional 237 outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours (7:00 a.m. to
8:00 a.m.) after the Proposed Action is implemented.
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The traffic screening analysis for Columbus P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

•

Peak hour trips would total 237, exceeding the ITE 100-trip screening level;
Daily trips would total 1,467, which when added to the Average Daily Total (ADT)
of 13,215 on adjacent streets, is less than state screening level of 20,000 to
maintain the LOS; and
No new construction or new road configuration is anticipated; therefore, the ITE
and City guidance indicates that a TIS is not warranted.

West Sacramento P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from four “study” facilities to the “gaining”
West Sacramento P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 288 employees for
three shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012c). An
additional 68 inbound POVs are anticipated during the morning peak traffic hour (7:00
a.m. to 8:00 a.m.) and 68 outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hour in
the morning (8:00 a.m.to 9:00 a.m.) and afternoon (4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.) after the
Proposed Action is implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for West Sacramento P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

•

•

Peak hour trips would total 68, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level;
Peak hour trips of 68 would exceed the City of Sacramento threshold of 50 peak
hour trip-ends to trigger a Traffic Impact Analysis and daily trips would total 492,
which is less than the City of Sacramento’s Traffic Impact Analysis daily
significance threshold of 500 daily vehicle trip-ends;
No new construction, new road configuration, or zoning changes are anticipated;
therefore, the City guidance indicates that a Traffic Impact Analysis is not
warranted; and
Therefore, the ITE indicates that a TIS is not warranted.

Dominick V. Daniels P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from the “study” Northern NJ P&DC to
the “gaining” Dominick V. Daniels P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 607
employees for three shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period
(Weston 2012d). An additional 83 inbound POVs are anticipated during the assumed
peak traffic hours (7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the Proposed
Action is implemented.
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The traffic screening analysis for the Dominick V. Daniels P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips would total 83, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level and the
New Jersey DOT screening level of 100 directional trip ends; and
No TIS would be required.

North Metro P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from two “study” facilities to the “gaining”
North Metro P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 328 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012e). An
additional 82 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for North Metro P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

•

Peak hour trips total 82, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level;
Daily trips total 680, which is less than Georgia Regional Transportation
Authority’s Regional Impact Threshold of 1000 and would not warrant a Traffic
Impact Analysis; and
No TIS would be required.

Louisville P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from three to five “study” facilities to the
“gaining” Louisville P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 327 employees for
three shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012f). An
additional 80 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for the Louisville P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips total 80, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level and the
Louisville Land Development Code’s screening level of 200 peak hour trips; and
No TIS would be required.

Seattle P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from three “study” facilities to the
“gaining” Seattle P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 365 employees for
three shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012g). An
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additional 88 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for the Seattle P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips total 80, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level; and
No TIS would be required.

Anaheim P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from one “study” facility to the “gaining”
Anaheim P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 112 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012h). An
additional 26 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for the Anaheim P&DC revealed the following:
•

•

Peak hour trips total 26, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level and the
Anaheim Congestion Management Program’s screening level of 51 or more peak
hour trips; and
No TIS would be required.

Santa Ana P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from one “study” facility to the “gaining”
Santa Ana P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 247 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012i). An
additional 54 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for the Santa Ana P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

•

Peak hour trips total 54, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level;
No new construction or new road configuration is anticipated; therefore the
Orange County Transportation Authority Congestion Management Program daily
trip threshold does not apply; and
No TIS would be required.
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Tampa P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from four “study” facilities to the “gaining”
Tampa P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 435 employees for three shifts
would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012j). An additional 106
inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours (7:00 a.m. to
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for the Tampa P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips total 106, slightly exceeding the ITE 100-trip screening level and
the City of Tampa’s “No Study” 100 directional trip ends screening level; and
No new construction or new road configuration is anticipated; therefore, the ITE
and City guidance indicate that a TIS is not warranted.

Fort Worth P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from one “study” facility to the “gaining”
Fort Worth P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 558 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012k). An
additional 136 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for Fort Worth P&DC revealed the following:
•
•
•

Peak hour trips total 136, exceeding the ITE 100-trip screening level;
Daily trips total 872, less than the City of Fort Worth’s Street Development
Standards TIS screening level of 5,000; and
No new construction or new road configuration is anticipated; therefore, the City
guidance indicates that a TIS is not warranted.

Rochester P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from two “study” facilities to the “gaining”
Rochester P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 384 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012m). An
additional 87 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
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The traffic screening analysis for Rochester P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips total 87, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level; and
No TIS would be required.

Brooklyn P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from one “study” facility to the “gaining”
Brooklyn P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 376 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012n). An
additional 26 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
(3:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented. The number of employees arriving/departing by rail would total 75.
The traffic screening analysis for Brooklyn P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

•

Peak hour trips total 26, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level;
Peak hour trips would be lower than the New York City Environmental Quality
Review Technical Manual screening level of 50 peak hour trip ends and the
number of employees arriving/departing by subway/rail would be less than the
Technical Manual’s screening level of 200 peak hour trips and does not warrant
further analysis; and
No TIS would be required.

Westchester P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from one “study” facility to the “gaining”
Westchester P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 293 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012o). An
additional 45 inbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hour (8:00 a.m. to
9:00 a.m.) after the Proposed Action is implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for Westchester P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips total 45, less than the ITE 100-trip screening level; and
No TIS would be required.

Philadelphia P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from four “study” facilities to the “gaining”
Philadelphia P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 332 employees for three
shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012p). An
additional 57 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic hours
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(7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for Philadelphia P&DC revealed the following:
•
•

Peak hour trips total 57, less than the ITE 100 screening level; and
No TIS would be required.

Pittsburgh P&DC
Due to consolidation of processing operations from five or six “study” facilities to the
“gaining” Pittsburgh P&DC, the Postal Service estimates an additional 555 employees
for three shifts would travel to/from the facility over a 24-hour period (Weston 2012q).
An additional 105 inbound and outbound POVs are anticipated during the peak traffic
hours (7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) after the Proposed Action is
implemented.
The traffic screening analysis for Pittsburgh P&DC revealed the following:
•

•

Peak hour trips total 105, slightly greater than the ITE 100-trip screening level
and the Pennsylvania DOT’s Policies and Procedures for Transportation Impact
Studies Highway Operating Permit directional trip screening level of 100 end
trips;
No new construction or road configuration is anticipated; therefore, the ITE and
City guidance indicate that a TIS is not warranted.

Conclusion - Local Traffic Screening Analyses
The Postal Service, through the site-specific traffic screening analyses completed by
February 1, 2012, has not identified any adverse traffic impacts at the local level that
are significant and requiring countermeasures or more comprehensive traffic impact
studies for “gaining” facilities. A traffic screening analysis for the Boston P&DC was
underway but not complete in time for inclusion in the PEA. Future site-specific traffic
screening analysis, if required, will be completed using the same methodology. If
substantial adverse traffic and transportation impacts are identified during screening
analyses of additional “gaining” facilities, the Postal Service will conduct detailed and
comprehensive traffic impact and engineering studies as required and implement any
appropriate countermeasures.
Safety, Accessibility, and Parking
Traffic would decrease in the vicinity of “study” facilities because of the removal of
employee POVs and inbound/outbound truck traffic; traffic safety is expected to
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increase based on the reduced traffic. In addition, less parking area would be needed
at the “study” facilities.
An increased number of POVs, increased miles driven by employees transferred from a
“study” facility to a “gaining” facility, and additional truck trips associated with “gaining”
facility localities would increase the potential for traffic accidents to occur at or near
these facilities. Drivers of mail processing trucks would continue to be required to follow
all traffic rules and vehicle safety requirements in accordance with Handbook EL-804
(Postal Service 2008a). If “gaining” facility employees or truck drivers experienced an
increase in traffic accidents associated with postal operations/travel, the Postal Service
would develop, deploy, and review appropriate countermeasures to ensure
establishment of an effective safe driver program at their facility in accordance with
Postal policy outlined in Handbook EL-804. The Postal Service anticipates this increase
in trips and travel mileage supplemented by appropriate countermeasures to result in an
adverse impact on safety that would be negligible and therefore not significant on a
national or even on a local level due to the Proposed Action.
Accessibility of the facilities would not change under the Proposed Action. The Postal
Service does not anticipate that increased parking area at “gaining” facilities would be
required since the facilities were designed to accommodate a full capacity operation
with corresponding support facilities sufficient for that level of operation.
Public Transportation
Postal Service employee ridership on public transportation, where available proximate
to processing facilities, would likely decrease at “study” facilities if processing
employees at that facility previously rode public transportation. Ridership on public
transportation would also decrease at the “remaining” and “gaining” facilities with a
decreased number of employees, or increase at those “gaining” facilities with an
expected increased number of employees. At this stage in the planning process, the
number of Postal Service processing plant employees who would take advantage of
public transportation on a nationwide basis is unknown but would likely be
approximately 5.4 percent based on U.S. Census data (2012). With many of the
“gaining” facilities being located in urban environments, the Postal Service estimates
that new or transferred employees would take advantage of existing public
transportation and that ridership could increase. The Postal Service expects that any
increase or decrease in postal employee ridership would not significantly affect public
transportation on a national basis.
It is possible that some “gaining” facilities’ workforce complements would increase such
that new or additional trip reduction measures become necessary. The Postal Service
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is cognizant of and is implementing measures in support of local trip reduction
ordinances. Impacts on public transportation and Postal Service operations and
employees from any workforce complement increases would be negligible and perhaps
even beneficial because of increased ridership and the associated revenues to public
transportation providers.
Conclusion - Transportation
Adverse impacts to certain aspects of transportation would be negligible and therefore
less than significant on a national level due to the Proposed Action. The consolidation
of facilities and network changes would result in substantial reductions in the total
ground surface trips and mileage travelled on a nationwide basis, enabling the Postal
Service to achieve cost savings and surface-travel safety due to fewer truck and POV
trips and mileage. These impacts would be beneficial on a national level.
Potential air quality and socioeconomic impacts resulting from transportation are
addressed in the respective sections of this PEA.

4-8 Noise
4-8.1

Noise - Background Information and Regulatory Setting

4-8.1.1

General

Noise is defined as unwanted sound that interferes with normal human activities or
wildlife behavior, or can otherwise diminish environmental quality. Human response to
noise can vary depending on the source, listener sensitivity and expectations, the time
of day, and the distance from the source. The effects of noise changes must be
considered in terms of the environment external to facilities as well as internal. The
external effects are a concern to nearby businesses, community facilities considered
sensitive receptors and residential neighborhoods. Sensitive receptors include
populations within facilities in which occasional or persistent sensitivity to noise above
ambient levels exists, such as at or near hospitals, amphitheaters, nursing homes, and
certain locally designated districts.
Noise, or sound, is most commonly measured in decibels (dB) on the A-weighted scale
(dB(A)), which is the scale most similar to the range of sounds that the human ear can
hear. The Day-Night Average sound Level (DNL) is an average measure of sound
accepted by Federal agencies as a standard for estimating sound impacts and
establishing guidelines for compatible land uses.
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External Noise

External noise is regulated primarily by the Noise Control Act of 1972, which is
administered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and also
regulated by the Federal Highway Act of 1970. The Act places the primary
responsibility for control of noise with state and local governments. The Act dictates
national uniformity of major sources of noise to primarily include transportation vehicles
and construction activities. In addition, many states have Noise Control Acts and
counties and cities may also include noise policies and ordinances in their General
Plans. These noise elements often incorporate specific allowable noise levels to
achieve a quality environment, including idling restrictions on maximum tractor-trailer
idling time.
The USEPA identifies 55 dB(A) as a desirable noise level for residential use. This level
is not regarded as a noise standard, but simply a basis for state and local governments
to set appropriate standards that should also factor in local considerations and issues.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has also established guidelines for the
assessment of highway generated noise. These guidelines provide procedures to be
followed in conducting noise analyses that will protect the public health and welfare in
accordance with the Noise Control Act of 1972. Table 4-8.1 shows the recommended
long-term average peak hourly noise levels for various land uses from the most highly
sensitive receptor areas to the least sensitive, as established by the FHWA.
Table 4-8.1 - Recommended Long-Term Average Peak Hourly Noise
Levels for Various Land Use Categories
Land Uses

Sensitivity

Recommended Peak
Decibel Level (A Scale)

Hospitals, parks

High

57 or less

Residences, hotels, schools

Moderate

67 or less

Developed or urbanized

Low

72 or less

Source: 1982 FHWA Federal-aid Highway Program Manual 7-7-3 (FHWA 1982)

Traffic noise is a combination of the noises produced by vehicle engines, exhaust, and
tires. Traffic noise is also increased by defective mufflers or other faulty equipment.
Conditions, like a steep incline, that cause heavy laboring of vehicle engines also
increase traffic noise levels. Other factors also influence the loudness of traffic noise.
For example, traffic noise levels are reduced by distance, terrain, vegetation, and
natural and manmade obstacles as a person moves away from a highway or other
roadway. Also, highway traffic noise depends primarily on traffic volumes, vehicle
speeds, and percent of heavy trucks on the road (WSDOT 2011).
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The FHWA uses a 10 dB(A) increased sound level as an indicator of the need to
conduct a noise abatement study (WSDOT 2011). Generally, 3 dB(A) is considered the
minimum audible difference between sound levels. A 10 dB(A) increase in noise level is
generally perceived to be twice as loud (WSDOT 2011).
4-8.1.3

Internal Noise

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulates internal noise as
it affects workers and could affect Postal Service workers in processing facilities. The
Postal Service has developed a Management Instruction EL-810-2000-1, Hearing
Conservation Programs, as required by the OSHA standard, 29 CFR 1910.95,
“Occupational Noise Exposure” (Postal Service 2000), that provides the policy for
implementing and maintaining a facility-level hearing conservation program. Hearing
conservation programs strive to prevent initial occupational hearing loss, preserve and
protect remaining hearing, and equip workers with the knowledge and hearing
protection devices necessary to safeguard themselves.
OSHA also limits the length of time an employee can be exposed to certain sound
levels, as shown in Table 4-8.2.
Table 4-8.2 - Permissible Occupational Noise Exposure Levels1
Duration per day (hours)

Permissible Sound Level dB(A)

8

90

6

92

4

95

3

97

2

100

1.5

102

1

105

.5

110

.25 or less

115

1

When the daily noise exposure is composed of two or more periods of noise exposure of
different levels, their combined effect should be considered, rather than the individual
effect of each. If the sum of the following fractions: C(1)/T(1) + C(2)/T(2)C(n)/T(n)
exceeds unity, then, the mixed exposure should be considered to exceed the limit value.
C(n) indicates the total time of exposure at a specified noise level, and T(n) indicates the
total time of exposure permitted at that level. Exposure to impulsive or impact noise
should not exceed 140 dB peak sound pressure level.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor 2011
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4-8.2 Noise - Affected Environment
4-8.2.1

External Noise

Postal Service processing facilities are located primarily in more urban or suburban
locations. Noise levels in these environments vary continuously over a period of time
depending on the contributing sound sources within the noise environment.
Background noise level changes throughout a typical day, but does so gradually,
corresponding to addition and subtraction of distant noise sources such as traffic and
atmospheric conditions. Generally, noise levels are reduced during evening hours.
Vehicle traffic, which would be the primary contributor of external noise at processing
facilities, occurs over a 24-hour period according to tour changes and delivery truck
arrivals/departures. Employee POV arrival/departures are concentrated around the
start/end of tours, which vary by facility, but generally occur around 4:00 p.m., 12:00
a.m. and 8:00 a.m. (Weston 2012). Most truck arrival and departures occur generally in
the early morning to late morning hours (1:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.), based on the current
operating plans and DPS processing windows as described by Neri (2011). The Postal
Service follows an internal anti- idling policy that is supportive of local noise ordinances,
and applies to HCR as well as PVS vehicles.
Postal Service policy limits sound-level exposure to 85 dB(A), and performs equipment
maintenance to minimize noise levels, and applies engineering controls to structures in
equipment areas if documented sound levels are above this limit (Postal Service 2000).
These protocols and the distance from MPE workroom floor to exterior noise receptors
limit exterior sound-level exposure from MPE.
Existing exterior noise levels at processing facilities negligibly or moderately impact
surrounding receptors and the local environment, depending on the site location and
conditions. In general, processing facilities result in negligible adverse impacts to the
noise environment.
4-8.2.2

Internal Noise

Processing facility employees are subjected to noise from MPE, the movement of
interior-facility mail transport vehicles (e.g., forklifts), and other activities within the main
work floor area. Noise levels vary throughout the day and throughout each tour based
on the timing of mail processing. The Postal Service monitors and manages noise
levels to provide a suitable work environment for the mail-processing workforce.
Hearing conservation programs are in place in facilities where engineering controls
have not adequately addressed the noise emission from MPE and to ensure worker
noise exposure is within or below regulatory limits. Because the Postal Service
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monitors and appropriately manages noise exposure in its facilities, interior noise levels
negligibly impact employees and visitors to processing facilities.
4-8.3 Noise - Environmental Consequences
4-8.3.1

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the number of POVs and delivery truck traffic
associated with existing Postal Service processing facilities would not change.
Timeframes for arrivals/departures of POVs and truck traffic would not change. Under
the No Action, the Postal Service would continue to operate existing equipment during
the same timeframes. No MPE would be added, and existing MPE would not be
replaced with more efficient MPE.
The No Action Alternative would not result in significant beneficial or adverse effects on
the exterior or interior noise environments because the noise environments would not
change. Operations at these sites result in adverse impacts to the existing noise
environments that are negligible and therefore less than significant on a national level or
even on a local level.
4-8.3.2

Proposed Action

External Noise
The Proposed Action could impact local exterior noise environments primarily through
transportation activities. As the Proposed Action would reduce and consolidate Postal
Service processing operations throughout the U.S., there would be a net reduction in
the noise generated due to the reduction in truck trips between plants and plants and
Post Offices. Specifically, at “study” sites, processing operations would be
discontinued or reduced, which would result in a reduction in noise generated by the
Postal Service facility, employees and associated traffic. At the “remaining” facilities,
the proposed MPE operating windows would spread delivery truck arrival/departures
more evenly throughout the day, which would reduce the corresponding noise levels
during specific time intervals. However, the majority of truck arrival/departures would
occur from late afternoon to mid-morning, with most new trips occurring during off-peak
hours (Weston 2012), when increased traffic at these times would be more noticeable to
sensitive receptors because of less background noise. At “gaining” sites, additional
truck arrival/departures and traffic associated with additional employees where
additional truck trips and/or workforce are required, would create the potential for
adverse traffic noise impacts that would be negligible to moderate. Delivery truck
arrival/departures at “gaining” facilities would also be spread more evenly throughout a
24-hour period to accommodate MPE operating time changes, as with “remaining”
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facilities. Similar to the “remaining” facilities, the majority of truck arrival/departures
would occur from late afternoon to mid-morning, with most new trips occurring during
off-peak hours (Weston 2012), when increased traffic at these times would be more
noticeable to sensitive receptors because of less background noise. Tractor-trailer
staging areas, where present, would be used to limit the amount of idling by arriving
mail trucks; and trucks would be scheduled to arrive and depart in consideration of
available dock space to minimize idling. Adherence to the Postal Service’s anti-idling
policy would limit increased exterior noise from additional idling trucks to a negligible
and therefore insignificant amount.
Most of the “gaining” and “remaining” facilities are located in urban areas where
vehicles would generally be travelling at slower speeds on local roadways that would
serve to reduce the noise that would be generated. The slower vehicle speeds
combined with the spread of truck traffic over the 24-hour period would make it unlikely
that these additional vehicles would generate a 10 dB(A) increase in noise in the vicinity
of a “gaining” or “remaining” facility or reach recommended peak decibel levels and
adverse impacts. Therefore, adverse impacts to the external noise environment would
be less than significant.
Internal Noise
The Proposed Action would reduce the total amount of MPE needed to run DPS, on a
national level, by approximately one-half. However, some “gaining” facilities could gain
additional equipment commensurate with the additional operations, and the Postal
Service would operate the existing equipment for longer periods to better utilize the
plant’s capacity. This increase in equipment and equipment use could result in an
increase in indoor noise levels. Sound level surveys are performed to identify whether
employees may be exposed above the 85 dB(A) OSHA action level. Where employees
are exposed to sound levels at or above 85 dB(A) based on an 8-hour time-weighted
average, the Postal Service, in compliance with OSHA, has requirements for
implementing and maintaining a facility-level hearing conservation program (Postal
Service 2000).
Engineering and administrative controls are the preferred method to reduce employee
noise exposure. Equipment maintenance is also performed on machines to minimize
noise levels.
Noise levels in the interior of “study” facilities would decrease since all or some of the
processing operations would be transferred and interior noise levels would decrease in
the workroom and the truck dock area. With the provisions and existing implementation
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of the Hearing Conservation Program, no adverse internal noise impacts are
anticipated.

4-9 Air Quality
4-9.2 Air Quality - Regulatory Setting
4-9.1.1

Indoor Air Quality

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSH Act) of 1970, administered by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the Toxic Substances
Control Act (TSCA) of 1976, administered by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA), are the primary regulatory vehicles for management and
control of indoor air quality. In addition, 27 states have adopted OSHA-approved state
plans with standards at least as effective as OSHA standards. OSHA requires
employers to provide a safe and healthful workplace and it has developed standards for
hazardous materials to protect the indoor air environment. TSCA regulates the
exposure to toxic materials through standards pertaining to specific pollutants.
Asbestos and lead-based paint are the two most likely pollutants in indoor air that could
be introduced through interior building modifications. OSHA and USEPA are
responsible for regulating these two pollutants should these activities be required in the
processing facilities. OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.1001 and 1926.1101) must be
followed for all asbestos-containing material removal for worker protection and
protection of indoor air quality, and likewise OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.1025 and
1926.62) must be followed for all lead-based paint material removal for the same
reasons. Postal employees performing work that could disturb asbestos- or leadcontaining materials must follow published approved work practices. USEPA National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Pollutants (NESHAP) regulations govern the
demolition and renovation of asbestos-containing building materials in all facilities.
The Postal Service policies for addressing asbestos and lead-based paint are provided
in various Postal Service guides, Management Instructions, and Handbooks, including
the USPS Handbook RE-6, Facilities Environmental Guide (2004); Management
Instruction EL-890-2007-2, Asbestos-Containing Building Materials Control Program
(2007); Handbook AS-556, Asbestos Management Guide (2000a); and Management
Instruction EL-890-2007-4, Lead Hazard Management (2007).
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Air Quality

Clean Air Act
The Clean Air Act (CAA) was passed in 1970 and amended in 1990 to reduce air
pollution across the United States. The Act identifies specific air pollutants associated
with harming human health as criteria pollutants. The USEPA assigned acceptable
airborne concentration levels to each of the criteria pollutants, which became the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The USEPA is responsible for
revising these standards when necessary as new air quality data and related impacts on
the human environment become available. Local air pollution agencies are responsible
for enforcing the NAAQS.
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) also set emission limits for certain air
pollutants from specific sources, set new source performance standards based on best
demonstrated technologies, and established national emission standards for hazardous
air pollutants. The Act also mandates the USEPA approve State Implementation Plans
(SIPs) to ensure that local agencies comply with the Act. Some states have adopted
their own air quality standards that are either as stringent as, or more stringent than, the
NAAQS.
Criteria Pollutants
Federal air quality standards are currently established for the six criteria pollutants,
which are carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), sulfur dioxide
(SO2), lead, and particulate pollution measured as less than 10 microns in diameter
(PM10) and less than 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5). The CAAA specifies two sets of
NAAQS – primary and secondary – for each of the criteria pollutants, as shown in Table
4-9.1. Primary standards define levels of air quality necessary to protect public health,
including the health of sensitive populations such as people with asthma, children, and
the elderly. Secondary standards define levels of air quality necessary to protect
against decreased visibility and damage to animals, crops, vegetation, and buildings.
Standards have been established using average exposure times, based on the health
and welfare effects of each pollutant.
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Table 4-9.1 - National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutant

Average Time

Federal
Primary
NAAQS

Carbon
monoxide
(CO)

8-hour average

9 ppm

1-hour Average

35 ppm

Lead

Rolling 3 month

0.15 µg/m

Nitrogen
dioxide
(a)
(NO2)

Annual average

0.053 ppm

1-hour average
8-hour average

0.10 ppm
0.075 ppm

1-hour average

0.12 ppm

Particulate
24-hour average
matter (PM10)

150 µg/m

Annual arithmetic
mean

15 µg/m

3

24-hour

35 µg/m

3

3-hour average

No standard

1-hour average

0.075 ppm

Ozone (O3)

3

(b)

Particulate
matter (PM2.5)

Sulfur dioxide
(c)
(SO2)

3

Federal
Secondary
NAAQS

Violation Criteria

None

If exceeded more than once per
year

Same as Primary
Standard
Same as Primary
Standard
None

If exceeded
th

If exceeded 98 percentile,
averaged over 3 years
If exceeded Annual Mean
Not applicable
Same as Primary If exceeded Annual fourth-highest
Standard
daily maximum 8-hr concentration,
averaged over 3 years
Same as Primary
If exceeded more than once per
Standard
year on average over 3 years
If exceeded based on 3-year
Same as Primary
average on annual mean
Standard
concentration
If exceeded based on 3-year
average of the 98th percentile of 24hour concentrations
If exceeded on 3-year average of
th
0.5 ppm
99 percentile of 1-hour daily
maximum concentrations.
If exceeded more than once per
No standard
year

3

µg/m = micrograms per cubic meter
NAAQS = National Ambient Air Quality Standards
PM10 = particulate matter less than 10 micrometers
PM2.5 = particulate matter less than 2.5 micrometers
ppm = parts per million
(a) On January 22, 2010, the USEPA set a new more stringent 1-hour NO2 standard at 0.10 ppm
(b) USEPA revoked the 1-hour ozone standard in all areas, although some areas have continuing obligations under
that standard (“anti-backsliding”).
(c) On June 2, 2010, the USEPA established a new 1-hour SO2 standard, effective August 23, 2010. The USEPA
also revoked both the existing 24-hour SO2 standard of 0.14 ppm and the annual primary SO2 standard of 0.030
ppm, effective August 23, 2010. The secondary SO2 standard was not revised at that time; however, the
secondary standard is undergoing a separate review by USEPA.
Source: USEPA (2011) online at: http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html
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Attainment Status in the United States
The USEPA established Air Quality Control Regions (AQCR) for the country according
to whether the region meets Federal primary and secondary air quality standards. An
AQCR or portion of an AQCR can be classified as attainment, nonattainment, or
unclassifiable with regard to whether the air quality standards for each of the criteria
pollutants are being met or exceeded within the area. “Attainment” describes a
condition in which one or more of the six pollutants meet the standards in an area and is
applicable only for those criteria pollutants meeting the NAAQS. “Nonattainment”
describes a condition in which one or more of the six pollutants do not meet the
standards in an area. “Unclassifiable” indicates that air quality in the area cannot be
classified and the area is treated as attainment for regulatory purposes. An area can
have all three classifications depending on the specific criteria pollutant. Areas
designated as “maintenance” were formerly nonattainment areas but are currently
attaining the NAAQS.
The CAAA requires Federal actions to conform to any applicable SIP, and the USEPA
has promulgated regulations implementing this requirement. States develop SIPs to
achieve the NAAQS in nonattainment areas or to maintain attainment of the NAAQS in
maintenance areas.
Figures illustrating current nonattainment and maintenance areas for Ozone, SO2, PM10,
and PM2.5, where applicable, are presented in Appendix I. Currently, no nonattainment
areas are designated for nitrogen oxides (NOx). These designations do not exist for CO
or lead.
General Conformity
On November 30, 1993, the USEPA promulgated a set of regulations known as the
General Conformity regulations (40 CFR 51 Subpart W) that include procedures and
criteria for determining whether a proposed Federal action would conform to the
applicable SIPs. The General Conformity Rule ensures that the actions taken by
Federal agencies in nonattainment and maintenance areas do not interfere with a
state’s plans to meet national standards for air quality. Under the General Conformity
Rule, Federal agencies must work with State, Tribal and local governments in a
nonattainment or maintenance area to ensure that Federal actions conform to the air
quality plans established in the applicable State or Tribal implementation plan. Only
actions that cause emissions in designated nonattainment and maintenance areas are
subject to the regulations.
The purpose of the General Conformity Rule is to ensure that Federal activities do not
cause or contribute to a new violation of NAAQS; ensure that actions do not cause
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additional or worsen existing violations of the NAAQS; and ensure that attainment of the
NAAQS is not delayed. Therefore, Federal entities are required to find that the total
direct or indirect emissions from the Federal action will conform to the purpose of the
SIP or not otherwise interfere with the State’s ability to attain and maintain the NAAQS.
Before an USEPA Regional Administrator approves a Federal action, an applicability
analysis must be conducted to see whether a conformity determination is required.
According to the applicability analysis, the General Conformity regulations apply to all
Federal actions except those that are:
• Covered by transportation conformity
• Have emissions clearly at or below de minimis levels
• Classified as an exempt action in the rule
• Covered by a Presumed-to-Conform approved list
The USEPA created de minimis emission levels for each criteria pollutant to limit the
need to conduct conformity determinations for Federal projects with minimal emission
increases. The attainment status of the project area determines the de minimis levels
that are applicable for a project. When the total direct and indirect emissions from a
proposed project are below the de minimis levels, the project would not be subject to a
conformity determination.
The CO, PM10, PM2.5, SO2, and O3 precursor (NOx and Volatile Organic Compounds
[VOC]) emissions are subject to General Conformity requirements. Table 4-9.2 shows
the de minimis thresholds set for both nonattainment areas and maintenance areas in
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 51.853(b)(1) and 40 CFR 51.853(b)(2),
respectively.
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Table 4-9.2 - General Conformity De Minimis Thresholds
Criteria
Pollutant
Ozone
(VOC or
NOx)

Ozone
(NOx)

Ozone
(VOC)
CO, SO2
and NO2
PM10

PM2.5

Designation Classification

De Minimis
Threshold
(TPY)

Serious nonattainment

50

Severe nonattainment

25

Extreme nonattainment

10

Other areas outside an ozone transport region

100

Marginal and moderate nonattainment inside an ozone
transport region

100

Maintenance

100

Marginal and moderate nonattainment inside an ozone
transport region

50

Maintenance within an ozone transport region

50

Maintenance outside an ozone transport region

100

All nonattainment & maintenance

100

Serious nonattainment

70

Moderate nonattainment and maintenance

100

Direct Emissions for nonattainment and maintenance

100

SO2 for nonattainment and maintenance

100

NOx (unless determined not to be a significant precursor) for
nonattainment and maintenance

100

VOC or ammonia (if determined to be significant precursors)
for nonattainment a

25

VOC or ammonia (if determined to be significant precursors)
for maintenance

100

TPY: Tons per year
CO: Carbon monoxide
SO2: Sulfur dioxide
NO2: Nitrogen dioxide
NOx: Nitrogen oxide
VOC: Volatile organic compound
Source: USEPA 2011. Online at: http://www.epa.gov/airquality/genconform/deminimis.html

Air Permitting
The CAA and its subsequent amendments require the permitting of stationary sources.
Permitting requirements for major air sources are contained in two different programs.
The first program is the New Source Review (NSR) program, which consists of two
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preconstruction programs: the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program for
permitting sources in attainment areas, and the nonattainment area permitting program.
The second program is the Operating Permits Program, for permitting a source once it
is in operation.
Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Executive Order 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy and Economic
Performance (October 5, 2009) requires Federal agencies to set a 2020 Greenhouse
Gas (GHG) emissions reduction goal. On October 6, 2010, the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) released final guidelines for Executive Order 13514 for
how Federal agencies must catalog climate-changing pollutants that result from Federal
operations. The guidance establishes reporting requirements for GHG emissions.
Under Executive Order 13514, Federal agencies were required to create inventories of
GHG emissions by January 31, 2011. The inventory was to include emissions of
carbon dioxide, methane, NOx, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbon gases, and sulfur
hexafluorides (CEQ 2010).
Due to the Postal Service’s unique mission and status as an Independent Establishment
of the Executive Branch of the US Government, this Executive Order does not apply to
the Postal Service. However, the Postal Service seeks to fulfill the spirit of the nonmandatory environmental, energy and transportation goals, and it is in that spirit that the
Postal Service voluntarily reports on those categories. The Postal Service developed a
Federal Greenhouse Gas Inventory and Sustainability Data Report (February 17, 2011)
that included the information for submission of the FY 2008 and FY 2010 GHG and
Sustainability Data Report workbooks (Postal Service 2011k) and GHG Inventory
Qualitative Statement (Postal Service 2011l) .
On February 18, 2010, the CEQ released draft guidance on the consideration of GHG in
federally proposed actions. The draft guidelines include a presumptive threshold of
25,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions from a proposed
action to trigger a quantitative analysis (CEQ 2010).
4-9.2 Air Quality - Affected Environment
4-9.2.1

Indoor Air Quality

Indoor air quality at postal facilities is characterized by local building and atmospheric
conditions. The Postal Service maintains indoor air quality in processing facilities at
acceptable levels for workers, consistent with energy conservation requirements, by
carefully managed and maintained heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems.
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The Postal Service has identified asbestos-containing building materials and lead-based
paint in some of its processing facilities. Asbestos and lead-based paint, if identified in
building materials, are managed in accordance with site-specific Operations and
Maintenance Plans. Indoor air quality is not currently adversely impacted by the
presence of asbestos or lead-based paint at these facilities.
4-9.2.2 Air Quality
Privately Owned Vehicles
The Postal Service’s complement of approximately 160,124 workers employed at mail
processing facilities (Postal Service Human Resources 2011) generate trip traffic going
to and from work. The Postal Service estimates that approximately 16.7 percent of
employees travel by carpooling and public transportation (U.S. Census 2012).
Therefore, for the purpose of the programmatic analysis, an estimated maximum
number of 133,400 employees use POV and accordingly 266,800 POV round-trips are
generated daily. 7 The nationwide air emission rates associated with the current POV
miles are estimated as 610 TPY for VOC, 454 TPY for NOx, 9,873 TPY for CO, 23 TPY
for PM10, 10.4 TPY for PM2.5, and 4.6 TPY for SO2. 8
Network and Local Transportation
Network transportation represents ground transportation between plants. Local
transportation represents ground transportation between a plant and supporting post
offices, stations, and branches by both HCR vehicles and PVS vehicles. As discussed
in Section 4-7.2.5 and as shown in Table 4-7.1, based on data provided by Martin
(2011) and Bradley (2011), the Postal Service has estimated the transportation miles on
a nationwide basis for FY 2010 to be approximately 50,479,000 HCR miles for plant-toplant (Inter-P&DC), approximately 91,332,000 HCR miles between two clusters in same
area (Inter-Cluster), approximately 256,410,000 HCR miles between Postal Service
areas (Inter-Area) (Martin 2011), and 483,795,624 HCR miles between Plants and Post
Offices (Intra-P&DC). Not counting PVS miles between Plants and Post Offices, the
nationwide air emission rates associated with the current network and local

7

U.S. Census’ nationwide 16.7 percent of employee commute traveled by car pooling and public
transportation was obtained from: http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/acs-15.pdf. The 16.7 percent
and 160,124 total Postal Service’s employees were used to estimate the number of Postal Service
employees traveling by POV (133,400).
8
The nationwide emissions of total POVs associated with processing employees were calculated based
on the total POV mileage per year (based on 24 commute miles per day, 5 days per week, and 52 weeks
per year) and the emission factor from MOBILE 6.2 for light duty gas vehicle (LDGV).
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transportation miles are slightly less, estimated as 342 TPY for VOC, 5,017 TPY for
NOx, 1,248 TPY for CO, 169 TPY for PM10, 118 TPY for PM2.5, and 11.9 TPY for SO2 9.
The Postal Service follows an internal vehicle anti-idling policy that applies to operation
of HCR as well as PVS vehicles.
Drop Shipments
Drop shipments represent non-postal ground transportation of mail from the point of
production to a postal facility (such as a BMEU at a processing facility) that is located
closer to the destination of that product. Drop shipped mail bypasses most of the
upstream Postal Service infrastructure, which results in faster delivery with cost and
time savings for mailers. The current mileage of drop shipment transportation is not
available.
Air Transportation
Air transportation represents air transportations between air stops. As described in
Section 4-7.2.2, the Postal Service contracts transport capacity on existing cargo
carriers (FedEx and UPS) and passenger carriers (e.g., American, United/Continental,
etc.) for air transportation. Approximately 591,641,000 pounds of First-Class Mail were
transported by air in FY 2010, based on data compiled by Martin (2011; Postal Service
2011i).
4-9.2.3

General Conformity

Air quality conditions vary widely across the geographic area in which Postal Service
processing facilities are located. Figures 1 through Figure 5 in Appendix I present
nationwide nonattainment designation maps for ozone, SO2, PM10, and PM2.5,
respectively. Some of the Postal Service’s processing facilities are located in an
attainment or unclassifiable area; and some of the facilities are located in a
maintenance or nonattainment area for each of the criteria pollutants. Table I-1
(Appendix I) lists the nonattainment or maintenance designation information for each of
the “gaining” facilities. Table I-1 (Appendix I) does not include “study” or “remaining”
facility locations, as the PEA analyses focused specifically on potential adverse impacts
in nonattainment areas due to potential additional employee POV and increased miles
of ground transportation, which would occur only in association with some “gaining”
facilities.
Four “gaining” facilities (Anaheim P&DC, Los Angeles P&DC, Santa Ana P&DC, and
Santa Clarita P&DC in California) are located in San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control
9

The nationwide emissions of current network and local transportation were calculated based on the total
mileage per year and the emission factor from MOBILE 6.2 for heavy duty diesel vehicle (HDDV) 8a.
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District (SJVAPCD) or South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
counties that are designated as extreme ozone nonattainment areas (see Figure 2 and
Table I-1 in Appendix I). In an extreme ozone nonattainment area, the most stringent
de minimis threshold of 10 tons per year (TPY) applies for the ozone precursor
pollutants NOx and VOC.
As applicable to the PEA analysis, some counties in California and some counties in
Texas (see Figure 2 in Appendix I) are designated as severe ozone nonattainment
areas in which the de minimis threshold of severe ozone nonattainment is 25 TPY for
ozone precursor pollutants NOx and VOC. Two “gaining” facilities (West Sacramento
P&DC, CA and North Houston P&DC, TX) are located in severe ozone nonattainment
areas (see Table I-1 in Appendix I).
Ninety-six “gaining” facilities are located in a nonattainment area or maintenance area
for at least one of the criteria pollutants listed in Table 4-9.2, including the four “gaining”
facilities in extreme ozone nonattainment areas and the two “gaining” facilities in severe
ozone nonattainment areas. A less stringent de minimis threshold (equal to or greater
than 50 TPY) is applicable to the other 90 “gaining” facilities. Sixty-three “gaining”
facilities are located in attainment areas for all criteria pollutants, so the General
Conformity rule does not apply to these facilities.
A summary of the number of “gaining” facilities, with locations and names, and the
applicable attainment area designation for ozone and other criteria pollutants is
presented in Table 4-9.3.
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Table 4-9.3 - Attainment Area Designation for “Gaining” Facilities
Attainment Type

Number of “Gaining”
Facilities

“Gaining” Facility
Location/Name

Ozone (VOC or NO x)
Extreme Ozone Nonattainment

4

Severe Ozone Nonattainment

2

Other Ozone
Nonattainment/Maintenance
Ozone Attainment
Total

Anaheim P&DC, CA
Los Angeles P&DC, CA
Santa Ana P&DC, CA
Santa Clarita P&DC, CA
West Sacramento P&DC, CA
North Houston P&DC, TX

71

Various

82
159

Various

Other Criteria Pollutants (CO, SO2 and NO2, PM2.5, PM10)
Nonattainment/Maintenance for
Either One of the Criteria Pollutants
Attainment for All Criteria Pollutants
Total

96

Various

63
159

Various

Note: Although announced as and listed as a “gaining” facility in Appendix E, the Postal Service was no longer
considering the Fresno P&DC, CA as a “gaining” facility at the time of the PEA publication, and therefore the Fresno
P&DC was not included in the PEA air quality analysis.

4-9.2.4

Air Permitting

Postal Service processing facility sites are located throughout the Postal Service
operating area, thus potentially affecting air quality in localized areas throughout the
country. Stationary air emission sources (boilers and heaters, gasoline dispensing,
generators, paint booths, etc.) are associated with some processing facilities and are
operated in accordance with local or state permitting requirements. Mobile air-emission
sources (e.g., POVs, tractor-trailers, trucks, airplanes, and rail/trains) are also
associated with the transportation operations related to these facilities.
4-9.2.5

Greenhouse Gas

The Postal Service has as a goal to reduce agency-wide Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
emissions by 20 percent by FY 2020 relative to a FY 2005 baseline. The Postal
Service’s proposed goals associated with transportation are:
•

A 20 percent absolute reduction in GHG emissions associated with postal-vehicle
petroleum fuel use by FY 2015 (based on FY 2005 baseline);
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A 10 percent annual increase in postal-vehicle alternative fuel use by FY 2015
(based on FY 2005 baseline); and
A 20 percent reduction in contract-transportation petroleum fuel use by 2020
(based on FY 2005 baseline) (Postal Service 2011k & 2011l]).

The Postal Service has already reduced the agency-wide total (Scopes 1, 2, and 3)
GHG emissions by 8 percent, which is equal to 1,067,834 metric tons of CO2 equivalent
(MT CO2e) since FY 2008 (Postal Service 2011k; 2011l).
4-9.3 Air Quality - Environmental Consequences
4-9.3.1

No Action Alternative

Existing indoor air quality at the Postal Service’s processing sites would not change
under the No Action Alternative. The Postal Service anticipates that no building
alteration or adjustment of HVAC would occur because employee complements and the
amount and type of MPE and its usage would not change.
No changes to existing stationary sources would occur under the No Action Alternative.
Therefore, the Postal Service anticipates applying for no new air permits.
Under the No Action Alternative, traffic volumes and air quality would continue at current
levels. No changes in existing localized or regional effects to air quality from Postal
Service processing operations would occur. Air impacts from Postal Service mail
processing facility operations would not change and adverse impacts to air quality from
processing operations would continue to be negligible and therefore less than significant
on a national or even on a local level.
4-9.3.2 Proposed Action
Indoor Air Quality
The consolidation of facilities under the Proposed Action may result in the addition of
equipment (MPE, etc.) in “gaining” facility interior spaces not appropriately sized or
configured to accept the equipment. In this event, building modifications would be
required that could consist of removing and reconstructing interior walls and
modification of floor coverings. This could result in the disturbance of asbestos- or leadbased-paint-containing materials requiring special construction techniques and health
and safety precautions to protect against indoor air quality contamination. The Postal
Service will carefully plan and control building alterations in accordance with OSHA and
USEPA requirements to avoid releases of asbestos fibers and lead-based paint dust
during building renovations should they be necessary to accommodate MPE changes at
a “gaining” facility. Trained and qualified individuals would perform removal or manage
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disturbance of these materials under controlled air conditions with required worker
protection and constant monitoring of the indoor air environment. These precautions
and controls should ensure that the construction activities would negligibly impact
indoor air quality and not pose a threat to workers at Postal Service processing facilities.
Operation of additional MPE and for longer time-periods would also result in a negligible
impact on indoor air quality. The Postal Service would adjust HVAC systems at
“gaining” and “remaining” facilities according to new workforce levels and work shifts to
continue to provide acceptable indoor air quality at the processing facilities.
Indoor air conditions at “study” facilities would change because of the removal of mail
processing operations and associated personnel from the facility. “Study” facilities that
maintain some scaled-down processing activity and “remaining” facilities would adjust
HVAC systems accordingly to maintain acceptable working conditions. The Postal
Service anticipates that any adverse impacts to indoor air quality would be negligible.
Air Quality
This section describes the broad air quality issues associated with the Proposed Action
as a whole.
Impacts Resulting from POVs
The Postal Service expects an increase in the employee workforce at some “gaining”
facilities due to an increase in workload; other locations could have a decrease due to
the proposed operational changes. Employees associated with “study” facilities could
relocate to “gaining” facilities, ranging from just a few employees to several hundred
based on Postal Service estimates. However, the Postal Service expects an overall
nationwide net decrease in the employee complement associated with mail processing.
Approximately 35,000 positions nationwide would be affected (net fewer number of jobs
associated with mail processing) due to the Proposed Action (Postal Service Human
Resources 2011). The Postal Service anticipates that approximately 30,247 mail
processing-associated employees eligible for retirement will choose to retire (Postal
Service Human Resources 2011). If all eligible mail-processing-associated employees
were to retire, total POV miles would decrease by 18.9 percent 10; air emissions would
correspondingly decrease nationwide by 18.9 percent, which are equal to 115 TPY for
VOC, 86 TPY for NOx, 1,865 TPY for CO, 4.3 TPY for PM10, 2.0 TPY for PM2.5, and 0.9

10

Assuming 16.7% of eligible employees (30,247) for retirement would use public transportation and the
remaining 83.3 percent of the eligible employees would use POV for commute, 27.5% was estimated as
follows: 25,196 / 133,400 employee using POV = 27.5%
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TPY for SO2. 11 Therefore, the Proposed Action would have a net beneficial impact
nationwide from changes to POV transportation. The beneficial impact would decrease
commensurate with the number of retirement-eligible employees who did not choose to
retire.
Although the total requirement for workforce positions would decrease nationwide,
some “gaining” facilities under the Proposed Action would have an increased number of
employees who commute to work and the associated emission increases could impact
local air quality. Employees that are transferred from “study” facilities to “gaining”
facilities could have increased or decreased commute distances depending on their
residence locations.
In support of the programmatic review for this PEA, the Postal Service developed a
programmatic applicability assessment approach for General Conformity based on AMP
study projections for the six “gaining” facility locations within the two most stringent de
minimis threshold areas. The General Conformity subsection describes this
programmatic applicability assessment approach.
The Postal Service’s site-specific reviews, including completion of Operational
Environmental Checklists for “gaining” facilities, also provided information used in
evaluating impacts to air quality from POVs. When completing a site-specific
Operational Environmental Checklist, the Postal Service considered: (1) whether the
action would result in the creation of 100 or more new jobs at a site in a severe or
extreme ozone nonattainment area; and (2) whether the action would result in the
creation of 300 or more new jobs at a site in a CO maintenance or ozone nonattainment
area. The Postal Service Operational Environmental Checklists were, in some
instances, supplemented with site-specific air screening analyses for “gaining” facilities
based on the answers to these questions and other factors potentially affecting air
quality at the local level. The results of these screening analyses were used in
conjunction with the programmatic assessment approach described in this PEA to
assess the impacts of POV trip changes due to the Proposed Action. Both the
programmatic applicability assessment approach and site-specific air screening
analyses concluded that these “gaining” facilities would have a negligible air quality
impact. The subsection entitled General Conformity discusses this in further detail.

11

The nationwide decreased emissions of POV due to the Proposed Action were calculated based on the
POV mileage decreased per year (based on 24 miles commute per day, 5 days per week, and 52 weeks
per year) and the emission factor from MOBILE 6.2 for LDGV.
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Impacts Resulting from Network and Local Transportation
This section describes the broad air quality issues associated with the Proposed Action
as a whole, and the two types of mail ground transportation affected by the Proposed
Action: (1) Network Transportation, and (2) Local Transportation.
Network transportation represents ground transportation between plants. As discussed
in Section 4-7.4, the Postal Service estimates the Proposed Action would result in a
decreased number of ground-transportation network trips. The Postal Service has
estimated that plant-to-plant (Inter-P&DC) transportation miles on a nationwide basis
would be reduced by approximately 25.4 percent, under the Proposed Action (Martin
2011; 2011a). Based on calculations for estimated existing miles associated with
network ground transportation, and assuming an overall 25.4 reduction under the
Proposed Action, the Postal Service could reduce HCR network ground transportation
by approximately 101,148,250 miles annually. Therefore, the air emissions associated
with HCR network transportation would decrease nationwide by 25.4 percent, which are
equal to 39 TPY for VOC, 575 TPY for NOx, 143 TPY for CO, 19.4 TPY for PM10, 13.5
TPY for PM2.5, and 1.4 TPY for SO2. 12
Local transportation represents ground transportation between a plant and supporting
post offices, stations, and branches by both HCR vehicles and PVS vehicles. The
Postal Service anticipates an estimated 13.68 percent average HCR mileage reduction
associated with an estimated 66,183,241 fewer miles 13 annually for nationwide plant-toPost Office (Intra-P&DC) trips. Therefore, considering only HCR transportation
reductions, the Postal Service expects ground-transportation emissions associated with
local transportation to decrease nationwide under the Proposed Action by 13.68
percent, which are equal to 26 TPY for VOC, 376 TPY for NOx, 94 TPY for CO, 12.7
TPY for PM10, 8.9 TPY for PM2.5, and 0.9 TPY for SO2.
The Postal Service anticipates a nationwide total mileage decrease from network and
local transportation of approximately 167,331,500 miles annually based on HCR
mileage reductions. Accordingly, the air emissions associated with both network and
local transportation would be decreased by 65 TPY for VOC, 952 TPY for NOx, 237 TPY
for CO, 32.2 TPY for PM10, 22.4 TPY for PM2.5, and 2.3 TPY for SO2. Therefore, the
Proposed Action would have a net beneficial impact nationwide from changes to
network and local transportation.
12

The nationwide decreased emissions of inter network ground transportation due to Proposed Action
were calculated based on the mileage decreased per year (based on 25 miles commute per day, 5 days
per week, 50 weeks per year) and the emission factor from MOBILE 6.2 for truck trailer.
13
Percentage based on extrapolation of mileage data from 14 AMP studies completed as of 12/17/11 in
support of Mail Processing Network Rationalization (Martin 2011); multiplied by HCR miles calculated
based on Bradley (2011) PRC Testimony and supporting Library Reference documentation.
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Although the total nationwide ground-transportation miles would decrease, some
“gaining” facilities could have increased truck trips and HCR and PVS groundtransportation miles and the associated emission increases could impact local air
quality. The Postal Service’s vehicle anti-idling policy would remain in effect at its
processing facilities, and limit adverse impacts from idling HCR and PVS vehicles.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4-7.3.2 (Safety, Accessibility, Parking subsection),
if facilities experience congestion associated with truck maneuvering and dock space,
the Postal Service will review appropriate countermeasures to reduce congestion in
accordance with the Handbook EL-804, which will in turn minimize potential impacts to
local air quality from idling.
As discussed previously, in support of the programmatic review for this PEA the Postal
Service developed a programmatic applicability assessment approach for General
Conformity based on AMP study projections and site locations in the two most stringent
de minimis threshold areas. In addition, the Postal Service completed site-specific
Operational Environmental Checklists and, in some cases, air screening analyses, for
“gaining” facility locations. Both the programmatic applicability assessment approach
and site-specific air screening analyses concluded that the impact on air quality would
be negligible for these “gaining” facilities. The subsection entitled General Conformity
discusses these analyses.
Among the approximately 160 “gaining” facilities, 86 facilities have at least one or more
“study” facilities within 50 miles of the “gaining” facility. Due to the proximity of the
“gaining” facility and “study” facilities, it is likely that the “gaining” facility would be
located in the same AQCR with one or more of the “study” facilities. Therefore, the
Postal Service expects that air emission reductions associated with the “study” facilities
would at least partially offset the air emission increase associated with the “gaining”
facility.
Potential Impacts from Drop Shipments
In addition to Postal Service transportation, the Proposed Action could have a net
beneficial environmental impact due to decreased ground-transportation miles by some
drop shippers. One example is Time, Inc. (Time), which contracts with numerous
trucking companies to transport magazines from printing plants to postal facilities across
the country. The consolidation of postal facilities would result in fewer transportation
miles from Time’s printing plants to the postal entry points. In addition, Time estimates
that the trucks would spend less time at idle waiting to enter multiple facilities and
spotting trailers at the docks. In a letter to the Postal Service, Time (2011) also
assumed that the positive environmental impact would be greater for weekly magazines
because their trucks are not always 100 percent full. As a result, the Postal Service is
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much more likely to create fuller trailer loads than any single weekly magazine could
create and less overall fuel would be required.
Other drop shippers could have different scenarios than Time. However, the Postal
Service has committed to, wherever practicable, retain BMEUs in facilities where
processing operations are eliminated or to set up new acceptance units within relative
close geographical proximity to the original facilities (76 Fed. Reg. 77942). The Postal
Service therefore expects that the Proposed Action would likely have an overall
beneficial effect on fuel consumption and air pollution from drop-shipper activity.
Localized air quality impacts would occur at some “gaining” facilities due to the
Proposed Action; the Postal Service is evaluating air quality impacts on a local, sitespecific basis as part of the AMP process. The AMP process does not include drop
shippers as part of the local review. However, from a programmatic, nationwide
perspective, the Postal Service expects drop shipper activity under the Proposed Action
to have a beneficial impact on air quality.
Potential Impacts Resulting from Air Transportation
This section describes the broad air quality issues related to air transportation under the
Proposed Action. The Postal Service estimates that 124 million pounds of mail would
be diverted from ground (surface) transportation to air transportation annually (Martin
2011). Due to this increased mail volume transported via air, the Postal Service
anticipates expanding contracted capacity on existing cargo carriers (FedEx and UPS)
and passenger carriers (e.g., American, United/Continental, etc.). The Postal Service
anticipates no new flights, planes or routes would result from the Proposed Action.
Instead, the Postal Service would purchase additional space on existing air
transportation offered by carriers.
Airplane operations at or above 3,000 feet above ground level (AGL) have a very small
effect on ground-level ambient air concentrations (USDOT 2000). While airplane
operations produce emissions at or above 3,000 feet AGL, flights occur above the
mixing height a large percentage of the time, and mixing with air near the ground is
unlikely. A U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) report (2000) describes that,
“even with these conservative assumptions, the increase in ground level concentrations
of CO and HC [hydrocarbon] are negligible due to mixing. If the time that the airplane
plume is actually impacting the ground level receptor location and chemistry are also
considered, the impact on NO2 ground level concentrations is also very small, even in a
very conservative analysis.” Therefore, a “potential worst-case” increase in emissions
due to a potential increase of air transportation miles under the Proposed Action would
not result in a violation of the NAAQS in a local area.
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Since airplanes release emissions at such high elevations and the emissions are GHG,
the Postal Service also programmatically analyzed “potential” increased emissions from
air transportation as a “worst-case” scenario in terms of GHG and Climate Change. The
estimated annual GHG emission (CO2 equivalent [CO2e]) from Postal Service air
transportation is 12,453 metric tons of CO2e (Postal Service, 2011k; 2011l). The
current volume of mail shipped by air transportation is estimated to be 592 million
pounds annually, according to calculations based on Docket N2012-1 Library Reference
11 (Transportation Sheets) (2011i). The Postal Service’s estimated increase of 124
million pounds of mail transported by air represents a 21 percent increase. Therefore,
hypothetically the “potential” increased CO2e emission attributed to the Postal Service,
estimated solely on the increased volume of air-transported mail, would be
approximately 2,600 metric tons per year. However, no new flights or routes are
expected due to Proposed Action; therefore, no GHG emission increase is expected
due to new flight or routes.
The GHG emission from domestic air transportation in 2005 was 181.1 million metric
tons of CO2e (Pew Center on Global Climate Change 2009). Based on this calculation,
the “potential” increased emissions from Postal Service air transportation under the
Proposed Action is only 0.0014 percent of the total U.S. domestic air transportation,
which is minimal. The tools necessary to quantify climatic impacts are presently
unavailable (USGS 2008); however, because of such a small percentage of GHG
emission increase “potentially” due to the Proposed Action compared to the total U.S.
domestic air transportation, the Postal Service anticipates any adverse impact on
climate would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a national level.
Furthermore, the Postal Service’s programmatic analysis indicates that potential
increased emissions in air transportation under the Proposed Action would result in a
negligible impact on air quality since air emissions from air transportation, which would
be typically released above the mixing height, are rarely mixed with the ground–level
ambient air. However, the “potential” increased emissions in air transportation under
the Proposed Action would be partially offset by decreased emissions in ground
transportation nationwide.
Net Potential Impacts Resulting from All Transportation
The net nationwide air quality impact from ground transportation (POV, network, and
local) and air transportation would be beneficial under the Proposed Action. Reductions
of miles from ground transportation would provide beneficial impacts on both ambient
air quality and GHG. As summarized in the Table 4-9.4, the total air emission
reductions from ground transportation (POV, network, and local) are 180 TPY for VOC,
1,038 TPY for NOx, 2,102 TPY for CO, 36.5 TPY for PM10, 24.4 TPY for PM2.5, and 3.2
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TPY for SO2. Therefore, the Proposed Action would have a net beneficial impact
nationwide from changes to ground transportation.
Table 4-9.4 - Total Air Emission Reduction from Ground Transportation
Air Emissions (TPY)

VOC

NOx

CO

PM10

PM2.5

SO2

Network and Local Transportation

65

952

237

32.2

22.4

2.3

POV Transportation

115

86

1,865

4.3

2.0

0.9

Total

180

1,038

2,102

36.5

24.4

3.2

The increase of mail volume in air transportation under the Proposed Action could
provide an adverse impact on GHG that would be negligible and therefore less than
significant on a national level or even on a local level. Moreover, no GHG emission
increase is expected due to new flight or routes.
General Conformity
The CAA (40 CFR 51 Appendix W and 40 CFR 93 Appendix B) conformity rule applies
to Federal actions taking place in designated nonattainment and maintenance areas.
Postal Service processing facilities are located throughout the country in different
AQCRs. The Postal Service’s implementation of the Proposed Action would result in a
reduction in air emissions associated with “study” facility locations because of
decreased employee POVs and decreased miles of ground transportation (PVS and
HCR). The Postal Service also anticipates a minor decrease in employee POV and
ground transportation associated with “remaining” facilities; thus, the Proposed Action at
both the “study” facilities and the “remaining” facilities would have a beneficial impact on
local air quality. The Proposed Action would generally result in an increase in air
emissions associated with those “gaining” facilities having an increased workforce and
increased miles of ground transportation (PVS and HCR). If the “study” and “gaining”
facilities were located in the same AQCR, the air emission reduction associated with the
“study” facilities would offset the air emission increase associated with the “gaining”
facility.
Additional employee POVs and additional miles of PVS and HCR associated with
“gaining” facilities would result in increased emissions of CO, VOC, NOx, SO2, PM10 and
PM2.5. Federal actions require a conformity determination for each pollutant where the
total of direct and indirect emissions from the Federal action in a nonattainment or
maintenance area would equal or exceed the de minimis threshold. Therefore, the
conformity determination does not apply for the actions in an attainment area. As
shown in Table I-1 (Appendix I) and summarized in Table 4-9.3, of the approximately
160 “gaining” facilities, 63 are located in an attainment area for all criteria pollutants
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where conformity determination does not apply. The Postal Service anticipates that
adverse impacts on air quality from the Proposed Action associated with 63 “gaining”
facilities would generally be negligible and would not cause a change resulting in area
nonattainment. However, the Postal Service sought to address the possibility of
potential significant impacts from some “gaining” facilities in attainment areas. Hence,
depending upon the size and nature of individual projects and based on its Operational
Environmental Checklist and review of completed AMPs, the Postal Service contracted
a consultant to perform site-specific air screening analyses for some “gaining” facilities
in attainment areas. Findings of these analyses are discussed in the subsection
entitled, “Localized General Conformity Determination, ‘Other’ Nonattainment and
Maintenance Areas”. The conformity determination does apply to 96 “gaining” facilities
located in nonattainment or maintenance areas. Of these 96 facilities, 6 are located in
extreme ozone nonattainment areas and severe ozone nonattainment areas where very
stringent de minimis thresholds apply (see Tables 4-9.3 and I-1 [in Appendix I]). In
support of the programmatic analysis for General Conformity, the Postal Service
developed a programmatic applicability assessment approach to analyze these six
“gaining” facilities using information from the Postal Service’s AMP study projections,
and conservatively did not include any potential offset from “study” facilities. Sitespecific screening analyses were also performed for some of these facilities as
described below.
Localized General Conformity Evaluation
Extreme Ozone Nonattainment Areas. As stated in Section 4-9.2 above, four “gaining”
facilities in Anaheim, Los Angeles, Santa Ana, and Santa Clarita are located in extreme
ozone nonattainment areas in California with the most stringent de minimis threshold of
10 TPY for ozone precursor pollutants NOx and VOC.
The Postal Service’s programmatic applicability assessment approach for General
Conformity determination assessed the potential impacts from transportation, including
calculation of the increased miles that would be allowable to stay below the de minimis
threshold based on various factors and comparing that mileage with the estimated
future mileage under the Proposed Action. The de minimis threshold of 10 TPY was
used to estimate the allowable limits for miles of increased ground (POV, PVS and
HCR) transportation. The assessment approach compared the increased miles of the
transportation at each “gaining” facility with the estimated allowable limits. The potential
emissions produced by the increased POV miles due to additional employees was
subtracted from the de minimis threshold in order to calculate the increased miles of the
PVS and HCR transportation allowable at a facility. The assessment approach
conservatively assumed that only tractor-trailers would be associated with the increased
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PVS and HCR miles under the Proposed Action as these vehicles are typically used to
transport mail and packages 14.
The programmatic applicability assessment approach estimated combustion emissions
of CO, VOC, NOx, SO2, PM10 and PM2.5 from POVs using the projected number of new
employees at a “gaining” facility; assuming an average roundtrip commute of 24 miles
each day; and using MOBILE6 emissions factors (Weston 2012a; 2012g; 2012r). The
differences between POV emission rates and the de minimis threshold were then
considered the allowable emission rates, and were used to calculate the allowable
increased transportation miles from both PVS and HCR. This provided a comparison
tool to assess the potential impact of the anticipated increased PVS and HCR miles at a
“gaining” facility. Example calculations of allowable increased transportation miles (PVS
and HCR) at the Santa Ana P&DC are presented in Table I-2 (Appendix I). Table I-3
(Appendix I) shows the MOBILE6 emission factors for all vehicle types used in this
analysis.
Based on the original Network Rationalization AMP studies, the “gaining” Anaheim
P&DC, Santa Ana P&DC, and Santa Clarita P&DC would need approximately 112
additional employees, 247 additional employees, and 111 additional employees,
respectively. The associated HCR transportation for each facility is projected to
increase by 152,684 miles annually, 139,408 miles annually, and 595,162 miles
annually, respectively (Huron 2011b; Weston 2012r). At least one associated “study”
facility is located within 50 miles of each of the three “gaining” facilities; therefore, the
Postal Service expects that some of the additional needed employees would transfer
from the “study” facilities to the respective “gaining” facilities. Based on the General
Conformity applicability assessment approach described above, the increased annual
miles associated with the Anaheim P&DC, Santa Ana P&DC, and Santa Clarita P&DC
would not exceed the allowable miles for each facility. Therefore, the estimated
increase in transportation miles would result in an increase in emissions less than de
minimis levels. The findings of site-specific air screening analyses conducted for the
Anaheim P&DC (Weston 2012h), Santa Ana P&DC (Weston 2012i), and Santa Clarita
P&DC (Weston 2012r) support the conclusions from the programmatic assessment
approach.
Based on the AMP study, the Los Angeles P&DC would need approximately 240 more
workforce positions, and would increase HCR transportation by 570,510 miles annually
(Hanna 2012). The associated “study” facilities, Long Beach P&DC and Pasadena
P&DC, are located within 50 miles of the Los Angeles P&DC. Based on the
14

The assumption that only tractor-trailers are associated with the increased PVS and HCR miles under
the Proposed Action is conservative since the Postal Service uses smaller trucks for local trips.
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programmatic assessment approach for General Conformity, the proposed increased
annual miles associated with the Los Angeles P&DC do not exceed the allowable miles.
Therefore, the estimated increase in transportation miles would not likely result in an
increase in emissions above de minimis levels. The findings of site-specific air
screening analyses conducted for the Los Angeles P&DC (Weston 2012l) support the
conclusions from the programmatic assessment approach.
Ground-transportation miles associated with the “gaining” facilities would increase under
the Proposed Action. However, due to the proximity of the aforementioned “gaining”
facilities and “study” facilities, for these four “gaining” facilities, each “gaining” facility is
located in the same AQCR with one or more of the associated “study” facilities;
therefore, the Postal Service expects the “study” facilities’ associated air emission
reductions to at least partially offset air emission increases at the “gaining” facilities.
Based on the programmatic applicability assessment approach for General Conformity
described above, the Proposed Action at these four “gaining” facilities in an extreme
ozone nonattainment area would result in an adverse impact on air quality that would be
negligible and therefore less than significant on a national level or even on a local level.
The Postal Service, through the site-specific air screening analyses completed by
February 1, 2012, has not identified any adverse air impacts at the local level that are
significant and requiring countermeasures or more comprehensive air impact studies for
“gaining” facilities. Future site-specific air screening analysis, if required, will be
completed using the same methodology.
Severe Ozone Nonattainment Areas. As stated in Section 4-9.2, two “gaining” facilities
in West Sacramento, CA and North Houston, TX are located in severe ozone
nonattainment areas with a de minimis threshold of 25 TPY for ozone precursor
pollutants NOx and VOC.
Based on the AMP study, the West Sacramento, CA P&DC would need approximately
287 additional employees and would increase HCR transportation by 896,612 miles
annually (Postal Service 2011m, 2011n, 2011o). The Postal Service would consolidate
three “study” facilities’ processing operations into the West Sacramento P&DC, but
none of these facilities is located within 50 miles of the West Sacramento facility
(distance from the Redding, CA CSMPC is 161 miles, from the Reno, NV P&DC is 141
miles, and from the Stockton, CA P&DC is 60 miles). Therefore, travel by any additional
employees would result in additional POV emissions. Based on the programmatic
applicability assessment approach for General Conformity, the estimated increased
annual miles at West Sacramento P&DC would not exceed the allowable miles.
Therefore, the increase in transportation miles would not likely result in an increase in
emissions above de minimis levels. The air screening analysis completed for the West
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Sacramento P&DC (Weston 2012c) as part of the Postal Service’s site-specific
environmental review process substantiates this conclusion.
Based on the AMP study projection, the “gaining” North Houston P&DC (ozone severe
nonattainment) would decrease its workforce complement by approximately 18
employees, and increase its annual HCR transportation by 778,310 miles from 17
routes (Postal Service 2011p). None of the three “study” facilities associated with North
Houston P&DC is located within 50 miles (distance from the Beaumont, TX P&DC is 88
miles, from the Bryan, TX P&DC is 101 miles, and from Lufkin, TX CSMPC is 107
miles). Based on the programmatic applicability assessment approach for General
Conformity, the estimated increased annual miles associated with the North Houston
P&DC would not exceed the allowable miles. Therefore, the increase in transportation
miles would not likely result in an increase in emissions above de minimis levels.
Based on the applicability analysis for General Conformity described above, the
Proposed Action at these two “gaining” facilities in severe ozone nonattainment areas
would result in a negligible impact on air quality.
The Postal Service, through the site-specific air screening analyses completed by
February 1, 2012, has not identified any adverse air impacts at the local level that are
significant and requiring countermeasures or more comprehensive air impact studies for
“gaining” facilities. Future site-specific air screening analysis, if required, will be
completed using the same methodology.
“Other” Nonattainment and Maintenance Areas. As previously stated, 96 “gaining”
facilities are located in nonattainment or maintenance area for at least one criteria
pollutant listed in Table 4-9.3; 6 facilities were analyzed for conformity as described
above. The remaining 90 “gaining” facilities are located in “other” nonattainment or
maintenance areas for at least one criteria pollutant listed in Table 4-9.3, and the de
minimis thresholds for these facilities are equal to or greater than 50 TPY.
Because of the comparatively high de minimis threshold and nature of the Proposed
Action (“study” facilities’ decreased air emissions typically offsetting the “gaining”
facilities’ increased air emissions, with a net decrease of air emissions in nationwide),
the Proposed Action in these “other” nonattainment and maintenance areas would
contribute to a beneficial impact on air quality on a nationwide basis.
To evaluate site-specific impacts, the Postal Service additionally commissioned air
screening analyses for six “gaining” facilities based on the estimated number of
additional employees, estimated increased miles of ground transportation, and
nonattainment or maintenance status:
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Greensboro P&DC, NC (marginal ozone nonattainment and PM2.5
nonattainment) (Weston 2012a);
Columbus P&DC, OH (ozone maintenance) (Weston 2012b);
Dominick V. Daniel P&DC, NJ (moderate ozone nonattainment, CO
maintenance, and PM2.5 nonattainment) (Weston 2012d);
North Metro P&DC, GA (moderate ozone nonattainment) (Weston 2012e);
Louisville P&DC, KY (ozone maintenance) (Weston 2012f); and
Seattle P&DC, WA (CO maintenance and PM10 nonattainment) (Weston 2012g).
Michigan Metroplex, MI (Ozone and CO maintenance, and PM2.5 nonattainment)
(Weston 2012s).

The site-specific air screening analyses did not identify any significant adverse air
quality impacts for the other six “gaining” facilities, as all studies indicated the estimated
increases in air contaminants were below de minimis thresholds. In most cases, they
also did not take into account any offsets for “study” facilities in the same ACQR. Due
to the nature of the Proposed Action, air emission decreases associated with the “study”
facilities would likely offset the air emission increase at the “gaining” facility on a local,
regional, and nationwide basis.
Adverse impacts on air quality associated with the 90 “gaining” facilities in “other”
nonattainment area and maintenance area, which have less strict de minimis thresholds
would be negligible and therefore less than significant.
The Postal Service, through the site-specific air screening analyses completed by
February 1, 2012, has not identified any adverse air impacts at the local level that are
significant and requiring countermeasures or more comprehensive air impact studies for
“gaining” facilities. Future site-specific air screening analysis, if required, will be
completed using the same methodology.
Based on the findings of the programmatic assessment described herein, the Proposed
Action would result in a net decrease of mobile-source air emissions, and therefore
beneficial impacts to air quality on a national level.
Air Permitting
According to current plans, the Postal Service does not anticipate any major
modifications to existing processing facilities, including any construction activities
outside of the existing facility footprints or adding any new stationary air emission
sources. Minor modifications to “gaining” facilities could occur, and mainly consist of
internal changes such as removing interior walls to accommodate new MPE installed
and operated at “gaining” facilities. This equipment is not considered an air emission
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source and does not require air permitting. Therefore, implementation of the Proposed
Action would not require any new air permitting. However, if a facility expansion is
planned in the future to accommodate mail-processing operations, the Postal Service
will evaluate the environmental aspects prior to any major construction.
Stationary sources would no longer be operated and could be removed from “study”
facilities if the equipment are no longer needed at the facilities; therefore, the air
emissions from total stationary sources associated with Postal Service processing
facilities are expected to decrease nationwide. The decrease in stationary source air
emissions would have a beneficial impact on air quality on a national level or even on a
local level due to the Proposed Action.
Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Nationwide GHG emissions would decrease due to the affected (decreased) number of
employees and corresponding air emission reductions under the Proposed Action.
Assuming 83.3 percent of all eligible employees would use POVs for commuting under
the Proposed Action the Postal Service anticipates a nationwide GHG decrease from
affected employees and fewer POVs by 84,008 metric tons of CO2 equivalent annually,
which is approximately 0.05 percent of the total GHG generated by the Postal Service
(FY 2008).
Nationwide GHG emissions would also decrease due to the proposed network and local
transportation changes under the Proposed Action. The Postal Service anticipates a
nationwide GHG decrease from network and local transportation of 114,125 metric tons
CO2 equivalent annually, which is approximately 0.07 percent of the total GHG
generated by the Postal Service (FY 2008). The Postal Service expects its GHG
inventory to be impacted over time as it reduces the size of its network to appropriately
match current and projected mail volume, specifically reductions in total facility size and
number, and personnel (Postal Service 2011k & 2011l). The decrease in miles of
ground transportation under the Proposed Action would further directly support the
Postal Service’s GHG reduction goals.
Air transportation changes under the Proposed Action would have a negligible impact
on nationwide GHG emissions. As described in the Potential Impacts Resulting from Air
Transportation subsection, hypothetically the “potential” increased CO2e emission
attributed to the Postal Service, estimated solely on the increased volume of airtransported mail, would be approximately 2,600 metric tons of CO2 equivalent annually.
This is only a 0.0016 percent increase among the total GHG generated by the Postal
Service based on the FY 2008 baseline). Therefore, adverse impacts to air quality from
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the potential increased emissions in air transportation under the Proposed Action would
be negligible and therefore less than significant on a national level.

4-10 Community Services
4-10.1 Community Services - Background Information and Affected
Environment
The Postal Service follows certain service standards related to mail delivery. Currently,
these include the following delivery times by type of mail:
•

Priority Mail: 1-3 days

•

First-Class Mail: 1-3 days

•

Periodicals: 1-9 days

•

Package Services: 2-8 days

•

Standard Mail: 3-10 days

Local municipalities or county governments provide emergency fire and police services
to postal facilities. The Postal Service also has its own police force and Postal
Inspection Service for crime deterrence, protection, and investigation of crimes. Firstaid kits are present in all processing facilities to treat minor cuts and bruises; employees
are instructed to call local emergency and medical service providers for fire and healthrelated emergencies. Community service providers are equipped to handle current
Postal operations, and these operations do not result in adverse effects to community
services or emergency preparedness of local municipalities, county governments, or the
nation.
4-10.2 Community Services - Environmental Consequences
4-10.2.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Postal Service would not implement the Mail
Processing Network Rationalization Initiative, and no changes in service standards
would occur. The service standards that are in effect currently would continue.
Since postal operations at the processing facilities do not currently result in adverse
impacts on medical services or emergency fire and police protection services, and no
changes in postal processing operations would occur under the No Action Alternative,
adverse impacts to these services would be negligible and therefore less than
significant on a local or national level.
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4-10.2.2 Proposed Action
As described in the Proposed Rule (Fed. Reg. 77942), the first component of the FirstClass Mail service standards, namely the delivery day range applicable to First-Class
Mail, would not change under the Proposed Action. The second component of FirstClass Mail, the business rules, would change. The most substantial effect of these
changes would be to drastically reduce the amount of First-Class Mail that qualifies for
an overnight service standard. Under the proposed revisions, only certain First-Class
Mail entered at an intra-Sectional Center Facility (SCF) before the CET would be
subject to overnight delivery. The First-Class Mail two-day business rule would also be
revised. The three-, four-, and five-day business rules for First-Class Mail would not be
revised.
The delivery-day range for periodicals mailed within the contiguous 48 states would not
change. The delivery date range for periodicals originating or destinating outside the
contiguous 48 states would be extended from 20 days to 26 days. The business rules
associated with periodicals would also change.
The service standards for Standard Mail and Package Services pieces mailed within the
contiguous 48 states would not change, but would change for those pieces originating
or destinating outside the contiguous 48 states. The new service standards would be
changed to 2-9 days, from 1-9 days. Delivery times for Express Mail would not change.
The Postal Service anticipates that the Proposed Action would delay the receipt of
certain pieces of First-Class Mail and most Periodicals by one day, which in most cases,
would result in a negligible impact on the average postal customer. However,
customers receiving certain types of mail, such as daily periodicals or movies by mail,
could experience an adverse impact due to the one-day delay in receiving their mail. In
addition, some major mailers and small mailers may have to realign their operations to
adapt to the new service standards or take mail to a different location for processing
due to the rationalized mail processing network. Therefore, adverse impacts resulting
from this action would be negligible for most postal customers and moderate for other
customers such as small mailers, major mailers, and customers who receive daily
periodicals and movies by mail. However, the Postal Service expects adverse impacts
associated with the service standards would be less than significant on a national level.
Local municipalities or county governments would continue to provide emergency police
and fire services to the processing facilities included in the Proposed Action. The Postal
Service’s police force would also continue to provide security to facilities and personnel.
As the Proposed Action is not anticipated to require expansion of facilities and
additional employees would be added at only some of the “gaining” facilities, local police
and fire departments are not expected to require procurement of additional equipment
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to provide additional protection services. The Postal Service anticipates that adverse
impacts to emergency services due to consolidation of mail processing operations
would be negligible and therefore less than significant on national level, and would not
result in a significant impact on preparedness of local municipalities or county
governments or on their ability to provide police and fire protection services.

4-11 Utilities and Infrastructure
4-11.1 Utilities and Infrastructure - Background Information and Affected
Environment
Postal Service processing facilities are supported by established utility and
infrastructure systems that provide power, communications, water, wastewater,
stormwater, and transportation services sufficient for the facilities’ needs. Private
companies normally provide power and communication services while municipalities
usually own and maintain water, wastewater and transportation systems; privately
owned well systems could provide a limited number of processing facilities with water.
The Postal Service processing facilities are generally located within large utility
networks and use a relatively small portion of the systems’ total capacity.
The facilities constructed by the Postal Service as processing facilities were constructed
in accordance with the standard design criteria that form an integral part of the Postal
Service’s Building Design Standards. These Standards provide guidance in the design
and construction of processing facilities, specifically on civil, architectural, aesthetic,
signage and repair-related aspects of building construction and design (Postal Service
2007). In addition, the Postal Service considers the availability of public and private
utilities when establishing locations for its facilities. This provides assurance that the
utilities and infrastructure will adequately accommodate the facility’s needs without
adversely affecting the utility systems. Upgrades and expansions since original
construction have been developed in the same manner.
The Postal Service has actively pursued conservation opportunities for many years and
has been able to reduce consumption of resources and the effect of postal operations
on utility and infrastructure systems. These accomplishments provide opportunities and
capacity for future incremental changes without significantly impacting existing systems.
4-11.2 Utilities and Infrastructure - Environmental Consequences
4-11.2.1 No Action Alternative
The Postal Service would not implement the Mail Processing Network Rationalization
Initiative under the No Action Alternative and no processing facilities included in the
Proposed Action would close or consolidate. Postal Service processing facilities would
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continue to operate at a reduced capacity that would perhaps decline as the pattern of
declining mail volume continues as predicted. The utilization of utility services would
either continue at the current rates or continue to decline in some proportion to the
declining mail volume. Adverse impacts to individual private utilities, such as power and
communication companies, would be negligible and therefore less than significant, as
the physical systems would not be significantly affected but revenues would decline.
Impacts to publicly owned systems such as water, wastewater, and local transportation
would be beneficial due to reduced use of the systems. On a national level, utility
usage would decline as the pattern of declining mail volume continues as predicted.
4-11.2.2 Proposed Action
The Proposed Action is not expected to result in expansion to the “gaining” or
“remaining” facilities as these facilities are already operating at reduced capacity due to
the declining mail volume. The disposition of the “study” facilities is not currently known.
Although these facilities would no longer operate as processing facilities, the Postal
Service could use the facilities for retail, administrative, or mail distribution space. Use
of utilities for any closed facilities would be curtailed to the minimum amount required for
adequate, safe maintenance of the building and grounds until disposition has been
determined.
The impacts to infrastructure for the “study” facilities overall would be insignificantly
beneficial as the demand on the systems would decrease providing additional capacity.
Adverse impacts to utilities would occur due to a decline in revenues; however the
processing facilities are part of large networks and use a relatively small portion of the
systems’ capacity, so the impacts would be negligible and therefore less than
significant.
The “gaining” and “remaining” facilities would experience increased use of utilities such
as power, as equipment use expands and operation occurs over longer periods of time
with less idle time. Running the MPE for longer intervals would not generate a
significant increase in total electrical consumption, based on PRC Testimony by Bratta
(2011). Additionally, some facilities would receive additional equipment, further
increasing power requirements. However, more efficient utilization of MPE would
reduce and partially offset additional electrical power requirements because the MPE
would be more fully loaded during processing, allowing more mail to be processed per
kilowatt hour of power (Bratta 2011). The utility networks would be able to handle these
increases with little to no impact as the “gaining” and “remaining” facilities were
designed for greater capacities. The increased use of power and communications
would be beneficial to the utility companies as revenues would increase.
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Water and wastewater use would change proportionately with the number of employees
needed to process the altered volume of mail at “gaining” facilities. In most cases this
would result in an increase of water and wastewater use, but some “gaining” and
“remaining” facilities may experience a net loss of employees and would decrease water
and wastewater use. However, as indicated previously the facilities were designed to
accommodate a larger complement and the “gaining” facilities have been selected
based on the capacity to handle the proposed increases. The existing utility networks
should be capable of accommodating these increases, if necessary, with little to no
impact. Furthermore, the Postal Service anticipates the overall number of employees
associated with processing operations nationwide to decrease by 35,000, with a
corresponding decrease on the use of potable water and generation of wastewater.
Adverse impacts to these components of the infrastructure system would be negligible
on a national level and therefore less than significant.
Impacts to public transportation could be beneficial at the “gaining” facilities that
increase employee complement to the extent that more employees use the system and
there is a corresponding increase in revenue. The potential impact on traffic on a
national, programmatic level is discussed in Section 5-3.4, Transportation, and for
individual “gaining” facilities is being addressed through the AMP process and checklists
and screening analyses conducted to assess impacts and identify necessary
modifications.

4-12 Energy Requirements and Conservation
4-12.1 Energy Requirements and Conservation - Background Information
and Affected Environment
Federal agencies are required to meet a number of energy management and
conservation goals through several Executive Orders and legislative measures. Postal
Service facility operations incorporate energy conservation measures that comply with
the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007, the National Energy
Conservation Policy Act, the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 2005. Furthermore, the
Postal Service seeks to fulfill the spirit of the non-mandatory Executive Order 13123,
Greening the Government through Efficient Energy Management.
Operation of Postal Service processing facilities requires fuel for HCR and PVS
transportation, and energy for power. Postal Service Sustainability Goals for fuels
include reducing Postal-vehicle petroleum fuel use 20 percent by FY 2015; increasing
Postal-vehicle alternative fuel use 10 percent annually by FY 2015; and reducing
contract vehicle petroleum fuel use 20 percent by FY 2020 (Postal Service 2011h).
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The Postal Service’s facility energy reduction goal requires a 30 percent reduction in
energy intensity per square foot from FY 2006 to FY 2015; the Postal Service is on track
to meet this goal (Postal Service 2011h).
The Postal Service spent an estimated $78.3 million for utilities/heating fuel expenses
for the “study” sites in FY 2010 (Smith 2011). Because energy expenses are such a
large percentage of facility operations cost and also to meet sustainability goals, the
Postal Service voluntarily pursues aggressive facility space optimization initiatives to
consolidate, vacate, and eliminate underutilized space and facilities and increase
utilization and occupancy rates where appropriate. These facility space optimization
efforts cover all facility and building types regardless of size or ownership, including mail
processing plants, Post Office stations and branches, delivery units, and headquarters
and administrative offices (Postal Service 2011h).
Also, while the Postal Service is not subject to the EISA 2007 facility audit provision, it
performs facility energy audits as outlined in the Postal Service-specific Energy
Requirements in 42USC 8262j as set forth in the EPAct of 1992. During FY 2010, the
Postal Service completed comprehensive energy audits at 874 facilities covering 36.9
million square feet to analyze energy use, and identify potential energy saving
investments and upgrade projects. An example energy conservation project includes
replacement of lighting in mail processing facilities with more energy-efficient
fluorescent fixtures and controls (Postal Service 2011h).
The Postal Service also evaluates alternative energy sources for facilities including
processing facilities. For example, the ML Sellers P&DC in San Diego (a “gaining”
facility) is one of several Postal Service facilities using a co-generation system to
provide electricity and help keep the facility cool. The facility’s 1.5-megawatt generator
runs on natural gas and provides about 2/3 of the peak energy demand of the facility.
The facility uses the heat created by the generator to drive the chillers that cool the
plant. The facility also uses solar panels to help generate a portion of required
electricity. Another “gaining” facility that uses solar panels for energy is the South San
Francisco P&DC. In FY 2010, the facility’s panels generated nearly 2,000 megawatt
hours of electricity. The Postal Service has additional energy-producing solar panel
arrays located in California (Oakland, San Jose, Los Angeles and Sacramento), and in
other locations such as Virginia and Maryland (Postal Service 2011h).
Air conditioning systems in processing facilities are significant users of electricity in
order to provide adequate working conditions for large open areas common to these
facilities. Facilities are constructed so as to minimize losses of conditioned air through
large door openings onto loading docks. In addition, the busiest workforce tours are in
the evening which takes advantage of cooler temperatures and more favorable electric
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rates. Many facilities have programmed systems to automatically operate air
conditioning systems so as to conserve power.
One of the largest draws on energy used by Postal Service processing facilities is its
MPE and support equipment. Some of the MPE is relatively energy efficient while some
of the MPE, such as the UFSM 1000, requires more electricity and compressed air than
most other types of MPE.
4-12.2 Energy Requirements and Conservation - Environmental
Consequences
4-12.2.1 No Action Alternative
The Postal Service would not implement the Mail Processing Network Rationalization
Initiative and processing facilities would not be closed or be consolidated under the No
Action Alternative. Mail processing facilities would continue to operate at reduced
capacities that would perhaps decline further as the pattern of declining mail volume
continues as predicted. Energy requirements would either continue at the current rates
or continue to decline in some proportion to the declining mail volume. Individual
energy providers would experience adverse impacts that are negligible to moderate as
affects to the physical systems would not be significant but revenues would decline. On
a national level, energy requirements would decline somewhat if the pattern of declining
mail volume continues as predicted.
4-12.2.2 Proposed Action
The Proposed Action’s reconfigured mail processing network would have fewer facilities
on a national basis where mail processing would occur. The Postal Service estimates
that savings of $74.4 million for utilities/heating fuel expense would be realized for the
“study” sites (Smith 2011). Although “study” facilities would no longer operate as
processing facilities, the Postal Service could use the facilities for retail, administrative,
or mail distribution space, and would move some of these other operations into the
vacated spaces (Smith 2011); energy resources would still be required for these
facilities. Energy requirements for any closed facilities would be curtailed to the
minimum amount required for adequate, safe maintenance of the building and grounds
until the Postal Service Facilities Department has determined facility disposition.
The “gaining” and “remaining” facilities could experience increased use of power, as
equipment use expands and operations occur over longer periods of time with less idle
time. However, running the MPE for longer intervals would not generate a significant
increase in total electrical consumption, based on PRC Testimony by Bratta (2011).
Facilities receiving additional equipment could have further increased energy
requirements, although the Postal Service would remove and replace some of the MPE
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currently employed, such as the UFSM 1000, which requires more electricity and
compressed air than most other types of MPE utilized. Additionally, more efficient
utilization of MPE would reduce and partially offset additional electrical power
requirements because the MPE would be more fully loaded during processing, allowing
more mail to be processed per kilowatt hour of power (Bratta 2011).
The Postal Service anticipates that energy providers would be able to handle these
increases and changes with little to no impact as the “gaining” facilities were designed
for greater operational capacities. The increased use of power would be beneficial to
the energy providers for the “gaining” and “remaining” facilities as revenues would
increase. Overall, the Postal Service’s decreased mail processing facility portfolio and
decreased amount of MPE would reduce total energy requirements and consumption on
a national basis, and result in lower energy utility expense. However, the Postal
Service anticipates the adverse impact of decreased utility expense on energy
providers would be less than significant.
Consolidating the transportation network, including an estimated 167,331,500 miles
reduction in network and local transportation by HCR, would also support the Postal
Service Sustainability Goal for 20 percent reduced vehicle petroleum fuel use by FY
2020. Assuming an average fuel consumption rate of 15 miles per gallon, an overall
reduction in fuel use of approximately 11 million gallons could be achieved by the
estimated 167,331,500 miles reduction.

4-13 Solid and Hazardous Materials and Wastes
4-13.1 Solid and Hazardous Materials and Wastes - Background Information
and Regulatory Setting
Solid wastes relevant to Postal Service processing operations include discarded
materials that are abandoned (disposed of, burned or incinerated), recycled, or
considered inherently waste-like. The Postal Service also generates limited quantities
of hazardous wastes, which are solid wastes that are specifically listed as hazardous or
exhibit the characteristics of hazardous waste as defined by the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA). Federal universal waste regulations set forth in 40 CFR
Part 273 address the collection and management, and facilitate recycling or treatment of
common hazardous wastes [i.e., batteries, pesticides, mercury-containing equipment,
and bulbs (lamps)]. States can modify the universal waste rule and add additional
universal wastes in individual state regulations.
Asbestos can be present in floor tiles, floor mastics, caulking, ceiling tiles, wall
coverings, insulation, and other building materials, and is regulated under the TSCA
among others. State and local regulatory agencies may administer additional
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regulations for asbestos, including for removal and disposal of asbestos-containing
building materials. Lead-based paint can be present on any painted surface within a
building interior, including walls, doors, window facings, etc. Lead materials in
construction are regulated primarily under the federal OSHA regulations for worker
protection. Building materials with lead-based paint in good condition can be disposed
of as normal construction debris according to some state regulatory interpretations,
although federal RCRA hazardous waste characterization requirements still apply.
4-13.2 Solid and Hazardous Materials and Waste - Affected Environment
The Postal Service has longstanding commitments and established programs to
minimize the amount and type of materials needed to support its service obligation and
operations. Included are established programs to encourage the purchase of
environmentally preferable products and services, to reduce the amount of solid waste
generated, and to divert as much material as possible through recycling and waste to
energy initiatives (Postal Service 2011h).
Solid wastes associated with Postal Service processing operations are directly related
to generation by employees and operations output. The Postal Service’s waste
management approach is to reduce the amount of solid waste generated at facilities
and throughout the network, and to divert as much material as possible through a wide
variety of recycling initiatives, as well as third-party waste to energy programs. The
Postal Service identifies and develops practical and cost-effective ways to recycle a
wide range of materials from offices and operations. Some of these materials include
mixed and white paper, undeliverable standard mail, discarded lobby mail, and wasted
First-Class Mail, paper, wood pallets, plastic, cardboard and metal mail transport
containers, tires, lights, motor oil, batteries, electronic and information technology (IT)
equipment. As described in “Goal 7: Electronics Stewardship” of the Postal Service’s
FY 2011 Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan (Postal Service 2011h), the Postal
Service also coordinates the reuse or recycling of all computers, monitors, cellular
phones, printers, and electronic devices.
Based on the FY 2008 baseline, the Postal Service has a 50 percent corporate
sustainability goal to reduce the amount of waste it sends to landfills. The Postal
Service follows environmentally responsible practices that help recycle materials that
would otherwise be disposed as regulated or hazardous waste. For example, through a
program with Safety-Kleen, the Postal Service recycled 2.7 million gallons of used oil,
2.6 million gallons of oily water, more than 227,000 oil filters, and nearly 20,000 gallons
of solvent in FY 2010 (Postal Service 2011h). The majority of these particular recycled
materials are generated by Postal Service VMFs, although the processing facilities
included in the Proposed Action also generate waste that is recycled. The Postal
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Service also recycled 221,655 short tons of municipal solid waste in FY 2010, while
sending 218,225 short tons of waste to landfills (Postal Service 2011h).
The Postal Service has a robust backhaul-recycling program for paper, including
undeliverable bulk business mail (UBBM), discarded lobby mail (DLM), and cardboard
(Vidich 2012). The backhaul program consists of 298 recycling hubs, which are Postal
Service facilities to which postal vehicles delivering mail “backhaul” (return trip) the
recyclable paper for consolidation and subsequent transport to recycling vendors. In FY
2011, the Postal Service recycled 175,320 tons of paper, and 26,667 tons of cardboard.
Approximately 80 percent of the recycled paper and cardboard is associated with hub
sites. Of the 250 “study” facilities, 104 are currently backhaul hubs (Vidich 2012).
Cleaning solvents, paints, and some inks are examples of hazardous materials used in
various Postal Service processing facilities. The Postal Service has established policies
and procedures for controlling the purchase and use of hazardous materials; and
management and disposal or recycling of hazardous wastes in accordance with
regulatory requirements. The Postal Service encourages minimization of the purchase
and storage of such materials and encourages non-hazardous or green product use.
The Postal Service has identified asbestos-containing building materials in its
processing facilities and, if present in building materials, asbestos is being managed in
accordance with site-specific Operations and Maintenance Plans. Asbestos-containing
waste is generated at Postal Service processing facilities when building maintenance
actions or renovations disturb the asbestos-containing building materials.
The Postal Service also manages identified lead-based paint in accordance with
Operations and Maintenance Plans and programs. Lead-based paint--contaminated
waste materials would be generated if removal of the materials was necessary during
building maintenance actions or alterations.
4-13.3 Solid and Hazardous Materials and Waste - Environmental
Consequences
4-13.3.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, the Postal Service would not close processing facilities
or consolidate mail processing operations associated with the “study” and “gaining”
facilities. Therefore the existing generation of wastes would continue at the current
rates with possible slight decreases if the mail volume continued to decline as projected.
The Postal Service’s backhaul recycling program would continue as at present. The No
Action Alternative would not result in significant impacts associated with solid and
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hazardous materials and waste except to the extent that mail volume decreases as
projected because operations would continue in the present manner.
4-13.3.2 Proposed Action
Under the Proposed Action the Postal Service would create less waste than at current
levels. The waste types would not differ substantially from the wastes generated
currently and under the No Action Alternative. Due to the closure of some facilities for
processing, and consolidation of processing operations and reduction in MPE
nationwide, the Postal Service would have fewer facilities being operated for mail
processing, and need fewer parts and supplies for the reduced level of MPE; less waste
would therefore be generated.
Under the Proposed Action, 104 Postal Service backhaul recycling hubs could be
adversely impacted, as they are currently located at “study” facilities. The Postal
Service has not yet determined the effect of the Proposed Action on the backhaul
systems. If the 104 backhaul recycling hubs at the “study” facilities were to close, over
80 percent of all mixed paper recycling would be impacted unless and until the Postal
Service could re-establish the backhaul hubs and network (Vidich 2012).
Small amounts of potentially toxic wastes such as asbestos-containing building
materials and lead-paint-containing building materials would be created if interior
building modifications were necessary. The Postal Service expects any such
modifications to be minor, such as removing an interior wall to add or rearrange MPE.
Operations and Maintenance Plans and applicable regulatory requirements would be
followed for these materials and any associated impacts would be minor and
insignificant. Waste generated from building alterations would be disposed of at
approved landfills or otherwise discarded in accordance with applicable regulatory
requirements. The Postal Service anticipates that the amount of waste generated from
building alternations would be minimal and not significantly impact solid waste landfills,
special waste landfills, or other treatment facilities.
The Proposed Action would result in a decrease overall in miles driven by PVS and
HCR vehicles across the Postal Service network. Accordingly there would be a
corresponding decrease in the creation of vehicle wastes such as tires and
maintenance materials, which would be a beneficial impact. Impacts to the Postal
Service’s backhaul recycling program would be adverse and negligible if the network
hubs can be quickly re-established. If the program cannot be re-established quickly,
impacts on the Postal Service’s conservation efforts related to this program would be
moderately adverse but less than significant.
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4-14 Summary of Potential Environmental Impacts
Table 4-14.1 presents a summary of potential environmental impacts that could result
from implementation of the No Action Alternative and Proposed Action.
Table 4-14.1 – Potential Environmental Impacts Summary Matrix
No Action Alternative

Environmental Resource Area

Proposed Action

Impacts

Duration

Mitigation

Impacts

Duration

Mitigation

N

N/A

N/A

N

N/A

N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N
B

N/A
P

N/A
N/A

N

N/A

N/R

N

P

N/R

M

P

N/R

B

P

N/R

3. Local and nationwide economic
considerations

N

N/A

N/R

N

P

N/R

4. Environmental justice
Land use and planning
1. Compatibility
2. Aesthetic considerations
3. Residential development
4. Industrial potential

N

N/A

N/R

N

N/A

N/R

N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R
N/R
N/R

N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R
N/R
N/R

Physical Environment
A. Topography
B. Geology and soils
1. Characteristics
2. Toxic and hazardous potential
C. Hydrology and Water Quality
1. Local groundwater
2. Lakes and streams
3. Floodplains
4. Wetlands
5. Wild and scenic rivers
6. Site surface drainage
D. Prime farmland
E. Fish and wildlife
1. Alteration of vegetation
2. Rare or endangered species
F. Botanical
1. Alteration of vegetation
2. Rare or endangered species

Cultural Environment
G. Historical and archaeological
resources
1. Archaeological resources
2. Historic resources
H. Socioeconomics
1. Employment
2. Economic considerations to
Postal Service

I.
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Table 4-14.1 – Potential Environmental Impacts Summary Matrix
Environmental Resource Area
5. Environmental conditions of
existing buildings at site
J. Transportation
1. Traffic and circulation
2. Safety
3. Accessibility and parking
4. Public transportation
K. Noise
1. Traffic
2. Exterior postal operations
3. Interior postal operations
L. Air quality
1. Indoor air quality
2. Air quality / emissions
M. Community Services
1. Medical
2. Fire and Police Protection
N. Utilities and Infrastructure
1. Availability
2. Location
3. Capabilities
O. Energy requirements and
conservation
P. Solid and hazardous materials
and waste generation
1. Solid and hazardous materials
2. Waste generation
3. Recycling

No Action Alternative

Proposed Action

Impacts

Duration

Mitigation

Impacts

Duration

Mitigation

N

N/A

N/R

N

N/A

N/R

N
N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

B
B
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R
N/R

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
P

N/R
N/R
N/R

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R

B
B

P
P

N/R
N/R

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R

N
N

N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R
N/R

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R
N/R

N

N/A

N/R

B

P

N/R

N

N/A

N/R

B

P

N/R

N
N
N

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/R
N/R
N/R

N
B
N to M

N/A
P
T

N/R
N/R
N/R

Key:
Impact symbols: B = beneficial effect; N = no effect or negligible effect; M = moderately adverse effect; and S =
significant effect
Duration symbols: P = permanent effect; T = temporary effect; and N/A = not applicable
Mitigation symbols: Y = can be mitigated; N = cannot be mitigated; NR = not required; and N/A = not applicable
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5 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
5-1 Introduction
Cumulative impacts are the impacts on the environment that result from the incremental
impact of an action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions. Cumulative Impacts result when the effects of an action are added to or
interact with other effects in a particular place and within a particular timeframe. The
cumulative impacts of an action can be viewed as the total effects (magnitude, extent,
or duration) on a resource, ecosystem, or human community of that action and all other
activities affecting that resource, no matter what entity (Federal, non-Federal, or private)
is taking the actions. A discussion of cumulative impacts resulting from projects that are
proposed, currently under construction, recently completed, or anticipated to be
implemented in the near future is presented below.
The analysis of cumulative impacts requires specific knowledge of other actions
occurring or proposed to occur within or near the geographic study area. Given the
nationwide scope of the Proposed Action, identifying the actions of others would be very
difficult. Therefore, this cumulative impact analysis focuses on the impacts of the
Proposed Action when combined with other planned broad, nationwide Postal Service
actions.

5-2 Geographic Extent and Time Frame
As discussed previously, the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative is
nationwide in its scope. Therefore, the geographic extent of this cumulative impact
analysis is also national in scope.
The PEA also discusses potential impacts of the Proposed Action on some resources
on a more local basis based on site-specific Operational Environmental Checklists and
AMPs and, for some “gaining” facilities, supplemental screening analyses. The
cumulative impact analyses take these into consideration recognizing, however, that
there is little or no geographic overlap for most individual actions under the Proposed
Action, the Retail Access Optimization Initiative and the June 2008 Network Plan as
discussed in the following sections.
The temporal scope of this analysis includes past actions starting with the issuing of the
action plan “Ensuring a Viable Postal Service for America: An Action Plan for the
Future” in March of 2010, and continuing through the estimated implementation period
for the Proposed Action, which is estimated to be 5 years or through the year 2016.
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5-3 Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Projects and Actions
Considered
The Postal Service’s action plan for the next decade (“Delivering the Future”), describes
a flexible, agile Postal Service that can adapt to America’s changing mailing habits and
preferences (Postal Service 2010). Since the advent of email and ecommerce,
America’s use of the mail has declined substantially (see Section 2). To accomplish this
adaptability, the Postal Service is undertaking or has planned several other actions that
could potentially result in cumulative impacts when considered along with the Proposed
Action. The other Postal Service actions considered in this Cumulative Impact Analysis
include the following:
1. Former Postal Service AMPs initiated prior to the Proposed Action as part of the
Postal Service’s June 2008 Network Plan; the Postal Service could implement
these AMPs to assist with rightsizing the network and reducing costs.
2. Proposal to change mail delivery from six days to five days.
3. Review of approximately 3,600 low-activity Post Offices for potential closure,
consolidation, or contracting under the Retail Access Optimization (RAO)
Initiative. Many of these facilities are located in rural areas.
4. New equipment installation and upgrades to replace manually operated Small
Parcel Bundle Sorter (SPBS) machines with Automated Parcel Bundle Sorter
(APBS) machines.
5. Enhanced and expanded alternate access sites, including Village Post Offices
and usps.com; and making it easier to do business with the Postal Service with
new, innovative products.
6. Express Mail Flat Rate Box and Priority Mail Price Changes.
7. Postal Service Facilities Department’s future disposition of excess buildings.
5-3.1 Former AMPs initiated prior to the Mail Processing Network
Rationalization Initiative
As a matter of practice, the Postal Service periodically reviews its infrastructure to
identify ways to increase efficiencies. Mail processing facilities are reviewed using the
proven, well-established AMP study process to determine the feasibility of consolidating
operations to improve overall operational efficiency and/or service (PRC 2011a).
Similar to the AMP studies being conducted for the Proposed Action “gaining” sites, all
AMP studies address the consolidation of originating operations (canceling and sorting
locally generated mail), destinating operations (sorting and preparing mail received from
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more distant areas for local delivery), or both. The intent of AMP implementation is to
make more efficient use of Postal Service assets such as equipment, facilities, staffing,
and transportation (Postal Service 2011q). Specifically, the benefits of AMP
consolidations are (Postal Service 2011) to:
•

Centralize mail processing operations to better use resources, including space,
staffing, processing equipment, and transportation.

•

Take advantage of state-of-the art technologies available at the gaining facility for
more efficient originating and/or destinating mail processing.

•

Support network rationalization and reduce redundancies.

•

Have minimal impact to customer services and business mail entry, retail, and
delivery services remaining unchanged in most cases; indicia requirements for
postal meters and permit imprints for local mailers remaining the same; local
postmarks continuing to be available at Post Offices; and ZIP Codes not
changing.

AMP studies increased in frequency beginning in 2006 due to declining mail volumes
and excess capacity in the postal network (PRC 2011a). In its submittal of the June
2008 Network Plan to Congress, the Postal Service:
•

addressed the establishment of performance goals;

•

described the changes to the Postal Service’s processing, transportation, and
retail networks necessary to allow it to meet those performance goals;

•

summarized the Postal Service’s vision for rationalizing its infrastructure and
workforce;

•

discussed policies governing reemployment within the agency and early
retirement for employees who may be displaced as a result of network
rationalization; and

•

explained the future role of various alternative postal retail service access
channels.

Under the June 2008 Network Plan, the Postal Service used the AMP process for a
bottom-up approach, rather than the Proposed Action’s top-down approach. The local
Postal Service District and/or Area examined these AMP feasibility studies on an
individual basis and as one-to-one consolidations, contrary to the Proposed Action’s
programmatic approach. As a result of the June 2008 Network Plan, the Postal Service
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had approved 114 AMP consolidations as of the Mail Processing Network
Rationalization Initiative PRC filing date, and another 11 studies were ongoing. Sixtyfive of these AMP consolidations involved removal of all mail processing operations
from a P&DC, P&DF, or CSMPC (Williams 2011).
Since 2006, in conjunction with these and other initiatives, the Postal Service has
removed nearly 4,000 pieces of MPE, resulting in a cumulative savings of $7.9 billion in
mail processing operations’ costs. The Postal Service has used an extensive analytical
process designed to assist in the identification of under-used assets. These initial AMP
consolidations also reduced miles traveled and required fewer employees at the
facilities, after their implementation.
The Postal Service performed a preliminary environmental review of each of the AMP
projects. Completion of an Operational Environmental Checklist for approximately 85 of
these projects found no significant adverse impacts associated with these individual
actions. The Postal Service’s preliminary findings required additional air and traffic
screening analyses for some of these projects. The preliminary analyses supplemented
by the additional analyses concluded no significant adverse impacts would occur to the
environment (Louis Berger 2011, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c; Weston 2011, 2011a).
The Postal Service anticipates potential negligible impacts to historic resources,
socioeconomics, land use, transportation, exterior noise, air quality, community
services, utilities, and waste generation and disposal; and beneficial impacts on energy
requirements from the “Former AMPs initiated prior to the Mail Processing Network
Rationalization Initiative”. Therefore, this initiative was assessed as part of the
cumulative impact analysis and the findings are presented in the Cumulative Impacts
Historic Resources, Socioeconomics, Land Use, Transportation and Air Quality, Exterior
Noise Environment, Community Service, Utilities and Infrastructure, Energy
Requirements and Conservation, and Waste Generation and Disposal sections.
5-3.2

Five-Day Delivery Proposal

Changing delivery frequency is one piece of the Postal Service’s comprehensive
strategy that includes legislative and regulatory changes, and pricing and product
options to address long-term financial viability. The Five-Day Delivery Proposal is an
initiative concurrent with the Proposed Action and proposes to change mail delivery
frequency to Monday through Friday and eliminate Saturday delivery. The proposal
only affects delivery services as described below.
If Congress does not renew the current requirement that the Postal Service deliver six
days a week, the Postal Service could move forward with a five-day delivery schedule.
The Postal Service made a request to the PRC for an advisory opinion on March 30,
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2010 and the PRC issued its advisory opinion against the delivery change on March 24,
2011. In a report delivered to Congress on June 13, 2011, the Postal Service estimated
that implementing a five-day delivery schedule to street addresses would yield a net
annual cost reduction of $3.1 billion, significantly higher than the savings estimated by
the PRC in the advisory opinion. The report also addressed a PRC claim that the FiveDay Delivery Proposal did not sufficiently take into account the needs of customers in
rural and remote areas (PRC 2011a).
If the Postal Service moves forward with this initiative (Postal Service 2010a):
•

Post Offices would continue to be open on Saturdays.

•

Post Office boxes, including remittance mail, would continue to receive mail on
Saturday.

•

No Saturday mail delivery to street addresses would occur, except for Express
Mail service.

•

No Saturday mail pickup from blue mail collection boxes would occur.

Because the Postal Service would not close any facilities and Post Office service hours
would remain unchanged as part of this action, potential impacts of implementing the
Five-Day Delivery Proposal would include service impacts to residential and commercial
customers, and potential economic impacts on Postal Service employees at Post
Offices. The Five-Day Delivery Proposal could result in delayed delivery of mail put into
the system on Thursday or Friday, and a higher cost for some businesses. However,
the Postal Service anticipates that this will affect a limited number of customers,
including commercial mailers such as some periodical or newspaper mailers. The
Postal Service also anticipates that the customers who may be impacted by this will
grow accustomed to the revised delivery schedule and make appropriate adjustments to
account for this potential delay. Therefore, the Postal Service anticipates that adverse
impacts would be temporary and negligible.
The Postal Service anticipates potential negligible impacts from the “Five-Day Delivery
Proposal” initiative to socioeconomics, transportation and air quality, the exterior noise
environment, and community services; and beneficial impacts on energy conservation.
Therefore, this initiative was assessed as part of the cumulative impact analysis and the
findings are presented in the Cumulative Impacts Socioeconomics, Transportation and
Air Quality, Exterior Noise Environment, Community Services, and Energy
Requirements and Conservation sections.
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Retail Access Optimization Initiative

As of July 27, 2011, approximately 26,880 Post Offices comprised the postal retail
network. Each Post Office serves a geographic area that comprises one or more
specified 5-digit ZIP Codes and has responsibility for mail processing, collection,
delivery, and retail operations for that service area. Subordinate postal retail units, such
as stations and branches, operate under the management of a specific Post Office and
provide many of the same services within its service area. Approximately 5,610 stations
and branches are in the postal retail network.
As more customers choose to conduct postal business online, on smart phones and at
shopping destinations, the Postal Service recognizes a diminished need to maintain its
large number of retail offices, the largest retail network in the country (Postal Service
2011r).. The Postal Service has begun implementing an RAO Initiative, which is the
potential closure, consolidation, or contracting of approximately 3,600 low-activity Post
Offices.
The factors used to identify candidate retail unites for an initial feasibility study under the
RAO Initiative include earned workload below the minimum established level for the
lowest non-bargaining (EAS) employee grade. Insufficient customer demand also
serves as a factor that could lead to a feasibility study, as would the availability of
alternate access channels. These factors only inform whether the initiation of a study is
warranted; they do not modify legal requirements for justifying an ultimate decision on
whether to close or consolidate a facility. As part of this effort, the Postal Service
introduced a retail-replacement option for affected communities around the nation,
“Village Post Offices” (Postal Service 2011r). By working with third-party retailers, the
Postal Service is creating a more convenient access to products and services (Postal
Service 2011s). In turn, in communities where Post Offices are closed or will be
closing, the Postal Service has lessened the service impact to the community by making
the tools and resources available through “Village Post Offices” or online.
Postal Service regulations require that it consider several factors in making
determinations to close or consolidate a Post Office location. These include the effects
on the community and employees, economic savings, the policy in Section 101(b) of the
USPS Handbook PO-101 that it provide a maximum degree of effective and regular
postal services where Post Offices are not self-sustaining, and such other factors as the
Postal Service determines are necessary.
The RAO Initiative includes reviews of the following categories of postal retail facilities
for possible discontinuance (PRC 2011a):
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•

2,825 Post Offices with low earned workload and no greater than $27,500 in total
annual revenue;

•

384 stations and branches that earned less than $600,000 in FY 2010 revenue,
that had FY 2010 revenue less than the average for FYs 2008 and 2009, and
that are located within two miles of at least five postal retail and/or alternate
access sites; and

•

178 retail annexes that had FY 2010 revenue of less than $1 million and are
located within a half-mile of at least five postal retail sites and/or alternate access
sites.

The final category of the RAO Initiative consists of 265 Post Offices, stations, and
branches that were undergoing locally-initiated discontinuance review independently of
the RAO Initiative, but are now a part of the RAO (PRC 2011a).
Each post office discontinuance study is an independent review conducted at the local
level, and the reviews are not linked or connected programmatically. Hence, the Postal
Service determined that individual projects under the RAO Initiative fit within a listed
category of actions (“Closure or consolidation of post offices under 39 U.S.C. 404(b))”
that do not individually or cumulatively have a significant impact on the human
environment (39 CFR Part 775.6, Categorical exclusions).
The Postal Service anticipates potential negligible impacts from the RAO Initiative to
historic resources, socioeconomics, land use, transportation, exterior noise, air quality,
community services, utilities, and waste generation and disposal, and beneficial impacts
on energy requirements. Therefore, this initiative was assessed as part of the
cumulative impact analysis and the findings are presented in the Cumulative Impacts
Historic Resources, Socioeconomics, Land Use, Transportation and Air Quality, Exterior
Noise Environment, Community Services, Utilities and Infrastructure, Energy
Requirements and Conservation, and Waste Generation and Disposal sections.
5-3.4 Enhance and Expand Alternate Access Sites & New Innovative
Products
The Postal Service is expanding products and services consistent with its mission,
allowing better response to changing customer needs, and the ability to compete more
effectively in the marketplace (PRC 2011b).
In order to enhance and expand access to postal products and services, the Postal
Service has started providing services at locations convenient to customers, such as
grocery stores, pharmacies, retail centers, and office supply stores. This process is
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expected to increase and enhance customer access to postal products and services
through partnerships, self-service kiosks and the usps.com website, while reducing
costs (PRC 2011b).
The Postal Service introduced the Village Post Office as a potential replacement option
for communities currently without a postal retail office and for communities affected by
the Postal Service’s retail optimization efforts. Local businesses such as pharmacies,
grocery stores and other appropriate retailers operate Village Post Offices, and offer
popular postal products and services such as stamps and flat-rate packaging (PRC
2011b).
The Postal Service launched its first mobile application in December 2009 and a second
one in March 2011. Using this application, customers can find post offices, look up ZIP
Codes, calculate postage prices and track packages. Nearly 985,000 customers have
downloaded this application and more than 50,400 use it at least once a week (Postal
Service 2011t).
Postal customers receive an online discount for postage and free Delivery Confirmation
service on Priority Mail and Express Mail packages when using Click-N-Ship at
usps.com/clicknship. Click-N-Ship offers a quick and easy way for customers to print
mailing labels with postage using a desktop computer at home or the office; and when
the package is ready to be shipped, customers can schedule free package pickup from
their home or office at usps.com/pickup (Postal Service 2011t).
The Postal Service anticipates potential beneficial impacts from the “Enhance and
Expand Alternate Access Sites & New Innovative Products” initiative on socioeconomics
and community services, as it will enhance access to postal products and services.
This may be especially important in communities where the local Postal Office has been
closed. Therefore, this initiative was assessed as part of the cumulative impact analysis
and the findings are presented in the Cumulative Impacts Socioeconomics and
Community Services sections.
5-3.5

New and Updated Equipment

The Postal Service uses two primary machines to sort packages and bundles of mail –
the Automated Package Processing System (APPS) and the Small Parcel Bundle
Sorter (SPBS). Between 1989 and 1999, the Postal Service deployed 346 SPBS
machines nationwide. Newer, faster, and considerably larger APPS machines, which
were deployed between 2004 and 2006 have replaced many of the SPBS machines.
Despite its age, the SPBS machine remains a vital piece of postal mail processing
equipment (MPE); during the 12-month period that ended on May 31, 2010, SPBS
machines processed 2.1 billion pieces of mail. However, while the SPBS has a robust
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and sturdy mechanical system, the SPBS’s control systems could be improved.
Replacing the SPBS machines with newer APPS machines is no longer a cost-effective
alternative due to the APPS' high investment costs and larger space requirements, as
stated in the Postal Service’s Decision Analysis Report (DAR) (2010b), entitled,
Decision Analysis Report - Automated Parcel and Bundle Sorter (APBS) Service Life
Extension Program.
Alternatively, the Postal Service’s proposed Automated Parcel Bundle Sorter (APBS)
Service Life Extension Program will extend the useful life of the SPBS machines at least
10 years. It is a low-cost solution that addresses end-of-life issues and provides
throughput and productivity improvements with the addition of Barcode Reader (BCR)
and Optical Character Reader (OCR) technologies. The Postal Service’s plans include
converting the operational SPBS machines into APBS machines. As of December
2011, the Postal Service had converted 193 SPBS machines to APBS machines.
Fifteen SPBS machines were pending conversion. The equipment installations and
swap-outs are considered retrofits and no significant modifications will be needed to the
buildings where the machines are located (Postal Service 2010b).
When compared to baseline (which is the continued use of the current SPBS
machines), this initiative will result in a projected total of 2.8 million net workhour
savings, or 1,591 full-time equivalent (FTE) positions, the first full-up year of operation
(FY 2013). Labor savings are identified in three functional areas - clerks (1,306 FTEs),
mail handlers (265 FTEs), and maintenance labor (14 FTEs). A net increase in
recurring training requirements slightly offsets these savings (14 FTEs). It is anticipated
there would be a two-month lag time for capture of the labor savings and no lag period
for additional costs (labor and non-labor). All labor impacts have a 100 percent capture
rate. Attrition and reductions in overtime will achieve the workhour reductions. Thirteen
excess Local Distribution Center (LDC) staff could also be reassigned to other plant
clerk and mail handler positions, or carrier positions.
This program will reduce operating costs and improve operational efficiency by
replacing aging equipment with newer technology that provides additional capabilities.
The APBS has a higher throughput and is more productive than the SPBS. Substantial
economic benefits to the Postal Service will result from the performance improvements
generated by the new BCR/OCR and facing operation. This project would result in an
adverse impact on Postal Service clerk, mail handler, and maintenance workforce
requirements and on profits by parts manufacturers and distributors, and energy
providers. However, the adverse impacts would be negligible because the Postal
Service bargaining unit employees’ jobs are protected under pre-existing agreements,
and the energy providers’ reduced profits associated with the APBS Service Life
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Extension Program are anticipated to be less than significant on a national level (Postal
Service 2010b).
The Postal Service anticipates potential negligible adverse impacts from the “New and
Updated Equipment” initiative to socioeconomics, noise, utilities, and waste generation
and disposal, and beneficial impacts on energy requirements. Therefore, this initiative
was assessed as part of the cumulative impact analysis and the findings are presented
in the Cumulative Impacts Socioeconomics, Noise, Utilities and Infrastructure, Energy
Requirements and Conservation, and Waste Generation and Disposal sections.
5-3.6

Express Mail Flat Rate Box and Priority Mail Price Changes

Through the Postal Service’s introduction of a new Express Mail Flat Rate Box in
January 2012, customers are able to ship a box for overnight delivery anywhere in the
country for one price, regardless of weight (up to 70 pounds). The new box, priced at
$39.95 for domestic mailing, is available to customers who need overnight service for
items too large for an Express Mail Flat Rate Envelope.
Other Postal Service Express Mail service changes include lower retail prices for halfand one-pound packages and commercial packages to local and close-in areas. The
overall price change for all Shipping Services is 4.6 percent, with Priority Mail prices
increasing by an average of 3.1 percent and Express Mail prices increasing by an
average of 3.3 percent (Postal Service 2011u). These initiatives would therefore
increase the cost of business for some postal customers.
The Postal Service anticipates potential negligible adverse impacts from the “Express
Mail Flat Rate Box and Priority Mail Price Changes” initiatives on socioeconomics and
community services would occur because of these initiatives. These initiatives were
assessed as part of the cumulative impacts analysis and the findings are presented in
the Cumulative Impacts Socioeconomics and Community Services sections.
5-3.7 Postal Service Facilities Department’s Future Disposition of Excess
Buildings (not part of the Proposed Action)
The Postal Service Facilities Department is directed to sell vacant Postal Service-owned
assets when possible, and to terminate leases as space is vacated. The ultimate
disposition of any excess mail processing facilities is not part of the current Proposed
Action. The Facilities Department will evaluate a facility’s ultimate disposition using a
separate decision-making process from the Proposed Action’s decision process.
Based on the studies completed by the Facilities Department through November 2011,
of the 252 “study” facilities, consisting of 209 Postal Service-owned and 43 leased
buildings, the Postal Service would be able to fully vacate only 93 buildings (Smith
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2011). The Postal Service may choose to keep large facilities to support any remaining
non-processing activities because it would be too expensive to relocate the activities. In
a number of cases where the Postal Service would be retaining space, Facilities would
move other surrounding operations into the space and capture savings and revenue for
these buildings (Smith 2011). If a vacated building cannot be sold, outleasing (i.e.,
leasing building to a tenant) might also be considered as an option, rather than leaving
the vacant building unsold and unoccupied. Any Postal Service actions associated with
facility disposition are subject to separate NEPA review.
The potential revenues generated from the sale of any of these buildings are unknown;
however, the additional revenue would be beneficial to the Postal Service’s financial
situation. Facility-related savings associated with a reduced number of plants, includes
costs related to building maintenance and custodial labor, utilities, supplies, contractors,
and rents. The Postal Service estimates these savings would be $374.8 million
annually (Smith 2011). In addition, the Postal Service would save the cost of permits
and other municipal requirements (sewer permit, storm water permits, air emission, and
town fees) for any facility that is closed. These costs can be in excess of $100,000 per
facility per year, depending on the locality and magnitude (Smith 2011).
The Postal Service anticipates potential negligible adverse impacts from the “Postal
Service Facilities Department’s future disposition of excess buildings” actions to historic
resources, socioeconomics, land use, utilities, energy requirements, and waste
generation and disposal. Therefore, this initiative was assessed as part of the
cumulative impacts analysis and the findings are presented in the Cumulative Impacts
Historic Resources, Socioeconomics, Land Use, Utilities and Infrastructure, Energy
Requirements and Conservation, and Waste Generation and Disposal sections.

5-4

Discussion of Potential Cumulative Impacts

As part of this cumulative impact analysis, the Postal Service took into consideration all
of the projects discussed in the previous section. All of these projects, except the
Express Mail and Priority Mail Pricing, have the potential to contribute to cumulative
impacts and are included in the appropriate sections below. However, the facilities
addressed in the June 2008 Network Plan and the RAO Initiative are unlikely to be
proximate to the facilities being considered under the Proposed Action.
5-4.1

Resources Not Studied in Detail

Implementation of the Proposed Action would not have a cumulative impact on the
environmental resources listed as not studied in detail in Section 4-3 (topography,
geology, soils, prime farmland; hydrology, water resources, floodplains, and wetlands;
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vegetation and wildlife; and coastal zone), therefore, there is no potential for cumulative
impacts.
5-4.2

Historical Resources

Historical resources that are NRHP-listed or –eligible could be affected under the
Proposed Action at any “gaining” facilities that undergo interior alterations to
accommodate relocated MPE. The Postal Service anticipates that any impacts would
be negligible and would not trigger an adverse effect determination under 36 CFR Part
800 review. The Postal Service Facilities Department will comply with Section 106 and
coordinate specific facility actions for these facilities with the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO), as appropriate. In addition, the Postal Service and the ACHP are
currently exploring the development of a nationwide Programmatic Agreement (PA) or
Program Comments document that would address the Section 106 compliance needs
for excess Postal Service processing facilities (Wordekemper 2011).
Indirect and cumulative impacts to historic resources could occur if any Proposed Action
“study” facilities that are ACHP-listed or -eligible are sold to non-federal entities as part
of facility disposition, or if other such facilities are closed and sold to non-federal
entities, including under the June 2008 Network Plan or the RAO Initiative. Should
ownership of a “study” facility be transferred from the Postal Service to private
ownership and that property is listed in the National Register or eligible for listing in the
National Register, the Postal Service will ensure that the significant historic,
architectural, and cultural values are preserved through measures such as protective
covenants. Therefore, cumulative impacts to historic structures would be less than
significant on a local and even on a national level.
5-4.3

Socioeconomics

The Postal Service assessed the potential for cumulative socioeconomic impacts
related to employment and economic considerations. Since the Proposed Action does
not have the potential for a disproportionate adverse impact on environmental justice as
discussed previously in this PEA, it was not evaluated for cumulative impacts. The
following discussion mirrors the discussion in Section 4-5 (Socioeconomics) of this PEA.
Employment
Under the Proposed Action, the Postal Service would result in a net reduction of
approximately 35,000 employment positions. The Postal Service found that the
Proposed Action has the potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on local and
national employment levels, but that the impact would not be significant. This is
because attrition in mail processing facilities not being studied for possible closure
would result in an increase in the number of positions that may be offered to affected
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employees. Additionally, attrition within a closing P&DC would also reduce the number
of impacted employees (Rachel 2011).
Other Postal Service actions that could also impact employment include the former
AMPs initiated prior to the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative and the
RAO Initiative. The Postal Service had approved 114 prior AMP consolidations as of
December 5, 2011, and another 11 studies were ongoing. Sixty-five of these AMP
consolidations involved removal of all mail processing operations from a P&DC, P&DF,
or CSMPC (Williams 2011). The RAO Initiative would evaluate the potential closure,
consolidation, or contracting of approximately 3,600 low-activity Post Offices.
These additional actions would result in a reduction in workforce requirements
associated with these types of facilities, the number of which is undetermined at this
time. However, as with the Proposed Action, labor agreements with bargaining
employees generally provide layoff protection to career employees who have reached
six years of service. The agreements also provide the procedure for laying off
employees that are not protected. Pursuant to additional agreements, layoff protection
also is provided to certain types of bargaining career employees based on their date of
hire. Management employees generally are subject to the RIF process, which can
ultimately lead to separation from the Postal Service if another position cannot be found
(Rachel 2011). Attrition (including retirement) could also reduce the number of
impacted employees. Additionally, affected employees will be able to use all of the
same programs described in Section 4-5.2.2 to find alternative employment at other
postal facilities with workforce needs within the Postal Service.
When these Postal Service actions are combined with the Proposed Action, the
potential impact on employment may increase to moderate, but the Postal Service does
not anticipate the impact would be significant on a national level.
Economic Considerations
The Postal Service anticipates the Proposed Action would result in both beneficial and
adverse economic impacts to the communities, Postal Service customers, and to the
Postal Service itself. As discussed in Chapter 4, these impacts are direct impacts and
indirect. The following sections summarize the potential for cumulative impacts on
communities, commercial mailers, and the Postal Service.
Communities. As discussed in Section 4-5.2.2, Postal Service facilities contribute
positively to communities both directly through employment at the facility and
expenditures to service providers and suppliers, and indirectly through jobs created in
other sectors of the local economy and increased sales of local trade and service
businesses.
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The Postal Service found that the Proposed Action would result in a decrease in
economic input to the community as a result of closing a “study” facility and, if
warranted, a reduction in staff at any “gaining” and “remaining” facilities. These impacts
would range between $443.5 million and $3.1 billion depending on how many Postal
Service retirement or VER eligible employees choose to retire. Impacts to individual
communities would vary depending on the number of jobs that are reduced. In some
instances, the number of jobs lost at a “study” facility could be offset by additional jobs
at a relatively nearby “gaining” facility.
In turn, there would be an increase in economic input to the community for “gaining”
facilities that increase their employee complement. Future operations of “gaining” and
“remaining” facilities would contribute positively to the local and national economy. As a
result of these offsets and due to the size of the overall economic system, the Proposed
Action would result in a negligible adverse impact on communities on a national or
programmatic level. Therefore, the impact would not be significant.
Other Postal Service actions that could also impact communities include the former
AMPs (June 2088 Network Plan) initiated prior to the Mail Processing Network
Rationalization Initiative, the RAO Initiative, and Alternate Access Sites. As previously
stated, the June 2008 Network Plan resulted in the Postal Service approving 114 AMP
consolidations prior to December 5, 2011, and another 11 studies were ongoing. Sixtyfive of these AMP consolidations involved removal of all mail processing operations
from a P&DC, P&DF, or CSMPC (Williams 2011). The RAO Initiative could result in the
potential closure, consolidation, or contracting of approximately 3,600 low-activity Post
Offices.
In turn, in communities where Postal Service facilities are or will be closed, the Postal
Service has lessened the impact to the community by making the services available
through Alternate Access Sites.
The combination of potential closures from the Proposed Action, the prior AMPs (June
2008 Network Plan), and the RAO Initiative would cause a broader geographical impact
on communities. However, the geographic overlap of the potential closures is limited
and the addition of the “Alternate Access Sites” initiative would help to minimize some of
the impacts. In addition, since the facilities identified under the prior AMPs and the
RAO Initiative are those with low postal operational activity, the impact on communities
of the closures affects fewer customers and would therefore not be significant on a
national level. Therefore, when these Postal Service actions are combined with the
Proposed Action, the potential impact on communities would remain moderate on a
local level , and, therefore, less than significant on a national level.
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Commercial Mailers. Commercial mailers have expressed concern that the revised
Service Standard would result in an economic impact to them. In response to these
concerns, the Postal Service altered the Proposed Action to incorporate several
approaches and actions (Mehra 2011).
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on
commercial mailers. Given the Postal Service’s modifications to the Proposed Action to
address these potential impacts, the impacts would not be significant on a national
level.
The other Postal Service action that could also impact Commercial Mailers is the 5-day
Delivery proposal. This action could result in delayed delivery of mail put into the
system on Thursday or Friday. However, the Postal Service anticipates that this will
affect a limited number of commercial mailers such as some periodical or newspaper
mailers, and that the ones who may be impacted by this will modify their procedures to
account for this potential delay.
When combined, the impacts of the 5-day Delivery Proposal and the Proposed Action
on communities would remain negligible since only a small number of commercial
mailers would be impacted and the Postal Service anticipates they will modify their
procedures to account for the one-day delay in mail delivery. Thus, impacts on
communities would not be significant on a national level.
Postal Service Financial Situation. Right sizing the Postal Service’s mail processing
network, as part of the present initiative, would lead to significant cost savings. The
Postal Service estimates that the Proposed Action would make possible annualized cost
savings of $2.6 billion as discussed in Section 4-5.2.2.
Related to services, supplies, and facility operations, the Proposed Action has the
potential to result in a negligible adverse impact on supply and service providers such
as utilities, and those related to facility operation and maintenance.
Increased use of Air Transportation has the potential to result in a negligible adverse
impact on Postal Service operational costs, but there is a beneficial economic impact
from increased revenues for airlines. For Ground Transportation, the Proposed Action
has the potential to result in a moderate adverse impact on HCR providers on a national
or programmatic level.
The Proposed Action has the potential to result in a beneficial economic impact
because of cost savings associated with workload transfer and increased productivity,
equipment changes, services and supplies, facility closures, and transportation network
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changes as discussed in Section 4-5.2.2. However, neither the beneficial nor the
adverse impacts from the Proposed Action would be significant on a national level.
All of the other Postal Service actions could also impact economic considerations.
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Former Postal Service AMPs initiated prior to the Proposed Action as part of the
Postal Service’s June 2008 Network Plan; the Postal Service could implement
these AMPs to assist with rightsizing the network and reducing costs.
Proposal to change mail delivery from six days to five days would reduce labor
and operational costs.
Review of approximately 3,600 low-activity Post Offices for potential closure,
consolidation, or contracting under the Retail Access Optimization (RAO)
Initiative. Such closures or consolidations would reduce Postal Service operating
costs.
New equipment installation and upgrades to replace manually operated Small
Parcel Bundle Sorter (SPBS) machines with Automated Parcel Bundle Sorter
(APBS) machines would require an initial capital investment by the Postal
Service, but over the long term, would reduce the labor costs associated with
mail processing.
Enhanced and expanded alternate access sites, including Village Post Offices
and usps.com; and making it easier to do business with the Postal Service with
new, innovative products would attract or keep new and existing customers.
Express Mail Flat Rate Box and Priority Mail Price changes would generate
additional revenue for the Postal Service.
Postal Service Facilities Department’s future disposition of excess buildings.
Some of the buildings could be excessed to other Federal agencies, which would
eliminate the Postal Service’s cost for the building operation and maintenance.
Buildings that are sold would generate temporary, short-term revenue for the
Postal Service.

When the Proposed Action and all of the other actions are combined, there would be a
beneficial impact on Postal Service operational costs and revenue for the reasons
discussed above.
5-4.4

Transportation and Air Quality

Although there may be a slight increase in traffic, circulation, and air emissions at the
“gaining” sites, the “study” sites would have a decrease in traffic, circulation, and air
emissions. At a local level in areas where there are “gaining” sites and “Village Post
Offices” and/or consolidated Post Offices, there may be an insignificant increase in
traffic, circulation, and air emissions, but in the areas of “study” sites under the
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Proposed Action and the June 2008 Network Plan, and Post Offices closed under the
RAO Initiative, there would be a beneficial effect on these resources.
The Postal Service anticipates that it is unlikely additional traffic and air emissions from
the other actions and projects described above would be created in the vicinity of any
“gaining” sites because relocated traffic from a Post Office closed under the RAO
Initiative or other processing facility closed under the June 2008 Network Plan is not
expected to travel to or in the vicinity of a “gaining” facility included in the Proposed
Action. However, if customers from a closed Post Office or a closed processing facility
under these other initiatives were to instead travel to a “gaining” facility for postal
services, the Postal Service anticipates adverse impacts on transportation and air
quality from the additional vehicle traffic would be negligible as the additional traffic is
anticipated to be spread throughout the day. Therefore, a significant cumulative
adverse impact on transportation network and air quality at a local level would not occur.
On a national level, the Postal Service anticipates there would be a decrease in impacts
to transportation and air quality. Any traffic and air quality increases associated with the
actions evaluated cumulatively are anticipated to be offset by the large decreases
associated with the Proposed Action. As summarized in the Table 4-9.4, the total air
emission reductions from ground transportation (POV, network, and local) are 180 TPY
for VOC, 1,038 TPY for NOx, 2,102 TPY for CO, 36.5 TPY for PM10, 24.4 TPY for PM2.5,
and 3.2 TPY for SO2. Therefore, the Proposed Action would have a net beneficial
impact nationwide from changes to ground transportation. Air transportation changes
under the Proposed Action would have a negligible impact on nationwide GHG
emissions. As described in the Potential Impacts Resulting from Air Transportation
subsection, hypothetically the “potential” increased CO2e emission attributed to the
Postal Service, estimated solely on the increased volume of air-transported mail, would
be approximately 2,600 metric tons of CO2 equivalent annually. This would represent
only a 0.0014 percent increase in the total GHG generated by the Postal Service based
on the FY 2008 baseline. This minimal amount when combined with anticipated
decreases from the June 2008 Network Plan and the RAO Initiative would result in
negligible adverse impacts to air quality on a national level. The limited geographic
overlap from the Proposed Action facilities and the June 2008 Network Plan facilities
and RAO Initiative facilities would result in negligible cumulative adverse impacts to
transportation and air quality on a local level.
The “Five-Day Delivery Proposal” would result in beneficial impacts on some
environmental resources, such as transportation and air emissions due to a reduction of
one less day a week of mail carrier vehicles operating on the roads delivering mail. The
June 2008 Network Plan consolidations and closures of processing facilities would also
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result in beneficial impacts on these resources because of fewer truck and POV trips
and miles traveled, and decreased associated mobile source (vehicle) air emissions.
When combined with the Proposed Action, there would a greater beneficial impact on
traffic and air emissions, due to less ground miles traveled overall.
5-4.5

Land Use and Planning

Adverse impacts to land use or zoning patterns and planning under the Proposed Action
would be negligible and less than significant on local and national levels. The Postal
Service anticipates that implementation of both the RAO Initiative and processing facility
consolidations/closures under the June 2008 Network Plan would have similar adverse
impacts on land use on a local level but due to the limited geographic overlap, negligible
cumulative impacts on a local level or on a national level would accrue.
The Postal Service Facilities Department’s future disposition of excess buildings could
include excessing some of the buildings to other Federal, state, or local agencies, or
Facilities could relocate additional postal operations into some of these buildings. The
Postal Service anticipates that future land use would therefore not change substantially
but could result in a negligible adverse impact on a local level. Some of the buildings
could be sold to private entities and future disposition of these buildings and future
zoning designations for these facilities cannot be determined at this time. The Postal
Service does not anticipate that significant adverse impacts would occur from these
changes.
The Postal Service anticipates that land use would therefore not change substantially,
and no significant impacts to land use, zoning patterns, and planning would occur on a
national level.
5-4.6

Noise Environment

Interior Noise Environment
Additional MPE and longer operating timeframes would cause negligible adverse
impacts on the interior noise environment at “gaining” facilities under the Proposed
Action. The Postal Service would need fewer SPBS machines in the approximately 60
“gaining” facilities that would receive APBS upgrades under the “New and Updated
Equipment” project. The Postal Service will perform sound level surveys to identify
areas where employees could be exposed to sound levels greater than 85 dB(A)-time
weighted average (TWA). This will assure workers are not exposed to excessive sound
levels from the new equipment; and engineering controls will be applied to the
structures in equipment areas with documented sound levels above 85 dB(A) (per
Postal Service policy), such that the adverse impact would be minimized. The Postal
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Service will also perform routine maintenance on this new and updated equipment.
Cumulatively, adverse impacts on the interior noise environment at Postal Service
“gaining” facilities would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a local level.
Exterior Noise Environment
Exterior noise would be increased in the vicinity of a “gaining” site under the Proposed
Action due to additional truck, and potentially POV, trips associated with the facility. The
facilities included in the June 2008 Network Plan are in diverse geographic locations
and not associated with the Proposed Action. The RAO Initiative facilities are generally
in rural areas and distant from the Proposed Action “gaining” facilities. It is also unlikely
that exterior noise from these actions would be created in the vicinity of any “gaining”
sites because relocated traffic from a Post Office closed under the RAO Initiative or
other processing facility consolidated under the June 2008 Network Plan is not
expected to travel to or in the vicinity of a “gaining” facility included in the Proposed
Action. However, if customers from a closed Post Office under the RAO Initiative or
from a consolidated processing facility under the June 2008 Network Plan were to travel
instead to a “gaining” facility under the Proposed Action, the Postal Service anticipates a
negligible adverse impact on the noise environment from the additional vehicle traffic.
The Postal Service anticipates that any additional traffic would likely be spread
throughout the day and increased traffic-related noise would be minimal.
The “Five-Day Delivery Schedule” would decrease exterior noise on Saturdays because
no mail carrier vehicles would travel on Saturdays. The Postal Service anticipates this
decrease could be offset by any increased exterior noise created by customer vehicles
traveling to Post Offices, and Proposed Action “remaining” and “gaining” facilities that
offer postal customer services on Saturdays.
When these initiatives and potential impacts are considered cumulatively, the Postal
Service anticipates no impact on the exterior noise environment on a national level and
only a negligible impact on a local level.
5-4.7

Community Services

As discussed in Section 4-10.2.2, the Postal Service anticipates that adverse impacts
resulting from the Proposed Action would be negligible for most postal customers and
moderate for other customers such as small mailers, major mailers, and customers who
receive daily periodicals and movies by mail. The Postal Service expects adverse
impacts associated with the service standard changes would be less than significant on
a national level. Furthermore, the Postal Service anticipates that adverse impacts to
emergency services due to consolidation of mail processing operations under the
Proposed Action would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a national
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level, and would not result in a significant impact on preparedness of local municipalities
or county governments or on their ability to provide police and fire protection services.
The Postal Service anticipates that the “Five-Day Delivery Proposal”, “Express Mail Flat
Rate Box and Priority Mail Price Changes”, and “Enhance and Expand Alternate Access
Sites & New Innovative Products” initiatives would have both adverse and beneficial
impacts on community services. The “Five-Day Delivery Proposal” would result in mail
delivery delays over weekends and the “Express Mail Flat Rate Box and Priority Mail
Price Changes” would increase costs for these types of mail services to local
communities and postal customers. Conversely, the “Enhance and Expand Alternate
Access Sites & New Innovative Products” initiative would enhance local access to
postal products and services, particularly for communities where a local Post Office or
processing facility has been or will be closed. Furthermore, the Postal Service
anticipates that implementation of both the RAO Initiative and processing facility
consolidations/closures under the June 2008 Network Plan would have similar adverse
impacts on community services on a local level, but due to the limited geographic
overlap, adverse cumulative impacts would be negligible.
The Postal Service anticipates that negligible to moderate cumulative adverse impacts
on postal services to local communities would occur as a result of the Proposed Action
and the other actions described above. On a national level, the Postal Service
anticipates a negligible adverse but less than significant impact on community services
because of the lack of geographic overlap of the Proposed Action, the RAO Initiative,
and June 2008 Network Plan.
5-4.8

Utilities and Infrastructure

Adverse impacts to various components of the utility infrastructure system from the
Proposed Action would be negligible on a national level and therefore less than
significant, as described in Section 4-11.2. The “New and Updated Equipment” initiative
would replace aging equipment with new and updated equipment that would use less
energy and result in an anticipated negligible adverse impact on local utility providers
because of reduced profits. On a local level, the Postal Service anticipates a negligible
cumulative adverse impact on utilities and infrastructure because of the lack of
geographic overlap of the Proposed Action, the RAO Initiative, and June 2008 Network
Plan. The Postal Service Facilities Department’s future disposition of excess buildings
would reduce the Postal Service’s need for utilities (and therefore result in adverse
impacts on utility provider revenues), but these same utilities would be required once
the buildings are sold or leased to another user and therefore the adverse impacts are
expected to be temporary.
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Considered cumulatively, the Postal Service therefore anticipates that adverse impacts
on utilities and infrastructure would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a
local and even on a national level.
5-4.9

Energy Requirements and Conservation

Overall, the Postal Service’s decreased mail processing facility portfolio and decreased
amount of MPE under the Proposed Action would reduce total energy requirements and
consumption on a national basis, and result in lower energy utility expense. The “New
and Updated Equipment” initiative would decrease energy requirements on a local and
national level. The “Five-Day Delivery Proposal” would negligibly decrease vehicle fuel
consumption on a local and national level because of no Saturday delivery and
therefore lower vehicle fuel usage. On a local level, the Postal Service anticipates a
negligible cumulative adverse impact on energy requirements and conservation
because of the lack of geographic overlap of the Proposed Action, the RAO Initiative,
and June 2008 Network Plan. The Postal Service Facilities Department’s future
disposition of excess buildings would reduce energy requirements until these facilities
are sold or leased to another user.
Considered cumulatively, the Postal Service therefore anticipates that impacts on
energy requirements and conservation would be beneficial on a local and even on a
national level.
5-4.10 Waste Generation and Disposal
Interior building alterations to accommodate additional MPE at “gaining” facilities under
the Proposed Action would result in a temporary adverse impact on waste generation
and disposal that would be negligible and therefore less than significant on a national
and even on a local level. In addition, temporary negligible adverse impacts on waste
generation and disposal associated with removing MPE and processing operations from
a “study” facility would result during the Proposed Action.
A temporary indirect and cumulative adverse impact on waste generation would occur
as “study” facilities are repurposed or vacated as part of the Facilities Department’s
disposition of the facilities. Closure of facilities under the RAO Initiative and the June
2008 Network Plan, and equipment additions and updates under the “New and Update
Equipment” project would also cumulatively temporarily increase waste generation and
disposal. Temporary cumulative increases in waste generation and disposal would
occur at a local level in those “study” site locations proximate to Post Office and
processing facility closures, and/or facilities where the Postal Service would remove old
equipment for replacement with new and updated equipment. Increases due to the
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“New and Updated Equipment” project would be negligible because no significant
modifications will be needed to the buildings where the machines are located. Excess
equipment would be sold, and critical spare parts would be returned to the Postal
Service’s Material Distribution Center in Topeka, Kansas. The adverse impact to waste
disposal would be negligible and temporary, and therefore not significant on a national
or even on a local level. In the long-term, fewer processing facilities and retail units,
and the Postal Service’s initiatives that support e-commerce would generate less waste
on a national level, resulting in a cumulative beneficial impact on waste generation and
disposal.
5-4.11 Conclusion
Potential adverse impacts of the Proposed Action plus potential adverse impacts of any
of the other described actions do not have the potential to adversely impact a resource
to the degree that their combined impacts could be significant. Therefore, the Proposed
Action when considered in combination with the other projects would not produce a
significant adverse cumulative impact on any environmental resource. Thus,
implementation of the Proposed Action would not have a significant cumulative effect.
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6 MITIGATION MEASURES
The intention of mitigation is to minimize (or eliminate) the effects of the Proposed
Action on the environment. Specific laws, regulations, Executive Orders, agency
policies, or guidance can require mitigation measures. Mitigation can also be required
to minimize adverse impacts to less than significant and therefore support a Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI). When this occurs, the mitigation must be implemented
as part of the final action.
Five types of mitigation are:
•

Avoidance – mitigation that avoids the impact entirely by not taking certain
actions or parts of actions;

•

Limitation of action – mitigation that limits the degree or magnitude of an
action;

•

Restoration of the environment – mitigation that restores the environment to
its previous condition or better;

•

Preservation and maintenance – mitigation that changes the design of the
action to include engineered systems that reduce emission of pollutants; and

•

Replacement – mitigation that replaces resources destroyed by the action,
usually in an alternate location (Postal Service 2004).

The analyses conducted for this PEA identified numerous beneficial, negligible adverse
and moderate adverse impacts that might occur as a result of implementing the No
Action Alternative and the Proposed Action. The PEA did not find any significant
impacts. Therefore no mitigation measures are necessary to conclude that the
Proposed Action results in a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).
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Glossary of Postal Service Terms
(Reference for some of the terms: USPS 2011v; USPS 2011w)

Area Distribution Center (ADC) – A mail processing facility that receives and
distributes mail destined for specific ZIP codes.
Area Mail Processing (AMP) – AMP is the consolidation of all originating and/or
destinating distribution operations from one or more Post Offices/facilities into other
automated processing facilities for the purpose of improving operational efficiency
and/or service.
Annexes – Annexes provide the larger facilities with additional capacity for processing
and distribution.
Barcode Reader – A component in certain mail processing equipment that reads
and interprets the barcode applied to a mailpiece.
Critical Entry Time (CET) – Critical Entry Time is the latest time that mail can arrive
at the Postal Service facility to meet applicable delivery standards or goals.
Customer Service Mail Processing Facilities (CSMPS) – Post Offices, stations or
branches that contain processing equipment.
Delivery Point Sequencing – DPS is a process to sort bar-coded letter mail at the
processing plants and delivery units into the mail carrier’s line-of travel.
Destination Operations – Sorting and preparing mail received from more distant areas
for local delivery.
Destination Processing Plant – A plant that receives mail from other processing
plants for delivery to a range of 3-digit ZIP Codes (Martin 2011).
Drop Shipment – Typically the movement of a mailer’s product on private (nonpostal)
transportation from the point of production to a postal facility located closer to the
destination of that product.
First-Class Mail – A class of mail that includes all matter wholly or partly in writing or
typewriting, all actual and personal correspondence, all bills and statements of account,
and all matter sealed or otherwise closed against inspection. Priority Mail is a subclass
of First-Class Mail. Any mailable matter may be sent as First-Class Mail.
Flats Sequencing System (FSS) – FSS is a sophisticated sorting system designed to
sort large envelopes, magazines, newspapers, catalogues and circulars into delivery
point order.
Gaining Facility – A processing facility that obtains additional volume, workhours, and
in many instances, mail processing equipment with the consolidation of operations from
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one or more sites as a result of the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative
(Proposed Action).
Highway Contract Route (HCR) – A route of travel served by a postal contractor to
carry mail over highways between designated points. Some HCRs include mail delivery
to addresses along the line of travel. HCR service transports all mail classes
throughout the postal network and is the primary provider for long-haul surface
transportation (Martin 2011).
Indicia – Postal markings often imprinted on mail or on labels to be affixed to mail.
Inter-Area – HCR Routes that operate between areas and typically used for transport of
mail classes with two- to three-day service standards.
Inter-Cluster – HCR Routes that operate between two clusters within the same area,
particularly for mail classes with overnight and two-day standards.
Inter-P&DC – HCR Routes that operate between two different mail processing facilities
within the same area and cluster, particularly for mail classes with overnight and twoday standards.
Intra-P&DC – HCR Routes that operate between plants and associated Post Offices for
mail classes committed for overnight delivery. For the purposes of this analysis, PVS
routes are also included in this category.
Logistics and Distribution Centers (LDCs) – LDCs provide mail processing and
distribution to local Post Offices as well as other smaller distribution facilities, and are
equipped with fixed mechanization for mail processing.
Manual Casing – Organizing mail by address and delivery sequence by hand rather
than using processing equipment.
Network Distribution Center (NDC) – A highly mechanized mail processing plant that
distributes Standard Mail and Package Services in piece and bulk form. NDCs
consolidate the processing of mail to increase operational efficiency, decrease costs
and maintain service while expanding the surface transportation reach. NDCs were
formerly called Bulk Mail Centers (BMCs).
Optical Character Reader– A device on equipment that scans (“reads”) images of
handwritten, typewritten, or printed text such as addresses or numeric ZIP codes that
are electronically translated into machine-encoded text used by the equipment to
perform a process.
Origin Processing Plant – A plant that receives mail from its local service area,
defined by the 3-digit ZIP Codes it serves (Martin 2011).
Originating Operations – Canceling and sorting locally generated mail at a facility
close to where the mail originates.
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Periodicals – A class of mail consisting of magazines, newspapers, or other
publications formed of printed sheets that are issued at least four times a year at
regular, specified intervals (frequency) from a known office of publication. Periodicals
usually must have a legitimate list of subscribers and requesters.
Postal Vehicle Service (PVS) – Network transportation using Postal Service vehicles
and employees.
Processing and Distribution Centers and Facilities (P&DCs and P&DFs) – P&DCs
and P&DFs process and dispatch mail coming in from Post Offices and collection boxes
in a specific geographic location.
Remaining Facility – For the purpose of this PEA, a “remaining” facility is a facility with
mail processing operations not considered for consolidation as “study” or “gaining”
facilities under the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative (Proposed Action),
but will continue to operate in the rationalized network. “Remaining” facilities would
adjust their existing mail processing operations, processing times, and transportation
network to conform to the proposed new service standards.
Service Standard – The requirement for service achievement for a mail class. It
represents the number of days it takes to deliver mail between specific 3-digit ZIP
Codes within the U.S. and its territories.
Standard Mail – A class of mail that weighs less than 16 ounces. It comprises the
subclasses of Regular Standard Mail, Nonprofit Standard Mail, Carrier Route Standard
Mail, and Nonprofit Carrier Route Standard Mail. These subclasses include circulars,
printed matter, pamphlets, catalogs, newsletters, direct mail, and merchandise.
Standard Mail can be sent at Carrier Route, automation, non-automation, and Not FlatMachinable prices.
Study Facility – For the purpose of this PEA, a “study” facility is a facility containing
mail processing operations that is being considered for possible consolidation or closure
under the Mail Processing Network Rationalization Initiative (Proposed Action).
Surface Transfer Centers (STCs) – STCs distribute, dispatch, consolidate and transfer
First-Class Mail, Priority Mail and Periodicals within a specialized surface transportation
network.
ZIP Code – A system of 5-digit codes that identifies the individual Post Office or
metropolitan area delivery station associated with an address. ZIP+4 is an enhanced
code consisting of the 5-digit ZIP Code and four additional digits that identify a specific
range of delivery addresses.
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months did not exceed four million
megawatt-hours.59
55. Proposed Reliability Standard
PRC–023–2 modifies currently existing
Reliability Standard PRC–023–1 which
requires applicable entities to set
protective relays according to specific
criteria, to communicate about such
settings with specified entities, and to
conduct assessments to determine the
applicability of the Standard to 100–200
kV facilities. The proposed standard
modifies PRC–023–1 by (1) Increasing
communication and documentation
requirements, (2) extending the
applicability of the Standard to formerly
excluded relays, and (3) standardizing
the terms of the assessment whose terms
were formerly not specified. In addition,
proposed PRC–023–2 extends the
current requirement that planning
coordinators annually assess which
100–200 kV circuits must be brought
into compliance with the Standard and
will require planning coordinators to
carry out the assessment with respect to
some sub-100 kV facilities.
56. Comparison of the NERC
compliance registry with data submitted
to the Energy Information
Administration on Form EIA–861
indicates that perhaps as many 103
transmission owners, 329 distribution
providers, 46 generation owners, and 8
planning coordinators qualify as small
entities. However, under NERC’s
compliance registration program,
entities may be registered for multiple
functions, so these numbers incorporate
some double counting. The net number
of registered entities that qualify as
small entities responding to this rule
will be approximately 339 entities
registered as a transmission owner, a
distribution provider, or a generation
owner that is also a transmission owner
and/or a distribution provider, and 8
planning coordinators. The proposed
rule directly affects each of the small
entities. Therefore, FERC has
determined that this proposed rule will
have an impact on a substantial number
of small entities. However, the
Commission has determined that the
impact on entities affected by the
proposed rule will not be significant.
The Commission estimates that in order
to comply with the Standard’s
modification of existing requirements
each of the small entities registered as
planning coordinators will face a cost of
$2,680 and each of the remaining small
entities (transmission owners,
distribution providers, or generation
owners that are also transmission
owners and/or distribution providers)
will face a cost of $3,512. Accordingly,
59 13
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the Commission determines that the
incremental cost of Reliability Standard
PRC–023–2 (going from PRC–023–1 to
PRC–023–2) is minimal, and should not
present a significant operating cost to
any of the small entities.
57. Based on this understanding, the
Commission certifies that this
Reliability Standard will not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
Accordingly, no regulatory flexibility
analysis is required.
58. The Commission invites comment
from members of the public regarding
the accuracy of the certification
provided here, the economic analysis,
and its underlying assumptions.
VII. Comment Procedures
59. The Commission invites interested
persons to submit comments on the
matters and issues proposed in this
notice to be adopted, including any
related matters or alternative proposals
that commenters may wish to discuss.
Comments are due November 21, 2011.
Comments must refer to Docket No.
RM11–16–000, and must include the
commenter’s name, the organization
they represent, if applicable, and their
address in their comments.
60. Commenters may submit
comments, identified by Docket No.
RM11–16–000 and in accordance with
the requirements posted on the
Commission’s Web site, http://www.
ferc.gov. Comments may be submitted
by any of the following methods:
• Agency Web site: Documents
created electronically using word
processing software should be filed in
native applications or print-to-PDF
format, and not in a scanned format, at
http://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/
efiling.asp.
• Mail/Hand Delivery: Commenters
unable to file comments electronically
must mail or hand deliver their
comments to: Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, Secretary of the
Commission, 888 First Street, NE.,
Washington, DC 20426. These
requirements can be found on the
Commission’s Web site, see, e.g., the
‘‘Quick Reference Guide for Paper
Submissions,’’ available at http://
www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/efiling.asp or
via phone from FERC Online Support at
(202) 502–6652 or toll-free at 1 (866)
208–3676.
61. All comments will be placed in
the Commission’s public files and may
be viewed, printed, or downloaded
remotely as described in the Document
Availability section below. Commenters
on this proposal are not required to
serve copies of their comments on other
commenters.
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VIII. Document Availability
62. In addition to publishing the full
text of this document in the Federal
Register, the Commission provides all
interested persons an opportunity to
view and/or print the contents of this
document via the Internet through
FERC’s Home Page (http://www.ferc.gov)
and in FERC’s Public Reference Room
during normal business hours (8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Eastern time) at 888 First
Street, NE., Room 2A, Washington, DC
20426.
63. From FERC’s Home Page on the
Internet, this information is available on
eLibrary. The full text of this document
is available on eLibrary in PDF and
Microsoft Word format for viewing,
printing, and/or downloading. To access
this document in eLibrary, type the
docket number excluding the last three
digits of this document in the docket
number field.
64. User assistance is available for
eLibrary and the FERC’s Web site during
normal business hours from FERC
Online Support at (202) 502–6652 (toll
free at 1 (866) 208–3676) or e-mail at
ferconlinesupport@ferc.gov, or the
Public Reference Room at (202) 502–
8371, TTY (202) 502–8659. E-mail the
Public Reference Room at
public.referenceroom@ferc.gov.
By direction of the Commission.
Nathaniel J. Davis, Sr.,
Deputy Secretary.
[FR Doc. 2011–24167 Filed 9–20–11; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6717–01–P

POSTAL SERVICE
39 CFR Part 121
Proposal To Revise Service Standards
for First-Class Mail, Periodicals, and
Standard Mail
Postal ServiceTM.
Advance notice of proposed
rulemaking; request for comments.

AGENCY:
ACTION:

The Postal Service seeks
public comment on a proposal to revise
the service standard regulations
contained in 39 CFR part 121. Among
other things, the proposal involves
eliminating the expectation of overnight
service for First-Class Mail and
Periodicals, and, for each of these
classes, narrowing the two-day delivery
range and enlarging the three-day
delivery range. One major effect of the
proposal would be to facilitate a
significant consolidation of the Postal
Service’s processing and transportation
networks.
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Comments must be received on
or before October 21, 2011.
ADDRESSES: Written comments should
be mailed to Manager, Industry
Engagement and Outreach, United
States Postal Service, 475 L’Enfant
Plaza, SW., Room 4617, Washington, DC
20260. Comments also may be
transmitted via e-mail to
industryfeedback@usps.com. Copies of
all comments will be available for
inspection and photocopying at the
Postal Service Headquarters Library, 475
L’Enfant Plaza, SW., 11th Floor North,
Washington, DC 20260, between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Anthony Frost, Industry Engagement
and Outreach, 202–268–8093; or Emily
Rosenberg, Network Analytics, 202–
268–5585.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Postal
Service’s processing and transportation
networks were developed, over many
decades of growing mail volumes,
largely to achieve service standards for
First-Class Mail and Periodicals,
particularly their overnight service
standards. In Section 302 of the Postal
Accountability and Enhancement Act of
2006, Congress found that the Postal
Service’s networks were larger than
necessary and directed the Postal
DATES:

Service to consolidate its infrastructure
to better align with changing conditions.
Since then, the Postal Service has
vigorously pursued operational
consolidation opportunities to reduce
excess capacity in its networks.
During the same time period,
however, mail volumes have declined
substantially, such that the Postal
Service’s processing and transportation
networks exhibit more excess capacity
in relation to current and projected mail
volumes than previously anticipated. As
a result of the sharp revenue declines
associated with falling volumes, as well
as other statutorily mandated costs, the
Postal Service has experienced
significant financial losses for the past
four years. Unfortunately, further
network consolidations (beyond those
that have already been performed or are
currently under study), which are
necessary to align the Postal Service’s
infrastructure with current and
projected mail volumes and to bring
operating costs in line with revenues,
will for the most part be unachievable
without a relaxation of certain service
standards for First-Class Mail,
Periodicals, and Standard Mail. The
Postal Service is therefore exploring a
proposal (the Proposal) to revise these
service standards.

I. Proposed Service Standard Revisions
The Postal Service established its
current service standards for marketdominant products on December 19,
2007, in accordance with 39 U.S.C.
3691. The service standards for FirstClass Mail, as set forth in 39 CFR 121.1,
range from 1 to 3 delivery days for mail
that travels within the contiguous
United States, and 1 to 5 delivery days
for mail that originates or destinates in
Alaska, Hawaii, or the U.S. territories.
One aspect of the Proposal would be to
revise 39 CFR 121.1 such that the
service standards for First-Class Mail
that travels within the contiguous
United States would become 2 to 3
delivery days. Similarly, the service
standards for First-Class Mail that
originates or destinates in Alaska,
Hawaii, or the U.S. territories would
become 2 to 5 delivery days.
In other words, the Postal Service
would eliminate the expectation of
overnight service for First-Class Mail,
narrow the two-day delivery range, and
enlarge the three-day delivery range.
These changes would apply to all FirstClass Mail, including letters, flats, and
parcels.1 The potential impact of the
Proposal on First-Class Mail is
illustrated below:

PROPORTION OF FIRST-CLASS MAIL VOLUME BY SERVICE STANDARD
Current
(percent)
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..............................................................................................................................................................
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..............................................................................................................................................................

Because service standards for a
portion of Periodicals are linked to
First-Class Mail service standards, the
Postal Service would revise the
Periodicals service standards as well. As
specified in 39 CFR 121.2, the service
standards for Periodicals presently
range from 1 to 9 delivery days within
the contiguous United States. Under the
Proposal, the service standards for both
end-to-end and destination-entry
Periodicals within the contiguous
United States would be revised to a
range of 2 to 9 delivery days.
The substantial consolidation of the
mail processing network made possible
by the above service standard revisions

would result in the elimination of some
facilities at which Standard Mail users
currently enter mail. In particular, it is
possible that Area Distribution Centers
(ADCs) would no longer be available for
entering mail. Therefore, it is possible
that the Proposal could require a
revision to the current service standard
for end-to-end Standard Mail entered at
ADCs, as set forth in 39 CFR 121.3(a)(2).
The exact nature of this revision is
presently unclear.
In addition, although the service
standards for other Postal Service
products would not be revised, all
Postal Service products could
experience changes in specific 3-digit

1 As the Postal Service stated when it established
the current service standards, ‘‘there are finite
limits in the level of service standard differentiation
that can be effectively managed on the workroom
floors of a complex logistical network.’’ Modern
Service Standards for Market-Dominant Products,

72 FR 72221 (Dec. 19, 2007). Therefore, any service
standard revisions adopted by the Postal Service
will continue to apply at the class level.
2 While competitive products’ service standards
are not published, the transit times for competitive
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(percent)

41.5
26.6
31.6
0.3
<0.1

0
50.6
49.1
0.3
<0.1

ZIP Code origin-destination pairs’
transit times. The changed transit times
would remain within the current ranges
set forth in each product’s service
standards.2
II. Changes to Mail Processing and
Transportation Networks
If the Postal Service were to revise
service standards as described above, it
could significantly improve operating
efficiency and lower the operating costs
of its mail processing and transportation
networks. To meet overnight service
standards for First-Class Mail,
processing facilities currently initiate
their primary and secondary sortation
products would remain within the overall ranges
that are marketed for those products (such as 1–2
delivery days for Express Mail, and 1–3 delivery
days for Priority Mail).
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cycles well into the evening and early
morning hours. In particular, processing
facilities generally run their Delivery
Point Sequencing programs (DPS)
between 12:30 a.m. and 7 a.m. DPS is
the sortation of the next day’s
destinating letter- and flat-shaped mail
pieces into the precise order in which
they will be delivered on carrier routes.
After mail is run through DPS, it is
transported to delivery units, where it is
taken by carriers for delivery. The
processing window for DPS operations
is set late in the night so that all
originating First-Class Mail collected
from a processing facility’s overnight
service area on a particular day can
reach the facility before DPS is run that
night. This is done to ensure that the
portion of the originating First-Class
Mail that destinates in the facility’s
service area is run through DPS that
night and delivered by carriers the next
day, fulfilling that mail’s overnight
service standard. Thus, the arrival time
of First-Class Mail with an overnight
service standard largely dictates the
start time for DPS processing.
By eliminating overnight service
standards for First-Class Mail, and thus
eliminating the need for processing
facilities to wait into the night for mail
collected during the day to reach the
facilities, the Postal Service could move
the time for its primary and secondary
sortations to much earlier in the day.
Under the Proposal, the Postal Service
would institute earlier critical entry
times and redesign its network so that
mail that needs to be processed on a
particular day would reach mail
processing facilities by 8 a.m.
Consequently, the Postal Service could
begin running DPS at noon. Thus, DPS
could be run for 16 hours (12 p.m. to 4
a.m.) instead of 6.5 hours (12:30 a.m. to
7 a.m.) each day.
The Postal Service could also reduce
the amount of manual casing that occurs
at delivery units. Currently, some FirstClass Mail Flats and Periodicals whose
zones are processed on the Flats
Sequencing System (FSS) arrive at mail
processing facilities too late to be sorted
by FSS. Because some of these mail
pieces have an overnight service
standard, they are sorted on the same
night to the carrier route level and then
transported to delivery units. As a
result, these pieces require manual
casing at delivery units. Under the
revised service standards, such pieces
would arrive at processing facilities in
time for the next day’s FSS sortation,
thereby eliminating manual casing of
such pieces at delivery units.
The Postal Service believes that, with
the longer processing windows and
other changes described above, it could
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consolidate mail processing operations
from over 500 locations currently to
fewer than 200 locations, resulting in
lower facilities costs and significant
labor workhour savings.3 It could also
reduce the total amount of machinery
needed to run DPS, on a national level,
by approximately one-half. This would
allow for greater reliance on machinery
that incurs lower maintenance costs.
In addition, the Postal Service could
improve the efficiency of its
transportation network. To meet the
current service standards, a large
proportion of the Postal Service’s mail
trucks operate at low levels of capacity.
With a reduced number of processing
locations and longer processing
windows, the Postal Service could
reduce the number of mail trucks it
needs and ensure that more of those
trucks operate at higher levels of
capacity.
The Postal Service believes that the
consolidations and reductions described
above would result in an infrastructure
that better aligns with current and
projected mail volumes and would lead
to significant cost containment
opportunities.
III. Effects of the Proposal
The Postal Service has listed briefly
below several major effects that the
Proposal may have:
• The reduced availability of
locations at which drop ship discounts
may be applied could require changes to
commercial mailers’ transportation
networks. For national mailers, this
could result in cost savings, given that
they would transport mail to fewer
locations. For regional and local
mailers, the reduced availability of
business mail entry units and drop ship
locations could cause additional costs, if
they have to transport mail over longer
distances.
• Commercial mailers who use
products that have zone-based pricing
may experience price changes, if the
locations at which they currently enter
mail are eliminated and the nearest
available locations are within different
3-digit ZIP Codes.
• Commercial mailers of First-Class
Mail, Periodicals, and Standard Mail
who seek to have their mail reach
recipients on specific delivery days may
have to restructure their production
cycles to align with the changed critical
3 The effects of the Proposal would be limited to
the approximately 460 Processing and Distribution
Centers, Customer Service Facilities, Logistics and
Distribution Centers, Surface Transfer Centers, and
associated Annexes. The Proposal should not affect
Network Distribution Centers, Air Mail Centers,
Remote Encoding Centers, and International Service
Centers.
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entry times and reduced number of
entry points.
• While some commercial mailers
could effectively maintain same-day
processing and overnight delivery by
restructuring their production cycles to
align with the changed critical entry
times, this would not be possible for
retail First-Class Mail customers,
because mail pieces dropped off at blue
collection boxes and other retail
collection points before 8 a.m. would
not be collected and transported to
processing locations in time for sameday processing.
• The longer processing windows
could enhance the reliability of the
Postal Service in meeting the revised
service standards.
IV. Request for Comments
The Postal Service requests comments
on all aspects of the Proposal. In
particular, the Postal Service solicits
comments on the effects that the
Proposal could have on senders and
recipients of First-Class Mail,
Periodicals, and Standard Mail, as well
as any potential effects on users of other
mail classes. Mail users are encouraged
to comment on the nature and extent of
costs or savings they might experience
as a result of the changes described in
this notice, as well as any additional
possible benefits they foresee.
Comments explaining how mail users
might change their mailing practices or
reliance on the mail if the Proposal is
implemented also are encouraged. The
provision of empirical data supporting
any cost-benefit analysis also would be
useful. In addition, the Postal Service
seeks suggestions on how to modify the
Proposal to better serve mail users.
Further, the Postal Service requests mail
users’ views regarding the application of
the policies and requirements of title 39
of the U.S. Code, particularly sections
101, 403, 404, and 3691, to the Proposal
and to service standard revisions
generally.
The Postal Service intends to consider
comments received in response to this
notice as it determines whether and
how to amend its service standard
regulations. This request for comments
is being pursued in concert with other
customer and public outreach activities,
through mailer and other organizations,
and through consultation with
individual customers and groups of
customers. If the Postal Service should
decide to move forward with the
Proposal, it will publish a proposed rule
in the Federal Register and solicit
public comment. It also would request
an advisory opinion from the Postal
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Regulatory Commission pursuant to 39
U.S.C. 3661(b).
Stanley F. Mires,
Attorney, Legal Policy & Legislative Advice.
[FR Doc. 2011–24149 Filed 9–20–11; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7710–12–P

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY
Federal Emergency Management
Agency

Luis
Rodriguez, Chief, Engineering
Management Branch, Federal Insurance
and Mitigation Administration, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, 500 C
Street, SW., Washington, DC 20472,
(202) 646–4064, or (e-mail)
luis.rodriguez1@dhs.gov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

44 CFR Part 67
[Docket ID FEMA–2011–0002; Internal
Agency Docket No. FEMA–B–1218]

Proposed Flood Elevation
Determinations
Federal Emergency
Management Agency, DHS.
ACTION: Proposed rule.
AGENCY:

The
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) proposes to make
determinations of BFEs and modified
BFEs for each community listed below,
in accordance with section 110 of the
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973,
42 U.S.C. 4104, and 44 CFR 67.4(a).
These proposed BFEs and modified
BFEs, together with the floodplain
management criteria required by 44 CFR
60.3, are the minimum that are required.
They should not be construed to mean
that the community must change any
existing ordinances that are more
stringent in their floodplain
management requirements. The
community may at any time enact
stricter requirements of its own or
pursuant to policies established by other
Federal, State, or regional entities.
These proposed elevations are used to
meet the floodplain management
requirements of the NFIP and also are
used to calculate the appropriate flood
insurance premium rates for new
buildings built after these elevations are
made final, and for the contents in those
buildings.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments are requested on
the proposed Base (1% annual-chance)
Flood Elevations (BFEs) and proposed
BFE modifications for the communities
listed in the table below. The purpose
of this proposed rule is to seek general
information and comment regarding the
proposed regulatory flood elevations for
the reach described by the downstream
and upstream locations in the table
below. The BFEs and modified BFEs are
a part of the floodplain management
measures that the community is
required either to adopt or to show
evidence of having in effect in order to
qualify or remain qualified for
participation in the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP). In addition,
these elevations, once finalized, will be
used by insurance agents and others to
calculate appropriate flood insurance
premium rates for new buildings and
the contents in those buildings.
DATES: Comments are to be submitted
on or before December 20, 2011.
ADDRESSES: The corresponding
preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map
SUMMARY:

State

(FIRM) for the proposed BFEs for each
community is available for inspection at
the community’s map repository. The
respective addresses are listed in the
table below.
You may submit comments, identified
by Docket No. FEMA–B–1218, to Luis
Rodriguez, Chief, Engineering
Management Branch, Federal Insurance
and Mitigation Administration, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, 500 C
Street, SW., Washington, DC 20472,
(202) 646–4064, or (e-mail)
luis.rodriguez1@dhs.gov.

City/town/county

Source of flooding

Comments on any aspect of the Flood
Insurance Study and FIRM, other than
the proposed BFEs, will be considered.
A letter acknowledging receipt of any
comments will not be sent.
National Environmental Policy Act.
This proposed rule is categorically
excluded from the requirements of 44
CFR part 10, Environmental
Consideration. An environmental
impact assessment has not been
prepared.
Regulatory Flexibility Act. As flood
elevation determinations are not within
the scope of the Regulatory Flexibility
Act, 5 U.S.C. 601–612, a regulatory
flexibility analysis is not required.
Executive Order 12866, Regulatory
Planning and Review. This proposed
rule is not a significant regulatory action
under the criteria of section 3(f) of
Executive Order 12866, as amended.
Executive Order 13132, Federalism.
This proposed rule involves no policies
that have federalism implications under
Executive Order 13132.
Executive Order 12988, Civil Justice
Reform. This proposed rule meets the
applicable standards of Executive Order
12988.
List of Subjects in 44 CFR Part 67
Administrative practice and
procedure, Flood insurance, Reporting
and recordkeeping requirements.
Accordingly, 44 CFR part 67 is
proposed to be amended as follows:
PART 67—[AMENDED]
1. The authority citation for part 67
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 42 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.;
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978, 3 CFR,
1978 Comp., p. 329; E.O. 12127, 44 FR 19367,
3 CFR, 1979 Comp., p. 376.
§ 67.4

[Amended]

2. The tables published under the
authority of § 67.4 are proposed to be
amended as follows:
* Elevation in feet (NGVD)
+ Elevation in feet (NAVD)
# Depth in feet above
ground
∧ Elevation in meters
(MSL)

Location**
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Unincorporated Areas of Washington County, Alabama
Alabama ................
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Approximately 1,056 feet downstream of
the railroad.

None

+35

Approximately 2.1 miles upstream of the
railroad.

None

+36
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20268B0001

MAIL PROCESSING NETWORK
RATIONALIZATION SERVICE CHANGES, 2012

DOCKET NO. N2012-1

REQUEST OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION
ON CHANGES IN THE NATURE OF POSTAL SERVICES
(December 5, 2011)
In accordance with 39 U.S.C. § 3661, the United States Postal Service hereby
requests that the Postal Regulatory Commission issue an advisory opinion regarding
whether certain changes in the nature of postal services would conform to applicable
policies of title 39, United States Code.
The Planned Service Changes Are Carefully Conceived And Justified
The Postal Service proposes to implement changes in the nature of service in
conjunction with its plan to amend 39 C.F.R. Part 121 to revise the current service
standards for First-Class Mail, Periodicals, Package Services and Standard Mail. The
most significant revisions would eliminate the expectation of overnight service for
significant portions of First-Class Mail and Periodicals. In addition, the two-day delivery
range would be modified to include 3-digit ZIP Code origin-destination pairs that are
currently overnight, and the three-day delivery range also would be expanded. These
revisions would allow for a significant consolidation of the Postal Service’s mail
processing and transportation networks. This would result in an infrastructure that
better matches current and projected mail volumes, with concomitant substantial cost

savings. The proposed service changes are described in the accompanying Direct
Testimony of David Williams On Behalf of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-1).
Mr. Williams is the Vice President of Network Operations for the Postal Service.
The circumstances which compel this advisory opinion request are explained in
the accompanying testimony of Stephen Masse, Vice President, Finance and Planning,
for the Postal Service.1 Additional testimonies explain the modeling performed to study
potential network changes as well as delivery, mail processing, maintenance and
transportation operational changes that are being planned.2 Testimony also is provided
that discusses potential commercial mailer impacts and labor issues relating to potential
cost savings.3 Detailed estimates of the operational cost savings that could be
achieved if the changes were in effect are also provided.4 Based upon quantitative and

1

See Direct Testimony of Stephen Masse On Behalf of the United States Postal
Service (USPS-T-2).
2

See Direct Testimony of Emily Rosenberg On Behalf of the United States Postal
Service (USPS-T-3); Direct Testimony of Frank Neri On Behalf of the United States
Postal Service (USPS-T-4); Direct Testimony of Dominic Bratta On Behalf of the United
States Postal Service (USPS-T-5); and Direct Testimony of Cheryl Martin On Behalf of
the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-6).
3

See Direct Testimony of Pritha Mehra On Behalf of the United States Postal Service
(USPS-T-7) and Direct Testimony of Kevin Rachel on Behalf of the Unites States Postal
Service (USPS-T-8).
4

See Direct Testimony of Marc Smith On Behalf of the United Stats Postal Service
(USPS-T-9) and Direct Testimony of Michael Bradley On Behalf Of the United States
Postal Service (USPS-T-10).
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qualitative market research,5 the Postal Service estimates the potential revenue loss
that could result from implementing these service changes.6
The service changes described in this request potentially affect every sender and
recipient of mail served directly by the United States Postal Service, and are likely to
affect most of them. Accordingly, the Direct Testimony of Susan LaChance On Behalf
of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-13) summarizes the tools and techniques
that the Postal Service has employed and will continue to employ for communicating
effectively vital information to customers in a timely fashion. This will maximize their
ability to adjust mailing practices and delivery expectations before and after the service
changes are implemented.
In recent years, the Postal Service has experienced steady and precipitous
declines in mail volume, driven largely by accelerated diversion of First-Class Mail and
other communications to electronic media, and exacerbated by the current economic
recession. Since 2006, total mail volume has fallen by about 45 billion pieces, or almost
21 percent. In First-Class Mail, volume has declined even more significantly. After a
First-Class Mail peak in 2001 at 104 billion pieces, it has since fallen by about 30 billion
pieces, or 29 percent. The decline in single-piece First-Class Mail has been even more
precipitous, falling 52 percent over the same time period. These volume decreases
have resulted in significant revenue declines and more significant contribution losses.

5

Direct Testimony of Rebecca Elmore-Yalch On Behalf of the United States Postal
Service (USPS-T-11).
6

Direct Testimony of Greg Whiteman On Behalf of the United States Postal Service
(USPS-T-12).
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The Postal Service’s cumulative financial losses during the last three fiscal years were
approximately $17.4 billion. Fiscal year 20107 resulted in a loss of $8.5 billion alone,
despite another year of aggressive cost cutting.
Unfortunately, the Postal Service does not expect First-Class Mail volume to
reverse its decline in the foreseeable future. While an economic recovery could slow its
rate of decline, the growing use of the Internet and other forms of electronic
communication will likely ensure that the class continues to lose volume each year.
And, given that the Postal Service generally cannot increase First-Class Mail prices
beyond the Consumer Price Index cap, price increases cannot remedy the contribution
loss resulting from the First-Class Mail volume loss.
Based on an analysis of fiscal year 2010 costs, the Postal Service has
determined that a combination of service changes centered on eliminating overnight
service for significant portions of First-Class Mail and Periodicals could generate a net
improvement to postal finances of approximately $2.1 billion on an annual basis. While
this would not cure all of the Postal Service’s long-term financial ills, this constitutes an
opportunity for such a substantial improvement in financial stability that the Board of
Governors of the United States Postal Service has directed postal management to
pursue expeditious implementation of the service and operational changes to hasten the
time when full savings from the initiative can be realized.

7

The Request and its supporting materials largely rely upon fiscal year 2010 and earlier
data. Final audited financial results for FY2011 were not available soon enough for
incorporation into the case.
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The Postal Service Must Exercise The Operational Flexibility In Its Charter
The Postal Service is operated as a basic and fundamental service provided to
the people by the Government of the United States. Its basic function is to bind the
nation together through the personal, educational, literary and business correspondence
of the people. The Postal Service is expected to provide prompt, reliable and efficient
services in all areas and communities. 39 U.S.C. § 101(a). The Postal Service is
charged with providing “a maximum degree of effective and regular postal services to
rural areas, communities, and small towns where post offices are not self-sustaining.”
The Congressional intent is that both urban and rural communities receive regular and
effective postal services. 39 U.S.C. § 101(b).
In selecting modes of transportation, the Postal Services is to give the “highest
consideration to the prompt and economical delivery of all mail” and to employ “modern
methods of transporting mail by containerization and programs designed to achieve
overnight transportation of important letter mail to all parts of the nation….” 39 U.S.C.
§ 101(f). The Postal Service mandate includes the planning, development, promotion
and provision of adequate and efficient postal services. 39 U.S.C. §§ 403(a) and
3661(a). And, as nearly as practicable, it shall serve the entire population of the United
States. 39 U.S.C. § 403(a).
The Postal Service is responsible for maintaining an efficient nationwide system
of mail collection, handling, sorting, transportation and delivery. 39 U.S.C. §§ 403(b)(1)
and 404(a)(1). The Postal Service is also responsible for providing “types of mail
service to meet the needs of different categories of mail and mail users….” 39 U.S.C.
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§ 403(b)(2). Consistent with reasonable economies of postal operations, it is
responsible for ensuring that its patrons have ready access to essential postal services.
39 U.S.C. § 403(b)(3). In providing services, the Postal Service shall avoid undue or
unreasonable discrimination among users and not grant undue or unreasonable
preferences to any users. 39 U.S.C. § 403(c).
In determining its policies, the Postal Service is directed to give the highest
consideration to the requirement for the most expeditious collection, transportation, and
delivery of important letter mail. 39 U.S.C. § 101(e). It is authorized to adopt, amend
and repeal such rules and regulations that are consistent with its statutory charter as
may be necessary in the execution of its authorized functions. 39 U.S.C. § 401(2). To
achieve these goals, the Postal Service is empowered to determine the methods and
deploy the personnel necessary to conduct its operations. 39 U.S.C. § 1001(e). And it
has been granted all other powers incidental, necessary and appropriate to the carrying
on of its functions. 39 U.S.C. § 401(10).
Specifically, the Postal Service has the power to “provide for the collection,
handling, transportation, delivery, forwarding, returning, and holding of mail….” 39
U.S.C. § 404(a)(1). The Postal Service also has the specific authority to “determine the
need for post offices, postal and training facilities and equipment and to provide such
offices, facilities, and equipment as it determines are needed….” 39 U.S.C. § 404(a)(3).
The market dominant product service standards of the Postal Service are
published at 39 C.F.R. Parts 121 and 122. As indicated above, concurrently with this
Request, the Postal Service is proposing to amend those service standards. The
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principal intended effect is to limit overnight service for First-Class Mail and Periodicals
significantly. Changes will occur for some First-Class Mail and Periodicals that, based
on 3-digit ZIP Code or origin and destination, currently are subject to 2-day and 3-day
service standards. Other changes of lesser magnitude also are being proposed to
affect market dominant mail to and from domestic destinations not within the contiguous
48 states to conform those service standards to the operational constraints imposed by
the limited availability of water surface transportation. Although no changes to the
service standards for competitive products such as Express Mail and Priority Mail are
being proposed, the significant network changes being planned could result in changes
in expected delivery days between specific 3-digit ZIP Code origin/destination pairs.
The Postal Service is conducting a notice-and-comment rulemaking to revise 39
C.F.R. Part 121. An advance notice of proposed rulemaking was published on
September 21, 2011 at 76 Federal Register 58433. Having carefully considered the
more than 4200 comments submitted by the public in response to that notice, the Postal
Service in a matter of days will formally publish its proposed service standard regulation
changes for public comment.8
The Proposed Service Changes Conform To Applicable Objectives And Factors
Any changes to market dominant service standards not only must be consistent
with the policies of title 39 discussed above, but also with the objectives and factors set
forth, respectively, in subsections (b)(1) and (c) of 39 U.S.C. § 3691. Under subsection
(b)(1), market dominant service standards must be designed to:
8

This Request will soon be accompanied by a copy of the text of that proposed Federal
Register rulemaking notice. See library reference USPS-LR-N2012-1/7.
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(A)

enhance the value of postal services to both senders and recipients;

(B)

preserve regular and effective access to postal services in all
communities, including those in rural areas or where post offices
are not self-sustaining;

(C)

reasonably assure Postal Service customers delivery reliability,
speed and frequency consistent with reasonable rates and best
business practices; and

(D)

provide a system of objective external performance measurements
for each market dominant product as a basis for measurement of
Postal Service performance.

Furthermore, subsection 3691(c) states that, in establishing or revising its market
dominant product service standards, the Postal Service shall take into account:
(1)

the actual level of service that Postal Service customers receive
under previous and current service standards;

(2)

the degree of customer satisfaction with Postal Service
performance in the acceptance, processing and delivery of mail;

(3)

the needs of Postal Service customers, including those with
physical impairments;

(4)

mail volume and revenues projected for future years;

(5)

the projected growth in the number of addresses the Postal Service
will be required to serve in future years;

(6)

the current and projected future cost of serving Postal Service
customers;

(7)

the effect of changes in technology, demographics, and population
distribution on the efficient and reliable operation of the postal
delivery system; and

(8)

the policies of Title 39 generally and such other factors as the
Postal Service determines appropriate.
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Notwithstanding the proposed service changes described by witness David
Williams (USPS-T-1), and the related changes in mail processing9 and transportation,10
the Postal Service will continue to be effective in binding the nation together through its
correspondence, as prescribed by section 101(a). The Postal Service is satisfied that,
even if the availability of overnight First-Class Mail service were eliminated altogether, it
would continue to meet its obligation to provide expeditious delivery of important letter
mail. Express Mail and Priority Mail will continue to rely on modern methods of
containerization and systems designed to achieve expeditious, overnight transportation
and delivery of such mail to all parts of the nation where it is economical to do so (39
U.S.C. §§ 101(e), 101(f) and 403(b)).
The proposed changes do not diminish service in rural communities and small
towns to any degree greater than in urban and suburban areas. Service will continue to
be adequate within the meaning of section 403(a), and access will continue to be
effective and regular, within the meaning of sections 101(b) and 3691(b)(1)(B).11
Consistent with sections 403(a) and 3661(a), the resulting service will be provided more
efficiently, for the reasons explained by witnesses Neri (USPS-T-4), Bratta (USPS-T-5),
and Martin (USPS-T-6). And, although some mail volume will be lost as a result of the
service changes,12 expeditious rationalization of the mail processing network is

9

Described by witness Frank Neri (USPS-T-4).

10

Described by witness Cheryl Martin (USPS-T-6).

11

Section 101(b) requires a maximum degree of regular and effective of service, not the
maximum degree.
12

See the market research performed by witness Rebecca Elmore-Yalch (USPS-T-11)
and the volume and revenue impact analysis presented by witness Greg Whiteman
9
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consistent with the mandate in section 302 of the Postal Accountability and
Enhancement Act.13 In view of its extraordinary state of fiscal instability, the Postal
Service's pursuit of network rationalization is consistent with its duty under section
403(b)(3) to establish facilities of such character and in such locations that customers
throughout the nation, consistent with reasonable economies, have ready access to
essential services.
Moreover, as will be reflected in library reference USPS-LR-N2012-1/7, the
proposed service standard business rules reflect consideration of service performance
achieved under the current service standards over the past few years, the degree of
customer satisfaction with that performance, and the needs of postal customers, within
the meaning of section 3691.14 The testimony of witness David Williams (USPS-T-1)
explains how the current mail processing network reflects cumulative expansion that
mirrored growth of the American population and its increased utilization of mail over
past decades. The testimony of Postal Service witness Stephen Masse (USPS-T-2)
reflects consideration of volume, cost and revenue projections, and the stark fiscal
reality that is, to a significant degree, a consequence of recent and projected trends.
The testimonies of witnesses Frank Neri (USPS-T-4), Dominic Bratta (USPS-T-5) and
Cheryl Martin (USPS-T-6) provide substantial evidence regarding the impact of
advances in mail processing and transportation on the efficient and reliable operation of
the postal delivery system, and how future operating changes associated with the
(USPS-T-12).
13

Pub. L. 109-435, Title III, § 302, Dec. 20, 2006, 120 Stat. 3219.

14

The proposed rulemaking will provide a forum for further direct expression of the
customer needs, including any with impairments.
10
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proposed service changes will permit the Postal Service to continue serving the
American population as it expands and migrates in the decades ahead through a more
flexible operational network.
Adjustment of service standards in the context of a severe need to reduce
operating costs for an important but rapidly declining product line is consistent with best
business practices; it will, moreover, preserve reasonable rates in the long run,
consistent with section 3691(b)(1)(C).
In the context of a precipitous and apparently largely irreversible decline in FirstClass Mail volume, and the financial consequences to the Postal Service, the proposed
adjustments to First-Class Mail service standards maintain the relative value of that
service, to both senders and recipients, within the meaning of section 3691(b)(1)(A).
The measurement systems required by section 3691(b)(1)(D) and (b)(2) are already in
place and would only need adjustment to account for changes in service standards
applicable to specific origin-destination ZIP Code pairs.
Network Rationalization And Associated Service Changes Must Be Pursued
Responsible management of the national postal system involves the pursuit of
various service objectives in an efficient and economical manner. Developments in
electronic communications technology and their widespread application are radically
altering the Postal Service’s role in the communications and delivery service markets.
In leaps and bounds, many individuals, businesses, government agencies, merchants,
publishers, banks, and charitable organizations are increasing their reliance on such
technology to conduct transactions instantaneously and transmit messages that, only a

11
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few years ago, would have existed in the form of hard-copy mail deposited with and
delivered by the Postal Service. As a result, the steady increases in mail volume and
revenue that historically funded the operations of the postal system in recent decades
have been replaced by precipitous declines, impacts intensified by the ongoing
economic recession. Even when the recession eases, there is no basis for expecting
any reversal of the underlying non-cyclical trends.
Nevertheless, the number of postal delivery addresses grows each year,
steepening the sharp decline in average number of mail pieces per delivery stop.
Changes in the mail mix have increased the proportion of pieces that contribute less
revenue to cover postal costs. Despite aggressive cost-cutting, Postal Service costs
continue to exceed revenues significantly and the Postal Service is perilously close to
its statutory borrowing limit. All measures that can significantly reduce the financial
instability of the Postal Service must be considered.
The plan to rationalize the mail processing network would permit the Postal
Service to bind the nation together through a more streamlined and efficient network.
While the planned service changes may not affect all customers in equal measure,
achievement of such a goal is not inherently possible. However, the service changes
planned here are not improperly discriminatory and would establish no undue or
unreasonable preferences. The service changes resulting from rationalization of the
network are consistent with the policies set forth in title 39 above.
Moreover, the proposed changes to market dominant service standards (the
subject of the parallel rulemaking) would revise 39 CFR Part 121. The principal effect

12
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would be to eliminate the expectation of overnight service for significant portions of
First-Class Mail and Periodicals. These and the remaining proposed market dominant
product service standard changes are consistent with the objectives and factors set for
in 39 U.S.C. § 3691.
When the Postal Service determines that there should be a change in the nature
of postal services which will generally affect service on a nationwide basis, it is required
by section 3661(b) to request that the Postal Regulatory Commission issue an advisory
opinion on the service change, and to submit that request within a reasonable time prior
to the effective date of the proposed service change. If implemented, the changes
within the scope of the instant Request could affect every sender and recipient of mail in
the United States. There should be no doubt that the service changes described in this
Request and supporting testimonies and library references will be “nationwide” within
the meaning of section 3661(b).
As implemented by 39 C.F.R. § 3001.72, section 3661(b) requires the Postal
Service to file its advisory opinion request not less than 90 days before the scheduled
implementation of the planned service changes. Assuming no disabling legislative
enactment, the Postal Service would be authorized to implement the service changes
within the scope of this Request no earlier than March 5, 2012.15 In any event, the
Postal Service will not implement any service standard changes within the scope of its
Request before the completion of the aforementioned rulemaking affecting 39 C.F.R.
15

Given the magnitude of this opportunity and the current financial condition of the
Postal Service, the Postal Service proposes that the Commission convene a Prehearing
Conference at the earliest reasonable opportunity to consider all possible ways to
expedite and streamline this proceeding as set forth in 39 C.F.R. § 3001.24(a), including
those set forth in 39 C.F.R. § 3001.24(d).
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Part 121. Assuming a 60-day comment period and an additional 30 days to consider
and address all comments before determining whether to publish notice of a final rule
change in the Federal Register, the rulemaking can not realistically conclude until some
time in the first half of March 2012. No service changes associated with this Request
will be implemented earlier than some time in the first half of April 2012. Accordingly,
the filing of this request today satisfies the section 3661(b) requirement that it be filed “a
reasonable time prior to the effective date” of the proposed changes.
The statutory scheme governing operation of the Postal Service permits the
agency to make rational adaptations to market and fiscal realities, while still fulfilling its
public service obligations. That scheme does not require that long-standing products,
service features, and operational practices be maintained primarily for the purpose of
preserving a tangible link to an iconic past, or to perpetuate a nostalgic image of the
agency or its employees. It would be troubling for the future of the Postal Service if
stakeholders responsible for its stewardship allowed their vision to be so clouded that,
through omission or commission, they undermined or prevented significant adaptations
that could help to preserve the long-term viability and relevance of the postal system.
The needs of postal customers are changing. The circumstances affecting the Postal
Service are dire. If the Postal Service is to remain viable and relevant, it must be
permitted to implement operational and service changes consonant with such changing
needs and dire circumstances.
Therefore, in accordance with 39 C.F.R. § 3001.71 et seq., based upon the
testimonies and associated supporting materials filed in this docket, the Postal Service
requests that the Commission issue expeditiously an advisory opinion concluding that
14
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the proposed Mail Processing Network Rationalization Service Changes conform to the
policies in title 39, United States Code.
Respectfully submitted,
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
By its attorneys:
Kevin Calamoneri
Managing Counsel
Corporate and Postal Business Law
Daniel J. Foucheaux
Chief Counsel, Pricing & Product Support

Anthony Alverno
Chief Counsel, Global Business & Service
Development
Nabeel R. Cheema
Matthew J. Connolly
Kenneth N. Hollies
James M. Mecone
Keith C. Nusbaum
Brandy Osimokun
Michael T. Tidwell
Attorneys
475 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20260–1135
(202) 268–2989; Fax –5402
December 5, 2011
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services. Recognizing that GPS
interference and test events resulting in
the loss of GPS services have become
more common, the FAA requires
operators conducting IFR operations
under 14 CFR 121.349, 125.203, 129.17
and 135.165 to retain a non-GPS
navigation capability consisting of
either DME/DME, IRU or VOR for en
route and terminal operations, and VOR
and/or ILS for final approach. Since this
system is to be used as a reversionary
capability, single equipage is sufficient.
Instructions for Submission of
Comments
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An electronic copy of this document
may be downloaded through the
Internet at http://www.regulations.gov.
You may review the public docket
containing the proposal, any comments
received, and any final disposition in
person in the Dockets Office (see
ADDRESSES section for address and
phone number) between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m., Monday through Friday, except
Federal holidays. An informal docket
may also be examined during normal
business hours at the office of Docket
Operations, M–30; U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT), 1200 New Jersey
Avenue SE., Room W12–140, West
Building Ground Floor, Washington, DC
20590–0001.
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BILLING CODE 4910–13–P

POSTAL SERVICE
39 CFR Part 121
Service Standards for MarketDominant Mail Products
Postal ServiceTM.
ACTION: Proposed rule.

Availability of Proposal

14:53 Dec 14, 2011

[FR Doc. 2011–31451 Filed 12–14–11; 8:45 am]

AGENCY:

Interested parties are invited to
provide comments on the proposal.
Comments that provide the factual basis
supporting the views and suggestions
presented would be particularly helpful
in developing reasoned decisions on the
proposal.
Communications should identify
docket numbers (FAA Docket No. FAA–
2011–1082 and be submitted in
triplicate to the Docket Management
Facility (see ADDRESSES section for
address and phone number).
All communications received on or
before the specified closing date for
comments will be considered before
taking action on the proposal. The
proposal contained in this action may
be changed in light of comments
received. All comments submitted will
be available for examination in the
public docket both before and after the
closing date for comments. A report
summarizing each substantive public
contact with FAA personnel concerned
with this proposal will be filed in the
docket.

VerDate Mar<15>2010

Issued in Washington, DC, on December 1,
2011.
Phillip Leman,
Acting Manager, Navigation Services.

The Postal Service seeks
public comment on proposed revisions
to the service standards for marketdominant mail products. The most
significant revision would largely
eliminate overnight service for FirstClass Mail.
DATES: Comments must be received on
or before February 13, 2012.
ADDRESSES: Written comments should
be mailed to Manager, Industry
Engagement and Outreach, United
States Postal Service, 475 L’Enfant Plaza
SW., Room 4107, Washington, DC
20260–4107, or transmitted by email to
industryfeedback@usps.com. Copies of
all comments will be available for
inspection and photocopying at the
Postal Service Headquarters Library, 475
L’Enfant Plaza SW., 11th Floor North,
Washington, DC 20260, between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, by
appointment (please call (202) 268–5585
to schedule an appointment).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Wendy Hocking, Industry Engagement
and Outreach, at (202) 268–8149; or
Emily Rosenberg, Network Analytics, at
(202) 268–5585.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
SUMMARY:
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I. Introduction
On September 21, 2011, the Postal
Service published an advance notice of
proposed rulemaking (the Advance
Notice) in the Federal Register
soliciting public comment on a
conceptual proposal to revise service
standards for market-dominant
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products.1 The comment period for the
Advance Notice closed on October 21,
2011. Having developed the concept
into a concrete proposal, the Postal
Service is now publishing and soliciting
public comment on proposed revisions
to the service standard regulations
contained in 39 CFR part 121. Pursuant
to 39 U.S.C. 3661(b), the Postal Service
has also requested an advisory opinion
from the Postal Regulatory Commission
regarding the proposed revisions.2
II. Advance Notice
In the Advance Notice, the Postal
Service explained that the growing
excess capacity in its mail processing
network has led it to consider
significantly consolidating that network.
The excess capacity stems largely from
falling mail volumes, particularly in
First-Class Mail. Annual First-Class
Mail volume peaked in 2001 at 103.7
billion pieces; it has fallen about 30
billion pieces since then, or 29 percent.
The Postal Service’s mail processing
network was designed principally to
achieve First-Class Mail service
standards, and the decline in First-Class
Mail volume has made it difficult for the
Postal Service to consolidate the
network quickly enough to align with
current volumes.
The Postal Service stated in the
Advance Notice that further changes to
align the mail processing network will
for the most part be unachievable
without a relaxation of certain marketdominant service standards, particularly
for First-Class Mail. The Postal Service
set forth a proposal to eliminate the
overnight service standard for FirstClass Mail, narrow the product’s twoday delivery range, and enlarge its
three-day delivery range. The proposal
also contemplated similar changes to
the Periodicals service standards,
because those service standards are
linked to First-Class Mail service
standards. The Postal Service further
noted that the proposal could entail
minor changes to Standard Mail service
standards, and it stated that all Postal
Service products could experience
changes in specific 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pairs’ transit times.
The Postal Service explained in the
Advance Notice that the proposal could
make possible a significant modification
of the mail processing network, better
1 Proposal to Revise Service Standards for FirstClass Mail, Periodicals, and Standard Mail, 76 FR
58433 (Sept. 21, 2011).
2 Request of the United States Postal Service for
an Advisory Opinion on Changes in the Nature of
Postal Services, Docket No. N2012–1 (Dec. 5, 2011).
Documents pertaining to the Request are available
at the Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) Web
site, http://www.prc.gov, under Docket No. N2012–
1.
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aligning the network with current and
future mail volumes, and that the
proposal could lead to significant cost
savings. The Postal Service also
described some of the effects the
proposal could have on mail users. The
Postal Service solicited public comment
on all aspects of the proposal.
III. Comments
The Postal Service received over
4,200 comments in response to the
Advance Notice, from a variety of
sources, including retail customers,
small businesses, periodicals
publishers, parcel shippers, nonprofit
mailers, commercial mail advertisers,
mailer trade associations, postal unions
and associations, state and local
governments, members of Congress, and
others. The majority of commenters
expressed opposition to the proposal.
Some commenters, while not opposed
to the proposal, raised concerns
regarding it. Some commenters
requested more information. A minority
of commenters supported the proposal.
Commenters who opposed the
proposal cited a number of reasons for
their opposition. Some stated that the
current service standards constitute an
essential component of the mail,
without which the mail would lose its
utility to those who rely upon it most,
such as the elderly, those who cannot
access the internet, and those who live
in rural areas. They pointed out that the
proposal could cause delayed receipt of
vital checks and medicines and could
lead to more late fees being levied by
financial institutions. They stated that
the proposal would lead to lower mail
volumes and revenue for the Postal
Service, would hurt many businesses
that rely on the mail, and would damage
the economy generally. Numerous
commenters expressed concern
regarding the impact that the closures of
processing facilities would have on
local communities.
Some commenters questioned
whether the Postal Service’s financial
difficulties are significant enough to
require major changes. Others suggested
that the Postal Service seek to improve
its financial position through other
means, such as pricing and legislative
changes, rather than lengthen service
standards. Some commenters stated that
the proposal violates the statutes
governing the Postal Service, and they
questioned whether the Postal Service
has considered all of the requisite
statutory factors in forming its proposal.
Commenters also requested more
information about the proposal.
Commenters asked for a calculation of
the cost savings and revenue loss that
would result from the proposal. They
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stated that the mailing industry needs
comprehensive information on how the
proposal would alter the service
standards between each 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair and Critical
Entry Times. They requested an
implementation timeline, including the
sequence in which facilities would be
closed.
Some commenters questioned
whether the Postal Service would be
able to maintain its current on-time
delivery performance, given the longer
distances that mail will be transported
to and from processing facilities. Many
mailers expressed concern regarding
how Business Mail Entry Units (BMEUs)
and Detached Mail Units (DMUs) would
be affected by the proposal; for example,
they asked whether BMEUs would be
maintained at sites where processing
facilities are closed, and whether
‘‘stand-alone’’ BMEUs might be
established in more central locations.
Mailers expressed concern that, after the
consolidation of a significant number of
processing facilities, there could be
congestion at the loading docks of the
remaining facilities.
Mailers sought clarification on how
the Postal Service will transition
customer mailing accounts if acceptance
units are closed or consolidated, and
whether existing permits could continue
to be used at new acceptance units.
Some mailers inquired whether the
Postal Service would create single
permits for customers that mail at
multiple origin offices. More generally,
many commenters asked how the Postal
Service would communicate the
changes associated with the proposal
both to commercial customers and to
the public at large.
IV. Response to Comments
The Postal Service has decided to
continue pursuing the proposal, with
some changes, by issuing proposed
rules.3 The Postal Service acknowledges
that the proposal would cause difficulty
for some customers, and would, to some
degree, reduce the value of the mail to
customers. However, it believes that, on
balance, the proposal is in the long-term
interests of the Postal Service, and that
it will help maintain the viability of the
Postal Service for all customers into the
future. The Postal Service believes that
the proposal conforms to the policies of
Title 39 and, in particular, to the factors
and objectives set forth in subsections
(b)(1) and (c) of 39 U.S.C. 3691 for
3 The proposal, as modified, is described in detail
in Section V.
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designing and revising market-dominant
service standards.4
The primary reality driving the
proposal is the decline in First-Class
Mail volume. As noted above, annual
First-Class Mail volume has declined 29
percent over the last decade. The Postal
Service expects this volume to decline
faster in the next decade—the Postal
Service forecasts annual First-Class Mail
volume to fall from 73.5 billion pieces
in 2011 to 39 billion pieces in 2020, a
decline of 47 percent from the 2011
level. The mail processing network was
designed principally to achieve FirstClass Mail service standards, and if the
network does not undergo significant
consolidation, it will be vastly oversized
for the amount of First-Class Mail
volume it processes. As the Postal
Service has stated, a significant
consolidation of the mail processing
network is not possible without
adjusting market-dominant service
standards.
In regard to commenters’ concern that
the proposal will exacerbate volume
declines, the Postal Service has
conducted market research to determine
how retail and commercial customers
would react to the proposal. Based on
this market research, the Postal Service
estimates that the proposal will lead to
an additional 1.9 percent decline in
First-Class Mail (approximately 1.5
billion pieces), based on 2010 volume.5
In light of the forecast 47 percent
decline in annual First-Class Mail
volume by 2020, the Postal Service
believes that the additional 1.9 percent
decline is, while unfortunate,
acceptable.
The Postal Service has also calculated
the cost savings that will likely accrue
to the Postal Service upon full
implementation of the proposal, by
reviewing all of the operational changes
that would occur if the proposal were to
be implemented, and then quantifying
the costs that would be saved as a result
of those changes. The Postal Service
believes that these cost savings will total
4 A lengthier discussion of how the proposal
conforms to the policies of Title 39 and to the
factors and objectives set forth in subsections (b)(1)
and (c) of 39 U.S.C. 3691 is contained in the Postal
Service’s request to the PRC for an advisory
opinion. See Request of the United States Postal
Service for an Advisory Opinion on Changes in the
Nature of Postal Services, Docket No. N2012–1
(Dec. 5, 2011); see also Direct Testimony of David
Williams on Behalf of the United States Postal
Service (USPS–T–1), Docket No. N2012–1 (Dec. 5,
2011), available at http://www.prc.gov.
5 A full description of the market research is
contained in testimony filed at the PRC. See Direct
Testimony of Greg Whiteman on Behalf of the
United States Postal Service (USPS–T–12), Docket
No. N2012–1 (Dec. 5, 2011), available at http://
www.prc.gov.
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approximately $2.6 billion annually.6
The data produced by the Postal
Service’s market research indicate that
the proposal would lead to an annual
loss of $1.3 billion in revenue, which
translates to $0.5 billion in lost
contribution. Subtracting this
contribution loss from the cost savings
yields a net annual benefit of $2.1
billion to the Postal Service. Given the
multi-billion dollar deficits that the
Postal Service has experienced in each
of the last five years, and given the over
$14 billion dollar loss it expects in
2012,7 capturing cost savings wherever
possible will be vital to the Postal
Service’s financial viability. The Postal
Service believes that the present
proposal’s estimated $2.1 billion in net
annual benefit will, along with other
initiatives and measures, help return the
Postal Service to a fiscally sound
position.
To provide detail on the potential
impact of the proposal on the service
standards between specific 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pairs, the Postal
Service has published an illustrative
Service Standard Directory (SSD) at
http://about.usps.com/news/facilitystudies/. The SSD lists the service
standards that would exist in a potential
realigned network. Because the proposal
could change prior to implementation or
possibly not be implemented, and
because the actual changes that
ultimately occur will depend on the
outcome of numerous Area Mail
Processing studies, the SSD list is only
hypothetical and illustrative. For the
same reasons, the Postal Service does
not presently have an implementation
timeline or a planned sequence in
which facilities would be closed.
The Postal Service believes that, if the
proposal is implemented, the Postal
Service will achieve the same rates of
success in meeting the new service
standards as it currently achieves in
meeting the existing service standards.
In response to mailers’ concerns
regarding BMEUs, the Postal Service
will, wherever practicable, retain
BMEUs in facilities where processing
6 Full descriptions of the cost savings calculations
are contained in testimony filed at the PRC. See
Direct Testimony of Marc Smith on Behalf of the
United States Postal Service (USPS–T–9), and
Direct Testimony of Michael Bradley on Behalf of
the United States Postal Service (USPS–T–10),
Docket No. N2012–1 (Dec. 5, 2011), available at
http://www.prc.gov.
7 Some commenters stated that, if the statutory
burden of an accelerated prefunding schedule for
the Retiree Health Benefits Fund were lifted, the
Postal Service would be in a financially sound
position. In response, the Postal Service notes that,
if it no longer had to make any prefunding
payments to the Retiree Health Benefits Fund, it
would still experience a projected financial loss of
$3 billion in 2012.
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operations are eliminated. Where this is
not practicable, the Postal Service will
set up new acceptance units within
relatively close geographical proximity
to the original facilities. In regard to
mailers’ concerns about congestion at
the loading docks of remaining
facilities, the Postal Service will adjust
local staffing levels and facility capacity
as necessary to avoid congestion. In
addition, Plant-Verified Drop Ship
appointment windows in the Facility
Access and Shipment Tracking system
will be adjusted as necessary to support
shifting volumes across the network. In
regard to mailers’ concerns about
permits, the Postal Service will allow
customers to maintain their existing
permit account numbers from
eliminated sites for use at the remaining
sites. Customers will also be able to
continue using existing indicia.8
As the Postal Service moves forward
with the proposal, it is committed to
communicating its plans in a clear and
simple manner.
V. Proposed Revisions to Service
Standards
The Postal Service’s market-dominant
service standards are contained in 39
CFR part 121. The proposed revised
version of 39 CFR part 121 appears at
the end of this Notice. The following is
a summary of the proposed revisions.
A. Service Standards Generally
Before describing how service
standards will be revised, it is important
to understand how service standards are
structured. Service standards are
comprised of two components: (1) A
delivery day range within which all
mail in a given product is expected to
be delivered; 9 and (2) business rules
that determine, within a product’s
applicable day range, the specific
number of delivery days after
acceptance of a mail piece by which a
customer can expect that piece to be
delivered, based on the 3-Digit ZIP Code
prefixes associated with the piece’s
point of entry into the mail stream and
its delivery address.
Business rules are based on Critical
Entry Times (CETs). The CET is the
latest time on a particular day that a
mail piece can be entered into the postal
network and still have its service
standard calculated based on that day
8 A full description of the impact of the proposal
on the entry of commercial mail is contained in
testimony filed at the PRC. See Direct Testimony of
Pritha N. Mehra on Behalf of the United States
Postal Service (USPS–T–7), Docket No. N2012–1
(Dec. 5, 2011), available at http://www.prc.gov.
9 There are separate delivery day ranges for mail
within the contiguous forty-eight states and mail
that originates or destinates outside the contiguous
forty-eight states.
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(this day is termed ‘‘day-zero’’). In other
words, if a piece is entered before the
CET, its service standard is calculated
from the day of entry, whereas if it is
entered after the CET, its service
standard is calculated from the
following day.10 For example, if the
applicable CET is 5 p.m., and a letter is
entered at 4 p.m. on a Tuesday, its
service standard will be calculated from
Tuesday, whereas if the letter is entered
at 6 p.m. on a Tuesday, its service
standard will be calculated from
Wednesday.
CETs are not contained in 39 CFR part
121, because they vary based on where
mail is entered, the mail’s level of
preparation, and other factors. The CETs
at retail collection points are generally
listed at those points.11 For example,
blue collection boxes list the time of day
when mail is collected from them by the
Postal Service; if a blue collection box
lists three pick-up times on one day, the
CET for that day is the latest listed pickup time.
The Postal Service has noted below
certain new CETs it plans to institute if
it determines to implement the
proposed rules. The CETs could, of
course, be modified in the future, as the
operating environment that the Postal
Service faces changes over time.
B. First-Class Mail
The Postal Service is not proposing to
change the first component of the FirstClass Mail service standards, namely the
delivery day range applicable to FirstClass Mail in general. As is currently the
case, the delivery day range for FirstClass Mail that originates and destinates
in the contiguous forty-eight states will
technically remain one to three days,
and the delivery day range for FirstClass Mail that originates or destinates
in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the U.S.
Virgin Islands, or other U.S. territories
will technically remain one to five days.
The Postal Service is, however,
proposing to change the second
component of the First-Class Mail
service standards, namely the business
rules. The most significant effect of
these changes will be to drastically
reduce the amount of First-Class Mail
that qualifies for an overnight service
standard. Under the current First-Class
Mail overnight business rule, intraSectional Center Facility (SCF) mail is
subject to overnight delivery if it is
10 If the following day is a Sunday or holiday,
then the service standard is calculated from the
next Postal Service delivery day.
11 The CET for outgoing mail left in a residential
customer’s mailbox for pick-up by the customer’s
carrier obviously varies based on the carrier’s
schedule. The same is true for collection boxes that
are part of residential delivery cluster boxes.
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entered before the applicable day-zero
CET.12 Mail is ‘‘intra-SCF’’ if its
destination is within its designated
SCF’s delivery area. The current
overnight business rule also includes
criteria establishing an overnight service
standard for some inter-SCF mail
entered before the CET, depending on
the mail’s destination.
Under the proposed revisions to the
First-Class Mail overnight business rule,
overnight service would be accorded
only to intra-SCF Presort First-Class
Mail that is entered at the SCF prior to
the CET.13 Overnight service would not
be accorded to any mail that is entered
anywhere other than the designated
SCF, it would not be accorded to any
mail whose destination is outside the
delivery area of the SCF (i.e., inter-SCF),
and it would not be accorded to any
mail that does not meet all of the
preparation requirements for Presort
mail. The CET at the SCF would be
8 a.m., with a 12 p.m. exception that
would be available only to intra-SCF
Presort First-Class Mail that is sorted
and containerized to the 5-digit Zip
Code or 5-digit scheme level.14 Pursuant
to these revisions, overnight service
would no longer be available to any
First-Class Mail entered by retail
customers, regardless of when or where
such mail is entered.15
Intra-SCF mail that is entered before
the day-zero CET but does not meet the
criteria for overnight service would be
accorded a two-day service standard.
The First-Class Mail two-day business
rule would be revised accordingly. In
addition, the current First-Class Mail
two-day business rule covers any mail
piece entered before the day-zero CET if
the driving time between the piece’s
origin Processing and Distribution
Center or Facility (P&DC/F) and its
destination Area Distribution Center
(ADC) is twelve hours or less (and the
piece does not qualify for the overnight
12 The rule has an exception that excludes from
overnight service some mail outside of the
contiguous forty-eight states, specifically: Mail
between Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands;
and mail originating and destinating in the Alaska
3-digit ZIP Codes 996, 997, 998, and 999, and in the
Alaska 5-digit ZIP Codes 99540 to 99591.
13 The rule will retain the exception that the
current rule has to exclude from overnight service
some mail outside of the contiguous forty-eight
states. However, the exception will be expanded to
also include the Alaska 5-digit ZIP Codes 99592 to
99599. These ZIP Codes are currently unassigned,
but they may be assigned in the future.
14 A ‘‘scheme’’ is a collection of multiple 5-digit
ZIP Codes that are processed on a single sort
program.
15 As is the case currently, First-Class Mail
entered by retail customers would have varying
CETs based on the point of entry. Because mail
entered by retail customers cannot meet the
preparation requirements for Presort mail, such
mail would be ineligible for overnight service.
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standard). This criterion would be
revised to a four hour driving time
between the piece’s origin P&DC/F and
its destination SCF.16
All First-Class Mail that qualifies for
a two-day service standard under the
current two-day business rule, but
would not qualify for a two-day service
standard under the proposed two-day
business rule, will qualify for a threeday standard. The three-, four-, and fiveday business rules for First-Class Mail
will not be revised. Any First-Class Mail
that currently qualifies for a three-,
four-, or five-day service standard will
retain its current service standard under
the proposed rules.17
The Postal Service is not proposing
any changes to the service standards for
First-Class Mail International beyond
the changes described above for
domestic First-Class Mail. The new
domestic transit time for First-Class
Mail International will mirror the new
domestic transit time for domestic FirstClass Mail.
C. Periodicals
The Postal Service is not proposing to
change the delivery day range for
Periodicals mailed within the
contiguous forty-eight states, but it is
proposing to change the delivery day
range for Periodicals that originate or
destinate outside the contiguous fortyeight states. The Postal Service proposes
extending such mail’s maximum
delivery period from the current twenty
days to a proposed twenty-six days, to
more accurately reflect the service that
is received by such mail.18
The Postal Service is also proposing
to change the Periodicals business rules.
There are separate business rules for
end-to-end Periodicals and destinationentry Periodicals.
1. End-to-End Periodicals
Under the current overnight business
rule for end-to-end Periodicals, intra16 The current business rule measures the driving
time based on the destination ADC. After the
proposed consolidation of so many facilities, the
Postal Service believes it will be able to sort FirstClass Mail at the origin to the SCF level, which is
a further level of sortation than the ADC level.
Therefore, mail will generally bypass ADCs and be
transported directly to SCFs. For this reason, the
proposed business rule measures the driving time
based on the destination SCF.
17 There will be limited, exceptional cases where,
as a result of the proposed network changes, the
service standards between certain origin-destination
pairs will change from three days to two days.
18 Outside the contiguous forty-eight states, mail
is often dependent on transportation that does not
run daily (e.g., certain boat and air-taxi services
used by the Postal Service operate only on certain
days of the week). For this reason, the service
accorded to such mail varies widely and is often
much longer than stated in the current service
standards.
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SCF mail is subject to overnight delivery
if it is entered before the applicable dayzero CET and its origin P&DC/F and SCF
are located in the same building.19
Under the proposed overnight business
rule, overnight service would be limited
to pieces that are intra-SCF, Presort, not
mixed with any inter-SCF pieces, and
entered at the SCF prior to the CET.20
The differences between the current and
proposed rules, then, are that the
proposed rule adds requirements that
the mail be Presort, that it not be mixed
with inter-SCF mail, and that it be
entered at the designated SCF.
Further, some of the end-to-end
Periodicals CETs will change. The
current CETs at facilities that do not
employ the Flats Sequencing System
(non-FSS facilities) are 4 p.m. for
mailings that require the Postal Service
to perform a bundle sort, and 5 p.m. for
mailings that do not require the Postal
Service to perform a bundle sort. These
CETs would be changed to 11 a.m. and
2 p.m., respectively. The current CETs
at FSS facilities—8 a.m. for mailings
that require a bundle sort, and 11 a.m.
for mailings that do not require a bundle
sort—will remain unchanged.
The Postal Service is proposing to
insert a new, two-day business rule for
end-to-end Periodicals to cover all intraSCF mail that is entered prior to the
CET and does not meet the requirements
of the proposed overnight business
rule.21 Thus, end-to-end Periodicals
mail pieces that meet the requirements
of the current overnight business rule
but do not meet the requirements of the
proposed overnight business rule will
be accorded a two-day service standard.
Consequently, the current two- to
four-day business rule for end-to-end
Periodicals will be revised to become a
three- to four-day business rule. This
rule will not be revised in any other
way. The current five- to nine-day
business rule for end-to-end Periodicals
will not be revised. The current eightto twenty-day business rule for end-to19 As with the First-Class Mail overnight business
rule, the Periodicals overnight business rule has an
exception that excludes from overnight service mail
between Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands,
and mail originating and destinating in the Alaska
3-digit ZIP Codes 996, 997, 998, and 999, and in the
Alaska 5-digit ZIP Codes 99540 to 99591.
20 The rule will retain the exception that the
current rule has to exclude from overnight service
some mail outside of the contiguous forty-eight
states. However, the exception will be expanded to
also include the Alaska 5-digit ZIP Codes 99592 to
99599. These ZIP Codes are currently unassigned,
but they may be assigned in the future.
21 The proposed end-to-end Periodicals two-day
business rule will have the same exception that the
proposed end-to-end Periodicals overnight business
rule will have to exclude from overnight service
some mail outside of the contiguous forty-eight
states.
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end-to-end seven- to twenty-day rule
would be revised to ten to twenty-six
days, and the destination-entry seven- to
eight-day rule would be revised to
eleven to twelve days.

end Periodicals will be revised to
become an eleven- to twenty-six-day
business rule. This revision is being
made so that the rule more accurately
reflects the service that is currently
received by pieces destinating outside
the contiguous forty-eight states.22
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2. Destination-Entry Periodicals
The CETs for destination-entry
Periodicals will be changed in the same
manner as the CETs for end-to-end
Periodicals are changed. The CETs at
non-FSS facilities will change from
4 p.m. for mailings that require a bundle
sort, and 5 p.m. for mailings that do not
require a bundle sort, to 11 a.m. and
2 p.m., respectively. The CETs at FSS
facilities will not change.
The business rules for destinationentry Periodicals will not be revised in
any significant fashion. The seven-day
business rule will be revised to become
an eleven-day business rule, and the
five- to eight-day business rule will be
revised to become an eight- to elevenday business rule. Both of these changes
are being made so that the rules more
accurately reflect the service that is
currently received by pieces destinating
outside the contiguous forty-eight
states.23
D. Standard Mail and Package Services
The Postal Service is not proposing
any revisions to the service standards
for Standard Mail and Package Services
pieces mailed within the contiguous
forty-eight states. The Postal Service is
proposing to revise the Standard Mail
and Package Services service standards
for pieces that originate or destinate
outside the contiguous forty-eight states,
to more accurately reflect the service
that such pieces receive. The Postal
Service is proposing to extend Standard
Mail’s maximum delivery period from
the current twenty-two days to a
proposed twenty-seven days. In the
Standard Mail business rules, the endto-end nine- to twenty-two-day rule
would be revised to twelve to twentyseven days, and the destination-entry
nine- to twelve-day rule would be
revised to twelve to fourteen days.
The Postal Service is proposing to
extend Package Services’ maximum
delivery period from the current twenty
days to a proposed twenty-six days. In
the Package Services business rules, the
22 This rule applies only to mail originating or
destinating outside the contiguous forty-eight states.
23 In addition, the exception that the current twoday business rule has to exclude from overnight
service some mail outside of the contiguous fortyeight states will be expanded in the proposed twoday business rule to include the Alaska 5-digit ZIP
Codes 99592 to 99599. These ZIP Codes are
currently unassigned, but they may be assigned in
the future.
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VI. Request for Comments
The Postal Service requests comments
on the proposed revisions to 39 CFR
Part 121 and on the proposal generally.
A more extensive discussion of the
proposal and its associated network and
service implications is available in the
materials filed by the Postal Service
with the Postal Regulatory Commission
in Docket No. N2012–1, at http://
www.prc.gov. If the Postal Service
determines to implement the proposal,
it will publish final rules in the Federal
Register.
List of Subjects in 39 CFR Part 121
Administrative practice and
procedure, Postal Service.
Accordingly, for the reasons stated,
the Postal Service proposes the
following revision to 39 CFR part 121:
PART 121—SERVICE STANDARDS
FOR MARKET DOMINANT MAIL
PRODUCTS
1. The authority citation for 39 CFR
Part 121 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 39 U.S.C. 101, 401, 403, 404,
1001, 3691.

2. Revise Part 121 to read as follows:
121.1 First-Class Mail
121.2 Periodicals
121.3 Standard Mail
121.4 Package Services
Appendix A to Part 121—Tables Depicting
Service Standard Day Ranges
§ 121.1

First-Class Mail.

(a) For all intra-Sectional Center
Facility (SCF) domestic Presort FirstClass Mail® pieces properly accepted at
the designated SCF prior to the
established and published Critical Entry
Time, the service standard is 1-day
(overnight), except for mail between
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands
and intra-SCF mail originating and
destinating in the following 3-digit ZIP
Code areas in Alaska or designated
portions thereof: 995 (5-digit ZIP Codes
99540 through 99599), 996, 997, 998
and 999. For all intra-SCF domestic
Presort First Class Mail five-digit or
schemed container mail properly
accepted at the designated SCF prior to
the established and published Critical
Entry Time, the service standard is 1day (overnight), except for mail between
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands
and intra-SCF mail originating and
destinating in the following 3-digit ZIP
Code areas in Alaska or designated
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portions thereof: 995 (5-digit ZIP Codes
99540 through 99599), 996, 997, 998
and 999.
(b) A 2-day service standard is
established for all domestic First-Class
Mail pieces properly accepted before the
day-zero Critical Entry Time at origin if
a 1-day service standard is not required,
and if the origin PDC/F to SCF surface
transportation drive time is 4 hours or
less; or if the origin and delivery
address are separately in the territories
of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands; or if the mail is intra-SCF and
originating from or destinating to one of
the following 3-digit ZIP Code areas in
Alaska or designated portions thereof:
995 (5-digit ZIP Code areas 99540
through 99599), 996, 997, 998, and 999.
(c) A 3-day service standard is
established for all remaining domestic
First-Class Mail pieces properly
accepted before the day-zero Critical
Entry Time at origin, if neither a 1-day
nor a 2-day service standard is required
and:
(1) Both the origin SCF and the
delivery address are within the
contiguous 48 states;
(2) The origin SCF is in the
contiguous 48 states, and the delivery
address is in either of the following: the
995 3-digit ZIP Code area in the state of
Alaska, or the 968 3-digit ZIP Code area
in the state of Hawaii, or in the 006, 007,
or 009 3-digit ZIP Code areas of the
territory of Puerto Rico;
(3) The origin is in the 006, 007 or 009
3-digit ZIP Code areas of the territory of
Puerto Rico and the delivery address is
in the contiguous 48 states;
(4) The origin SCF is in the state of
Hawaii and the delivery address is in
the territory of Guam; the origin is in the
territory of Guam and the delivery
address is in the state of Hawaii;
(5) Both the origin SCF and the
delivery address are within the state of
Alaska; or
(6) The origin and delivery address
are separately in the territories of Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(d) A 4-day service standard is
established for all remaining First-Class
Mail pieces properly accepted before the
day-zero Critical Entry Time at origin, if
either a 1-day, 2-day, or 3-day service
standard is not required, and if:
(1) The origin SCF is in the
contiguous 48 states and the delivery
address is in either of the following: any
portion of the state of Alaska not in the
995 3-digit ZIP Code area; or any
portion of the state of Hawaii not in the
968 3-digit ZIP Code area; or the
territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(2) The delivery address is in the
contiguous 48 states and the origin is in
either of the following: the state of
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Alaska, the state of Hawaii, or the
territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands; or
(3) The origin and delivery address
are in different states or territories,
excluding mail to and from the territory
of Guam and mail between the
territories of Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
(e) A 5-day service standard is
established for all remaining domestic
First-Class Mail pieces properly
accepted before the day-zero Critical
Entry Time at origin, if those pieces
originate in the territory of Guam but are
not destined for Guam or the state of
Hawaii, or if those pieces originate other
than in Guam or Hawaii and are
destined for Guam.
(f) The service standard for Outbound
Single-Piece First-Class Mail
InternationalTM pieces properly
accepted before the day-zero Critical
Entry Time at origin is equivalent to the
service standard for domestic First-Class
Mail from the same origin 3-digit ZIP
Code to the 3-digit ZIP Code area in
which that origin’s designated
International Service Center is located.
(g) The service standard for Inbound
Single-Piece First-Class Mail
International is equivalent to the service
standard for domestic First-Class Mail
pieces from the 3-digit ZIP Code area in
which that inbound mail’s designated
International Service Center is located
to the 3-digit ZIP Code of the delivery
address.
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§ 121.2

Periodicals.

(a) End-to-End. (1) For all intraSectional Center Facility (SCF) domestic
Presort pieces properly accepted at the
designated SCF prior to the established
and published Critical Entry Time, the
service standard is 1-day (overnight),
except for mail between Puerto Rico and
the U.S. Virgin Islands and intra-SCF
mail originating and destinating in the
following 3-digit ZIP Code areas in
Alaska or designated portions thereof:
995 (5-digit ZIP Codes 99540 through
99599), 996, 997, 998 and 999. For all
intra-Sectional Center Facility (SCF)
domestic Presort five-digit or schemed
container mail properly accepted at the
designated SCF prior to the established
and published Critical Entry Time, the
service standard is 1-day (overnight),
except for mail between Puerto Rico and
the U.S. Virgin Islands and intra-SCF
mail originating and destinating in the
following 3-digit ZIP Code areas in
Alaska or designated portions thereof:
995 (5-digit ZIP Codes 99540 through
99599), 996, 997, 998 and 999.
(2) For all SCF turnaround Periodicals
properly accepted before the established
and published day-zero Critical Entry
Time at origin, where the origin P&DC/
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F and SCF are in the same building, the
service standard is 2 days, except for
mail between the territories of Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, and
mail originating or destinating in the
following 3-digit ZIP Code areas within
the state of Alaska or designated
portions thereof: 995 (5-digit ZIP Code
areas 99540 through 99599), 996, 997,
998, and 999.
(3) The Periodicals service standard is
the sum of the applicable (2-to-3-day)
First-Class Mail service standard plus
one day, for each 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair for which
Periodicals are accepted before the day
zero Critical Entry Time at origin and
merged with First-Class Mail pieces for
surface transportation (as defined by the
Periodicals Origin Split and First-Class
Mail mixed Area Distribution Center/
Automated Area Distribution Center
(ADC/AADC) Domestic Mail Manual
label list L201).
(4) The Periodicals service standard
for mail between the territories of Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands is 3
days.
(5) The Periodicals service standard
for mail between the state of Hawaii and
the territory of Guam is 4 days.
(6) The Periodicals service standard
for intra-Alaska mail that is not
overnight is 3 to 4 days for the following
3-digit ZIP Code areas or designated
portions thereof: 995 (5-digit ZIP Code
areas 99540 through 99599), 996, 997,
998, and 999.
(7) The Periodicals service standard
for each remaining 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair within the
contiguous 48 states, for which
Periodicals are accepted before the day
zero Critical Entry Time at origin, is the
sum of 4 or 5 days, plus the number of
additional days (from 1 to 4) required
for surface transportation between each
3-digit ZIP Code origin-destination pair.
(8) The Periodicals service standard
for each remaining 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair, for which
Periodicals are accepted before the day
zero Critical Entry Time at origin, is the
sum of 4 or 5 days, plus the number of
additional days (from 7 to 21) required
for intermodal (highway, boat, air-taxi)
transportation outside of the contiguous
48 states for each 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair.
(b) Destination Entry. (1) Periodicals
that qualify for a Destination Delivery
Unit (DDU) or Destination Sectional
Center Facility (DSCF) rate, and that are
accepted before the day-zero Critical
Entry Time at the proper DDU or DSCF,
have a 1-day (overnight) service
standard, except for mail dropped at the
SCF in the territory of Puerto Rico and
destined for the territory of the U.S.
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Virgin Islands, and intra SCF mail in the
following 3-digit ZIP Code areas in the
state of Alaska or designated portions
thereof: 995 (5-digit ZIP Code areas
99540 through 99599), 996, 997, 998
and 999.
(2) Periodicals that qualify for a
Destination Area Distribution Center
(DADC) rate, and that are accepted
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
at the proper DADC, unless the ADC is
located with the contiguous 48 states
and the destination is not, and where
the DADC and DSCF are not the same
building, have a 2-day service standard,
unless the destination is the Alaska 997
3-digit ZIP Code area. Mail that qualifies
for a Destination Sectional Center
Facility (DSCF) rate has a 2-day service
standard, if it is accepted before the dayzero Critical Entry Time, and the mail
is dropped at the SCF in the territory of
Puerto Rico and is destined for the
territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands; or if
the mail is intra-SCF in the following
3-digit ZIP Code areas of the state of
Alaska: 996, 998 and 999. Periodicals
that qualify for a DADC rate, and that
are accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the Alaska 997 DADC
have a 3-day service standard.
(3) Periodicals that qualify for a
Destination Network Distribution Center
containerized rate, that are accepted
before the day-zero Critical Entry Time
at the proper destination NDC in the
contiguous 48 states, and that are
addressed for delivery in the contiguous
48 states, have a service standard of 1
or 2 days, corresponding to the standard
for mail qualifying for the destination
ADC rate, based on whether the
destination ADC and SCF are the same
building.
(4) Periodicals that qualify for a
Destination Area Distribution Center
(DADC) rate and that are accepted
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
at the proper DADC in the contiguous
48 states for delivery to addresses in the
state of Alaska have a service standard
of 11 days.
(5) Periodicals that qualify for a
Destination Network Distribution Center
containerized rate, that are accepted
before the day-zero Critical Entry Time
at the proper destination NDC in the
contiguous 48 states, and that are
addressed for delivery in the states of
Alaska or Hawaii, or the territories of
Guam, Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin
Islands, have a service standard of 8 to
11 days, corresponding to the standard
for mail qualifying for the destination
ADC rate, which is based on the number
of days required for transportation
outside of the contiguous 48 states and
whether the destination ADC and SCF
are the same building.
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§ 121.3
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Standard Mail.

(a) End-to-End. (1) The service
standard for Sectional Center Facility
(SCF) turnaround Standard Mail® pieces
accepted at origin before the day zero
Critical Entry Time is 3 days when the
origin Processing & Distribution Center/
Facility (OPD&C/F) and the SCF are the
same building, except for mail between
the territories of Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands.
(2) The service standard for Area
Distribution Center (ADC) turnaround
Standard Mail pieces accepted at origin
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
is 4 days when the OPD&C/F and the
ADC are the same building, unless the
ADC is in the contiguous 48 states and
the delivery address is not, or when the
mail is between the territories of Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(3) The service standard for intraNetwork Distribution Center (NDC)
Standard Mail pieces accepted at origin
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
is 5 days for each remaining 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair within the
same Network Distribution Center
service area if the origin and destination
are within the contiguous 48 states; the
same standard applies to mail that is
intra-Alaska, intra-Hawaii, or between
the state of Hawaii and the territory of
Guam.
(4) For each remaining 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair within the
contiguous 48 states, the service
standard for Standard Mail pieces
accepted at origin before the day zero
Critical Entry Time is the sum of 5 or
6 days plus the number of additional
days (from 1 to 4) required for surface
transportation between each 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair.
(5) For each remaining 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair, the service
standard for Standard Mail pieces
accepted at origin before the day zero
Critical Entry Time is the sum of 5 or
6 days plus the number of additional
days (from 7 to 21) required for
intermodal (highway, boat, air-taxi)
transportation outside of the contiguous
48 states for each 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair.
(b) Destination Entry. (1) Standard
Mail pieces that qualify for a
Destination Delivery Unit (DDU) rate
and that are accepted before the day
zero Critical Entry Time at the proper
DDU have a 2-day service standard.
(2) Standard Mail pieces that qualify
for a Destination Sectional Center
Facility (DSCF) rate and that are
accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the proper DSCF have a
3-day service standard, except for mail
dropped at the SCF in the territory of
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Puerto Rico and destined for the
territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(3) Standard Mail pieces that qualify
for a Destination Sectional Center
Facility (DSCF) rate, and that are
accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the SCF in the territory
of Puerto Rico, have a 4-day service
standard if destined for the territory of
the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(4) Standard Mail pieces that qualify
for a Destination Network Distribution
Center (DNDC) rate, and that are
accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the proper DNDC have a
5-day service standard, if both the origin
and the destination are in the
contiguous 48 states.
(5) Standard Mail pieces that qualify
for a Destination Network Distribution
Center (DNDC) rate, and that are
accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the proper DNDC in the
contiguous 48 states for delivery to
addresses in the states of Alaska or
Hawaii or the territories of Guam,
Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands,
have a service standard of 12–14 days,
depending on the 3-digit origindestination ZIP Code pair. For each
such pair, the applicable day within the
range is based on the number of days
required for transportation outside of
the contiguous 48 states.
§ 121.4

Package Services.

(a) End-to-End. (1) The service
standard for Sectional Center Facility
(SCF) turnaround Package Services mail
accepted at the origin SCF before the
day zero Critical Entry Time is 2 days
when the origin Processing &
Distribution Center/Facility and the SCF
are the same building, except for mail
between the territories of Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(2) The service standard for intraNetwork Distribution Center (NDC)
Package Services mail accepted at origin
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
is 3 days, for each remaining (non-intraSCF) 3-digit ZIP Code origin-destination
pair within a Network Distribution
Center service area, where the origin
and destination is within the contiguous
48 states and is not served by an
Auxiliary Service Facility; and for mail
between the territories of Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(3) The service standard for intraNetwork Distribution Center (NDC)
Package Services mail accepted at origin
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
is 4 days for each remaining 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair within a
Network Distribution Center service
area, where the destination delivery
address is served by an Auxiliary
Service Facility; the same standard
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applies to all remaining intra-Alaska
mail and mail between the state of
Hawaii and the territory of Guam.
(4) For each remaining 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair within the
contiguous 48 states, the service
standard for Package Services mail
accepted at origin before the day zero
Critical Entry Time is between 5 and 8
days. For each such 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair, this is the sum
of 4 days, plus the number of additional
days (from 1 to 4) required for surface
transportation between each 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair, plus an
additional day if the destination
delivery address is served by an
Auxiliary Service Facility.
(5) For each remaining 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair for which
either the origin or the destination is
outside of the contiguous 48 states, the
service standard for Package Services
mail accepted at origin before the day
zero Critical Entry Time is between 10
and 26 days. For each such 3-digit ZIP
Code origin-destination pair, this
represents the sum of 3 to 4 days, plus
the number of days (ranging from 7 to
22) required for intermodal (highway,
boat, air-taxi) transportation between
each 3-digit ZIP Code origin-destination
pair.
(6) The service standard for Inbound
Surface Parcel Post® pieces (subject to
Universal Postal Union rates) is the
same as the service standard for
domestic Package Services mail from
the 3-digit ZIP Code area in which the
International Network Distribution
Center is located to the 3-digit ZIP Code
in which the delivery address is located.
(b) Destination Entry. (1) Package
Services mail that qualifies for a
Destination Delivery Unit (DDU) rate,
and that is accepted before the day zero
Critical Entry Time at the proper DDU,
has a 1-day (overnight) service standard.
(2) Package Services mail that
qualifies for a Destination Sectional
Center Facility (DSCF) rate, and that is
accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the proper DSCF, has a
2-day service standard, except for mail
dropped at the SCF in the territory of
Puerto Rico and destined for the
territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands.
(3) Package Services mail that
qualifies for a Destination Network
Distribution Center (DNDC) rate, which
is accepted before the day zero Critical
Entry Time at the proper DNDC or
Destination Auxiliary Service Facility,
and that originates and destinates in the
contiguous 48 states, has a 3-day service
standard. Mail that qualifies for a
Destination Sectional Center Facility
(DSCF) discount, and that is accepted
before the day zero Critical Entry Time
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at the SCF in the territory of Puerto
Rico, has a 3-day service standard if it
is destined for the territory of the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
(4) Package Services mail that
qualifies for a Destination Network
Distribution Center (DNDC) rate, and
that is accepted before the day zero
Critical Entry Time at the proper DNDC
in the contiguous 48 states for delivery
to addresses in the states of Alaska or
Hawaii, or the territories of Guam,
Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands
has a service standard of either 11 or 12
days, depending on the 3-digit ZIP Code
origin-destination pair. For each such
pair, the applicable day within the range

is based on the number of days required
for transportation outside of the
contiguous 48 states.

TABLE 1—END-TO-END SERVICE
STANDARD DAY RANGES FOR MAIL
ORIGINATING
AND
DESTINATING
WITHIN THE CONTIGUOUS 48
STATES AND THE DISTRICT OF CO-

Appendix A to Part 121—Tables
Depicting Service Standard Day Ranges

LUMBIA

The following tables reflect the
service standard day ranges resulting
from the application of the business
rules applicable to the market-dominant
mail products referenced in §§ 121.1
through 121.4:

Contiguous United States
End-toend
range
(days)

Mail class

First-Class Mail .............................
Periodicals ....................................
Standard Mail ...............................
Package Services .........................

1–3
1–9
3–10
2–8

TABLE 2—END-TO-END SERVICE STANDARD DAY RANGES FOR MAIL ORIGINATING AND/OR DESTINATING WITHIN THE
STATES OF ALASKA AND HAWAII, AND THE TERRITORIES OF GUAM, PUERTO RICO AND THE U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
Alaska, Hawaii & Guam, Puerto Rico & USVI
End-to-end
To/from states of Alaska
and Hawaii, and the
territories of Guam, Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands

To/from contiguous 48
states

Intra state/territory
Mail class

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVI

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVI

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVI

1–3
1–4
*3–5
2–4

1–3
1–4
3–5
2–4

1–2
1–3
3–4
2–3

3–4
13–19
14–20
12–18

3–5
12–22
13–23
11–21

3–4
11–16
12–17
10–15

4–5
21–25
23–26
21–26

4–5
21–26
23–27
20–26

4–5
23–26
24–27
20–24

First-Class Mail ................................................................
Periodicals ........................................................................
Standard Mail ...................................................................
Package Services ............................................................
* Excluding bypass mail.

TABLE 3—DESTINATION ENTRY SERVICE STANDARD DAY RANGES FOR MAIL TO THE CONTIGUOUS 48 STATES AND THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Contiguous United States
Destination entry (at appropriate facility)
Mail class

DDU
(days)

Periodicals ...............................................................................................................................................
Standard Mail ...........................................................................................................................................
Package Services ....................................................................................................................................

SCF
(days)
1
2
1

ADC
(days)
1
3
2

NDC
(days)

1–2
..............
..............

1–2
5
3

TABLE 4—DESTINATION ENTRY SERVICE STANDARD DAY RANGES FOR MAIL TO THE STATES OF ALASKA AND HAWAII, AND
THE TERRITORIES OF GUAM, PUERTO RICO AND THE U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
Alaska, Hawaii & Guam, Puerto Rico & USVI
pmangrum on DSK3VPTVN1PROD with PROPOSALS-1

Destination entry (at appropriate facility)
SCF (days)
Mail class

DDU
(days)

ADC (days)

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVIA

Periodicals ................................................

1

1–2

1

1–2

Standard Mail ...........................................

2

3

3

3–4

VerDate Mar<15>2010
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Alaska
1–3 (AK)
11 (JNU)
11 (KTN)
................

NDC (days)

Hawaii &
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVIA

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVIA

1 (HI) 2
(GU)

1–2

10–11

10

8–10

................

............

14

13

12
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TABLE 4—DESTINATION ENTRY SERVICE STANDARD DAY RANGES FOR MAIL TO THE STATES OF ALASKA AND HAWAII, AND
THE TERRITORIES OF GUAM, PUERTO RICO AND THE U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS—Continued
Alaska, Hawaii & Guam, Puerto Rico & USVI
Destination entry (at appropriate facility)
SCF (days)
Mail class

DDU
(days)

Package Services ....................................

1

ADC (days)

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVIA

2

2

2–3

NDC (days)

Alaska

Hawaii &
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVIA

Alaska

Hawaii
&
Guam

Puerto
Rico &
USVIA

................

................

............

12

11

11

AK = Alaska 3-digit ZIP Codes 995–997; JNU = Juneau AK 3-digit ZIP Code 998; KTN = Ketchikan AK 3-digit ZIP Code 999; HI = Hawaii 3digit ZIP Codes 967 and 968; GU = Guam 3-digit ZIP Code 969.
Stanley F. Mires,
Attorney, Legal Policy & Legislative Advice.
[FR Doc. 2011–32009 Filed 12–14–11; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7710–12–P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
40 CFR Part 52
[EPA–R04–OAR–2010–1036–201161; FRL–
9507–1]

Approval and Promulgation of
Implementation Plans and
Designations of Areas for Air Quality
Planning Purposes; Georgia; Atlanta;
Determination of Attainment by
Applicable Attainment Date for the
1997 8-Hour Ozone Standards
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Proposed rule.
AGENCY:

EPA is proposing to
determine pursuant to the Clean Air Act
(CAA), that the Atlanta, Georgia, ozone
nonattainment area (hereafter referred to
as ‘‘the Atlanta Area’’ or ‘‘the Area’’) has
attained the 1997 8-hour ozone national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS)
by its applicable attainment date of June
15, 2011. A determination of attainment
was made by EPA on June 23, 2011,
based on quality-assured and certified
monitoring data for the 2008–2010
monitoring period. EPA is now
proposing to find that the Atlanta Area
attained the 1997 8-hour ozone NAAQS
by its applicable attainment date. EPA
is proposing this action because it is
consistent with the CAA and its
implementing regulations.
DATES: Comments must be received on
or before January 17, 2012.
ADDRESSES: Submit your comments,
identified by Docket ID No. EPA–R04–
OAR–2010–1036, by one of the
following methods:

pmangrum on DSK3VPTVN1PROD with PROPOSALS-1

SUMMARY:

VerDate Mar<15>2010

14:53 Dec 14, 2011

Jkt 226001

1. www.regulations.gov: Follow the
on-line instructions for submitting
comments.
2. Email: benjamin.lynorae@epa.gov.
3. Fax: (404) 562–9019.
4. Mail: EPA–R04–OAR–2010–1036,
Regulatory Development Section, Air
Planning Branch, Air, Pesticides and
Toxics Management Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 4, 61 Forsyth Street SW.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30303–8960.
5. Hand Delivery or Courier: Ms.
Lynorae Benjamin, Chief, Regulatory
Development Section, Air Planning
Branch, Air, Pesticides and Toxics
Management Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 4, 61 Forsyth Street SW.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30303–8960. Such
deliveries are only accepted during the
Regional Office’s normal hours of
operation. The Regional Office’s official
hours of business are Monday through
Friday, 8:30 to 4:30, excluding Federal
holidays.
Instructions: Direct your comments to
Docket ID No. ‘‘EPA–R04–OAR–2010–
1036.’’ EPA’s policy is that all
comments received will be included in
the public docket without change and
may be made available online at
www.regulations.gov, including any
personal information provided, unless
the comment includes information
claimed to be Confidential Business
Information (CBI) or other information
whose disclosure is restricted by statute.
Do not submit through
www.regulations.gov or email,
information that you consider to be CBI
or otherwise protected. The
www.regulations.gov Web site is an
‘‘anonymous access’’ system, which
means EPA will not know your identity
or contact information unless you
provide it in the body of your comment.
If you send an email comment directly
to EPA without going through
www.regulations.gov, your email
address will be automatically captured
and included as part of the comment

PO 00000

Frm 00037

Fmt 4702

Sfmt 4702

that is placed in the public docket and
made available on the Internet. If you
submit an electronic comment, EPA
recommends that you include your
name and other contact information in
the body of your comment and with any
disk or CD–ROM you submit. If EPA
cannot read your comment due to
technical difficulties and cannot contact
you for clarification, EPA may not be
able to consider your comment.
Electronic files should avoid the use of
special characters, any form of
encryption, and be free of any defects or
viruses. For additional information
about EPA’s public docket visit the EPA
Docket Center homepage at http://
www.epa.gov/epahome/dockets.htm.
Docket: All documents in the
electronic docket are listed in the
www.regulations.gov index. Although
listed in the index, some information is
not publicly available, i.e., CBI or other
information whose disclosure is
restricted by statute. Certain other
material, such as copyrighted material,
is not placed on the Internet and will be
publicly available only in hard copy
form. Publicly available docket
materials are available either
electronically in www.regulations.gov or
in hard copy at the Regulatory
Development Section, Air Planning
Branch, Air, Pesticides and Toxics
Management Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 4, 61 Forsyth Street SW.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30303–8960. EPA
requests that if at all possible, you
contact the person listed in the FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT section to
schedule your inspection. The Regional
Office’s official hours of business are
Monday through Friday, 8:30 to 4:30,
excluding Federal holidays.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
information regarding this attainment
determination, contact Mr. Sean
Lakeman, Regulatory Development
Section, Air Planning Branch, Air,
Pesticides and Toxics Management
Division, U.S. Environmental Protection
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NOTICE OF INTENT DOCUMENTATION

Federal Register Publication (October 3, 2011): NOI to Prepare Programmatic
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NOI Stakeholder Letter Mailing List
Contact Name or Position
Mr. Robert Hargrove
Director of NEPA Compliance Division
Office of Federal Activities

Phillip A. Tabbita
Manager, Negotiation Support and
Special Projects
American Postal Workers Union, AFLCIO
Mr. Cliff Guffey, President
Michael Hora
National CAC Representative
John F. Hegarty - National President
Louis M. Atkins
President
Jeanette P. Dwyer
President
James R. O'Brien
Vice President, Distribution & Postal
Affairs

Joyce F. Bagby
President

Gene Del Polito
President

Michael Scanlon
Partner
Nina Link
President & CEO

Mailing Address
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W./Ariel Rios
Bldg.
Mail Code 2252-A
Washington DC 20460-0003

American Postal Workers Union
1300 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005-4128
National Postal Mail Handlers Union
1101 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20036- 4303
National Association of Postal Supervisors
1727 King Street, Suite 400
Alexandria, VA 22314-2753
National Rural Letter Carriers' Association
1630 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314-3465
Time Inc.
1271 Avenue of the Americas
Room 7-219
New York, NY 10020-1393
Association of Priority Mail Users, Inc.
370 Maple Avenue West
Suite 4
Vienna VA 22180-5615
Association for Postal Commerce
1421 Prince St.
Suite 410
Alexandria, VA 22314-2806
Pitney Bowes
c/o K&L Gates LLP
1601 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1600
The Association of Magazine Media
810 Seventh Avenue, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10019-5873
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NOI Stakeholder Letter Mailing List
Contact Name or Position
Mr. Robert Hargrove
Director of NEPA Compliance Division
Office of Federal Activities

Arthur Sackler
Executive Director

Thomas W. McLaughlin
Partner

Mark W. Strong
President
James Sampey
Chief Operating Officer

Tonda Rush
Chief Executive Officer
Mr. Terry Phillips
President
Jerry Cerasale
Sr VP/Govt Affairs
Ms. Senny Boone
Executive Director
Paul Boyle
VP/Gov't Affairs

Mailing Address
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W./Ariel Rios
Bldg.
Mail Code 2252-A
Washington DC 20460-0003
National Postal Policy Council, Inc.
750 National Press Building
529 14th St., NW, Suite 750
Washington, DC 20045-1806
Valassis Direct Mail, Inc.
c/o Burzio & McLaughlin
Canal Square, Suite 540 1054 31st Street,
NW
Washington, DC 20007-4403
National League of Postmasters of The
United States
One Beltway Center
5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 500
Alexandria, VA 22303-1864
Valpak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc.
8605 Largo Lakes Drive
Largo, FL 33773-4912
National Newspaper Association
P.O. Box 50301
Arlington, VA 22205
Dlivery:
200 Little Falls, Suite 405,
Falls Church, VA 22046
Association of United States Postal Lessors
8283 N. Hayden Rd. #295
Scottsdale AZ 85258-2485
Direct Marketing Association, Inc.
1615 L St., NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20036
DMA Nonprofit Federation
1615 L St., NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20036
Newspaper Association of America
4401 Wilson Blvd., Ste 900
Arlington, VA 22203
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NOI Stakeholder Letter Mailing List
Contact Name or Position
Mr. Robert Hargrove
Director of NEPA Compliance Division
Office of Federal Activities

Mark Sableman
Legal Counsel
Elizabeth Ferguson
VP & Assistant GC

Robert M. Levi
Director of Gov't Relations
James Sauber
Chief of Staff

Michael Scanlon
Partner
Barbara Levy
VP & General Counsel
Raymond Morrissey
Postal Affairs Manager
Anthony W. Conway
Executive Director

Thomas W. McLaughlin
Legal Counsel

David C. Todd
Legal Counsel

Mailing Address
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W./Ariel Rios
Bldg.
Mail Code 2252-A
Washington DC 20460-0003
American Business Media
c/o Thompson Coburn LLP
One US Bank Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63101-1693
Medco Health Solutions, Inc.
100 Parsons Pond Drive, MS F3, 19
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
National Association of Postmasters of the
United States
8 Herbert Street
Alexandria, VA 22305-2600
National Association of Letter Carriers
100 Indiana Ave., NW
Washington D.C. 20001
Bank of America Corporation
c/o K&L Gates, LLP
1601 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
Pharmaceutical Care Mgmt Assoc
601 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 740
Washington, DC 20004
Greeting Card Association
21 DuPont Circle NW, Suite 725
Washington, DC 20036
Alliance of Nonprofit Mailers
1211 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 610
Washington, DC 20036-2705
Saturation Mailers Coalition
c/o Burzio & McLaughlin
Canal Square, Suite 540
1054 31st Street NW
Washington, DC 20007-4403
Mail Order Association of America
c/o Patton Boggs, LLP
2550 M Street NW
Washington, DC 20037-1350
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Additional Stakeholder Mailing List
Contact Name or Position
Robert B. Briggs
Attorney at Law

Mailing Address
PO Box 36
Parthenon, AR 72666

Katharine R. Kerr

Office of Federal Agency Programs
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 803
Washington, DC 20004
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James R. O’Brien
Vice President, Distribution & Postal Affairs
Time Incorporated
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020‐1393

October 28, 2011

Thomas G. Day
Chief Sustainability Officer
United States Postal Service
475 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Room 2737
Washington, DC, 20268
Dear Tom:
This letter is in response to your request for comments regarding the preparation of a Programmatic
Environmental Assessment to evaluate the environmental impacts of the Postal Service’s network
optimization efforts. From the perspective of Time Incorporated, network optimization will have a net
positive environmental impact. Today our company contracts with numerous trucking companies to
transport magazines from the printing plants to postal facilities across the country. Monthly magazines,
utilize the printers’ pool shipping programs. Weekly magazines are more time sensitive and are
transported on exclusive use trucks under contract with Time Inc. In both cases, the consolidation of
postal facilities will result in fewer transportation miles from the printing plants to the postal entry
points. In addition, our trucks will spend less time at idle waiting to enter multiple facilities and spotting
trailers at the docks. We assume that this will have a positive effect on fuel consumption and air
pollution. We also assume that the positive environmental impact will be greater for our weekly
magazines because our exclusive use trucks are not always 100% full. As a result, the Postal Service is
much more likely to create full trailer loads than any single weekly magazine could create and less
overall fuel will be required.
We have not quantified the environmental impact of these changes but hope that our comments will
help the Postal Service make an informed decision that results in fewer facilities. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me.
Best Regards,

James R. O’Brien
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From: Wordekemper, Dallan C - Arlington, VA
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 11:47 AM
To: Caroline D. Hall
Cc: Katharine R. Kerr
Subject: RE: PRC Filings
Importance: High
Caroline,
I checked in with those individuals handling the PRC filing and they requested a written response. Would
you be able to provide a formal response by February 3rd? I am providing the most up to date version of
the historic resources section.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Dallan
Dallan C Wordekemper, CCIM
Real Estate Specialist/Federal Preservation Officer
475 L'Enfant Plz SW, Ste 6670
Washington DC 20260-1862
(202) 268-5039
Fax (202) 268-6305

From: Caroline D. Hall [mailto:chall@achp.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 1:32 PM
To: Wordekemper, Dallan C - Arlington, VA
Cc: Katharine R. Kerr
Subject: PRC Filings

Hi Dallan:
I apologize for the delay in getting back to you on this. I understand that the information you sent to us
on the Postal Regulatory Commission testimony did not require a response from us, and you were not
actually seeking one….it was just FYI. Is this correct? If so, we appreciate receiving the information so
we can stay up to speed. If you need a formal response, please let us know.
As an FYI, Najah is currently out of the office on extended leave. So Katherine Kerr will be your contact
for a few weeks. And of course, you are always welcome to contact me.
Caroline
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Study/Gaining Sites List

1

Study Site
Norfolk VA P&DC

City/State
Norfolk, VA

2

Fayetteville NC P&DC

Fayetteville, NC

3

18

Asheville NC P&DF
Rocky Mount NC P&DF
Florence SC P&DF
Athens GA P&DF
Eastern Shore MD P&DF
Kinston NC P&DF
Cumberland MD CSMPC
Waldorf MD CSMPC
Acworth GA CSMPC
Suburban MD Annex
Cartersville GA CSMPC
Douglasville GA CSMPC
Marietta GA DDC
Kinston NC Annex
Fayetteville NC Annex
Norfolk VA Annex

Asheville, NC
Rocky Mount, NC
Florence, SC
Athens, GA
Easton, MD
Kinston, NC
Cumberland, MD
Waldorf, MD
Acworth, GA
Gaithersburg, MD
Cartersville, GA
Douglasville, GA
Marietta, GA
Kinston, NC
Fayetteville, NC
Norfolk, VA

19

Cincinnati OH P&DC

Cincinnati, OH

20

South Jersey NJ P&DC
Buffalo NY P&DC
Southeastern PA P&DC
Wilmington DE P&DF
Dayton OH P&DF
Akron OH P&DC

Bellmawr, NJ
Buffalo, NY
Southeastern, PA
New Castle, DE
Dayton, OH
Akron, OH

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

21
22
23
24
25
26

Toledo OH P&DF

Toledo, OH

27
28

Lancaster PA P&DC
Roanoke VA P&DC

Lancaster, PA
Roanoke, VA

29

Lexington KY P&DC

Lexington, KY

30

Chattanooga TN P&DC
Scranton PA P&DF
Monmouth NJ P&DC
Canton OH P&DF
Youngstown OH P&DF

Chattanooga, TN
Scranton, PA
Eatontown, NJ
Canton, OH
Youngstown, OH

31
32
33
34
35

Erie PA P&DF

Erie, PA

36
37

Reading PA P&DF
Lynchburg VA P&DF

Reading, PA
Lynchburg, VA

38

Clarksburg WV P&DF

Clarksburg, WV

39

42

New Castle PA P&DF
Altoona PA P&DF
Greensburg PA DDC
Johnson City TN CSMPC

New Castle, PA
Duncansville, PA
Greensburg, PA
Johnson City, TN

43

Bowling Green KY P&DF

Bowling Green, KY

44

65

Williamsport PA P&DF
Jackson TN P&DF
Paducah KY P&DF
Louisville KY Annex
Bluefield WV CSMPC
Chillicothe OH CSMPC
Steubenville OH CSMPC
Elizabethtown KY CSMPC
Parkersburg WV CSMPC
Athens OH CSMPC
Horsham PA DDC
Somerset KY CSMPC
Hazard KY CSMPC
Ironton OH CSMPC
Campton KY CSMPC
Petersburg WV CSMPC
Jersey Shore DDC
Clinton TN STC
London KY P&DF
Jet Cove TN Annex
Pittsburgh PA Building II Annex
Detroit MI P&DC

Williamsport, PA
Jackson, TN
Paducah, KY
Louisville, KY
Bluefield, WV
Chillicothe, OH
Steubenville, OH
Elizabethtown, KY
Parkersburg, WV
Athens, OH
Horsham, PA
Somerset, KY
Hazard, KY
Ironton, OH
Campton, KY
Petersburg, WV
Egg Harbor Township, NJ
Clinton, TN
London, KY
Memphis, TN
Pittsburgh, PA
Detroit, MI

66

Irving Park IL P&DC

Chicago, IL

67

Fox Valley IL P&DC
Lansing MI P&DC
Gary IN P&DC

Fox Valley, IL
Lansing, MI
Gary, IN

40
41

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

68
69

Gaining Site
City/State
Notes
Richmond VA P&DC
Sandston, VA
Charlotte NC P&DC and/or Raleigh
Charlotte, NC / Raleigh, NC
NC P&DC
Greenville SC P&DC
Greenville, SC
Raleigh NC P&DC
Raleigh, NC
Columbia SC P&DC
West Columbia, SC
North Metro GA P&DC
Duluth, GA
Baltimore MD P&DC
Baltimore, MD
Raleigh NC P&DC
Raleigh, NC
Johnstown PA P&DF
Johnstown, PA
Southern Maryland MD P&DC
Capitol Heights, MD
North Metro GA P&DC
Duluth, GA
Suburban MD P&DC
Gaithersburg, MD
North Metro GA P&DC
Duluth, GA
North Metro GA P&DC
Duluth, GA
North Metro GA P&DC
Duluth, GA
Charlotte NC P&DC
Charlotte, NC
Charlotte NC P&DC
Charlotte, NC
Richmond VA P&DC
Sandston, VA
Louisville KY P&DC and/or Columbus
Louisville, KY / Columbus, OH /
OH P&DC and/or Indianapolis IN
Indianapolis, IN
P&DC
Philadelphia PA P&DC
Philadelphia, PA
Origin Only
Rochester NY P&DC
Rochester, NY
Philadelphia PA P&DC
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia PA P&DC
Philadelphia, PA
Columbus OH P&DC
Columbus, OH
Cleveland OH P&DC
Cleveland, OH
Michigan Metroplex MI P&DC and/or
Pontiac, MI / Columbus, OH
Columbus OH P&DC
Harrisburg PA P&DC
Harrisburg, PA
Greensboro NC P&DC
Greensboro, NC
Louisville KY P&DC and/or Knoxville
Louisville, KY / Knoxville, TN
TN P&DC
North Metro GA P&DC
Duluth, GA
Lehigh Valley PA P&DC
Lehigh Valley, PA
Trenton NJ P&DC
Trenton, NJ
Cleveland OH P&DC
Cleveland, OH
Pittsburgh PA P&DC
Pittsburgh, PA
Pittsburgh PA P&DC and/or
Pittsburgh, PA / Rochester, NY
Rochester NY P&DC
Harrisburg PA P&DC
Harrisburg, PA
Greensboro NC P&DC
Greensboro, NC
Charleston WV P&DC and/or
Charleston, WV / Pittsburgh, PA /
Pittsburgh PA P&DC and/or
Johnstown, PA
Johnstown PA P&DF
Pittsburgh PA P&DC
Pittsburgh, PA
Johnstown PA P&DF
Johnstown, PA
Pittsburgh PA P&DC
Pittsburgh, PA
Knoxville TN P&DC
Knoxville, TN
Nashville TN P&DC and/or Evansville
Nashville, TN / Evansville, IN
IN P&DF
Harrisburg PA P&DC
Harrisburg, PA
Memphis TN P&DC
Memphis, TN
Evansville IN P&DF
Evansville, IN
Louisville KY P&DC
Louisville, KY
Charleston WV P&DC
Charleston, WV
Columbus OH P&DC
Columbus, OH
Pittsburgh PA P&DC
Pittsburgh, PA
Louisville KY P&DC
Louisville, KY
Charleston WV P&DC
Charleston, WV
Columbus OH P&DC
Columbus, OH
Philadelphia PA P&DC
Philadelphia, PA
Knoxville TN P&DC
Knoxville, TN
Knoxville TN P&DC
Knoxville, TN
Columbus OH P&DC
Columbus, OH
Louisville KY P&DC
Louisville, KY
Johnstown PA P&DF
Johnstown, PA
South Jersey NJ P&DC
Bellmawr, NJ
N/A
N/A, N/A
Knoxville TN P&DC
Knoxville, TN
Memphis TN P&DC
Memphis, TN
Pittsburgh PA P&DC
Pittsburgh, PA
Michigan Metroplex MI P&DC
Pontiac, MI
Busse Metro Surface Hub IL Annex
Elk Grove Village, IL / Forest Park, IL
and/or Chicago IL NDC and/or
/ Palatine, IL
Palatine IL P&DC
So Suburban IL P&DC
Bedford Park, IL
Grand Rapids MI P&DC
Grand Rapids, MI
So Suburban IL P&DC
Bedford Park, IL

Study/Gaining Sites List
Study Site

City/State

Gaining Site

74

Kalamazoo MI P&DC
Springfield IL P&DC
Saginaw MI P&DC
South Bend IN P&DC
Rockford IL P&DC

Kalamazoo, MI
Springfield, IL
Saginaw, MI
South Bend, IN
Rockford, IL

75

Bloomington IL P&DF

Bloomington, IL

Grand Rapids MI P&DC
Saint Louis MO NDC
Michigan Metroplex MI P&DC
Ft Wayne IN P&DC
Madison WI P&DC
Peoria IL P&DF and/or Champaign IL
P&DF
Green Bay WI P&DC
Indianapolis IN P&DC and/or
Evansville IN P&DF
Indianapolis IN P&DC
Indianapolis IN P&DC
Green Bay WI P&DC
Indianapolis IN P&DC
Columbia MO P&DF
Evansville IN P&DF
Indianapolis IN P&DC
Michigan Metroplex MI P&DC
Indianapolis IN P&DC
Evansville IN P&DF
Champaign IL P&DF
Madison WI P&DC
Milwaukee WI P&DC
Michigan Metroplex MI P&DC

70
71
72
73

76

Wausau WI P&DF

Rothschild, WI

77

Terre Haute IN P&DF

Terre Haute, IN

78

91

Kokomo IN P&DF
Muncie IN P&DF
Iron Mountain MI P&DF
Lafayette IN P&DF
Quincy IL P&DF
Carbondale IL CSMPC
Bloomington IN P&DF
Jackson MI CSMPC
Columbus IN CSMPC
Centralia IL CSMPC
Effingham IL CSMPC
Portage WI CSMPC
Kenosha WI CSMPC
Wheeler Street MI Annex

Kokomo, IN
Muncie, IN
Iron Mountain, MI
Lafayette, IN
Quincy, IL
Carbondale, IL
Bloomington, IN
Jackson, MI
Columbus, IN
Centralia, IL
Effingham, IL
Portage, WI
Kenosha, WI
Saginaw, MI

92

Boston MA P&DC

Boston, MA

93

Brooklyn NY P&DC

Brooklyn, NY

94

Queens NY P&DC

Flushing, NY

95

99

New Jersey NJ L&DC
Northern NJ Metro P&DC
Southern Connecticut CT P&DC
New York NY L&DC
Middlesex Essex MA P&DC

Kearny, NJ
Teterboro, NJ
Wallingford, CT
Bethpage, NY
North Reading, MA

100

Kilmer NJ P&DC

Edison, NJ

101

107

Central Mass MA P&DC
Stamford CT P&DC
Western Nassau NY P&DC
Brockton MA P&DC
Manchester NH P&DC
Northwest Boston MA P&DF
Mid Hudson NY P&DC

Shrewsbury, MA
Stamford, CT
Garden City, NY
Brockton, MA
Manchester, NH
Waltham, MA
Newburgh, NY

108

Nashua NH L&DC

Nashua, NH

109

123

White River Junction VT P&DC
Eastern Maine ME P&DF
Binghamton NY STC
Binghamton NY CSMPC
Catano DMDU PR Annex
Burlington VT P&DF
Wareham MA CSMPC
Monsey NY DDC
Plattsburgh NY CSMPC
Lowell MA DDC
Glens Falls NY CSMPC
Amsterdam NY CSMPC
Mid-Island NY Annex
San Bernardino CA P&DC
Industry CA P&DC

White River Junction, VT
Hampden, ME
Binghamton, NY
Binghamton, NY
Catano, PR
Essex Junction, VT
Wareham, MA
Monsey, NY
Plattsburgh, NY
Lowell, MA
Glens Falls, NY
Amsterdam, NY
Melville, NY
San Bernardino, CA
City Of Industry, CA

124

Long Beach CA P&DC

Long Beach, CA

125
126

Stockton CA P&DC
Midway CA P&DF

Stockton, CA
San Diego, CA

127

North Bay CA P&DC

Petaluma, CA

128

Bakersfield CA P&DC
Pasadena CA P&DC
North Peninsula CA DDC
Redding CA CSMPC
Van Nuys CA FSS Annex
Eureka CA CSMPC
Modesto CA CSMPC

Bakersfield, CA
Pasadena, CA
Burlingame, CA
Redding, CA
Van Nuys, CA
Eureka, CA
Modesto, CA

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

96
97
98

102
103
104
105
106

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

129
130
131
132
133
134
135

North Bay CA DDC

Petaluma, CA

136

Herb Peck CA Annex

Los Angeles, CA

Middlesex Essex MA P&DC and/or
Northwest Boston MA P&DF
Morgan Station NY P&DC
Brooklyn NY P&DC and/or Morgan
Station NY P&DC
Northern NJ Metro P&DC
Dominick V Daniels NJ P&DC
Hartford CT P&DC
Western Nassau NY P&DC
Boston MA P&DC
Trenton NJ P&DC and/or Dominick V
Daniels NJ P&DC
Boston MA P&DC
Westchester NY P&DC
Mid-Island NY P&DC
Providence RI P&DC
Southern Maine ME P&DC
Boston MA P&DC
Albany NY P&DC
Southern Maine ME P&DC and/or
Middlesex Essex MA P&DC and/or
Northwest Boston MA P&DF and/or
White River Junction VT P&DC
Manchester NH P&DC
Southern Maine ME P&DC
N/A
Syracuse NY P&DC
San Juan PR P&DC
White River Junction VT P&DC
Providence RI P&DC
Westchester NY P&DC
Albany NY P&DC
Middlesex Essex MA P&DC
Albany NY P&DC
Albany NY P&DC
Mid-Island NY P&DC
Moreno Valley CA Annex
Santa Ana CA P&DC
Los Angeles CA P&DC and/or Santa
Ana CA P&DC
West Sacramento CA P&DC
ML Sellers CA P&DC
Oakland CA P&DC and/or San
Francisco CA P&DC
Santa Clarita CA P&DC
Los Angeles CA P&DC
San Francisco CA P&DC
West Sacramento CA P&DC
Santa Clarita CA P&DC
Medford OR CSMPC
West Sacramento CA P&DC
Oakland CA P&DC and/or San
Francisco CA P&DC
Los Angeles CA P&DC

City/State

Notes

Grand Rapids, MI
Hazelwood, MO
Pontiac, MI
Fort Wayne, IN
Madison, WI
Peoria, IL / Champaign, IL
Green Bay, WI
Indianapolis, IN / Evansville, IN
Indianapolis, IN
Indianapolis, IN
Green Bay, WI
Indianapolis, IN
Columbia, MO
Evansville, IN
Indianapolis, IN
Pontiac, MI
Indianapolis, IN
Evansville, IN
Champaign, IL
Madison, WI
Milwaukee, WI
Pontiac, MI
North Reading, MA / Waltham, MA

Also studied as a gaining site

New York, NY

Origin Only

Brooklyn, NY / New York, NY
Teterboro, NJ
Kearny, NJ
Hartford, CT
Garden City, NY
Boston, MA

Also studied as a gaining site

Trenton, NJ / Kearny, NJ
Boston, MA
White Plains, NY
Melville, NY
Providence, RI
Scarborough, ME
Boston, MA
Albany, NY
Scarborough, ME / North Reading,
MA / Waltham, MA / White River
Junction, VT
Manchester, NH
Scarborough, ME
N/A, N/A
Syracuse, NY
San Juan, PR
White River Junction, VT
Providence, RI
White Plains, NY
Albany, NY
North Reading, MA
Albany, NY
Albany, NY
Melville, NY
Moreno Valley, CA
Santa Ana, CA
Los Angeles, CA / Santa Ana, CA
West Sacramento, CA
San Diego, CA
Oakland, CA / San Francisco, CA
Santa Clarita, CA
Los Angeles, CA
San Francisco, CA
West Sacramento, CA
Santa Clarita, CA
Medford, OR
West Sacramento, CA
Oakland, CA / San Francisco, CA
Los Angeles, CA

Also studied as a gaining site

Also studied as a gaining site
Also studied as a gaining site

Study/Gaining Sites List
Study Site
137

Dallas TX P&DC

138

145

New Orleans LA P&DC
Tulsa OK P&DC
Orlando FL P&DC
Ft Myers FL P&DC
South Florida FL P&DC
Ft Lauderdale FL P&DC
St Petersburg FL P&DC
Manasota FL P&DC

146

East Texas TX P&DC

139
140
141
142
143
144

147

Waco TX P&DF

148

Gainesville FL P&DF

149
150

Lafayette LA P&DF
Huntsville AL P&DF

151

Savannah GA P&DF

152
153

Mcallen TX P&DF
Lakeland FL P&DC

154

Abilene TX CSMPC

155

Albany GA CSMPC

156

Beaumont TX P&DF

157

Augusta GA P&DF

158

163

Fayetteville AR P&DF
Gulfport MS P&DF
Columbus GA CSMPC
Bryan TX CSMPC
Panama City FL P&DF
Hattiesburg MS CSMPC

164

Jonesboro AR CSMPC

165

201

Grenada MS CSMPC
Lufkin TX CSMPC
Tupelo MS CSMPC
Hot Springs Ntl Pk AR CSMPC
Little Rock Lindsey Road AR Annex
Waycross GA CSMPC
Dothan AL CSMPC
Austin TX Annex
Tuscaloosa AL CSMPC
Harrison AR CSMPC
Mcalester OK CSMPC
Savanna PO CSMPC
Anniston AL CSMPC
Swainsboro GA CSMPC
Valdosta GA CSMPC
Poteau OK CSMPC
Woodward OK CSMPC
Mobile AL Annex
Waco TX Annex
Colorado Springs CO P&DC
Tucson AZ P&DC
Springfield MO P&DF
Reno NV P&DC
Everett WA P&DF
Tacoma WA P&DC
Mount Hood OR DDC
Cedar Rapids IA P&DF
Eugene OR P&DF
Salem OR P&DF
St Cloud MN P&DF
Topeka KS P&DF
Cape Girardeau MO P&DF
Waterloo IA P&DF
Duluth MN P&DF
Rochester MN P&DF
Olympia WA P&DF
Seattle WA East DDC

202

Provo UT CSMPC

203

South WA DDC
Eau Claire WI P&DF

159
160
161
162

166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

204

City/State

Gaining Site

North Texas TX P&DC and/or Ft
Worth TX P&DC
New Orleans, LA
Baton Rouge LA P&DC
Tulsa, OK
Oklahoma City OK P&DC
Orlando, FL
Mid Florida FL P&DC
Fort Myers, FL
West Palm Beach FL P&DC
Pembroke Pines, FL
Miami FL P&DC
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Miami FL P&DC
Saint Petersburg, FL
Tampa FL P&DC
Sarasota, FL
Tampa FL P&DC
Shreveport LA P&DC and/or North
Tyler, TX
Texas TX P&DC and/or North
Houston TX P&DC
Waco, TX
Austin TX P&DC
Tampa FL P&DC and/or Jacksonville
Gainesville, FL
FL P&DC
Lafayette, LA
Baton Rouge LA P&DC
Huntsville, AL
Birmingham AL P&DC
Charleston SC P&DF and/or Macon
Savannah, GA
GA P&DC and/or Jacksonville FL
P&DC
Mcallen, TX
Corpus Christi TX P&DC
Lakeland, FL
Tampa FL P&DC
Austin TX P&DC and/or Midland TX
Abilene, TX
P&DF
Jacksonville FL P&DC and/or
Albany, GA
Tallahassee FL P&DF
Beaumont, TX
North Houston TX P&DC
Columbia SC P&DC and/or Macon
Augusta, GA
GA P&DC
Fayetteville, AR
Little Rock AR P&DC
Gulfport, MS
Mobile AL P&DC
Columbus, GA
Montgomery AL P&DC
Bryan, TX
North Houston TX P&DC
Panama City, FL
Pensacola FL P&DC
Hattiesburg, MS
Mobile AL P&DC
Memphis TN P&DC and/or Little
Jonesboro, AR
Rock AR P&DC
Grenada, MS
Jackson MS P&DC
Lufkin, TX
North Houston TX P&DC
Tupelo, MS
Memphis TN P&DC
Hot Springs National Park, AR Little Rock AR P&DC
Little Rock, AR
Little Rock AR P&DC
Waycross, GA
Jacksonville FL P&DC
Dothan, AL
Montgomery AL P&DC
Austin, TX
Austin TX P&DC
Tuscaloosa, AL
Birmingham AL P&DC
Harrison, AR
Little Rock AR P&DC
Mcalester, OK
Oklahoma City OK P&DC
Savannah, GA
Charleston SC P&DF
Anniston, AL
Birmingham AL P&DC
Swainsboro, GA
Macon GA P&DC
Valdosta, GA
Jacksonville FL P&DC
Poteau, OK
Oklahoma City OK P&DC
Woodward, OK
Oklahoma City OK P&DC
Mobile, AL
Mobile AL P&DC
Waco, TX
Austin TX P&DC
Colorado Springs, CO
Denver CO P&DC
Tucson, AZ
Phoenix AZ P&DC
Springfield, MO
Kansas City MO P&DC
Reno, NV
West Sacramento CA P&DC
Everett, WA
Seattle WA P&DC
Tacoma, WA
Seattle WA P&DC
Portland, OR
Portland OR P&DC
Cedar Rapids, IA
Quad Cities IL P&DF
Springfield, OR
Portland OR P&DC
Salem, OR
Portland OR P&DC
Waite Park, MN
Minneapolis MN P&DC
Topeka, KS
Kansas City MO P&DC
Cape Girardeau, MO
Saint Louis MO NDC
Waterloo, IA
Des Moines IA P&DC
Duluth, MN
St Paul MN P&DC
Rochester, MN
St Paul MN P&DC
Tumwater, WA
Seattle WA P&DC
Redmond, WA
Seattle WA P&DC
Salt Lake City UT P&DC and/or
Provo, UT
Grand Junction CO CSMPC and/or
Las Vegas NV P&DC
Kent, WA
Seattle WA P&DC
Eau Claire, WI
St Paul MN P&DC
Dallas, TX

City/State

Notes

Coppell, TX / Fort Worth, TX
Baton Rouge, LA
Oklahoma City, OK
Mid Florida, FL
West Palm Beach, FL
Miami, FL
Miami, FL
Tampa, FL
Tampa, FL
Shreveport, LA / Coppell, TX / North
Houston, TX
Austin, TX
Tampa, FL / Jacksonville, FL
Baton Rouge, LA
Birmingham, AL
North Charleston, SC / Macon, GA /
Jacksonville, FL
Corpus Christi, TX
Tampa, FL
Austin, TX / Midland, TX
Jacksonville, FL / Tallahassee, FL
North Houston, TX
West Columbia, SC / Macon, GA
Little Rock, AR
Mobile, AL
Montgomery, AL
North Houston, TX
Pensacola, FL
Mobile, AL
Memphis, TN / Little Rock, AR
Jackson, MS
North Houston, TX
Memphis, TN
Little Rock, AR
Little Rock, AR
Jacksonville, FL
Montgomery, AL
Austin, TX
Birmingham, AL
Little Rock, AR
Oklahoma City, OK
North Charleston, SC
Birmingham, AL
Macon, GA
Jacksonville, FL
Oklahoma City, OK
Oklahoma City, OK
Mobile, AL
Austin, TX
Denver, CO
Phoenix, AZ
Kansas City, MO
West Sacramento, CA
Seattle, WA
Seattle, WA
Portland, OR
Milan, IL
Portland, OR
Portland, OR
Minneapolis, MN
Kansas City, MO
Hazelwood, MO
Des Moines, IA
Saint Paul, MN
Saint Paul, MN
Seattle, WA
Seattle, WA
Salt Lake City, UT / Grand Junction,
CO / Las Vegas, NV
Seattle, WA
Saint Paul, MN

Origin Only

Study/Gaining Sites List

205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

Study Site

City/State

Gaining Site

Pocatello ID CSMPC
Missoula MT CSMPC
Rapid City SD P&DF
La Crosse WI P&DF
Pasco WA P&DF
East Valley AZ DDC
Grand Island NE P&DF
Bend OR CSMPC
Wenatchee WA CSMPC
North Platte NE CSMPC
Norfolk NE P&DF
Grand Forks ND CSMPC
Salina KS CSMPC
Dakota Central SD P&DF
Minot ND CSMPC
Helena MT CSMPC
Roswell NM CSMPC
Kalispell MT CSMPC
Hutchinson KS CSMPC
Rock Springs WY CSMPC
Dodge City KS CSMPC
Farmington NM CSMPC
Durango CO CSMPC
Pendleton OR CSMPC
Bemidji MN CSMPC
Alamosa CO CSMPC
Albuquerque NM ASF Annex
Hays KS CSMPC
Alamogordo NM CSMPC
Salida CO CSMPC
Clovis NM CSMPC
Sunset OR DDC
Carroll IA CSMPC
Devils Lake ND CSMPC

Pocatello, ID
Missoula, MT
Rapid City, SD
La Crosse, WI
Pasco, WA
Gilbert, AZ
Grand Island, NE
Bend, OR
Wenatchee, WA
North Platte, NE
Norfolk, NE
Grand Forks, ND
Salina, KS
Huron, SD
Minot, ND
Helena, MT
Roswell, NM
Kalispell, MT
Hutchinson, KS
Rock Springs, WY
Dodge City, KS
Farmington, NM
Durango, CO
Pendleton, OR
Bemidji, MN
Alamosa, CO
Albuquerque, NM
Hays, KS
Alamogordo, NM
Salida, CO
Clovis, NM
Hillsboro, OR
Carroll, IA
Devils Lake, ND

Salt Lake City UT P&DC
Spokane WA P&DC
Casper WY CSMPC
St Paul MN P&DC
Spokane WA P&DC
Phoenix AZ P&DC
Omaha NE P&DC
Portland OR P&DC
Spokane WA P&DC
Cheyenne WY P&DC
Omaha NE P&DC
Fargo ND P&DF
Wichita KS P&DC
Sioux Falls SD P&DF
Bismarck ND P&DF
Great Falls MT P&DF
Lubbock TX P&DF
Spokane WA P&DC
Wichita KS P&DC
Salt Lake City UT P&DC
Wichita KS P&DC
Albuquerque NM P&DC
Albuquerque NM P&DC
Portland OR P&DC
Minneapolis MN P&DC
Denver CO P&DC
Albuquerque NM P&DC
Wichita KS P&DC
El Paso TX P&DC
Denver CO P&DC
Lubbock TX P&DF
Portland OR P&DC
Des Moines IA P&DC
Fargo ND P&DF
Wichita KS P&DC and/or Amarillo TX
P&DF
Cheyenne WY P&DC
Salt Lake City UT P&DC
Denver CO P&DC
Cheyenne WY P&DC
Billings MT P&DF
Cheyenne WY P&DC
Albuquerque NM P&DC
Des Moines IA P&DC
Albuquerque NM P&DC
Albuquerque NM P&DC
Seattle WA P&DC
Phoenix AZ P&DC
Omaha NE P&DC

239

Liberal KS CSMPC

Liberal, KS

240

Alliance NE CSMPC
Elko NV CSMPC
Colby KS CSMPC
Rawlins WY CSMPC
Wolf Point MT CSMPC
Wheatland WY CSMPC
Tucumcari NM CSMPC
Creston IA CSMPC
Socorro NM CSMPC
Truth Or Cons NM CSMPC
South Sound WA DDC
North Valley AZ DDC
Omaha NE Mail Consolidation Center Annex

Alliance, NE
Elko, NV
Colby, KS
Rawlins, WY
Wolf Point, MT
Wheatland, WY
Tucumcari, NM
Creston, IA
Socorro, NM
Truth Or Consequences, NM
Fife, WA
Phoenix, AZ
Omaha, NE

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

City/State
Salt Lake City, UT
Spokane, WA
Casper, WY
Saint Paul, MN
Spokane, WA
Phoenix, AZ
Omaha, NE
Portland, OR
Spokane, WA
Cheyenne, WY
Omaha, NE
Fargo, ND
Wichita, KS
Sioux Falls, SD
Bismarck, ND
Great Falls, MT
Lubbock, TX
Spokane, WA
Wichita, KS
Salt Lake City, UT
Wichita, KS
Albuquerque, NM
Albuquerque, NM
Portland, OR
Minneapolis, MN
Denver, CO
Albuquerque, NM
Wichita, KS
El Paso, TX
Denver, CO
Lubbock, TX
Portland, OR
Des Moines, IA
Fargo, ND
Wichita, KS / Amarillo, TX
Cheyenne, WY
Salt Lake City, UT
Denver, CO
Cheyenne, WY
Billings, MT
Cheyenne, WY
Albuquerque, NM
Des Moines, IA
Albuquerque, NM
Albuquerque, NM
Seattle, WA
Phoenix, AZ
Omaha, NE

Notes
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Summary of Air/Traffic Evaluations Conducted

Estimated
Additional Peak
Hour Traffic
(trips per hr or
day)

Gaining Facility

Address

Study Site(s)

Address (es)

Net Employee
Increase (+)
/Decrease (-)

Net Mileage
Increase (+)/
Decrease (-)

Anaheim P&DC

5335 E La Palma Avenue, Aneheim, CA
92899

Industry P&DC

15421 E Gale Avenue, Industry, CA 91715

+112

+152,684

x

Jan. 2012

26

Boston P&DC

25 Dorchester Avenue, Boston, MA 02205

Northwest Boston P&DC
Middlesex-Essex P&DC
Queens P&DC
Staten Island P&DF

200 Smith Street, Waltham, MA 02451
76 Main Street, North Reading, MA 01889
14202 20th Street, Flushing, NY 11351
550 Manor Road, Staten Island, NY 10314

+450

+108,592

x

Jan. 2012

118

+376

+711,066

Akron, OH P&DC
Canton, OH P&DC

675 Wolf Ledges Pkwy Rm 114, Akron, OH 44309
2650 Cleveland Ave Nw, Canton, OH 44711

Athens OH CSMPC,
Chillicothe CSMPC, OH
Dayton, OH P&DC
Ironton, OH P&DC
Kilmer NJ P&DC
Northern NJ Metro P&DC

5 W Stimson Ave, Athens OH 45701
40 S Walnut, Chillocothe, OH 45601
1111 E 5 th Street, Dayton, OH 45401
214 North Fourth Street, Ironton, OH
21 Kilmer Road, Edison, NJ 08899
200 Industrial Avenue, Teterboro, NJ 07699

Dallas P&DC

401 Dallas Fort Worth Turnpike, Dallas, TX 75208

Analysis Conducted
Air

Brooklyn P&DC

1050 Forbell Street, Brooklyn, NY 11256

Cleveland, OH P&DC

2400 Orange Ave, Rm 30, Cleveland, OH
44101

Columbus, OH P&DC

3175 Agler Road, Columbus, OH 43218

Dominick V Daniels, NJ P&DC

850 Newark Turnpike, Kearney, NJ 07099

Fort Worth P&DC

4600 Mark IV Parkway, Forth Worth, TX
76161

3300 Odd Fellows RD, Lynchburg, VA 24506
419 Rutherford Ave, Roanoke, VA 24016

Traffic

x

Jan. 2012

26

x

Jan. 2012

12

+48

+1,054,270

NA- PM2.5 Maint
for CO, O3, PM10
and SO2

+965

+1,803,952

Maint ozone

x

Jan. 2012

237

+540

+2,321,770

M - ozone and
PM2.5 and Maint
CO

x

Jan. 2012

83

+558

+744,638

x

Jan. 2012

136

+325

+6,500,000

NA - PM2.5 and
moderate for ozone

x

Jan. 2012

80

+240

+570,510

E - oxone, S PM10, S - PM2.5,
and led, Maint CO
and NO2

+327

+1,240,020

+114

+3,325,026

Greensboro, NC P&DC

1120 Pleasant Ridge Road, Greensboro, NC
27498

Lynchburg, VA P&DC
Roanoke NC P&DC

Los Angeles, CA P&DC

7001 S Central Ave, Los Angeles, CA
90052

Long Beach P&DC
Pasadena P&DC

2300 Rendondo Ave, Long Beach, CA 90809
600 Lincoln Avenue, Pasadene, CA 99109

Louisville, KY P&DC

1420 Gardiner Lane, Louisville, KY 12288

Lexington KY P&DC
Cincinnati OH P&DC
Elizabethtown KY CSMPC
Camton KY P&DC
Lansing, MI P&DC
Saginaw, MI P&DC
Toledo, OH P&DC

1088 Nandino Blvd, Lexington, KY 40511
1591 Dalton Av, Cincinatti, OH 45234
2934 Dolphin Dr., Elizabethtown, KY 42701
175 Mountain Parkway Spur, Camton, KY 41301
4800 Collins Rd Lansing, MI 48924
1233 S Washington Ave Saginaw, MI 48601
435 S Saint Clair St Toledo, OH 43601

341 9th Avenue, New York, NY 10199

Bronx P&DC

558 Grand Concourse, Bronx, NY 10451

+63

+600,294

North Metro GA P&DC

1605 Boggs Road, Duluth, GA 30096

Athens GA P&DF
Chattanooga, P&DC

575 Olympic Dr, Athens, GA 30601
6050 Shallowford Rd, Chattanooga, TN 37421

+328

+5,226,624

Philadelphia P&DC

7500 Lindbergh Boulevard, Philadelphia
19176

Southeastern P&DC

1000 W Valley Rd, Southeastern, PA 19087

+332

+46,915

x

Clarksburg, WV P&DF
Erie PA P&DF
Greensburg PA DDC
New Castle PA P&DF
Steubenville OH CSMPC
Youngstown OH P&DF
Wheeling (from previous AMP)
Buffalo P&DC
Erie P&DF

200 Cava Dr, Clarksburg, WV 26301
2108 E 38th St, Eire, PA 165159987
238 Pennsylvania Ave, Greensburg, PA 145019993
435 S Cascade St, New Castle, PA 161089998
150 N 3rd St, Steubenville, OH 4395299997
99 S Walnut St, Youngstown, OH 445019993

+555

+96,576

1200 William Street, Buffalo, NY 14240
2108 East 38th Street, Erie, PA 16515

+384

Industry P&DC

15421 E Gale Avenue, Industry, CA 91715

+247

Michigan Metroplex, MI P&DC

Morgan P&DC

711 N Glenwood Pontiac, MI 48340

Pittsburgh P&DC

1001 California Ave, Rm 2057a, Pittsburgh
15290

Rochester P&DC

1335 Jefferson Road, Rochester, NY 14692

Santa Ana P&DC

3101 W Sunflower Ave, Santa Ana, CA
92799

Santa Clarita, CA P&DC

28201 Franklin Parkway, Santa Clarita, CA
91383

Bakersfield, P&DC

Seattle, WA P&DC

10700 27th Avenue South, Seattle, WA
98168

Everett, WA P&DC
Olympia, WA P&DC
Tacoma, WA P&DC

3501 Bessie Coleman Blvd, Tampa, FL
33630

Lakeland FL P&DC
Gainesville FL P&DF
Fort Myers FL P&DC
St. Petersburg FL P&DC

Tampa P&DC

Weston Screening Analysis Summary (Weston 2012)

3400 Pegasus Dr, Bakersfield, CA 93380

8120 Hardeson Rd, Everrett, WA 982036289
717 76th St, Tumwater, WA 98501991
4001 S. Pine St, Tacoma, WA 984139997
2800 Lakeland Hills Blvd, Lakeland FL 338059997
4600 SW 34th St, Gainesville, FL 326089997
14080 Jetport Loop, Fort Meyer, FL 339139997
3135 1 St Ave, N, Saint Petersburg, FL 337309997

Date of
Study

NA PM2.5
Maint. Ozone
NA PM2.5
Maint. Ozone
and CO
NA O3 and PM2.5,
and PM10 and
Maint for CO.
NA PM2.5 and
ozone

Jan. 2012

x

Jan. 2012

80

Jan. 2012

Jan. 2012

49

Jan. 2012

82

Jan. 2012

57

x

Jan. 2012

105

+359,411

x

Jan. 2012

87

+139,408

x

Jan. 2012

54

+111

+595,162

E - O3, Serious PM10, basic for
PM2.5 and lead and
Maint for CO and
Nox

+365

+1,004,138

maintenance area for
both CO and PM10

+435

+2,166,464

x

Jan. 2012

x

Jan. 2012

88

x

Jan. 2012

106

Summary of Air/Traffic Evaluations Conducted

Gaining Facility

Address

W. Sacramento, CA P&DC

3939 Industrial Blvd, West Sacramento, CA
95799

Westchester P&DC

1000 Westchester Avenue, White Plains,
NY 10610

E - Extreme
S - Severe
M - Moderate
NA - nonattainment
Maint - Maintenance

Weston Screening Analysis Summary (Weston 2012)

Study Site(s)

Redding CA CSMPC
Reno NV P&DC
Stamford P&DC

Address (es)

Net Employee
Increase (+)
/Decrease (-)

Net Mileage
Increase (+)/
Decrease (-)

2323 Churn Creek Rd, Redding, CA 96002
2000 Vassar St, Reno, NV 89510

+287

+896,613

427 West Avenue, Stamford, CT 06910

+293

+1,064,608

Analysis Conducted
Air
S - ozone and
PM2.5 and Maint.
CO

Date of
Study

Estimated
Additional Peak
Hour Traffic
(trips per hr or
day)

Jan. 2012

68

Jan. 2012

45

Traffic

x

Air/Traffic Screening Results

Gaining Facility
Anaheim P&DC

Traffic Screening Results Summary
The peak hour vehicle trips (26) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends screening level for all peak hours and the
City of Anaheim’s CMP screening threshold of 51 trips during any peak hour.

Boston P&DC

The peak hour vehicle trips (118) would be slightly greater than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends screening level for all peak
hours. There are no local or State DOT requirements triggered by the consolidation to the Boston P&DC. The facility is located adjacent to the John F.
Fitzgerald Expressway. Accessing the facility involves very little travel after exiting the expressway, thereby minimizing POV impact on nearby by
roadway LOS. At 118 peak hour POV trips, the impact on the John F. Fitzgerald Expressway LOS would not be expected to be significant.

Brooklyn P&DC
Cleveland P&DC

Columbus P&DC

Air Quality Screening Results
NA

NA

The traffic screening showed that the maximum peak hour vehicle trips (26) would be less than the New York City, City Environmental Quality Review
guidance threshold of 50 peak vehicle trips and the maximum subway/rail/bus riders (75) is less than the CEQR guidance threshold of 200 peak hour
NA
riders.
The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (26) would be less than the Ohio Department of Transportation’s (ODOT) 100 trip end
Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold
screening level for all peak hours.
The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (237) would be greater than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends
screening level for all peak hours. The daily trips due to the consolidation to the Columbus P&DC would not increase the traffic volume on the two main
access roads to a level that would lower their current LOS ratings. ODOT concurred[1] that a TIS would not required because the consolidation to the Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold
Columbus P&DC does not involve new construction; no facility and zoning changes; and employees are not being added beyond the design and intended
function of the existing facility.

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (83) would be less than the ITE and the NJDOT guidance recommended practice of 100
directional trip ends screening level for all peak hours.

Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

Fort Worth P&DC

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (136) would be slightly greater than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
ends screening level for all peak hours. The daily trip total of 816 POV and 56 PCE combine for a total of 872 daily vehicle trips. This is less than the
City of Fort Worth’s Street Development Standards TIS screening level of 5,000 daily vehicle trips. Therefore, a LOS analysis would not be required.

NA
(Dallas and Fort Worth in Same Air Quality Control
Region)
Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

Greensboro P&DC

The traffic screening showed that the maximum peak hour vehicle trips (80) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
ends screening level for all peak hours. The daily average weekday trip generation (690) would be less than the North Carolina Department of
Transportation’s (NCDOT) screening level of 3,000 vehicles per day.

Dominick V. Daniels P&DC

Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

Los Angeles, CA P&DC
Louisville P&DC

Morgan P&DC

The traffic screening showed that the maximum peak hour vehicle trips (80) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold
ends screening level for all peak hours.
The traffic screening showed that the maximum peak hour vehicle trips (49) would be less than the New York City, City Environmental Quality Review
guidance threshold of 50 peak vehicle trips and the maximum subway/rail/bus riders (32) is less than the CEQR guidance threshold of 200 peak hour Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold
riders.
Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

Michigan Metroplex, MI P&DC
North Metro GA P&DC

The traffic screening showed that the maximum peak hour vehicle trips (82) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
ends screening level for all peak hours.

Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (57) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends
screening level for all peak hours and the Pennsylvania Highway Operating Permit screening level of 100 directional trip ends during any hour.

NA

Philadelphia P&DC

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (105) would be slightly larger than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
ends screening level for all peak hours and the Pennsylvania Highway Operating Permit screening level of 100 directional trip ends during any hour.

NA

Pittsburgh P&DC
Rochester P&DC
Santa Ana P&DC

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (87) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends
screening level for all peak hours.
The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (54) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends
screening level for all peak hours.

NA
Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

Santa Clarita, CA P&DC
Seattle WA P&DC

NA

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (88) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends
screening level for all peak hours.

Weston Screening Analysis Summary (Weston 2012)

Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold

Air/Traffic Screening Results

Gaining Facility
Tampa P&DC

West Sacramento P&DC
Westchester P&DC

Traffic Screening Results Summary
The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (106) would be slightly greater than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
ends screening level for all peak hours and the City of Tampa’s “No Study” 100 directional trip threshold.

Air Quality Screening Results
NA

The traffic screening showed that the peak hour vehicle trips (68) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip ends
screening level for all peak hours. The maximum peak hour increase of 68 new vehicle trips is greater than the City of Sacramento’s TIA significance
threshold of 50 peak hour trip ends. The 492 (408 POV and 84 truck PCE) daily trip end total would be less than the City of Sacramento’s TIA daily
Projected Emissions Less than Conformity Threshold
significance threshold of 500 daily vehicle trip ends. The City of West Sacramento Public Works Department confirmed that the a TIA would not be
required because the consolidation to the West Sacramento P&DC does not involve new construction; no facility and zoning changes; and employees are
not being added beyond the design and intended function of the existing facility.[2]
The traffic screening showed that the maximum peak hour vehicle trips (45) would be less than the ITE recommended practice of 100 directional trip
ends screening level for all peak hours.

Weston Screening Analysis Summary (Weston 2012)

NA
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Table G-1 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" and "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST

ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALASKA PFC
ALASKA PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
BAY-VALLEY PFC
BAY-VALLEY PFC
BAY-VALLEY PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC

BIRMINGHAM P&DC
HUNTSVILLE P&DF
MOBILE P&DC
MONTGOMERY P&DC
ANNISTON PO
DOTHAN PO
TCL-SKYLAND STA

Gaining
Study
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

ANCHORAGE P&DC

Gaining

ALBANY P&DC
SYRACUSE P&DC
AMSTERDAM PO
BINGHAMTON PO
GLENS FALLS PO
PLATTSBURGH PO

Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study

LYNCHBURG P&DF
ROANOKE P&DC
CHARLESTON P&DC
CLARKSBURG P&DF
BLUEFIELD PO
PARKERSBURG PO
PETERSBURG PO

Study
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study

EAST VALLEY DDC
PHOENIX P&DC
TUCSON P&DC
ALBUQUERQUE P&DC
ALAMOGORDO PO
FARMINGTON PO
SOCORRO PO
TRUTH/CONSEQUENCE PO
TUCUMCARI PO

Study
Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

LITTLE ROCK P&DC
HARRISON PO
HOT SPRINGS NAT PK PO
JONESBORO PO

Gaining
Study
Study
Study

ATHENS GMF
ATLANTA P&DC
ATLANTA L&DC
NORTH METRO
ACWORTH PO
CARTERSVILLE PO
DOUGLASVILLE PO

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

BALTIMORE P&DC
EASTON P&DF
CUMBERLAND PO

Gaining
Study
Study

OAKLAND P&DC
SAN JOSE P&DC

Gaining
Gaining

CURSEEN-MORRIS P&DC
SO MARYLAND P&DC
SUBURBAN MD P&DC
WALDORF PO

Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study

DMDU CANTANO ANNEX
SAN JUAN AMF
SAN JUAN P&DC

Study
Study
Gaining

BLOOMINGTON P&DF
CAROL STREAM P&DC
CHICAGO NDC
SOUTH SUBURBAN P&DC
FOX VALLEY P&DC

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study

WESTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES

72.35%
52.20%
61.11%
59.52%
19.30%
41.38%
26.56%
47.49%
57.09%
57.09%
7.41%
5.63%
3.33%
5.21%
5.88%
1.41%
4.81%
37.12%
19.74%
10.81%
3.10%
3.51%
1.54%
0.00%
10.83%
33.33%
39.60%
39.50%
62.13%
37.25%
37.25%
70.00%
10.00%
40.00%
41.01%
47.10%
5.45%
8.06%
20.00%
20.15%
52.48%
88.86%
91.19%
81.22%
8.33%
13.56%
26.42%
51.72%
74.87%
43.43%
3.92%
40.74%
92.56%
86.04%
89.30%
96.09%
83.90%
78.44%
67.96%
81.60%
99.19%
87.88%
97.44%
94.83%
13.43%
71.21%
85.13%
78.83%
70.80%

Table G-1 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" and "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

GREAT LAKES

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CHICAGO PFC
CHICAGO PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
FORT WORTH PFC

PEORIA P&DF

Gaining

HARRISBURG P&DC
LANCASTER P&DC
LEHIGH VALLEY P&DC
READING P&DF
SCRANTON P&DF
WILLIAMSPORT P&DF

Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

TOPEKA P&DF
WICHITA P&DC
GRAND ISLAND P&DF
NORFOLK P&DF
OMAHA P&DC
COLBY PO
DODGE CITY PO
HAYS PO
HUTCHINSON PO
LIBERAL PO
SALINA PO
ALLIANCE PO
NORTH PLATTE PO

Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

IRVING PARK RD P&DC

Study

CINCINNATI P&DC
COLUMBUS P&DC
DAYTON P&DF
ATHENS PO
CHILLICOTHE PO
IRONTON PO

Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study

COLORADO SPRINGS P&DC
DENVER P&DC
DENVER MP/ANX
CHEYENNE P&DC
ALAMOSA PO
DURANGO PO
SALIDA PO
RAWLINS PO
ROCK SPRINGS PO
WHEATLAND PO

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

HARTFORD P&DC
SOUTHERN CT P&DC
STAMFORD P&DC
SPRINGFIELD P&DC
PROVIDENCE P&DC

Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Gaining

HELENA PO
KALISPELL PO
MISSOULA PO
WOLF POINT PO
DEVILS LAKE PO
GRAND FORKS PO
MINOT PO

Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

NORTH TEXAS P&DC
DALLAS P&DC
EAST TEXAS P&DC
LUFKIN PO

Gaining
Study
Study
Study

DET PRIORITY MAIL FAC
DETROIT NDC
DETROIT P&DC
MICHIGAN METROPLEX P&DC
JACKSON PO

Gaining
Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study

AMARILLO P&DF

Gaining

EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
GREAT LAKES
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
SOUTHWEST

11.24%
55.11%
21.36%
11.49%
11.76%
11.24%
4.18%
3.03%
10.51%
27.07%
24.55%
3.39%
2.00%
19.46%
0.00%
9.76%
2.70%
10.23%
11.11%
5.26%
15.00%
8.06%
10.66%
86.25%
86.25%
31.62%
36.02%
35.09%
2.17%
7.14%
0.00%
18.67%
47.93%
53.87%
56.93%
21.88%
50.00%
16.00%
9.52%
53.85%
11.32%
0.00%
32.13%
45.80%
35.03%
63.83%
12.73%
10.22%
33.52%
7.50%
7.14%
4.64%
11.11%
0.00%
3.67%
3.57%
5.38%
76.53%
78.43%
50.00%
21.50%
56.61%
64.97%
60.63%
83.48%
44.57%
4.71%
51.67%
28.97%

Table G-1 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" and "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST

FORT WORTH PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HOUSTON PFC
HOUSTON PFC
HOUSTON PFC
HOUSTON PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC

FT WORTH P&DC
LUBBOCK P&DF
ABILENE PO

Gaining
Gaining
Study

CHAMPAIGN P&DF
SPRINGFIELD P&DC
COLUMBIA MO P&DF
ST LOUIS NDC
ST LOUIS MO P&DC
ST LOUIS METRO ANNEX
CARBONDALE PO
CENTRALIA IL PO
EFFINGHAM PO

Gaining
Study
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

BOSTON P&DC
NORTHWEST BOSTON P&DF
BROCKTON P&DC
MIDDLESEX-ESSEX P&DC
CENTRAL MASS P&DC
WAREHAM ANX

Study/Gainin
Study/Gainin
Study
Study/Gainin
Study
Study

FT WAYNE P&DC
GARY P&DC
INDIANAPOLIS P&DC
BLOOMINGTON MPA
KOKOMO P&DF
LAFAYETTE P&DF
MUNCIE P&DF
SOUTH BEND P&DC
TERRE HAUTE P&DF
COLUMBUS PO

Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

GRAND RAPIDS P&DF
GRAND RAPIDS P&DC
KALAMAZOO P&DC
LANSING P&DC
SAGINAW P&DC
TRAVERSE CITY P&DF

Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Gaining

CHARLESTON P&DF
COLUMBIA P&DC
FLORENCE P&DF
GREENVILLE P&DC

Gaining
Gaining
Study
Gaining

GREENSBORO P&DC
RALEIGH P&DC
ROCKY MOUNT P&DF

Gaining
Gaining
Study

QUAD CITIES P&DF
DES MOINES P&DC
CARROLL PO
CRESTON PO

Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study

BEAUMONT P&DF
N HOUSTON P&DC
BRYAN PO

Study
Gaining
Study

EVANSVILLE P&DF
BOWLING GREEN P&DF
LEXINGTON P&DC
LOUISVILLE P&DC
PADUCAH P&DF
CAMPTON PO
ELIZABETHTOWN PO
HAZARD PO
SOMERSET PO

Gaining
Study
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

PALATINE P&DC
ROCKFORD P&DC

Gaining
Study

GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES

55.97%
53.42%
24.56%
40.73%
14.61%
8.37%
19.26%
50.15%
66.49%
70.86%
4.55%
4.62%
1.82%
26.75%
13.87%
6.85%
8.48%
4.37%
6.19%
7.95%
7.95%
25.79%
67.69%
50.84%
10.53%
8.11%
13.51%
8.42%
17.86%
6.98%
5.10%
21.48%
28.70%
21.79%
15.81%
25.41%
15.49%
3.30%
18.42%
56.02%
71.68%
59.69%
39.71%
56.77%
60.58%
71.75%
77.18%
69.84%
9.03%
14.16%
0.00%
0.00%
5.80%
45.97%
82.32%
25.81%
51.36%
9.42%
10.67%
18.01%
34.90%
8.89%
10.00%
6.35%
3.57%
5.77%
11.95%
62.64%
18.08%

Table G-1 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" and "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES

LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LONG ISLAND PFC
LONG ISLAND PFC
LONG ISLAND PFC
LOS ANGELES PFC
LOS ANGELES PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
MID-AMERICA PFC
MID-AMERICA PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
NEVADA-SIERRA PFC
NEVADA-SIERRA PFC
NEVADA-SIERRA PFC
NEW YORK PFC
NEW YORK PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTHEAST AREA PFC
NORTHEAST AREA PFC
NORTHEAST AREA PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC

GREEN BAY P&DC
MADISON P&DC
MILW PRIORITY ANNEX
MILWAUKEE P&DC
OSHKOSH P&DF
WAUSAU P&DF
KENOSHA PO
PORTAGE PO

Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

MID-ISLAND P&DC
WEST NASSAU P&DC

Gaining
Study/Gainin

LOS ANGELES P&DC

Gaining

BATON ROUGE P&DC
LAFAYETTE P&DF
NEW ORLEANS P&DC
SHREVEPORT P&DC

Gaining
Study
Study
Gaining

KCMO P&DC

Gaining

ASHEVILLE P&DF
CHARLOTTE P&DC
CHARLOTTE NC L&DC/STC
FAYETTEVILLE P&DC
KINSTON P&DF

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study

GULFPORT P&DF
JACKSON P&DC
GRENADA PO
HATTIESBURG PO
TUPELO PO

Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

LAS VEGAS P&DC
RENO P&DC

Gaining
Study

NEW YORK MORGAN P&DC

Gaining

GAINESVILLE P&DF
JACKSONVILLE P&DC
PANAMA CITY P&DF
PENSACOLA P&DC
TALLAHASSE P&DF
AUGUSTA P&DF
MACON P&DC
SAVANNAH P&DF
ALBANY PO
COLUMBUS PO
SAV-MAIN OFFICE STA
SWAINSBORO PO
VALDOSTA PO
WAYCROSS PO

Study
Gaining
Study
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

NORTH JERSEY L&DC
METRO NEW YORK L&DC

Study
Study

EASTERN MAINE P & DF
SOUTHERN MAINE P&DC
MANCHESTER P&DC
NASHUA L&DC
BURLINGTON P&DF
WHITE RIVER JUNC P&DC

Study
Gaining
Study/Gainin
Study
Study
Study/Gainin

KILMER P&DC
NORTHRN NJ METRO P&DC
DVD BLDG P&DC

Study
Study/Gainin
Gaining

AKRON P&DC
CANTON P&DF

Study
Study

NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
WESTERN
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
WESTERN
WESTERN
NORTHEAST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN

6.10%
12.02%
25.57%
39.07%
3.25%
3.55%
15.07%
5.13%
19.05%
29.73%
33.10%
31.41%
95.66%
95.66%
73.88%
56.63%
81.75%
53.21%
66.37%
52.07%
52.07%
11.05%
63.15%
63.19%
68.82%
59.46%
53.13%
23.81%
76.09%
32.73%
31.91%
19.51%
36.81%
51.29%
52.00%
51.64%
83.35%
83.35%
42.79%
61.55%
39.73%
47.51%
62.28%
73.33%
68.27%
60.00%
51.10%
72.37%
66.10%
3.45%
26.67%
14.49%
49.26%
81.79%
64.20%
72.99%
1.72%
3.03%
4.24%
13.29%
6.90%
2.14%
5.22%
55.65%
62.88%
70.69%
63.07%
23.41%
12.44%

Table G-1 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" and "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN

NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN PFC
PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN PFC
PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
RICHMOND PFC
RICHMOND PFC
RICHMOND PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC

CLEVELAND P&DC
TOLEDO P&DF
YOUNGSTOWN P&DF
STEUBENVILLE PO

Gaining
Study
Study
Study

DULUTH P&DF
MINNEAPOLIS P&DC
SAINT PAUL P&DC
EAU CLAIRE P&DF
BEMIDJI PO

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study

OKLAHOMA CITY P&DC
TULSA P&DC
MCALESTER PO
POTEAU PO
WOODWARD PO

Gaining
Study
Study
Study
Study

SOUTHEASTERN P&DC
PHILADELPHIA P&DC-1

Study
Gaining

WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
WESTERN
WESTERN

EUGENE P&DF
Study
MEDFORD MPC
Gaining
MT HOOD DDC
Study
SUNSET DDC
Study
PORTLAND P&DC
Gaining
PORTLAND AIR CARGO CENTER-PGaining
SALEM P&DF
Gaining
BEND PO
Study
PENDLETON PO
Study
NORFOLK P&DC
RICHMOND P&DC

Study
Gaining

AUSTIN P&DC
CORPUS CHRISTI P&DC
EL PASO P&DC
MCALLEN P&DF
MIDLAND P&DF
SAN ANTONIO P&DC
WACO P&DF

Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Gaining
Gaining
Study

FRESNO P&DC
SACRAMENTO P&DC
STOCKTON P&DC
MOD-MAIN OFFICE STA
REDDING PO

Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study
Study

BOISE P&DC
SALT LAKE CITY P&DC
SALT LAKE CITY ASF
POCATELLO PO
PROVO PO

Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Study

MORENO VALLEY DDC
SAN BERNARDINO P&DC
MARGARET SELLERS P&DC
MIDWAY P&DF

Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study

NORTH BAY P&DC
SAN FRANCISCO P&DC
EUREKA PO

Study
Gaining
Study

INDUSTRY P&DC
ANAHEIM P&DF
LONG BEACH P&DC
SANTA ANA P&DC

Study
Gaining
Study
Gaining

EVERETT P&DF
OLYMPIA P&DF

Study
Study

58.49%
30.06%
20.11%
12.96%
26.24%
3.64%
20.60%
22.42%
5.62%
0.00%
10.45%
44.78%
40.46%
18.18%
14.29%
4.17%
24.38%
37.12%
69.36%
53.24%
12.88%
13.95%
41.31%
22.22%
33.29%
45.27%
14.29%
4.88%
2.70%
21.20%
72.21%
75.37%
73.79%
65.58%
69.57%
80.50%
90.84%
56.84%
71.70%
53.92%
69.85%
68.90%
67.71%
74.33%
52.50%
16.16%
55.92%
11.91%
21.07%
23.03%
7.35%
14.88%
15.65%
80.81%
72.01%
72.91%
78.50%
76.06%
57.36%
93.53%
19.59%
56.83%
84.67%
79.00%
82.91%
72.97%
79.89%
53.57%
42.31%

Table G-1 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" and "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN

SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH JERSEY PFC
SOUTH JERSEY PFC
SOUTH JERSEY PFC
SOUTH JERSEY PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TRIBORO PFC
TRIBORO PFC
TRIBORO PFC
WESTCHESTER PFC
WESTCHESTER PFC
WESTCHESTER PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

PASCO P&DF
SEATTLE P&DC
SEATTLE DDC-EAST
SPOKANE P&DC
TACOMA P&DC
WENATCHEE PO

Study
Gaining
Study
Gaining
Study
Study

PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN

BAKERSFIELD P&DC
Study
PASADENA P&DC
Study
SANTA BARBARA P&DC
Gaining
SANTA CLARITA P&DC
Gaining
VAN NUYS FSS MAIL PROCESSINGStudy
FORT LAUDERDALE P&DC
MIAMI P&DC
SOUTH FLORIDA L&DC
SOUTH FLORIDA P&DC
WEST PALM BEACH P&DC

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Study
Gaining

MONMOUTH P&DC
SO JERSEY P&DC
TRENTON P&DC

Study
Study/Gainin
Gaining

FT MYERS P&DC
LAKELAND P&DC
MANASOTA P&DC
MID FLORIDA P&DC
ORLANDO P&DC
ST PETERSBURG P&DC
TAMPA L&DC
TAMPA P&DC

Study
Study
Study
Gaining
Study
Study
Gaining
Gaining

CHATTANOOGA P&DC
KNOXVILLE P&DC
MEMPHIS P&DC
NASHVILLE P&DC
NASHVILLE PRIORITY ANNEX
JOHNSON CITY PO

Study
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Study

BROOKLYN P&DC
QUEENS P&DC

Study/Gainin
Study

MID-HUDSON P&DC
WESTCHESTER P&DC

Study
Gaining

BUFFALO P&DC
ROCHESTER L&DC
ROCHESTER P&DC

Study
Gaining
Gaining

NEW CASTLE P&DF
PITTSBURGH P&DC

Study
Gaining
Average

*Source: Human Resources, USPS, November 2011

28.79%
70.11%
71.17%
19.00%
53.68%
15.52%
44.27%
69.33%
85.02%
60.81%
75.74%
73.45%
72.87%
59.42%
83.31%
84.29%
73.07%
50.72%
70.16%
32.50%
40.05%
46.89%
39.81%
21.55%
36.17%
23.71%
46.41%
50.00%
36.54%
54.30%
37.90%
38.32%
32.36%
15.57%
84.95%
48.58%
45.45%
5.61%
38.75%
79.88%
69.83%
74.86%
22.47%
69.79%
46.13%
12.36%
20.68%
16.07%
16.37%
5.88%
19.14%
12.51%
37.09%

Table G-2 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
GREAT LAKES
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN

ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CHICAGO PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC

HUNTSVILLE P&DF
ANNISTON PO
DOTHAN PO
TCL-SKYLAND STA
AMSTERDAM PO
BINGHAMTON PO
GLENS FALLS PO
PLATTSBURGH PO
LYNCHBURG P&DF
ROANOKE P&DC
CLARKSBURG P&DF
BLUEFIELD PO
PARKERSBURG PO
PETERSBURG PO
EAST VALLEY DDC
TUCSON P&DC
ALAMOGORDO PO
FARMINGTON PO
SOCORRO PO
TRUTH/CONSEQUENCE PO
TUCUMCARI PO
HARRISON PO
HOT SPRINGS NAT PK PO
JONESBORO PO
ATHENS GMF
ACWORTH PO
CARTERSVILLE PO
DOUGLASVILLE PO
EASTON P&DF
CUMBERLAND PO
WALDORF PO
DMDU CANTANO ANNEX
SAN JUAN AMF
BLOOMINGTON P&DF
FOX VALLEY P&DC
LANCASTER P&DC
READING P&DF
SCRANTON P&DF
WILLIAMSPORT P&DF
TOPEKA P&DF
GRAND ISLAND P&DF
NORFOLK P&DF
COLBY PO
DODGE CITY PO
HAYS PO
HUTCHINSON PO
LIBERAL PO
SALINA PO
ALLIANCE PO
NORTH PLATTE PO
IRVING PARK RD P&DC
CINCINNATI P&DC
DAYTON P&DF
ATHENS PO
CHILLICOTHE PO
IRONTON PO
COLORADO SPRINGS P&DC
ALAMOSA PO
DURANGO PO
SALIDA PO
RAWLINS PO

Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

52.20%
19.30%
41.38%
26.56%
3.33%
5.21%
5.88%
1.41%
37.12%
19.74%
3.10%
3.51%
1.54%
0.00%
33.33%
39.50%
37.25%
37.25%
70.00%
10.00%
40.00%
5.45%
8.06%
20.00%
52.48%
8.33%
13.56%
26.42%
43.43%
3.92%
67.96%
99.19%
87.88%
13.43%
70.80%
11.49%
11.24%
4.18%
3.03%
27.07%
3.39%
2.00%
0.00%
9.76%
2.70%
10.23%
11.11%
5.26%
15.00%
8.06%
86.25%
31.62%
35.09%
2.17%
7.14%
0.00%
47.93%
50.00%
16.00%
9.52%
53.85%

Table G-2 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

WESTERN
WESTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
SOUTHWEST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST

COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DAKOTAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DALLAS PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HOUSTON PFC
HOUSTON PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC

ROCK SPRINGS PO
WHEATLAND PO
SOUTHERN CT P&DC
STAMFORD P&DC
SPRINGFIELD P&DC
HELENA PO
KALISPELL PO
MISSOULA PO
WOLF POINT PO
DEVILS LAKE PO
GRAND FORKS PO
MINOT PO
DALLAS P&DC
EAST TEXAS P&DC
LUFKIN PO
DETROIT P&DC
JACKSON PO
ABILENE PO
SPRINGFIELD P&DC
CARBONDALE PO
CENTRALIA IL PO
EFFINGHAM PO
BROCKTON P&DC
CENTRAL MASS P&DC
WAREHAM ANX
GARY P&DC
BLOOMINGTON MPA
KOKOMO P&DF
LAFAYETTE P&DF
MUNCIE P&DF
SOUTH BEND P&DC
TERRE HAUTE P&DF
COLUMBUS PO
KALAMAZOO P&DC
LANSING P&DC
SAGINAW P&DC
FLORENCE P&DF
ROCKY MOUNT P&DF
CARROLL PO
CRESTON PO
BEAUMONT P&DF
BRYAN PO
BOWLING GREEN P&DF
LEXINGTON P&DC
PADUCAH P&DF
CAMPTON PO
ELIZABETHTOWN PO
HAZARD PO
SOMERSET PO
ROCKFORD P&DC
WAUSAU P&DF
KENOSHA PO
PORTAGE PO
LAFAYETTE P&DF
NEW ORLEANS P&DC
ASHEVILLE P&DF
FAYETTEVILLE P&DC
KINSTON P&DF
GULFPORT P&DF
GRENADA PO
HATTIESBURG PO

Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

11.32%
0.00%
35.03%
63.83%
12.73%
7.50%
7.14%
4.64%
11.11%
0.00%
3.67%
3.57%
78.43%
50.00%
21.50%
83.48%
4.71%
24.56%
8.37%
4.55%
4.62%
1.82%
8.48%
6.19%
7.95%
67.69%
10.53%
8.11%
13.51%
8.42%
17.86%
6.98%
5.10%
15.81%
25.41%
15.49%
59.69%
77.18%
0.00%
0.00%
45.97%
25.81%
10.67%
18.01%
8.89%
10.00%
6.35%
3.57%
5.77%
18.08%
3.55%
15.07%
5.13%
56.63%
81.75%
11.05%
68.82%
59.46%
23.81%
32.73%
31.91%

Table G-2 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" Facility

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

SOUTHWEST
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
CAPITAL METRO
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
WESTERN
WESTERN
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST

MISSISSIPPI PFC
NEVADA-SIERRA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTHEAST AREA PFC
NORTHEAST AREA PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
RICHMOND PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC

TUPELO PO
Study
RENO P&DC
Study
GAINESVILLE P&DF
Study
PANAMA CITY P&DF
Study
AUGUSTA P&DF
Study
SAVANNAH P&DF
Study
ALBANY PO
Study
COLUMBUS PO
Study
SAV-MAIN OFFICE STA
Study
SWAINSBORO PO
Study
VALDOSTA PO
Study
WAYCROSS PO
Study
NORTH JERSEY L&DC
Study
METRO NEW YORK L&DC
Study
EASTERN MAINE P & DF
Study
NASHUA L&DC
Study
BURLINGTON P&DF
Study
KILMER P&DC
Study
AKRON P&DC
Study
CANTON P&DF
Study
TOLEDO P&DF
Study
YOUNGSTOWN P&DF
Study
STEUBENVILLE PO
Study
DULUTH P&DF
Study
EAU CLAIRE P&DF
Study
BEMIDJI PO
Study
TULSA P&DC
Study
MCALESTER PO
Study
POTEAU PO
Study
WOODWARD PO
Study
SOUTHEASTERN P&DC
Study
EUGENE P&DF
Study
MT HOOD DDC
Study
SUNSET DDC
Study
BEND PO
Study
PENDLETON PO
Study
NORFOLK P&DC
Study
MCALLEN P&DF
Study
WACO P&DF
Study
STOCKTON P&DC
Study
MOD-MAIN OFFICE STA
Study
REDDING PO
Study
POCATELLO PO
Study
PROVO PO
Study
SAN BERNARDINO P&DC
Study
MIDWAY P&DF
Study
NORTH BAY P&DC
Study
EUREKA PO
Study
INDUSTRY P&DC
Study
LONG BEACH P&DC
Study
EVERETT P&DF
Study
OLYMPIA P&DF
Study
PASCO P&DF
Study
SEATTLE DDC-EAST
Study
TACOMA P&DC
Study
WENATCHEE PO
Study
BAKERSFIELD P&DC
Study
PASADENA P&DC
Study
VAN NUYS FSS MAIL PROCESSINGStudy
FORT LAUDERDALE P&DC
Study
SOUTH FLORIDA P&DC
Study

19.51%
52.00%
42.79%
39.73%
73.33%
60.00%
51.10%
72.37%
66.10%
3.45%
26.67%
14.49%
81.79%
64.20%
1.72%
13.29%
6.90%
55.65%
23.41%
12.44%
30.06%
20.11%
12.96%
3.64%
5.62%
0.00%
40.46%
18.18%
14.29%
4.17%
37.12%
12.88%
41.31%
22.22%
4.88%
2.70%
72.21%
90.84%
53.92%
74.33%
52.50%
16.16%
7.35%
14.88%
72.01%
78.50%
57.36%
19.59%
84.67%
82.91%
53.57%
42.31%
28.79%
71.17%
53.68%
15.52%
69.33%
85.02%
73.45%
59.42%
73.07%

Table G-2 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Study" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

EASTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN

SOUTH JERSEY PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TRIBORO PFC
WESTCHESTER PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

MONMOUTH P&DC
FT MYERS P&DC
LAKELAND P&DC
MANASOTA P&DC
ORLANDO P&DC
ST PETERSBURG P&DC
CHATTANOOGA P&DC
JOHNSON CITY PO
QUEENS P&DC
MID-HUDSON P&DC
BUFFALO P&DC
NEW CASTLE P&DF

Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Average

*Source: Human Resources, USPS, November 2011

32.50%
21.55%
36.17%
23.71%
50.00%
36.54%
32.36%
5.61%
69.83%
22.47%
12.36%
5.88%
28.80%

Table G-3 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
WESTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
NORTHEAST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
EASTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
SOUTHWEST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN

ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALABAMA PFC
ALASKA PFC
ALBANY PFC
ALBANY PFC
APPALACHIAN PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARIZONA PFC
ARKANSAS PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
ATLANTA PFC
BALTIMORE PFC
BAY-VALLEY PFC
BAY-VALLEY PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CAPITAL PFC
CARIBBEAN PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CENTRAL PLAINS PFC
CINCINNATI PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
COLORADO/WYOMING PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
CONNECTICUT VALLEY PFC
DALLAS PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
DETROIT PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
FORT WORTH PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GATEWAY PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER INDIANA PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER MICHIGAN PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREATER SOUTH CAROLINA PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
GREENSBORO PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HAWKEYE PFC
HOUSTON PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC
KENTUCKIANA PFC

BIRMINGHAM P&DC
MOBILE P&DC
MONTGOMERY P&DC
ANCHORAGE P&DC
ALBANY P&DC
SYRACUSE P&DC
CHARLESTON P&DC
PHOENIX P&DC
ALBUQUERQUE P&DC
LITTLE ROCK P&DC
ATLANTA P&DC
ATLANTA L&DC
NORTH METRO
BALTIMORE P&DC
OAKLAND P&DC
SAN JOSE P&DC
CURSEEN-MORRIS P&DC
SO MARYLAND P&DC
SUBURBAN MD P&DC
SAN JUAN P&DC
CAROL STREAM P&DC
CHICAGO NDC
SOUTH SUBURBAN P&DC
PEORIA P&DF
HARRISBURG P&DC
LEHIGH VALLEY P&DC
WICHITA P&DC
OMAHA P&DC
COLUMBUS P&DC
DENVER P&DC
DENVER MP/ANX
CHEYENNE P&DC
HARTFORD P&DC
PROVIDENCE P&DC
NORTH TEXAS P&DC
DET PRIORITY MAIL FAC
DETROIT NDC
MICHIGAN METROPLEX P&DC
AMARILLO P&DF
FT WORTH P&DC
LUBBOCK P&DF
CHAMPAIGN P&DF
COLUMBIA MO P&DF
ST LOUIS NDC
ST LOUIS MO P&DC
ST LOUIS METRO ANNEX
FT WAYNE P&DC
INDIANAPOLIS P&DC
GRAND RAPIDS P&DF
GRAND RAPIDS P&DC
TRAVERSE CITY P&DF
CHARLESTON P&DF
COLUMBIA P&DC
GREENVILLE P&DC
GREENSBORO P&DC
RALEIGH P&DC
QUAD CITIES P&DF
DES MOINES P&DC
N HOUSTON P&DC
EVANSVILLE P&DF
LOUISVILLE P&DC

Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining

72.35%
61.11%
59.52%
57.09%
7.41%
5.63%
10.81%
39.60%
62.13%
47.10%
88.86%
91.19%
81.22%
74.87%
92.56%
86.04%
96.09%
83.90%
78.44%
97.44%
71.21%
85.13%
78.83%
11.24%
21.36%
11.76%
24.55%
19.46%
36.02%
53.87%
56.93%
21.88%
45.80%
10.22%
76.53%
64.97%
60.63%
44.57%
28.97%
55.97%
53.42%
14.61%
19.26%
50.15%
66.49%
70.86%
25.79%
50.84%
28.70%
21.79%
3.30%
56.02%
71.68%
39.71%
60.58%
71.75%
9.03%
14.16%
82.32%
9.42%
34.90%

Table G-3 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Gaining" Facility

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
GREAT LAKES
NORTHEAST
PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
WESTERN
CAPITAL METRO
CAPITAL METRO
SOUTHWEST
WESTERN
NORTHEAST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
CAPITAL METRO
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
WESTERN
WESTERN
WESTERN
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
WESTERN
WESTERN
PACIFIC
PACIFIC
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN

LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LAKELAND PFC
LONG ISLAND PFC
LOS ANGELES PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
LOUISIANA PFC
MID-AMERICA PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MID-CAROLINAS PFC
MISSISSIPPI PFC
NEVADA-SIERRA PFC
NEW YORK PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTH FLORIDA PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
NORTHERN OHIO PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
NORTHLAND PFC
OKLAHOMA PFC
PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
PORTLAND PFC
RICHMOND PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
RIO GRANDE PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SACRAMENTO PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SALT LAKE CITY PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN DIEGO PFC
SAN FRANCISCO PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SANTA ANA PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SEATTLE PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SIERRA COASTAL PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH FLORIDA PFC
SOUTH JERSEY PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
SUNCOAST PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC
TENNESSEE PFC

PALATINE P&DC
Gaining
GREEN BAY P&DC
Gaining
MADISON P&DC
Gaining
MILW PRIORITY ANNEX
Gaining
MILWAUKEE P&DC
Gaining
OSHKOSH P&DF
Gaining
MID-ISLAND P&DC
Gaining
LOS ANGELES P&DC
Gaining
BATON ROUGE P&DC
Gaining
SHREVEPORT P&DC
Gaining
KCMO P&DC
Gaining
CHARLOTTE P&DC
Gaining
CHARLOTTE NC L&DC/STC
Gaining
JACKSON P&DC
Gaining
LAS VEGAS P&DC
Gaining
NEW YORK MORGAN P&DC
Gaining
JACKSONVILLE P&DC
Gaining
PENSACOLA P&DC
Gaining
TALLAHASSE P&DF
Gaining
MACON P&DC
Gaining
SOUTHERN MAINE P&DC
Gaining
DVD BLDG P&DC
Gaining
CLEVELAND P&DC
Gaining
MINNEAPOLIS P&DC
Gaining
SAINT PAUL P&DC
Gaining
OKLAHOMA CITY P&DC
Gaining
PHILADELPHIA P&DC-1
Gaining
MEDFORD MPC
Gaining
PORTLAND P&DC
Gaining
PORTLAND AIR CARGO CENTER-PGaining
SALEM P&DF
Gaining
RICHMOND P&DC
Gaining
AUSTIN P&DC
Gaining
CORPUS CHRISTI P&DC
Gaining
EL PASO P&DC
Gaining
MIDLAND P&DF
Gaining
SAN ANTONIO P&DC
Gaining
FRESNO P&DC
Gaining
SACRAMENTO P&DC
Gaining
BOISE P&DC
Gaining
SALT LAKE CITY P&DC
Gaining
SALT LAKE CITY ASF
Gaining
MORENO VALLEY DDC
Gaining
MARGARET SELLERS P&DC
Gaining
SAN FRANCISCO P&DC
Gaining
ANAHEIM P&DF
Gaining
SANTA ANA P&DC
Gaining
SEATTLE P&DC
Gaining
SPOKANE P&DC
Gaining
SANTA BARBARA P&DC
Gaining
SANTA CLARITA P&DC
Gaining
MIAMI P&DC
Gaining
SOUTH FLORIDA L&DC
Gaining
WEST PALM BEACH P&DC
Gaining
TRENTON P&DC
Gaining
MID FLORIDA P&DC
Gaining
TAMPA L&DC
Gaining
TAMPA P&DC
Gaining
KNOXVILLE P&DC
Gaining
MEMPHIS P&DC
Gaining
NASHVILLE P&DC
Gaining

62.64%
6.10%
12.02%
25.57%
39.07%
3.25%
29.73%
95.66%
73.88%
53.21%
52.07%
63.15%
63.19%
76.09%
51.29%
83.35%
61.55%
47.51%
62.28%
68.27%
3.03%
70.69%
58.49%
20.60%
22.42%
44.78%
69.36%
13.95%
33.29%
45.27%
14.29%
75.37%
65.58%
69.57%
80.50%
56.84%
71.70%
68.90%
67.71%
11.91%
21.07%
23.03%
80.81%
72.91%
93.53%
79.00%
72.97%
70.11%
19.00%
60.81%
75.74%
83.31%
84.29%
50.72%
46.89%
46.41%
54.30%
37.90%
15.57%
84.95%
48.58%

Table G-3 - Percent of Minority Workers per "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

Percent of
Facility - Minority
Study or Workers per
Gaining Facility

EASTERN
NORTHEAST
EASTERN
EASTERN
EASTERN

TENNESSEE PFC
WESTCHESTER PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN NEW YORK PFC
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA PFC

NASHVILLE PRIORITY ANNEX
WESTCHESTER P&DC
ROCHESTER L&DC
ROCHESTER P&DC
PITTSBURGH P&DC

Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Gaining
Average

*Source: Human Resources, USPS, November 2011

45.45%
69.79%
20.68%
16.07%
19.14%
50.51%

Table G-4 - Percent of Minority Workers per Facility Evaluated as Study" or "Gaining" Facility

AREA

PFC/DISTRICT

PLANT NAME/LOCATION

EASTERN
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST
NORTHEAST

SOUTH JERSEY PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
GREATER BOSTON PFC
LONG ISLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND PFC
NORTHERN NJ PFC
TRIBORO PFC

SO JERSEY P&DC
BOSTON P&DC
NORTHWEST BOSTON P&DF
MIDDLESEX-ESSEX P&DC
WEST NASSAU P&DC
MANCHESTER P&DC
WHITE RIVER JUNC P&DC
NORTHRN NJ METRO P&DC
BROOKLYN P&DC

*Source: Human Resources, USPS, November 2011

Facility Study or
Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Study/Gaining
Average

Percent of
Minority
Workers
per Facility
40.05%
13.87%
6.85%
4.37%
33.10%
4.24%
2.14%
62.88%
79.88%
27.49%
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APPENDIX H
TRANSPORTATION CALCULATIONS

Plant-to-Post Office Potential Operating Miles Reductions
Postal
“Study” Facility Name
“Gaining” Facility
Service
Name
Area

Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Southwest
Western
Great Lakes
Eastern
Eastern
Great Lakes
Great Lakes
Southwest
Eastern

Grand Island P&DF, NE
Eau Claire P&DF, WI
LaCrosse P&DF, WI
Rochester P&DF, MN
Duluth P&DF, MN
Lafayette P&DF, LA
Norfolk P&DF, NE
Quincy P&DF, IL
Owensboro CSMPC, KY
Campton CSMPC, KY
Bloomington MPA, IN
Kalamazoo P&DC, MI
South P&DC, FL
Lancaster P&DC, PA

Omaha P&DC, NE
Saint Paul P&DC, MN
Saint Paul P&DC, MN
Saint Paul P&DC, MN
Saint Paul P&DC, MN
Baton Rouge P&DC, LA
Omaha P&DC, NE
Columbia P&DF, MO
Evansville P&DF, IN
Louisville P&DC, KY
Indianapolis P&DC, IN
Grand Rapids P&DC, MI
Miami P&DC, FL
Harrisburg P&DC, PA
Totals

Current
Annual
Miles

1,280,415
3,245,310
1,483,677
1,207,692
1,737,992
1,326,823
1,380,268
7,318,359
1,190,649
212,209
2,117,141
21,383,817
2,319,040
1,302,989
47,506,381

Estimated
Annual Miles
Under
Proposed
Action
1,144,267
2,858,438
1,146,032
1,115,411
1,422,945
928,471
1,115,836
7,045,169
1,146,577
97,083
2,079,023
20,341,145
2,317,939
1,266,033
44,024,369

Difference

%
Impact

(136,148)
(386,872)
(337,645)
(92,281)
(315,047)
(398,352)
(264,432)
(273,190)
(44,072)
(115,126)
(38,118)
(1,042,672)
(1,101)
(36,956)
(3,482,012)
Average

-10.63
-11.92
-22.76
-7.64
-18.13
-30.02
-19.16
-3.73
-3.70
-54.25
-1.80
-4.88
-0.05%
-2.84
-13.68

MPA – Mail Processing Annex
Note: Transportation studies listed are those 14 studies that the Postal Service reviewed and completed as of November 30, 2011
Source: Postal Service 2011i (PRC Filing Library Reference USPS-LR-N2012-1/11; “Plant to Post Office – Operating Miles Reductions” spreadsheet)
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APPENDIX I
Air Quality Background Information

Figures on the following pages illustrate the:




Current 8-hour ozone nonattainment and maintenance areas in the U.S.
(Appendix I, Figure 1, 8-Hour Ozone Nonattainment and Maintenance Areas
[1997 Standard]).
Current 8-hour ozone nonattainment areas and classifications as to severity
(Appendix I, Figure 2, Map of 8-Hour Ozone Nonattainment Areas and
Classification).

Additional maps illustrating nonattainment areas are presented as:




Appendix I, Figure 3, Map of SO2 Nonattainment Areas;
Appendix I, Figure 4, Map of PM10 Nonattainment Areas; and
Appendix I, Figure 5, PM2.5 Nonattainment Areas.

Currently, no nonattainment areas are designated for NOx.
Table I-1 - lists Designated Nonattainment or Maintenance Areas of Each Criteria
Pollutant for “Gaining” Facilities
Table I-2 - Applicability analysis for General Conformity for Extreme Ozone
Nonattainment Area (Santa Ana P&DC)
Table I-3 - MOBILE6 Emission Factor from MOBILE6.2 (g/mile), Excerpted from
Greensboro P&DC NEPA Screening Analysis (Weston 2012a) and Seattle P&DC NEPA
Screening Analysis (Weston 2012g)
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Appendix I, Figure 1 - Map of 8-Hour Ozone Nonattainment and Maintenance Areas
Source: Excerpted from USEPA, 2011
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Appendix I, Figure 2 - Map of 8-Hour Ozone Nonattainment Areas and Classification
Source: Excerpted from USEPA, 2011
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Appendix I, Figure 3 - Map of SO2 Nonattainment Areas
Source: Excerpted from USEPA, 2011
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Appendix I, Figure 4 - Map of PM10 Nonattainment Areas
Source: Excerpted from EPA, 2011
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Table I-1. Designated Nonattainment or Maintenance Areas of Each Criteria Pollutant for “Gaining” Facilities
Gaining Facility
Location/Name
1

Anchorage, AK

2

Fairbanks, AK

3

Juneau, AK

4
5

County
Anchorage
Municipality
Fairbanks North Star
Borough
Juneau City and
Borough

Ketchikan, AK
Birmingham, AL

Jefferson Co

Mobile, AL
Montgomery, AL
Little Rock, AR

Mobile Co
Montgomery Co
Pulaski Co

Phoenix PMPPC, AZ

Maricopa Co

10

Phoenix, AZ

Maricopa Co

11

Anaheim, CA

Orange Co

12

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles Co

13

Ml Sellers, CA

San Diego Co

14

Moreno Valley, CA

San Diego Co

15

Oakland, CA

Alameda Co

16

San Francisco, CA

San Francisco Co

17

San Jose, CA

Santa Clara Co

18

Santa Ana, CA

Orange Co

19
20

Santa Barbara, CA

Santa Barbara Co

Santa Clarita, CA

Los Angeles Co

21

West Sacramento,
CA

Yolo Co

22

Denver Annex, CO

Douglas Co

23

Denver, CO

Denver Co

24
25

Grand Junction, CO

Mesa Co

Hartford, CT

Hartford Co

6
7
8
9

8-Hour Ozone

CO

SO2

NO2

PM10

PM2.5

--

--

--

--

NonattainmentModerate

--

--

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment

--

--

--

--

-Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
---NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentExtreme
NonattainmentExtreme
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentMarginal
NonattainmentMarginal
NonattainmentMarginal
NonattainmentExtreme
-NonattainmentExtreme
NonattainmentSevere 15
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
-NonattainmentModerate

--

--

--

NonattainmentModerate
--

---

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment

----

----

----

----

Maintenance

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

Maintenance

--

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

Maintenance

---NonattainmentSerious
NonattainmentSerious
NonattainmentSerious
NonattainmentSerious

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

Maintenance

NonattainmentSerious
-NonattainmentSerious

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

MaintenanceModerate
MaintenanceModerate
--

Maintenance

--

--

--
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Gaining Facility
Location/Name

County

26

Washington, DC

Entire District

27
28
29
30
31
32

Jacksonville, FL
Miami, FL
Mid Florida, FL
Orlando LDC, FL
Pensacola, FL
South Florida LDC,
FL
Tallahassee, FL
Tampa LDC, FL
Tampa, FL
West Palm Beach,
FL

Duval Co
Miami-Dade Co
Seminole Co
Orange Co
Escambia Co

NonattainmentModerate
------

Miami-Dade Co
Leon Co
Hillsborough Co
Hillsborough Co

33
34
35
36

Palm Beach Co

37

Atlanta LDC, GA

Fulton Co

38

Atlanta, GA

Fulton Co

39

Macon, GA

Bibb Co

40

North Metro, GA

Gwinnett Co

41
42
43
44
45

Barrigada, GU
Honolulu, HI
Des Moines, IA
Boise, ID

Guam Co
Honolulu Co
Des Moines Co
Boise Co

Busse Metro Hub, IL

Cook Co

46

Cardiss Collins, IL

Cook Co

47

Carol Stream, IL

Du Page Co

48
49

Champaign, IL

Champaign Co

Palatine, IL

Cook Co

50
51
52

Peoria, IL
Quad Cities, IL

Peoria Co
Rock Island Co

So Suburban, IL

Cook Co

53
54
55

Evansville, IN
Ft Wayne, IN
Indianapolis Annex,
IN

Vanderburgh Co
Fort Wayne Co

56

Indianapolis, IN

Marion Co

Marion Co

CO

SO2

NO2

PM10

PM2.5

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

------

------

------

------

------

--

--

--

--

--

--

----

----

----

----

----

----

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-----

-----

-----

-----

--

--

--

--

--

--

----MaintenanceModerate
MaintenanceModerate

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

---

Maintenance
--

---

--

--

--

---

---

---

-MaintenanceModerate
--MaintenanceModerate
---

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

--

--

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

--

--

8-Hour Ozone

NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
NonattainmentModerate
----NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
-NonattainmentModerate
--NonattainmentModerate
--Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
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Gaining Facility
Location/Name

County

8-Hour Ozone
-Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
NonattainmentModerate
--NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate

57
58

Wichita, KS

Sedgwick Co

Louisville, KY

Jefferson Co

59

Baton Rouge, LA

East Baton Rouge Par

60
61
62

New Orleans, LA
Shreveport, LA

Orleans Par
Caddo Par

Central Mass, MA

Worcester Co

63
64

Middlesex Essex,
MA
Northwest Boston,
MA

Middlesex Co
Middlesex Co

65

Baltimore, MD

Baltimore Co

66

Linthicum, MD

Anne Arundel Co

67

Southern Maryland,
MD

Prince George's Co

68

Suburban, MD

Montgomery Co

69

Southern Maine, ME

Cumberland Co

70

Detroit PMPC, MI

71

Grand Rapids
Annex1, MI
Grand Rapids
Annex3, MI

72

Wayne Co
Kent Co
Kent Co

73

Grand Rapids, MI

74

Michigan Metroplex,
MI
Traverse City, MI
Minneapolis, MN
St Paul, MN
Columbia, MO
Kansas City, MO
St Louis Annex, MO
St Louis, MO
Jackson, MS
Billings, MT
Great Falls, MT

Grand traverse Co
Hennepin Co
Samsey Co
Boone Co
Cass Co
St. Louis Co
St. Louis Co
Hinds Co
Yellowstone Co
Great Falls Co

Charlotte LDC, NC

Mecklenburg Co

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

United States Postal Service
Environmental Compliance and Risk Management

Kent Co
Oakland Co

NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
MaintenanceMarginal
MaintenanceMarginal
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
MaintenanceMarginal
----------NonattainmentModerate

CO

SO2

NO2

PM10

PM2.5

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

---

---

---

---

---

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

MaintenanceModerate

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

-Maintenance
------Maintenance
--

-Maintenance
------Nonattainment
--

-----------

-----------

-----------

Maintenance

--

--

--

--
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Gaining Facility
Location/Name

County

86

Charlotte, NC

Mecklenburg Co

87
88

Greensboro, NC

Guilford Co

Raleigh, NC

Wake Co

89
90
91
92
93

Bismarck, ND
Fargo Annex, ND
Fargo, ND
Omaha, NE
Dominick V Daniels,
NJ
Northern NJ Metro,
NJ

Burleigh Co
Cass Co
Cass Co
Douglas Co

95

South Jersey, NJ

Camden Co

96

Trenton, NJ

Mercer Co

97
98

Albuquerque, NM

Bernalillo Co

Las Vegas, NV

Clark Co

99

Albany, NY

Albany Co

100

Brooklyn, NY

Kings Co

101
102

Mid-Island, NY

Suffolk Co

Morgan Station, NY

New York Co

103

Rochester LDC, NY

Monroe Co

104

Rochester, NY

Monroe Co

105
106

Syracuse, NY

Onondaga Co

Westchester, NY

Westchester Co

107

Cleveland FSS
Annex, OH

Cuyahoga Co

108

Cleveland, OH

Cuyahoga Co

109

Columbus FSS
Annex, OH

Franklin Co

110

Columbus, OH

Franklin Co

111
112

Oklahoma City, OK

Pottawatomie Co

NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
-NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentModerate
-NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
-NonattainmentModerate
MaintenanceModerate
MaintenanceModerate
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
--

Medford, OR

Jackson Co

--

Maintenance

--

--

113

Portland, OR

Multnomah Co

--

Maintenance

--

--

94

Hudson Co
Bergen Co

8-Hour Ozone
NonattainmentModerate
-Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
----NonattainmentModerate

CO

SO2

NO2

PM10

PM2.5

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

-NonattainmentSerious

--

Maintenance

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

-NonattainmentModerate

--

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment
--

--

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-MaintenanceModerate
--

--
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Gaining Facility
Location/Name

County

8-Hour Ozone

CO

SO2

NO2

PM10

PM2.5

114

Portland, OR Air
Cargo Center

Multnomah Co

--

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

115

Harrisburg, PA

Dauphin Co

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment

116
117

Johnstown, PA

Johnstown Co

Lehigh Valley, PA

Lehigh Co

118

Philadelphia, PA

Philadelphia Co

119

Pittsburgh LDC, PA

Allegheny Co

120

Pittsburgh, PA

Allegheny Co

121
122

San Juan, PR

San Juan Co

Providence, RI

Providence Co

123
124
125
126
127

Charleston, SC
Columbia, SC
Greenville, SC
Sioux Falls, SD

Charleston Co
Lexington Co
Greenville Co
Minnehaha Co

Knoxville, TN

Knox Co

128

Memphis, TN

Shelby Co

129
130

Nashville Annex, TN
Nashville Flats
Annex, TN
Nashville, TN
Amarillo, TX
Austin, TX
Corpus Christi, TX

Nashville Co

Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
-Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
NonattainmentFormer Subpart 1
-NonattainmentModerate
----Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
MaintenanceModerate
--

Nashville Co
Nashville Co
Randall Co
Travis Co
Nueces Co

El Paso, TX

El Paso Co

131
132
133
134
135

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

Maintenance

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

MaintenanceModerate
MaintenanceModerate
--

--

--

--

--

--

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment

Maintenance

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

--

Maintenance

--

--

----NonattainmentModerate

--

--

--

--

--

---

---

---

---

---

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate

--

136

Ft Worth, TX

Tarrant Co

137
138
139

Lubbock, TX
Midland, TX

Lubbock Co
Midland Co

North Houston, TX

Harris Co

140

North Texas, TX

Dallas co

141
142

San Antonio, TX
Salt Lake City ASF,
UT

Bexar Co

NonattainmentSerious
--NonattainmentSevere 15
NonattainmentSerious
--

Salt Lake Co

--

Maintenance

Nonattainment

--

143

Salt Lake City, UT

Salt Lake Co

--

Maintenance

Nonattainment

--

Final
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Gaining Facility
Location/Name

County

144

Dulles, VA

Loudoun Co

145

Merrifield, VA

Fairfax Co

146

Richmond, VA

Henrico Co

NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
MaintenanceMarginal

147

White River
Junction, VT

Windsor Co

148

Seattle Annex, WA

149

CO

SO2

NO2

PM10

PM2.5

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

King Co

--

Maintenance

--

--

Seattle, WA

King Co

--

Maintenance

--

--

150

Spokane, WA

Spokane Co

--

Maintenance

--

--

151
152
153

Green Bay, WI
Madison, WI
Milwaukee Priority,
WI

Brown Co
Dane Co

---

Maintenance
Maintenance

--

154

Milwaukee, WI

Milwaukee Co

155
156

Oshkosh, WI

Winnebago Co

Charleston, WV

Kanawha Co

--NonattainmentModerate
NonattainmentModerate
-Maintenance-Former
Subpart 1
----

Milwaukee Co

8-Hour Ozone

---

MaintenanceModerate
MaintenanceModerate
MaintenanceModerate
---

---

Maintenance

--

--

Nonattainment

--

Maintenance

--

--

Nonattainment

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Nonattainment

----

-----157
Casper, WY
Natrona Co
-----158
Cheyenne, WY
Laramie Co
-----159 Western Nassau, NY
Nassau Co
Note:
(1) Nonattainment and Maintenance areas for criteria pollutants were obtained from USEPA’s Green Book (http://www.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/index.html,
2011b).
(2) Nonattainment and Maintenance designation are expressed as county. Some counties are partially designated while other counties are wholly designated.
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Table I-2 - Applicability analysis for General Conformity for Extreme Ozone Nonattainment Area (Santa Ana P&DC)
De Minimis Threshold (TPY)
POV Miles (miles/year)
POV Emissions (TPY)
Allowable De Minimis for PVS and HCR (TPY)
Allowable miles for PVS and HCR for All
Pollutants (miles/year)
Total Annual Allowable miles for PVS and HCR
(miles/year)

Note
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

VOC
10

NOx
10

(5)

CO
SO2
PM10
PM2.5
100
NA
70
100
1,541,280
1.13
0.84
18.28
NA
0.04
0.02
8.87
9.16
81.72
NA
69.96
99.98
22,860,366 1,610,245 57,736,626
364,110,019 747,121,775
NA

(6)

1,610,245

Note:
(1) This table shows the example calculations of the analysis for a gaining facility (i.e., Santa Ana P&DC, CA) located in the “worst-case” area where the most
stringent de minimis threshold are applied, which is extreme ozone nonattainment area. The de minimis thresholds are 10 tons per year (TPY) for the ozone
precursor pollutants NOx and VOC. Santa Ana P&DC is located in CO maintenance, NO2 maintenance PM10 serious nonattainment and PM2.5 nonattainment
areas. Therefore, the de minimis thresholds used for this analysis are 100 TPY of CO, 70 TPY of PM10, and 100 TPY of PM2.5. Santa Ana P&DC is located in
SO2 attainment area; therefore, no SO2 analysis was conducted for this facility.
(2) Santa Ana P&DC is expecting 247 new employees by implementation of the Proposed Action. It was assumed that 247 new employees commute 24 miles
each day. It was assumed that POV, PVS, and HCR vehicles are operated 5 days per week based upon a 40 hours week and 52 weeks per year. Holidays with
no mail delivery service are not taken into account.
(3) Emissions associated with POV are calculated based on POV miles per year (1,541,280 mile/year) and MOBILE6 emission factor for POV.
(4) Allowable de minimis thresholds for total PVS and HCR vehicles are the difference between de minimis thresholds and POV emissions.
(5) Allowable miles traveled (miles/year) = allowable de minimis thresholds for total USPS vehicle / emission factor (g/miles).
(6) For conservatism, the minimum miles were chosen from all pollutants as allowable miles for conformity determination. NOx is the limiting pollutant due to high
emission factor. This value could be simply compared with the increased miles of ground transportation (PVS and HCR) due to Proposed Action.
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Table I-3 - MOBILE6 Emission Factor from MOBILE6.2 (g/mile), Excerpted from Greensboro P&DC NEPA Screening
Analysis (Weston 2012a), Seattle P&DC NEPA Screening Analysis (Weston 2012g), Santa Clarita P&DC Air Quality
Screening (Weston 2012r)
USPS Vehicle
Type
Tractor Trailer
POV

MOBILE 6.2
Vehicle Type
HDDV8a
LDGV

VOC
(g/mile)
0.352
0.665

NOx
(g/mile)
5.16
0.495

CO
(g/mile)
1.284
10.76

SO2
(g/mile)
0.01225
0.00498

PM10
(g/mile)
0.1743
0.0248

PM2.5
(g/mile)
0.1214
0.0113

Note:
(1) Emission Factor Source: US EPA’s Mobile Source Emission Factor Model, Mobile6.2 (Version 23 September 2003), (AREAWIDE = Vehicle miles
traveled averaged over all road type), Year 2010. Mobile6.2 maximum average vehicle speed of 39.7 mph for all vehicle types.
(2) Emission factors for VOC, NOx, and PM2.5 were obtained from Greensboro P&DC NEPA Screening Analysis; The emission factors for CO and PM10
were obtained from Seattle P&DC NEPA Screening Analysis; and the emission factor for SO2 was obtained from Santa Clarita P&DC Air Quality
Screening.
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